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'lb audition the new
Modulus system, bring your
favorite disc or tape to aselected
Infinity dealer.
And experience Research
and Development, Infinity style.

What do you do after building the largest, most sonicallyaccurate speaker system in
the world.'
If you're Infinity, you take
everything you've learned from
the 71j, foot, £45,000 Infinity
Reference Standard V and apply

encyclopedia of high science,
from its time-aligned driver
array to its servo-controlled
subwoofer to its acousticallyinert, sand-filled pedestals.
Sonically, it has the
power to drop jaws with its
absolutely uncanny musical

it to t:ie most sonically-accurate
compact speaker system in
the wor:d.
And you call it Modulus.

accuracy.
And visually, it would be

Vté get you Wei k)what eall about. Musk.

as at home in the NIuseum of
Modem Art as in any listening
room. With or without its
optional modular components.

Infinity UK, Gamepath I
Ad,
25 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes.
Milton Keynes MK12 61IR
Tel: (0908) 317707 Fax: (0908) 322704

A speaker system for the 1990's.
Technologically, it is an

Infinity

Phone or fax Infinity UK for further information and nationwide dealer list.
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Seven pairs of 6550s per channel make
the Carver Silver Seven the most visually
awesome tube amplifier on the market
Carver hopes that it will help sell the
less-expensive solid-state model, the
Silver Seven T: Ken Kessler reviews both
in The High End, page 58. Photography by
Tony Petch. Meanwhile, Sir Thomas
Beecham's recordings are the subject of a
massive CD reissue: see page 87.
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RADIO by Trevor Butler
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SIDELINES by John Crabbe

69 BASIK INFORMATION: Trevor Butler
reviews the Linn Basik turntable package
70 QUICKER PULSES: higher-speed
digital processing is afeature of Sony's
Pulse Length Modulation CD players. Paul
Miller tests the Sony CD-X77ES

Christopher Hogwood: pages 92,94
81
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
all the discs reviewed this month
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66 MERIDIAN 203: Martin Colloms
reviews Meridian's stand-alone DAC
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music and recording news
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talks to Simon Cargill
87
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Sob...! Schreier and Schiff in
Schubert's Schwanengesang'

108 REGIONAL DEALER GUIDE
111 CLASSIFIED ADS

73 RED WHITE AND BLUE STILTON:
three Nagaoka/Stilton moving- magnet
cartridges reviewed by Trevor Butler and
Christopher Breunig
75 THE CD PLAYER SURVEY: lab test
results, detailed listening test results and
comparative sound quality ratings for
over 50 current CD player models
79 THE SEVENTH VEIL: Steve Harris
reviews the intriguing Seventh Veil
System IV speaker, with full-range drive
units and transmission line in the stand

OBI
Sony's PLM player: page 70

9 COMPETITION: WIN Technics topof-the range MASH-equipped SUMA 10
digital amplifier and matching CD player

89
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
Horowitz's last recordings;
Guilini's Mozart Requiem; Haydn
'Sturm und Drang' Symphonies
96
REFLECTIONS
Decca 'Ovation' and 'Enterprise'
99
ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS
jazz in The US' Oleta Adams, Billy
Idol, Pretenders — rock with a
difference

26 CHICAGO SYMPHONY: Ken Kessli
reports from the Summer CES

105
CAPSULES

33 THE TALKING BOOK REVIEW: Angus
McKenzie NIBE explains how CD- Icould
transform the RNIB's Talking Book

107
REISSUES
114
BACK DOOR
Neville Farmer explores the music
ofOne World'

39 DIGITAL DISCOURSE: Malcolm
Hawksford discusses noise-shaping and
high-oversampling in low-bit DACs
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Starting on pa¡.,e 51: the sixth edition
of The High End, aHFNIRR special
53 AUDIO RESEARCH LS1: Martin
Colloms tests an astonishing line- level
pre-amplifier
57 ARAGON D2A: Steve Harris
assesses Aragon's stand-alone D/A
converter
58 SEVEN-UP: Ken Kessler reviews
the flagship Carver Silver Seven
amplifier and the Silver Seven T
version
63 CANADA DRY, or anew solidstate contender at the highest level:
the Classé DR5/DR8 pre-/power
reviewed by Ken Kessler
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Microfilms á Indexing
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/RR or
articles therefrom arc available commercially
from IMiver.sity Microfilms International. North
American applications to: 300 N. Zecb Street, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA; UK and rest of world:
White Swan House, 60 High Street, Godstone,
Surrey RH9 8LW. Technical articles of full page
length or over in HiFi News & Record Review are
detailed in the Current Technology Index.

hicago still has its Symphony
Orchestra, its Steppenwolf theatre
company, its blues clubs,
museums, galleries and fabulous res- ,
taurants. It still has the Consumer Electronics Show too, but, unlike those other
cultural institutions, the CES ( reported by
KK, p26) did not seem to be going from
strength to strength this summer.
For the third year running, R-DAT
recorders were everywhere, some ( like
Sony's) with SCMS installed. But nobody
could tell you when these machines will
go on sale, because in America that
depends largely on the progress of the
DA'!' Bill, currently awaiting a House of
Representatives hearing. This would allow
the sale of consumer DAT machines provided they are fitted with the SCMS ( Serial
Copy Management System) which would
permit them to make digital copies of
copyright CDs, but not copies of copies.
But the RIAA ( Record Industry Association of America) has made it clear that its
support of the Bill does not mean that it
will not pursue royalty legislation at some
future time; also, the Bill is being opposed
by a ' Copyright Coalition', representing
songwriters and publishers, who want
legislation that will give them royalty
taxes on blank tapes or machines now
rather than later. So how dead is DAT?
Will the Japanese be able to resurrect it?
The answers were not to be found at CES.
Nor was there anything to be learned
about the possible realization of digital
recording on the existing cassette format,
the Philips Digital Compact Cassette system ( see ' News' ). The mere rumour of
this must be enough to lengthen the odds
against R-DAT taking off as a domestic
record/replay system. But there was evidence, admittedly still in prototype form,
of one very- practical analogue- tape
development which, its proponents hope,
will see off the ' threat' of DAT: and that, of
course is Dolby ' S' noise reduction
('News', jan '90). More next month.

Binders
Loose-leaf hinders for annual volumes of HFN/RR
arc available from Binders. 78 Whalley Road,
Wilpshire, Blackburn, Lancs. BI31 21.F. 1971 to
1982 are covered by two binders ( Jan-June/JulyDec ); subsequent years required one binder each.
Price £4.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years,
please ask for quotation.

Behind the scenes at CES, aJune 2briefing
gave the industry's designers details of the
Philips SAA- 7 350/35 digital- to- analogue
converter IC, the chip which represents
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Philips 7350 IC, ' Bitstream' logo

an update in the series of PDM Bitstream
devices. The 7350 allows designers to
select their own digital filter and includes
only asingle op- amp stage at the output: it
also runs at higher speed, with aclock rate
of just over 16.9MHz providing 384- times
oversampling. Meanwhile Museatex
Audio Inc claimed that its outboard D/A
converter, unveiled at the Show, would be
the first product to incorporate the new
chip. However. Meridian has also been
working with this IC, seeing it as appropriate to more expensive systems. In fact,
Meridian was using 7350s in the 603
converter seen at CES, although this was
not revealed at the time. We hope to
review the 602/603 in the near future.
In addition, Philips Components
described the specification for permitted

STEVE

HARRIS

variations of the ' Bitstream' logo, for use
on all CD players or processors based on
the Philips ' one- bit' PDM technology
(rather as Dolby's ' double- D' logo appears
on all Dolby-equipped cassette decks ). So,
although makers of PWM/MASH-based
players may hold that it is ageneric term,
'Bitstream' looks to become a de facto
trade designation for Philips ' one- bit'.
Those with long memories may recall
something similar happening with `VCR'...

Dixons takeover stopped
Accepting the findings of the Monopolies
and Mergers Commission, the Secretary of
State for Trade and Industry, Mr Nicholas
Ridley, has ruled that the acquisition by
Kingfisher of Dixons Group ( discussed in
'Comment', April) would be against the
public interest. The acquisition would
have combined the largest and secondlargest retailers of electrical goods: by
adding the Dixons and Currys to its
Comet chain and the recently- acquired
Laskys stores, Kingfisher would have controlled between 21 and 26% of the
market ( or more in some product categories). Its nearest competitor would
then have been Rumbelows. with around
5%. The Commission believed that the
acquisition would ' bring about a significant reduction in the overall amount and
intensity of competition in electrical
retailing. In consequence, prices would
be higher than would be the case if the
merger did not take place.'

Next month
Free with the September issue is the
official 32- page guide to The I
li-Fi Show,
the international exhibition which kicks
off the hi-fi 'season' at the Heathrow Penta
Hotel in mid-September. Next month's
lead review will cover the Proceed CD
transport and D/A converter. A major
feature will be Ben Duncan's build- ityourself Bitstream D/A converter, while
the music section will include an interview with Beatles producer George Martin. If that's not enough, you could win
£2000 of British- made Arcam hi-fi in our
free-entry competition. Don't miss it!
Order your copy' now. The September
issue goes on sale on Friday August 17. +
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INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER
Our goal is perfection and many advances have
been made since the original Audiolab 8000A.
But there are two things we wouldn't change, the
model number and the enthusiastic reviews...
even with the most delicate signals there is awonderful
musical harmony ... something only afew audiophile
pre-amps can improve on... the more Ithink about it,
the more Irealise Inever heard a better integrated
amplifier. Ulrich Michalik, Hi Fi exclusiv 11/89...
The 8000A is immaculately constructed. This is avery
competent design technically. Via CD ... proves areal
winner. HiFi Choice Sep 89... aready ability to
deliver high power levels without any suggestion of
strain, it works efficiently and with near ideal control and
resolution deep into the bass ... the phono input is of
comparably

high

standard ... Alvin

Gold,

Hi Fi

Answers Aug 89 .
Call or write for information and details of your Audiolab dealer
Cambridge

Systems

Technology

Limited,

26 Roman Way Industrial Estate, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 8LN. Tel. 0480 52521.

ACCESSORIES

WEI
'AVE

A cleaner like no other has just appeared. And you
know what's next

to godliness ...

fter the run-in with Armor All, I'd vowed not to mess with
liquids which offered any possibility of damaging either
software or hardware. Along came atwo- bottle kit called
Kontak claimed to clean with absolute efficacy, lowering
mechanical resistance at the point of contact. The list of safety
features was arun of ' nons': non-volatile, non-flammable, nonalcoholic, non-toxic, non-detergent, non-conductive.
The fluids can be used on any contact points: plugs, sockets.
cartridge pins, valve pins and bases, etc: and they're supposed to be
ideal for pre- solder cleaning. As the targets for Kontak are all
metal- to- metal junctures, Ididn't mind trying it - assuming in my
limited experience of chemistry that only certain acids would
damage nickel or copper or gold. The other concerns, of course,
are air- borne contaminants like smoke and moisture. Which is just
what Kontak attacks.
Formulated for military use. Kontak is wholly proprietary, and is
available only in this two- bottle form. The first is the pre-cleaner,
which you apply with cottori buds or pipe cleaners ( these are small
enough yet firm enough to use for cleaning sockets, the gap
between aphono plugs pin and collar, binding posts, headphone
sockets, etc ).
Using brand-new banana plugs, the sockets on apair of speakers
fresh out of the box and aCD player 'still in the crate', Imanaged to
life offal! manner of grime - something not expected on virgin
hardware. What it pulled off of the components in my system
bordered on the embarrassing. After the first fluid is applied and
removed ( evaporation is rapid, by the way), the second is
employed in the same manner. The only difference between
Kontak 1and 2is that the latter has added to it amoisture repellant.
The proof is in the keening. We cleaned my CD player leads and
sockets, then the speaker plugs and terminals. On playback in
between each step, it was audibly more transparent. Iheard
greater inner detail, as if I'd just upgraded to another price level.
A kit will do acomplete system from front to back and should
keep everything spotless for ayear. It will dazzle your friends when
you demonstrate it just by cleaning the plug on apair of
headphones shoved into apersonal hi-fi. For the cost of acouple of
CDs, here's an improvement akin to spending afew grand.+
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Use this form to order accessories.
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black- ash box £ 22.00
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber D steel 0, inc fixing kit, set of 8. £ 10.00 C
IIFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous th ( specify type); black- ash case £ 79.95 El
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 CI
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black- ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 D
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 I:
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £ 24.95
!!FN/RR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite).
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £45.00
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £30.00 D singles unit ( 200) £35.00. D
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 0
HFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 17.50
HFNIRR 015 Test CD 11:99 tracks, 75mins £ 11.95
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 D
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms' book £ 18.00 D
Tape head de- magnetizer: electronic cassette de- magnetizer £ 12.95 O
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 O Large £8.45 El
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £47.50
Sicomin CD damper: £27.50 El
Extra rings for Sicomin. pack of 20. £2.50
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 E
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane, 6in x6in self-adhesive £ 11.95 D
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95
'SPI HWI6.5 record cleaning machine: £425.00
III \RR self- build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 D Jazz at the Pawnshop € 13.95 Li
Aureum gold-plated mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush
mounting, complete with two 13Amp plugs. £25.00 D
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow? 01220.00
Last Formula 1 £ 11.95 DFormula 2 £ 16.50 DFormula 3
£7.50 DStarter pack £ 12.50 0
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95
Blacktak: £2.00 per pack of 2strips 0
CD Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £24.95 O
Breakfast Plugs, phonos, pair, £5.95 El
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound, £ 16.95 D; Glenn Miller, £ 16.95 D;
Warsaw Baroque Soloists, £ 16.95 D; Supercharge, £ 16.95 D; Mozart
Edition Vol I. £ 16.95 0; Guitar Crusher Live. £ 16.95 0
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.45 D
CD Jewel Cases ( packs of 10): standard. Sin complete D £6.50;
standard 5in, outer only D £5.00; slimline Sin D £6.50; 3in 0 £6.50.
Double Jewel Case. complete ( each) C £ 1.75. Sin clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5) O 75p. CD single adaptor. silvered ( each) O 60p.
Toppers: stick- on spikes; set of 6El £5.95; set of 8O £ 7.95
Kevlon damping rings: for small valves £33.50 per pair
Mission Isoplat: I7in x13in Medite isolation platform; £28.00
Billy Cotton/Russ Conway: and George Melly: £9.45 for the 2LPs
Caiotherm: Complete Compact Disc cleaner £2.25 0
Calocoat: Hi-Tech Lenscloth £ 1.60
Ace of Spades Gold spade lugs: £3.99 per set of 4 D
Dividers: pack of 10 LP D. CD D, 7in singles D. £5.95
Dividers: pack of 25 LP D. CD D. 7in singles D. £ 10.95
Chesky Jazz Sampler Vol 1: £ 12.50 El
Kontak two- bottle cleaning kit: £ 19.50 D

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

D Ienclose POIChequel MO*
/wish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

prices include' posi sç packing

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200. Bedford. MI(40 lY I
I
Cheques should he made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.

Accessories Club hotline it 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE

'
Please delele as necessary.
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Carver approach
hi-fi from
• le
When Bob Carver set out
to design the new range of
Carver Hi Fi his goals were to
create products with striking
musical realism, that were
different from the accepted
design norms both internally
and externally.
The Silver Seven-tperfectly
demonstrates Bob Carver's
achievements. A high power
mono magnetic field power
amplifier providing 550 watts
into 8ohms, from 20Hz to

20KHz with no more than
0.5% THD. When bi-amped in a
stereo system, the mono design
maximises channel separation
and minimises distortion, and
above all else,the Silver Seven-t
provides asupremely accurate
and musical performance.
The Carver range of
amplifiers, CD players, tuners
and speakers all share Bob
Carver's principle — when it
comes to hi-fi, they're uniquely
better.

Silver Seven-tAmplifier

11111111111111(

frniesefeeff-

F1W International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 071-607 2717

Please send me details of the Carver Hi Fi Range.
Name

Address

To: HVV International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
Postcode

COMPETITION

WIT\
TECHNICS
ALL GOLD
THE QUESTIONS

1. MASI lis the type of digital-

the SU- MA 10 amplifier?

to- analogue conversion
employed in the SI I- MA 10

a): 'gold' finish

digital integrated amplifier.
What does MASI Istand for?

h): twin OR: heavy-duty
transformers
c): ' Digital Direct Drive'

a ): Modulated Analogue Signal
Ilystcresis
h): Modular Audio Stage
Iybrid

System
d): MASII AJA converters

technology and features into its flagship digital compo-

e): Multi- Stage Noise Shaping
d ): Mechanical Sum- and-

transport system of the SE-

nents, the SUMA 10SL digital amplifier and SL-PAIO com-

difference Ilierarchy

Now

is your

chance

to win

Technics'

stunning

new

high-tech top-of- the-range digital integrated amplifier and
compact disc player. Technics has built a wealth of new

pact disc player, which together make up our FIRST PRIZE.
described above, will provide

FIRST PRIZE

all

Designed to complement the
very best hi-fi loudspeakers,
these state of the art components will provide a truly
world-class CD system, with
digital input capabilities to
allow compatibility with other
digital components in any
future system developments
Important features of the
SU-MA10 are its 'digital direct
drive' system and MASH
(Multi- Stage Noise Shaping) D1
A converter intended to

the

power

and

facilities

needed at the heart of a topquality system.

THIRD PRIZE
For our THIRD PRIZE Winner,
we have a pair of EAII-X250
headphones, with aretail value
of £90. These 2- way ' digital
monitoring' phones employ a
42mm woofer and 32mm
tweeter unit for each ear.
Comfortable double earpads
block external noise and opti-

amplifier itself uses twin- mono
construction. OR: heavy-duty
transformers

ance and comfort.

and

strictly

selected audio parts, and has a
power output of 125W per
channel. Meanwhile, the
beautifully-styled SL-PA10 CD
player features a centreposition mechanism with anti-

the high performance of the

b): it offers low distortion
c ): it will accept digital signals

EAH-X120 headphones?

direct
d ): it weighs more

a): twin drive units

3. Which special feature
improves the power- supply of

h): PEN film diaphragm
c): neodymium rare-earth
magnet
d): LC- OR: cables

1:

The Rules
n t,, IK readers on6 . All entries must be on the entry form

winners will he the tirst correct entries opened.

phones,

retail

value £. 50,

2)There will be no cash or other alternative to any of the prizes offered. The

3 ) Employees of Link Ilouse Magazines or associated companies, or of Panasonic/
Technics or its agents will not be eligible.
1 ) All entries must be received by first post on 3rd August 1990, when judging will
be carried out. the Editor's decision will lx- final and binding; no correspondence of
any kind will he entered into regarding the competition.
5) The prize winners will be notified by post and the results will be published in the
November 1990 eddition of HEVIRR.

To win any of these tempting

consisting of both these ' gold-

out delay — closing date for the

finish' masterpieces
under £ 1300!

competition

NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

5. Which of the following
features is not claimed to assist

considered. No other ci irrespondence must be included with entries.

function remote is included.
Total value of the First Prize,

MAIO digital integrated amplifier, with a retail value of
£800. This superb amplifier,

a ): it is more powerful than
other amplifiers

FOURTH PRIZE

HOW TO ENTER

Our SECOND PRIZE Winner
will receive the Technics SU-

d): high-speed linear

The FOL Rill PRIZE is apair of
the Technics EAI I- X I20 head-

speed- access linear- motor
transport system. A full-

SECOND PRIZE

c): synchronous

from non- digital moduls?

IEfhe

which use unique l'EN film
diaphragm and neodymium
magnet and 1.0- OR: cable.

just

a): swing-arm type
b): DC brushless rotating

provided, photocopies will be accepted but only one entry per reader will be

vibration and anti- resonance
construction as well as a high-

is

PA10 use?

mize bass response. With the
cord attached at the left drive
unit, these phones given convenient one- handed operation
as well as exceptional perfOrm-

achieve top quality reproduction from digital sources. The

2. What sets a ' digital'
integrated amplifer. such as
the Technics SII-MA I0. apart

4. What kind of motor does the

prizes, send your entry withis

31st

Names and Address

August

1990. Mark the boxes with the
letters you feel designate the
answers, then mark your
envelope ' Technics Competition' and send it to: 1li-Fi News
& Record Review, Editorial
Office, l.ink 1louse, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, ( 129 2TA.
A11;15E1990

(s) Entry to the competition is taken to indicate acceptance of the niles.

Daytime tel no

ENTRY FORM
Send to: Technics Competition,

News & Record Review, Editorial

Office, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 LTA, to arrive not later
than 3rd August 1990.
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THE

HP-FI
SHOW
HEATHROW PENTA HOTEL
13-16 SEPTEMBER 1990

TRADE ONLY 13-14 SEPTEMBER 1990

ow in its eighth successful year,
NThe
Hi Fi Show is the one hi-fi event that

nobody can afford to miss. Only at The Hi Fi
Show will you be able to see and hear
virtually all the season's new products under
one roof, and talk face-to-face with the
manufacturers. With more exhibitors and
new products than ever before, plus an array
of special demonstrations and events, this
year's Show is the biggest ever. With so
much to see, you will need to get there
early! And, as always, admission is free.

Car parking: follow the signs to the special
Hi Fi Show car parks. (do not drive direct to
the Penta Hotel entrance).
Courtesy bus service: for visitors using
public transport, there will be aspecial
Courtesy Bus service operating to and from
Hatton Cross underground during the
Show's public opening hours.
Public opening hours:
Friday 14th September 4pm - 8pm
Saturday 15th & Sunday 16th 10am - 6pm.
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VIEWS
Is there anybody there?
Dear Sir, Inote your mention of the Noise
Abatement Society in June ' News' p15.
Being one of the minority that enjoys
'classical' music and - more to the point intensely dislikes what most of the
population seems to listen to, Ifind
canned music in shops, other people's car
radios, and indeed Walkman headphones
on the tube, infuriating. For many years I
have tried to contact the Noise Abatement
Society, in the hope of joining agroup
campaigning for freedom from other
people's music, but have concluded that
the Society is so successful at keeping
things quiet that it will not even divulge
its whereabouts. None of my professional
audio/acoustics societies knows it. Ihad a
few weeks of hope earlier this year when
an address was given in ( honestly! ) Home
and Freezer News - PO Box 8, Bromley,
Kent. Iwrote off eagerly, but three
months later have had no reply.
Can you help? Or is the Noise
Abatement Society amyth?
DrJennifer Zarek, Surbiton, Surrey
The address you have is correct, but the Society asks
that enquirers should send astamped addressed
envelope for their reply - Ed

March hair-shirt subjectivists?
Dear Sir; Thank you for publishing John
Watkinson's letter (June 'Views' - 'Solvent
Abuse' ). A prime duty of ascientist is to
observe the real world, to try to analyse
patterns and then to tailor atheory to
explain and predict what is going on. With
Mr Watkinson we seem to have the
reverse: he has over-simple global
theories fixed in his head about all aspects
audio, and from then on the real world
(and everyone else ) seems to be expected
to fit in with his idea of things. Such acosy
and comfortable outlook on life may
satisfy the intellectual needs of Mr
Watkinson. but Iam afraid it is not the
stuff of scientific research, nor is it any
consolation to those of us who live and
work daily with subtle and unsubtle
differences in sound- quality of equipment.
A brilliant piece of audio equipment
like the Quad Electrostatic loudspeaker,
for example, is atriumph of imaginative
engineering in combination with
application of scientific theory, fine-tuned
after many hours of assessing subjective
quality. It would be refreshing to see such
ahand- in- hand objective, subjective
approach applied by the ' dormouse- inthe- teapot' Watkinson fraternity to try to
understand and explain subjective
phenomena rather than insulting HEV/RR
readers' intelligence by saying that
subjective effects simply do not exist,
when they plainly do.
When digital audio first came in, we all
expected that subjective efforts would be
influenced uniquely by the converters
and analogue audio sections. Ten years or
so on, although this has proved largely to
be the case, it has not turned out to be the
whole answer the best sounding system
III- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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seem to perform better subjectively when
there has been attention to the integrity of
the raw data off the CD before errorcorrection, and rigid clock stability before
conversion. Moving to professional digital
recording, error correction and
occasional error- concealment were
predicted ( by the Watkinson fraternity ) as
making off-tape raw data integrity less
than crucial, but most of us who use
digital tape- recorders on adaily basis have
discovered otherwise.
To give atopical example, in our
experience DAT recorders we have tried
in comparison with expensive fully
professional digital recorders ( fed from
the same digital source, and monitored
through the same 1)/A converters), do not
sound as good on replay as when
monitoring E- Ethrough the DA'I"s
electronics. It is elusive to measure any
problem using steady-state measurement
we've tried, hut subjectively the
difference is quite apparent, presumably
some function of Watkinsonian inaudible
error-correction and concealment. Maybe
John Watkinson would like to offer an
explanation, or maybe he'll just find it
easier to write abody of pro- engineers off
as hair- shirt 'subjectivists'?
Tony Faulker, Harefield, Middlesex

Hand-me-downs
Dear Sir, Like Antony Hodgson ( IIFN/RR
May), Ihave for long been interested in
what he calls the ' thundering fourths' at
the end of Sibelius', 2nd Symphony. So
much so, that in 1987 Iwrote to Edward
Seckerson c/o HFNIRR to see if he could
throw some light on the mystery. He in
turn asked Simon Rattle during an
interview. Simon Rattle was of the opinion
that the changed percussion part was
'based on atradition handed down from
close associates of the composer' and that
Sibelius quite liked the adjustment but not
enough to amend the score. Igrew up
with Koussevitzky on 78s and later Collins
on LP, and find that Ilisten to Sibelius 2nd
in the hope that the ' thundering fourths'
will be there at the end. What puzzles me
is, the part must be written down
somewhere for the percussionist to play.
Who decides? Perhaps Charles Mackerras
could clear up the mystery.
Derek Knowles, Cheriton Fitzpaine,
Devonshire

Home-brew
Dear Sir, Iread with great interest the
letter from Mr MacLeod in the May issue
requesting guidance on constructing a
valve amplifier: Iam reminded that I
wrote avery similar letter to your
magazine about four years ago. And this is
what happened.
Ireceived from you acouple of faded
photostats of valve amplifier circuits, and
learnt that it was possible to purchase the
necessary transformers and circuit
diagram to build my very own, much

acclaimed ( by KK)STA25. In amoment of
panache, Iwrote out acheque for anot
inconsiderable sum, and ordered the
mains and output transformers and
smoothing choke.
Iused to be in electronics about 20
years ago, and have no more resources at
home than asoldering iron, an AV(), and a
few basic tools. The biggest headache
with most home-brew projects is the
mechanical side of things: hut in my case
it was solved by wandering about anearby
industrial estate one lunchtime with a
liver in my top pocket. Iwent into asmall
metalwork factory and bribed afriendly
foreman to spend his lunch hour
guillotining and folding scrap pieces of
aluminium in accordance with my
amateurishly drawn chassis plan. Drilling
valve base and screw holes was carried
out in my garden on my workbench.
Ihad read enough in your magazine to
be aware that hi-fi equipment could only
be as good as the components that went
into it; Ineeded help in sourcing kosher
components. Imanaged to speak to Ben
Duncan, who, for avery small consultancy
fee was able to address my component list
and point me in the direction of Mark
Kitely, who supplied them - my first
experience of Hole° resistances. One
particular piece of Ben's advice that I've
proved to be correct is that axially
constructed smoothing capacitors sound
best.
Valves and bases came from PM
Components; other bits from Cirkit. I
hard-wired the components with single
strand wire on some tag boards Ifound in
atiny shop in the Loire Valley! Iwent
overboard abit about star- earthing and
de-coupled with Wondercaps.
The end product has had daily use now
for over a1000 days and continues to
delight even less emotionally involved
listeners with its clear transparent sound.
Its bass response won't go far down the
Richter scale, but vocals are beautifully
reproduced.
Of course, construction did not stop
there: Iwent on to get hold of the details
of JJCurcio's ' Daniel' pre- amp which gave
rise to an even more ambitious project.
My need for folded aluminium and a
II
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MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

MONAURAL
REFERENCE

AMPLIFIER

N9 20.5

A range of musical instruments handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their high standards.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer to hear how good
music can sound in your home.

No 26. DUAL MONAURAL PRE- AMPLIFIER

No 23. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 25. DUAL MONAURAL PHONO AMPLIFIER

No 27. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 20.5. CLASS A MONAURAL REFERENCE POWER AMPLIFIER

No 29. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG. TEL: 0494 441736, FAX .0494 461209.
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one-off PCB from amagazine plan called
for more lunch- hours wandering with
(this time ) atenner in my top pocket.
'Ibis pre-amp, with six ECC88's, each with
its own regulated power supply is a
formidable beast. Until Igot tftis in my
system. Iwas never aware of the extent to
which the firmness of bass notes was
dependent upon the pre- amplifier in a
system. With research, careful planning,
patience and abit of help begged from
experts it is possible to produce
something really worthwhile.
Don Phillips, Brixham, Devonshire

On the pulse
Dear Sir if, as Alan Shaw so blithely
suggests (' CD Sound' April issue ), the
addition of continuous soft background
hiss, rumble, print- through, mono bass etc
etc serves to ' improve' sound quality of
recordings. why do Iprefer analogue
master tapes to records? Why do Iprefer
studio line feed (le. microphones direct to
amplifiers to speakers) to master tape?
Why do Iprefer either to digital
(CD, DAT, PCM 1630 or PCM-E1/70 )?
Alan is right, of course, about knobtwiddling and multi- tracking being the
death of any real fidelity in ( the majority
of?) recordings, but there is more to it
than that. LP has better bandveith than CD
(sure, somewhat attenuated at the band
edges. above 181(117. or so, but not
truncated in the same way ), better
dynamic range ( though not signal-tonoise — not the same thing), and better
distortion characteristics at low signal
levels. So which parameters, his or mine,
are more important in determining sound
quality? It's your ears against mine, friend.
And my ears prefer old British pressings to
modern Dutch CDs of Peter Grimes.
Incidentally, microphone frequency
response curves are conventionally
obtained by swept sinewave techniques.
las anyone else tried pulse
measurements? Ifired acap gun
(estimated pulse rise time less than I
µS)
at acouple of microphones and got
repeatable responses looking like the Alps
seen from the side — cf cartridge
measurements, and, as Alan doubtless
knows, loudspeaker measurements too!
Richard Black, London SE15

Balancing the books
Dear Sir, ' If your hi-fi is worth more than
your record/CD collection, then you are
an audiophile, not amusic lover' claims
Ken Kessler (HFN/RRJune 1990 ).
Ibelieve that this argument is seriously
flawed. During the past forty years Ihave
bought many items of hi-fi equipment and
Iwould reckon that at any given time
during that period my equipment has,
more often than not, been worth more
than my records. Does this make me an
audiophile rather than amusic lover? I
think not. Firstly, good equipment is
expensive ( without going anywhere near
the ' loony tunes' league ), and if one is
building up alibrary it is inevitable that it
will be some time before the cost or value
of the records catches up with the cost or
111-F1 NEWN & RECORI)REN'IEW
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value of the equipment, if indeed it ever
does. ('Me gap is probably narrowing ill
these days of high-cost CDs).
But the most important point, which
KK seems, to overlook, is that it is
precisely because I, and no doubt many
others, are music lovers that we are
concerned to obtain the best quality of
recorded sound that can reasonably be
afforded. This may well mean spending a
disaproportionate amount of cash on
equipment hut this does not necessarily
signify apredilection for the pursuit of
sound rather than music.
Percival W Buchanan, Auchterader,
Perthshire, Scotland

And special thanks to . . .
Dear Sir, Before Istart Imust tell you that
if any of my business interests collapse.
Messrs Colloms & Ken Kessler will be
named as co-conspirators in the
liquidation. ( Just joking, chaps! ) Iam
fortunate enough to have avery
understanding Bank Manager — although
I'm sure he'd have babies if he knew what
I've done with the dosh! After anumber of
years of upgrading, the system comprises:
Apogee Duetta Signatures, Audio
Research Sl'14, Alphason Sonata/100 MCS/
Koetsu Rosewood Signature and finally
Krell NSA 200. Iwas happy. It sounded
fantastic, but that guy Kessler keeps
rambling, and Iread it, so Irewired the
system with Masterlink Cable throughout,
right down to the Mains fuse circuit,
speal(ers etc. Yes, Itried quite afew
alternatives but came back to MAS. So I
thought I'd llave the Krell NSA 200
balanced up to current spec and parcelled
it off to Absolute Sounds in London. After
acouple of weeks and afew phone calls I
was given the bad news that mine was one
of the first production NSA 200 and that it
was not very practical to convert it to
balanced output. OK, it sounded great as
it was so Iwasn't too disappointed. But
that wasn't all. Krell had requested the
amplifier be returned to them and Iwas
given abrand new NSA 200B for nothing.
My birthday had definitely come early. I'd
heard awhisper, the secret is out: to afew
the new NSA 250 is gonna be the
reference amp under IOK. So after a
phone call to my friend in the wardrobe
and achat with Ricardo at Absolute
Sounds the deal was done. After afew days
the 2508 arrives and was duly wired in.
What does it sound like? Can't tell you,
words fail me. It doesn't sound like
anything. As Isaid to David in the Music
Room Manchester, there should be alaw
against this stuff it's totally addictive.
That's it — now I've finally got it right. I'd
like to thank IIFN/RR for pointing me in
the right direction. Dave at the Music
Room for his time and good advice. Krell
for their service and generosity, Brian
Rivas at Pinewood Music and last but not
least Ricardo at Absolute Sounds for his
patience and help.
Irefuse to believe the Koetsu Urushi is
as good as KK's review claims. That's my
story and I'm sticking to it.
Philip Lord, Walsden, Lancs

Green light for go
Dear Sir, Ican confirm the remarkable
improvement in all aspects of the sound of
CDs reported by Ken Kessler and Martin
Colloms when their outer edges are
painted with agreen felt tip pen (little
green men?). But before your readers rush
to treat all their discs, they should know
of the research by Katsuo Suzuki and the
editorial staff of the Japanese magazine
Audio Accessory.
A correspondent recently sent me
copies of an article in L'Audiophile
describing his work and repeating some of
his experiments. It agrees with the benefit
of using green ink and recommends
Staedtler Lumocolor 357, which is readily
available. But Mr Suzuki got even better
results from the use of three or four thin
green paper labels stuck either to the base
of the drawer under the playing surface or
in narrow strips around the
circumference of the well, facing the edge
of the disc. ( They must not, of course,
touch the disc, and they need not cover
the whole surface. )L'Audiophile
particularly recommends the latter.
Mr Suzuki's tests were carried out on a
top Sony two-box player. For those of us
with Philips- type drives, where the CD
and its tray drop down from the drawer,
lining the well does no good. On the other
hand, greening the tray below the CD
does bring further significicnt
improvements to discs whose edges have
been treated. As afirst trial, Iused four
fluorescent green self-adhesive labels 50
X 25 mm, experiments continue.
David Foxon, Marston, Oxford

CD warm-up
Dear Sin Ifeel compelled to write to your
magazine, after years of just reading it!
No doubt many of your readers own a
compact disc player: and no doubt ahigh
percentage of them will prefer the sound
of ' their' CD player in comparison with
their record player. Why? Because cheap
midi turntables do not llave that bright,
crystal-clear sound that is synonymous
with CD sound. Ionce owned abudget
Technics CD player, and it totally outperformed my £80 Technics turntable.
llowever, the tables have been turned
now. Ihave just bought aNaim Nait 2,
Linn LP12 plus K9, Technics SLP 777
(MASII ), Technics RSB 655, Kcnwood
Turner, Royd Eden loudspeaker on Linn
Kan stands. As astudent, this lot cost me a
small fortune — but the sound: it's good!
The Linn deck offered at first abetter
sound by far than the Technics CD player.
It was not until Ihad left the Technics
player on repeat all night, that the sound
changed for the better. The sound
difference was quite remarkable — it's
even nice to listen to acompact disc now.
Of course the Linn is more musical, but it
shows that CD call compete with such a
classic turntable: the Linn is also 3times
more expensive.
In order to improve the sound of a
PWM CD player, it seems necessary to
warm it up for an hour or so.
Ewan Mason, Dundee
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VIEWS
Obviously patent
Dear Sir, Iread your ' News' item ( March
1990 )
controversy' which
Toshiba claims as its idea, despite the
Acoustic Research AR3 having gone halfway there in 1968.
Iwould like to suggest apossible
solution to this problem. The speaker
would be built with two sets of terminals
on the case wired on the single crossover
PCB containing two crossover sections,
designed as separate items but with awire
or fusible link between both negative
lines of the sections. This corresponds to
the AR3 more or less and is not subject to
Toshiba's patent claim. What you have is a
speaker capable of having duplicate

and, so far, no one has been able to
formulate ameasurement to demonstrate
them. These people therefore say that no
difference can exist, but this does not
follow. After all in the case of pinkiblue
colour blindness if there were no
measurement test, the slightly colour
blind could say that the pink blue
difference was all in the imagination.
Perhaps, therefore, we should all put
less effort into an entrenched position and
even more effort into thinking up
measurement tests to demonstrate such
differences as many claim to exist.
Alan Wenham, Sunbury- on-Thames,

to visit the centre of any large town or
city, and stand and listen to the buskers.
They play avariety of instruments without
amplification and in free air. Not in
London's Underground — Mus Ed lPlease
don't forget the gratuity. Iam sure that on
returning home and listening, it will be
obvious that the most perfect recorded
music bears little resemblance to the real
thing; also please remember that the
audio memory is very short indeed, a
point that is seldom if ever mentioned in
reviews.
Recorded sound was summed up
beautifully in the last line of Philip

Middlesex

Newell's letter ( May issue). Reproduced
music is apainting not aphotograph.

wiring installed, allowing IIF and l.F to

Personal service?

have optimum wiring types.
Ilowever, the dealer and customer
would only need to cut the wire link to

Dear Sir, My letter in the February issue

Yes, Iwill let Mr Ilayes into the secret
of my ' near' perfect equipment. It is
simply this. Ignore the silly confrontation
that is going on between one of our oldest

achieve adifferent effect, hi-wiring. The

Audio Conversions.
Ihave been asubscriber since it's
inception. However, this is produced on
behalf of acollective of audio tweak

fusible link idea would not even involve
opening the cabinet, all that would be
required would be to pass current in
excess of the fuse rating between the two)
negative terminals, with the resulting
'fault' condition equating to hi- wiring.
Needless to say none of these would
have to be official modifications, though
the manufacturer keen to show that the

regarding aDIY journal for audio, elicited
aresponse from David Rushy in respect of

experts and is used to promote their own
products. No attempt is made to disguise
this fact and this is accepted by most
subscribers, as they discuss their designs
and give much useful information and tips
as well as providing an open forum for

two negatives were indeed linked might
bring the link out onto the rear of the

general ideas. '
hie problem is the lack of

cabinet where it would be reality seen
(and cut ), although that would he too

offered.
One item produced by one of the
contributors to:tut/hi Conversions and
advertised in various hi-fi magazines was

brazen, perhaps.
The knowledge of the ' modification' to
allow hi- wiring operation would no doubt
pass down the grapevine. Ihope that this
inay prove of some use to Ilarbeth and to

any critical assessment of what is being

given aroasting by one of your
component reviewers at the end of last
year. This item is still being advertised ( in

A & R Cambridge.
John D McClymont, Fife

other mags than yours ) and Inearly
bought one, but for reading your man's

Dots before the ears

critique.
Now, by contrast, the only other full
time DIY audio mags ( in English ) on the

Dear Sit; May Ioffer an alternative view of
the subjective sounds debate? Consider
the question of colour blindness.
About 10% of the population suffer, but
this is only detectable by the most
sensitive of tests: the one moist familiar to
us is the selection of an image formed of
many dots or blobs of one colour
superimposed on those of another.
Now let us assume we have two highly
coloured pictures identical in 411 respects
except that in one of them background is
made up of blocks of grey tinged with
pink, adjacent to grey tinged with blue,
while the other has abackground of grey
alone. The very slightly colour blind
person will see the pictures as identical

SI (. 151 1990

been made of the indexing facility —
which is not even provided on some
machines. We were told that it would be
used to indicate musical detail such as the
various stages of sonata form, and other
information which the beginner and nonscore- reader would find most useful. Few
discs which Ihave played make any use of

Meridian MCD-Pro; but even Meridian
does not provide it on the 20'. 206 or

would KK, who can confirm this no

208 machines — or so Igather from

doubt. So it's aquestion of caveat emptor

reviews. A significant number of discs
benefit from reversal. and where they do,

as usual!
Hugh Haines, Sunderland, Tyne and
Wear

Crossed swords?
Dear Sir, Iam sorry that my letter in
February Views' has provoked Mr Iiayles

antagonize? Ilowever Ifeel that hmust
reply, although Ihope not in the sanie

RE( ( WI) KF:VIEU

given no choice.
The first is that so little use should have

machines. Ifirst encountered it on the

people will function entirely adequately
in the community.
The critical element is that the colour

III II 5i'5."

Index finger pointing
Dear Si': '
Iwo things puzzle and
disappoint me about the Compact Disc —
apart from its existence; but we have been

declared his interest in aproduct being
reviewed by him. Igot mine by airmail as

an obvious difference. Note that both

group is slightly ' detail blind'. They do not
hear subtle differences between amplifiers

J Russell, Nantwich, Cheshire

to point out that areviewer hadn't

my letter was meant to amuse not to

the audio world as well. Both sorts
function entirely adequately but one

and just sit back and enjoy the closest
approach to the original sound.

the index at all.
The second is that reversal of Absolute
Phase should be provided on so few

into replying ( May 1990 ) in arather
defensive manner. May Iassure him that

has been devised to illustrate it!
Perhaps there are two sorts of people in

Quad amp. use compact disc or vinyl.
Forget all about so called esoteric hi-fi,

planet, come from one tIS company and
they are so circumspect that they recently
issued apersonal letter to each subscriber

but the non- colour blind person will see

blind person will not know that a
ditlerence exists — particularly if no test

and most respected audio manufacturers,
and sonic members of the hi-fi press.
Go out and huy yourself apair of Quad
EIS 63 speakers, drive them with any

vein.
Now in spite of crossing swords with
Mr Hayles Ithink that we are both
thinking along the same lines. Irefer to his
remark about not hearing live music in
the concert hall, or as hwould put it, how
live is live? Perhaps he or any other reader
faced with the sanie dilemma would like
to try my solution to the problem. This is

the difference is so striking that Ido not
feel willing to acquire amachine which
does not make this provision, which
places me in another dilemma.
Incidentally. Iwonder how many I.Ps
have dismissed in the past as second-rate
recordings, when all they really needed
was phase- reversal.
Peter Turner, Stroud, Glos

Readers' Letters
We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for
publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer queries over the telephone.

IS

AUDIO RESEARCH
atrue classic

'gee researe

High on any list of all-time amplifier greats is the original Audio Research 150, alegendary
device much sought after by music lovers around the globe. Designer William ZJohnson has
returned to this exceptional product for inspiration, the result being anew line of all-triode
amplifiers headed by the Classic 150. Already recognised for setting new standards in
transparency and the retrieval of inner detail, the Classic 150 lifts valve technology to ahigher
plane. To complete the range, Johnson has introduced — to come alongside the already
legendary D125 — two lowerpower versions, the Classic 30 and Classic 60, for
less-demanding applications.
Such amplification warrants anew level of preamplifier performance. To meet these needs,
Audio Research is proud to announce the SP9and SP- 14. the first beneficiary of the technology

introduced in the SP- 11 and SP- 15 — the world's reference preamplifiers.
Audio Research: the only choice for the connoisseur.
Write

or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.

Absolute Sounds 58 Durham Road Wimbledon London SW20 ODE
Tel: 08 l-947 5047

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint, DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplanar, Martin Logan, Micro-Seiki,
PS Audio, Randall Research, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber
Ihave the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde

NEWS
BASF AND AGFA TO MERGE AFTER DEAL
Two of West Germany's magnetic tape manufacturers are to
combine forces in an attempt to ward off competition. Subject to
approval by the German Monopolies Authority, Agfa-Gevaert will
transfer its video and professional audio tape activities to BASF.
Although in 1989 BASF had a
worldwide turnover in magnetic
tape products of about DM1600m

well as Avranches in France which
employ some 1400 workers. This
latest move is not altogether sur-

and Agfa some DM450m, the cornpanics are facing increasing international competition, particularly

prising since the two companies
have been involved in research
and development since 1987. In a

from Far East manufacturers to
such an extent that their profits
were below expectations. A joint

joint statement, the two parties
hoped the move would 'offer the
prospect of positive results in the

letter of intent has already been
signed. The acquisition will
include Agfa's magnetic media

future'. HFN/RR understands that
the deal may not involve Agfa's
Audio Consumer division which

operations at Munich and Berlin as

handles compact cassettes.

BOULDER GOES FOR SINGLE CHASSIS
Colorado-based Boulder has announced its first single chassis
pre-amplifier, the L3AE. With aUS price of $ 1299, it represents the
beginning of amodular concept for the company. The use of high
quality components is stressed, with only 990-type discrete stages
used in the audio path. Boulder Inc 0101 303 449 8220.

DAT COMES UNSTUCK
The reliability of Digital Audio
Tape as a professional recording
medium is again in question. This
latest blow comes in a directive
from the British Record Producers
Guild to warn the recording industry to ' take care' when mastering
important material onto DAT. The
document cites the medium as
'still too new to be trusted'. The
document is the result of research
by BRPG council member Tony
Swain who has spoken at length to
tape manufacturers to determine
DAT's safety for long term archiving. He concludes that ' it is better
to be safe than sorry' and although
DAT is fine in the short term, he
says 'digital formats are too new,
too liable to change and at the
moment not standardized enough
to be a safe storage medium'.

SPECULATION GROWS OVER

DIGITAL CASSETTE
Industry rumours over the creation

of a new

stationary-head

digital cassette to rival DAT have
still not been officially confirmed.
The

suggestion

that

electronics

giant Philips has been working for
four years on its new record/replay
dual-role medium has been confirmed 'unofficially' by Philips'
executives and key members of the
record industry who, it now transpires, have been consulted over
the plan. The official word from
Philips Dutch head office is a
strict 'no comment' when ques-

17-22JULY 1990: British
Music Fair, Olympia (trade
only 17- 19th). Contact 071730 7852.
13-16 SEPTEMBER 1990:
The HiFi Show at
Heathrow's Penta Hotel (trade
only 13-14th). Sponsored by
HFNIRR, call 081-686 2599.
3-9 OCTOBER 1990: HiFi
Cologne '90. UK contact 081681 8166.
5-7 OCTOBER 1990:
National Sound and Vision
Show, Last Drop, Bolton.
Call (0204)31423.
28 OCTOBER 1990: Stately
Homes Music Festival recital
of Chopin's favourite works,
Leeds Castle. For tickets tel:
(0727)41175.
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turntables, has moved to new
premises in preparation for the
release of a new product lineup. The company's Crystal
Reference moves into Mark Il
form, incorporating a new
power supply and an enhanced
suspension. The standard
finish is piano lacquer black
with other options to order.
Existing owners of the Crystal may have the new suspension retrofitted. All enquiries
to Oxford Distribution tel
(0993) 776478.

tioned over Digital Compact Cassette,

with

a `wait

and

see'

answer. Recording engineers have

EVENTS

ALL CHANGEAI OXFORD
Oxford Acoustics, designer and
manufacturer of Reference

pieced

together

what

scant

information has leaked out so far
and suggest that it is likely the
signals will be depth-multiplexed
on different layers of tape oxide.
Although
official

rumours

abound,

announcement

is

an
not

expected for several months.

BRITISH BOSTON BOXES
Abingdon- based Boston Acoustics
has added a compact 3- way
speaker to its range. Claimed to
deliver 150W of music, the design
uses a 10in bass radiator acoustically coupled to a 6in midrange
unit. The A-120, which measures
623x316x248mm ( hwd), also
uses the company's own CFT5 1in
copolymer soft-dome tweeter. The
speaker has a nominal impedance
of 8ohms and quoted 90dB sensitivity, and is available at £350 in
woodgrain vinyl or black ash
veneers sporting black grilles. Boston Acostics, tel ( 0867 30) 7331.
Al 4:17ST 1990
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Long respected in the UK for its audiophile-quality CD players,
Maranta has launched a complete high-end component range
under its Music Link banner. Joining the already established
CD-12 three-box Reference CD player are the new CD- 11 player
(5,1999) and separate CD-95DR transport (5,1499).
Designed with special attention to
such aspects as vibration resistance, grounding, digital interference and component selection,

MA- 22 at £699.90 per pair and the
pure Class A 30W MA- 24 at
£999.90. Matching pre-amp is the
SC- 22, which accepts line- level

the CD1 I uses twin Philips 7321
Bitstream ('one- bit') PDM DACs in
mono- differential configuration.
The full range of facilities provided
includes Favourite Track Selection

inputs and provides the option of
BTL connection for the Maranta
power amps. Intended as the basis
of ahigh-quality all digital system,
the SC- 22 sells at £799, with a

and many other convenience programming modes, all under the
control of a 31- key remote hand-

PH- 22 phono equalizer at £899;
but Maranta has also launched the
PM-95 digital amplifier, a 120W/ch

set. While the CD- 1I is built
around the CD- M4 mini diecast

integrated, with built-in 16-bit 4times oversampling DIA conver-

laser mechanism, the CD-95R is
sion, switchable into Class A mode
based on the CD- M 1 mechanism. ( with reduced output) and having
This transport-only machine offers
an ' intelligent' remote control.
the usual programming facilities
Other new models from Marantz
plus Auto Music Scan ( AMS) and
include ' Special Edition' versions
comes with a 29-key remote.
of the Pfv130 and PM40 amplifiers
Two mono-block Music Link
retailing at £ 179.90 and £229.90
power amplifiers, both using custom components, are the 50W

respectively. Maranta UK, tel: 081897 6633.
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LUXMAN LANDS IN UK
After an absence in the UK, the
Luxman range is available once
again. A part of the Swisstone
umbrella, well known for its range
of Rogers monitor speakers, aseparate entity has been created to
handle the I.uxman brand. Headed
by Geoff Lewis, ex of Castle Acoustics, the address is that for Rogers
while a dedicated telephone line
will be 081-646 6418. Products
include the IN104 and 107 amplifiers and a range of three CD
players, the D103, 105, and 107
where valves take pride of place in
the analogue circuit.

73, was named among the Queen's
Birthday

honours.

who founded

STATELY CONCERTS
The Tenth Stately Homes Music Festival will take place in some of the
most spectacular settings in the
country. Brasted Park is the venue
for The Croft Ensemble on 18
August, while September 1sees The
Cambridge Baroque Camerata at
Firle Place in Sussex. The Festival
ends at Leeds Castle on October 28
with Anna Maria Stanczyk and a
recital of Chopin's favourite works.
The adventurous project is being
sponsored by PowerGen who has
chosen to support the arts while its
rival opted for the world cup! Concert details from (0727) 41175.

NEW WHARFEDALE PERFORMANCE

WALKER HONOURED
Hi-fi pioneer Peter Walker, now

the

Mr

Walker,

Huntington-

based Quad Electroacoustics firm
and is a prominent figure in the
international hi-fi industry, was
made an Officer of the Order of
the British Empire. Perhaps best
known for his work on electrostatic

loudspeakers,

he

retired

in

1986 handing the business over to
his son Ross,
maintains

although he still

involvement

as

life

president of the company.

DENON TUNER UNDER £ 100

A major revamp of products at Wharfedale sees a streamlined

Denon's TU260L budget tuner is now available at £99.95. This

series of loudspeakers from this established Yorkshire- based

synthesized

company. The idea behind the move was to capture the best

described by importers Hayden Labs as 'good basic radio and

model

covers

VHF/MF/LF

bands

with

what

are

elements of the most successful Wharfedale designs to date while

audio qualities in a simple package'. Auto or manual tuning are

creating the opportunity to pursue new ideas and technologies.

available with a total of 20 presets which may be set across the

At the heart of the company's new

The range is complemented by

three bands. Other features include preset and frequency display,

line-up is the Performance Series.
Replacing both the former
Diamond and Delta models, its

the 410 dual-ported bass reflex at
£130, and the £ 160 420 large-

entry point is a new Diamond IV —

cabinet. Further designs are prom-

a slightly larger variant than its

ised including the 430 and 440
models. The present 410 which

predecessor it is rated at 1000W
with 86(113/ IW/ Im sensitivity.
Special attention has been paid

ported

system

in

its

23Iitre

last channel memory and a mono switch. Finished in black to
match other Denon separates, the TU260L boasts a metal front
panel. Further information from Hayden Labs (0753) 888447.

mates a 25mm hard-dome tweeter
with a 170mm MFHP2 bass- mid

to the drive units on this model.

unit is constructed round Wharfe-

The new Diamond IV tweeter, a

dale's patented

19mm metal-done, has undergone

which aims to exhibit near-perfect

bull-ring system

major adjustment to its mounting

piston motion in the 10.51 cabinet.

assembly in order to improve dispersion, while the 120mm bass-

Standard finishes are black or walnut veneer with white an option

mid unit uses W'harfedale's MFHP2
MC compound.

for

the

Diamond

IV.

Contact

(0532) 610222.

SPEAKERS GALORE FROM MUSICAL FIDELITY
More speaker news from Musical

is

Fidelity. This month the Wembley-

response, transient power delivery'

based

to

give

a bottom

end

has

and imaging that belies its diminu-

TECHNICS WINNER

SURROUND SOUND FROM XEN

announced anew bookshelf design
the MCI. Production of this latest

tive size with a quoted efficiency
of 90dB.

addition to the company's range is
poised. The likely retail price is

Musical Fidelity has also taken
the opportunity to redesign its

First prize winner in our April
'Crowning Glory' competition, Rod
Machin from Norfolk, is seen ( left)
receiving his Technics SL-PS70 CD
player. Mr Machin, along-time HFNi
RR reader, also received the Technics' sponsored recordings of Monteverdi's Coronation of Poppea and
Andrea & Giovanni Gabrieli's 'A
Venetian Coronation'. Runners up
were Ken Jones from Wirral and
Keith Harrison from Sheffield. All
successfully answered our questions on the Coronation theme: 1.
Coronation Scot; 2. Walton; 3. was
recorded live at the Vatican in the
presence of Pope Paul; 4. Handel
(Zadok the Priest); 5. ( b) only one
written for a Coronation.

First seen in prototype at last year's
HiFi Show, Xen Audio's surround
sound processor is now in full production. The ASP-60 is intended to
match existing hi-fi, extracting the
ambient and reverberated sounds
from the stereo signal to replay
them through additional rear
speakers. The £ 399 design is
already the subject of industry controversy through its claim to 'be
fully compatible with ... ambisonics and NICAM'. Although the Xen
unit can handle these signals, it
does so in asimilar way to standard
stereo inputs and does not have the
necessary electronics to undertake
genuine ambisonic decoding.
Existing licensees of the ambisonic
technology are known to be furious
at what are described as ' misleading
claims'. The ASP-60 processer will
doubtless find a niche though
among those requiring enhanced
ambience from audio- video
installations.
Manufacturered by Microbourne
of Warwick, the name Xen is used
by permission of Apricot Computers plc, holders of the registered
trade mark. Contact (0926) 493092.

I8

manufacturer

said

£229 and the model is expected to

MC2 speaker.

be partnered with the Al and B1

'dramatic improvements' to both

integrated amps. Designed to be

sound quality and appearance have

mounted flat to the wall, the MCI

been made. "l'el: 081-900 2866.

What are termed

NEWS
NEW FORCE IN SPEAKER DESIGN
A direct rival to already established 'expensive' miniatures comes
in

the form of the hand-made

Pentachord speaker from a

relatively unknown London company. Acknowledged by the
manufacturer as a 'very unusual, very unique' product it is not
only in shape that this design is radically different from conventional technologies. There is no crossover in an attempt to
conquer phase and distortion anomalies.
Bandor 2in aluminium units,
designed as mid and top drivers,
are used in pairs because they are
said to be capable of remarkable
full-range response in this configuration. The power handling of

used to hold the end caps under
tension, while internal damping is
designed to suppress standing
waves. Power handling is quoted
at 70W RMS, 140W peak, while
sensitivity is claimed 87dB for 1W.

the drives is also great because of
their excellent heat dispersion. A
very narrow frontal cabinet area is
intended to provide agood soundstage, with a sense of depth and
accuracy of stereo information.
The sealed 3litre cabinet stands
27cm high and is handconstructed from solid 22mm
English hardwood. Each side of the
regular pentagon carcase is 13cm,
with awax finish. A brass tie rod is

Impedance options available to
order are 4, 8 or 16ohms.
Available finishes are oak, beech
or ash at £525 per pair, with
rosewood an option. A special
stand is expected to be available
soon at around £60, with ideal
placement 60cm from the floor in
free space. Contact 081-788 2228
Pentachord at 49 Rusholme Road,
London SW15 3I.F, tel: for demonstrations and availability.

mier. The £ 1395 PDP processor
has four inputs including one
balanced XI.R. The converter is
built around amassive steel chassis
to provide isolation from
extraneous noise while providing
a stable mount for the circuit
boards. Output options include a
digital feed- through to facilitate
digital dubbing. Being fully modular, it may be upgraded.
Other news from Path is that the

Audiolab,

can lay claim to a dedicated

Denon, Marantz, and Yamaha.

Awhole new range of cassette decks
has been unveiled by Aiwa, creator
of the world's first front-loading
model. All sectors have been
catered for with new single and
twin decks. Begining at £99.99, the
AD- F300 comes complete with
Dolby B & C, fine bias control and
headphone socket. At £130, the ADF400 adds ¡IX-Pro, record mute and
an amorphous alloy head, while the
AD- F600 (with an expected price of
£180) uses PC-OCC head wiring in

together

with

hi-fi outlet. Overture, opened

There's a dem room together

in Church Lane by Chris Henry

with full service and installa-

and Frank Moran, is promoting

tion

British names such as Quad,

line multi-room is a speciality.

Arcam,

Contact (0295) 272158.

Creek,

JPW,

and

AIWA INTO CASSETTE AND DAT

PROCEED WITH DIGITS
Already seen in mainland Europe,
the Proceed outboard digital-toanalogue converter has arrived in
the UK from importers Path Pre-

At last, Banbury and environs

its 2-motor design. The new Dolby-S
noise reduction is not offered on
the new line-up, although Aiwa says
it hopes to be among the first to
offer such a deck at a £400 price
point. Kept under wraps at its
recent trade show was the pocket.
sized Aiwa HD-X1 DAT recorder,
with 1-bit 256-times ois DAC and
SCNIS. It is is said to be 'consumer
ready', though no official launch
date was announced for the £500
product. Aiwa UK 081 897 7000.

facilities.

QED's System-

RUARK STANDS OUT
A dedicated support stand for the
Ruark Sabre and Broadsword
speakers has just been announced.
Called the Sound Stand, the structure consists of four cylindrical
metal uprights finished in textured
black and mounted on aveneered
medite base machined to match
the cabinets. Aiming to be both
functional and attractive, the
design incorporates spikes to give
increased stability to the base.
There are no top spikes because
Ruark has constructed its stand to
become an integral working part
of the loudspeaker system, said to
give improved tonal balance. Available in dark walnut or black ash,
the
stand
measures
480x280x325mm ( hwd), and
costs £99.95 per pair.

company is to handle the Sequerra
loudspeaker. The MET 7 is a2-way
speaker and, at £695, forms the
central part of amodular structure.
Path tel ( 0494) 459981.

BRIEFING
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND

ribbon speaker. This is the third

LLNN PRODUCTS, in recognition

video business in adeal costing

VIDEO is merging with fellow

time the company has taken the

ofits custom-made factory, won the

around £30m. The move will

dealer AT LABS to create probably

award in the past four years.

small companies category of the

cement along-standing relationship

the largest specialist retail chain

EMINENT AUDIO is located at 91

Management of New Ideas Award,

between the companies and is 'likely

with 10 shops across the South.

Rosemary Crescent West,

an initiative of the RSA.

to lead to greater co-operation'.

AIWA has extended its two year

Goklthorn Park, Wolverhampton,

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS

READER'S DIGEST has used

labour and parts guarantee service

WV4 SAN tel (0402)865326, not

REVIEW 1990 hopes to encourage

computer-enhanced CEDAR

on hi-fi spearates to include all

as stated in our June review of the

young people to consider acareer in

rejuvenating post production

BADA dealers.

Croft products.

the industry by showing how

technique on its Bing Crosby Years

CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS

GOODMANS has announced two

electronics may overcome problems

collection to remove hiss and

Technology who manufactures hi-fi

Board appointments. EA

caused by demographic changes

broadband background noise.

components under the Audiolab

Cappleman is made Manufacturing

ahead. Tei 071-836 4264.

WILMSLOW AUDIO now has 4

banner, has secured asix figure

Director, and SScaife becomes

NIMBUS RECORDS has begun

single speaker dem rooms at its new

injection of growth capital from the

Engineering Director.

work on its new 500 seat performing

Knutsford premises. As well as the

East Anglia office of 3i plc who has

HARMAN KARDON is hoping to

arts centre. Sited at Wyastone Leis,

extensive range of drive units and

acquired aminor* shareholding.

introduce Dolby Sequipped cassette

it is hoped the project will be

kits, the company offers alarge

The funds will be used for

decks in the Autumn, and is looking

completed by Summer 1991.

selection of hi-fi components. The

development and future expansion

at price points of £400 and £700.

Nimbus believes this is the first

latest catalogue is available for

says the company.

ISIS' latest audio books include Ray

classical recording venue to be

£1` . 50, from Wihnslozv at

CELESTION INTERNATIONAL

Moore's autobiography and The

camissioned since Abbey Road.

Wellington Close, Parkgate

has won 'Component of the Year

Throwback by Tom Sharpe. ISIS

PHILIPS is to buy a25 per cent

Trading Estate, Knutsford,

Award' in japan for its 7000

tel (0865)250333.

stake of Bang and Olufsen's audiol

Cheshire WA16 8DX.
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ACOUSTIC
ENERGY
SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF.
"As far as I'm concerned, the AEI
re-defines the art of miniature
speaker design"
John Atkinson,
Stereophile, Sep. 1988
"To the author's knowledge, the
most awesomely dynamic and
articulate miniature ever made"
Alvin Gold, HiFi Choice, June
1988
. . . . the best looking, most
immaculately turned out stands
I've ever clapped eyes on"
Jonathan Kettle,
New HiFi Sound, July 1989
"The AEI leapfrogs existing
references and sets new
standards of technical and musical
excellence . . ."
David Prakel,
HiFi Answers, March 1988
HFARIN(, IS BELIEVING

To audition Acoustic Energy
loudspeakers — contact any of the
dealers listed below.
Doug Brady HI Fi
Steve Box:hall Audio
London WC2
Cambridge.
Tel: 01-379 4010
Cambridgeshire
(Also at Warrington .1 Tel 0223 68305
Liverpool)
Audio Excellence
Grahams 111FI
Cardiff, Wales
London N1
Tel 0222 228565
Tel 01-226 5500
(also at Gloucester
Swansea)
KJ Leisure Sound
London W1
Chelston HI Fi
Tel 01-486 0552
Chelston. Torquay,
Devon
Le Set
Tel 0803 606863
London SW3
Tel 01-581 3676
Data Sound
Dorking, Surrey
Peter Jones
Tel 0306 882897
London SW1
Tel 01-730 3434
Wentworth Audio
Dunstable, Beds
The Comflake Shop
Tel 0582 663383
London W1
Tel: 01-631 0472
Jeffries HI-FI
Eastbourne, Sussex
The HI-FI Centre
Tel 0323 31336
Barrow-in Furness,
(also at Brighton)
Cumbria
Tel 0229 38757
HI-FI Comer
Edinburgh, Scotland
The Listening Rooms
Tel 031 220 1535
London SW5
Tel 01-244 7759 (also at Falkirk &
The Audio File
Glasgow)
Bishops Stortford, Herts In HI-FI
Tel: 0279 506576
Edinburgh, Scotland
Cleartone
Tel 031 225 8854
Bolton, Lancs
Tel: 0204 31423
(also at Manchester)

Li ntone Audio
88sleaflySoundol
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear Norfolk
Tel 091 477 4167
Nr Norwich, Norfolk
(Also at Whitley Bay & Tel 0508 70829
Durham)
Sound Approach
Mandera HI-FI
Norwich, Norfolk
Grimsby, Sth.
Tel 0603 622833
Humberside
Audio Counsel
Tel: 0472 351391
Oldham. Lancs.
PJ HI Fi
Tel 061 633 2602
Guildford, Surrey
Stilton Audio Systems
Tel 0483 504801
Peterborough. Cambs.
Compact Music
Tel 0733 297152
Havant, Hants
Rayleigh HI-FI
Tel 0705 473952
Rayleigh, Essex
The Sound Gallery
Tel 0268 779762
High Wycombe, Bucks (also at Chelmsford)
Tel 0494 31682
Audio Centre
Audio Projects
Sheffield. Yorks.
Leeds, Yorks
Tel 0742 737893
Tel 0532 304565
TonbrIdge HI-FI
The Leicester HI-FI Co. Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Leicester, Leic.
Tel 0892 24677
Tel 0533 539753
Uxbridge Audio
Pure Sound
Uxbridge, Middx.
Liverpool, Merseyside Tel 0895 30404
Tel 051 645 6690
Acoustic Ails
Unilet Products
Watford, Herts.
New Malden, Surrey
Tel 0923 245250
Tel 01-942 9567
West Midlands Audio
Audio Insight
Worcester, Worcs
Milton Keynes
Tel 0905 58046
Northants
Tel 0908 561551

Acoustic Energy have distributors in the following countries:
Australia
Austria
Canada
Denmark
Eire

Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Italy

Korea
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Portugal
Singapore
Spain
Sweden

AE )))

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

Acoustic Energy Limited
3A Alexandria Road London W13 ONP
Tel: 081-840 6305
Fax: 081-579 1761 Tlx: 266834

Switzerland
Thailand
Taiwan
U.S.A.

TECHNOLOGY
iss-free cassette will wipe out
CDs' screamed the headline in
Today newspaper. Within days
the industry was agog with worry. It was
like ` DAT will kill CD' all over again.
All the publicity stems from a demonstration of the new system, called Contour
Biasing, given to a Press Association
reporter, who wrote a story for the PA
wire service for any paper to reproduce.
Now the dust has settled, and HFN/RR
hopes later this year to publish atechnical
paper already written by the inventor of
the new wonder tape system. As this
paper, in its original form, is dauntingly
technical and glosses over what look like
vital practical considerations, it may be
useful to take an earlier and more 'sideways' look at the situation to date.
The starting point is that Archie Pettigrew, a lecturer at Paisley College of
Technology near Glasgow, claims that the
electronics industry has been on the
wrong track ever since Telefunken and
BASF in Germany made the first tape
recordings in the mid-thirties. Pettigrew
says mathematics show that the traditional system of AC biasing limits
recorded bandwidth and adds distortion
and background hiss. He describes his
new system, Contour Biasing, as a 'fundamentally new process for making distortion-free recordings', claims 'dramatic
improvements' in bandwidth and ' signalto-noise ratio' and is offering prospective
licensees the chance of ademonstration.
Pettigrew claims that his system not
only gives compact disc quality from
cassettes, but can be used to improve
video, digital and instrumentation recording. The inventor began work 18 years
ago and has now published full details of
his idea in a paper given to the Eighth
International Conference on Video. Audio
and Data recording held by the Institution
of Electrical Engineers at the University of
Birmingham in late April 1990.
Although the popular press has predicted that Pettigrew's invention could
spell doom for CD and DAT, engineers are
being far more cautious than the PA wire
story on which early newspaper reports
were based. By refusing to release demonstration cassettes for third parties to test,
Pettigrew seriously undermines his claim
that the system is compatible with
existing recorders. That said. both Philips,
which invented the domestic cassette,
and Dolby Labs which made it a hi-fi
medium with noise reduction, were
initially playing safe and studying Pettigrew's claims. ' We are looking at the
system with interest', says Dolby.
Pettigrew says he spent two years
analysing tape recording between 1972
and 1974, then gave up the work for
twelve years, taking it up again in 1988
when he went to the IEE's Conference at
York — surprised at how little progress the
electronics industry had made in improving analogue recording.
Traditionally it has been thought essential to shake up the particles of amagnetic
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tape with ahigh frequency AC bias signal
(of between three- and five- times the
highest music frequency, or around
70kHz) to let them record low frequency
audio signals ( up to 15kHz) more faithfully. One problem is that high frequency
music signal also acts as bias for the lower
audio frequencies, and if the sum total of
bias is too great it causes distortion of the
recorded signal and self-erasure of the
high frequencies. Any irregularity of the
bias signal arranges the particles in patterns which create hiss noise on playback.
This was largely cured by the well-known
Dolby noise reduction systems. Bang and
Olufsen of Denmark then worked with
Dolby Laboratories to develop HX Pro
which automatically varies the amount of
bias in dependence on the music signal to
avoid an excessive sum total.
Pettigrew now says that there should be
no bias at all, because magnetic tape is
extremely sensitive at low signal levels.
This is the exact opposite of traditional
thinking. According to Pettigrew, 'AC
biasing has long been misunderstood' and
there is acubic relationship between the
amplitude level of magnetic flux applied
to atape, and the level of flux retained by
the tape. As the input signal rises by 20dB,
the output from the tape rises by 60dB
until the tape saturates and can hold
nothing more.
'From the lack of literature on this most
fundamental of measurements it would
appear that few researchers have measured this relationship', says Pettigrew.
'l'o record a signal. Pettigrew uses no
bias but feeds the signal through acircuit
which takes its cube root up to a
threshold equivalent to saturation. After
this threshold, the circuit becomes linear
and has no effect on the signal. This, he
claims, puts ahigh fidelity signal on tape,
without distortion and without the hiss
caused by AC bias. Also, because there is
no bias, there is no self erasure of the high
frequency music signal. So, much more
high frequency ( or treble) is recorded.
And this, says Pettigrew, is why he will
not give out demonstration tapes for
anyone to try on their own tape recorders. But it also looks like being the
system's Achilles' Heel.
'There is too much treble', says Pettigrew. ' Ineed to adjust the replay characteristic of the replay machine, just aresistor
in the time constant circuit.'
This clearly makes Contour Biasing
impractical for the record companies to
use when duplicating music cassettes. The
public cannot be expected to pay for their
tape players to be modified, or to buy new
ones. It would also mean that tapes
recorded on home Contour Bias decks
would only play back properly only on
Contour decks. And this kills the system
stone dead.
In response, Pettigrew says, rather
vaguely, that he will ' need to adjust the
system at the recording stage' to make
Contoured tapes play back properly on
conventional machines. It seems very

BARRY

FOX

surprising that Pettigrew has, after 18
years work, gone public with his invention before making this vital but supposedly simple recording adjustment, and
producing demonstration tapes which
would play back on existing recorders.
My bet is that Pettigrew is in acleft stick.
Whatever dramatic improvements in quality he demonstrates from his supposedly
single-ended system, they are in fact the
result of a double-ended system — a
Contour Biased recording made on a
modified recorder, and played back on a
recorder with modified time constant. To
make the system genuinely single-ended,
so that demonstration recordings can be
played back on existing domestic
machines, Pettigrew must artificially limit
the amount of high- frequency signal
recorded onto the tape, negating much of
the benefit offered by Contour Biasing.
In other words, there is a straight
choice between compatibility with
existing machines ( and perhaps greatly
reduced audio benefit) or full and dramatic benefits ( with compatibility sacrificed). Without compatibility, the system
is adead duck; with reduced benefit the
system may offer no real advantage over
Dolby HX Pro and noise reduction.
Incidentally, close study of Pettigrew's
paper also reveals that Contour Biasing
can only be used with erased media, that
is to say blank tape. With conventional
tape recorders, each fresh recording
erases anything already on the tape. Contour Biasing can be used to over- record an
existing conventional AC bias recording.
But if an attempt is made to make a
Contour recording on a tape which
already contains a Contour recording,
mutual destruction of both recordings
occurs. So home recorders which work
on the Contour Biasing principle will
need modified erase circuits as well as
modified recording circuits.
Philips in Europe has now taken the
unusual step of confirming that it first
talked with Archie Pettigrew about his
Contour Biasing system two years ago.
'The system did not reach our expectations', says Philips. In 1989 ' it still did not
meet our expectations'. i
d
'
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

(0)

BETTER BECAUSE

WE
CARE!

o

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

o

ALAXIL CIRCULAR 17 LLEMLNT SURI
GAIN 15 9dg F oB 33 7d8 L74'•
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SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH
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The Hi-fi Emporium

110 Middle Street, Yeovil, Somerset
Telephone ( 0935) 79361
o

AERIALS

cif

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day — Luton 3656190 to 60Eve
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Luton 29560 after 730 pin
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WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

1

NSA

Closed Mondays

Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

INCA TECH

MONITOR AUDIO

ION SYSTEMS

THE BEST CHOICE
IN WILTSHIRE AND DORSET
SPEAKERS
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Salisbury Hi- Fi
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury
Tel: ( 0722) 22169

Dual

Elite Rock
11 1VI'll 1
PINK

QUAD
QED

Nakarnchi

TAMOY

TURNTABLES

Revolver
7Zoksan
,/,18 %% HI
__1717SE'
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WE OFFER
* 2YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI SEPARATES
* FRIENDLY AND KNOWLEDGEABLE SERVICE
* ACCESS, VISA, H. P . ( Written Details on Request)

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Movement Audio
926 W'imllorne Road, Moordown, Bournemouth
Tel: ( 0202) 529988
588 Ashley Road, Parkstone, Poole

Weymouth Hi Fi
28/29 Walpole Street, Weymouth
Tel: ( 0305) 785729

Tel: ( 0202) 730865
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RADIO
his month we unearth a real
cracker of aSW receiver from the
video and ' poor man's' hi-fi wing of
the Japanese Matsushita empire. By
chance, Ifound acontact at Panasonic and
mentioned, in passing, that I was
interested in SW receivers.
A few days later a Panasonic RF-B65D
arrived and was soon up and running in
the HFN/RR office, receiving signals from
around the world. This in itself is quite an
achievement. Many lesser receivers have
simply been swamped by the emissons
from a multitude of fluoresent tubes and
other electronic interference associated
with a commercial centre like Croydon.
If the compact RF1165D worked well in
an urban setting it really came into its
own in deepest Sussex. Levels of sensitivity and selectivity were obviously very
well chosen for optimum performance,
with the set able to pull- in distant signals
with crystal clear reception without suffering from strong, adjacent channel stations. Frequency coverage for the UK
version is 87.5- I
08MI1z wide FM, and AM
reception on the standard MI; and I.F
bands together with an AM/SSB option on
1.615-29.999MHz.
l'he RF side of the radio passed with
flying colours, but the real hallmark of the
set was its ease of operation. While many
micro- processor controlled receivers
have abewildering array of controls, the
RF865D got it just about right. Simple
facilities are catered for including clock
and timer. Tuning is accomplished either
by direct frequency input on the keypad,
through selecting the appropriate waveband, by memory recall, the use of up
down buttons from existing frequency
displayed, or by rotating the tuning dial.
This is not aproper ‘ TO in the true sense
of the term, but a nice feature was its
ability to dial at difference rates dependent on the position of the Step Selector.
A clear read-out is vital on any piece of
radio equipment, and Panasonic seems to
have cracked the problem — the I.CD
shows frequency. memory operation,
timer functions, and an easy- to- read Smeter which, although tending to measure on the high side, did at least show
some indication of signal strength.
The B65D's telescopic antenna is long
enough to receive most signals. A jack is
provided for the connection of an external aerial if deemed necessary. This is
alongside the 6V DC input, earphone jack,
and useful sensitivity selector. The power
socket was aboon since drain on the main
bank of 4 AA cells seemed a mite high —
two more AAs are used for memory
back-up. All this is assembled in acase just
190x 118X 33.5mm ( whd) which is just
about pocket- sized and, at 625g plus
batteries, it is certainly light enough to be
carried in hand- luggage. In terms of hard
cash, the official price is £ 180 which.
when compared to the opposition, has got
to be rated as incredible value for money.
especially given its SSB capability. As a
post script to the subject of short-wave
III II\ i\' se?: RE( () RI)REVIEN
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listening, my attention has been drawn to
ahandy little booklet. At just £4.50 ( inch
post), Dial Search provides a simple, yet
comprehensive guide to listening to European radio broadcasts as well as a complete list of UK stations and two special
maps showing the location of transmitters. The key to best reception, it maintains, is to know the right frequency at the
right time and in which direction to aim
the set. Produced by George Wilcox, this
hi- annual AS reference is available from 9
Thurrock Close, Eastbourne, East Sussex
BN20 9NF.

Young at heart
They start them young at BBC Wiltshire
Sound. At just 16 years, Mark Franklin
believes he is the BBC's youngest local
programme presenter. Manager Tony Talmage thought the youngster's demo tape
'showed real talent'. So much so he was
appointed to fill aslot on Sunday evenings
reviewing the latest chart releases while
making the programme as relevant to the
local area as possible. As if that weren't
enough, Mark also works on hospital radio
on Sunday afternoons. We hope this isn't a
case of impoverished BBC local radio
taking advantage of young enthusiasm, to
obtain cheap labour — doubtless the local
branch of the broadcasting union is standing up for the lad's rights.

Endless Radio One
Radio One has outlined its plans for the
future. The station will move to 24- hour
broadcasting as well as creating apermanent helpline for listeners. The policy
document, ' Music Radio for 1990s', by
network Controller Johnny Beerling and
the station's head of Music Roger Lewis,
was written after consultation with staff
and presenters over afour month period.
Acknowledging ' coming competition',
Johnny Beerling was firm about Radio I's
future: ' Now that we have nailed our
colours firmly to the mast, we will not be

TREVOR
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forced into aknee-jerk reaction when the
new stations start up', he said.
It is anticipated that the special helpline
will be formed within 18 months and will
deal with subjects ranging from AIDS,
unemployment, and the environment. It
follows the success of a number of different helplines for previous projects.
The present Radio One balance
between endless daytime rock and pop
and more specialized music in the evenings and weekends will continue, while
BBC studios are to be opened up to new
bands for specially recorded sessions.
Beetling recognizes that ' the 1990s represent an enormous challenge', but he
reaffirms the fact that the Network is:
'bullish and determined to hold the biggest audience and to stand by our public
service principles'.
And finally ... in asurprise move, BBC
Radio's Southern Africa correspondent
Mike Wooldridge has decided to return to
London in the autumn to take up the post
of Religious Affairs correspondent. Many
believe he won't achieve quite so much
exposure in his new post. Only time, and
the Rook Of Common Prayer will tell.+

THIRTY YEARS
OF HI-FI CHOICE
In this issue you find reviewed acollection of
exciting new products.
Most of them, and, indeed, the best of their
rivals, you will find at Doug Brady Hi Fi.
We believe in giving our clients the widest
choice of high quality equipment.

KEF CS 3BI-WIRE
Wilmslow's NEW Total Kit for the very popular KEF Constructor
series. The CS3 design is now supplied with split X- over network
plus 8 x30 amp binding post connectors so that Bi wiring is
possible without any modification.
Some components have been uprated and to improve this highly
regarded speaker still further. Wacoustic panels are used to
reduce cabinet induced colouration to an absolute minimum.
The kit comprises bass and treble units, assembled crossovers,
wadding. grille fabric etc. plus flatpack cabinets.
(Accurately machined from
smooth MDF for ease
of assembly)
Dimensions:
526 x 286

x237 mm

Response:

For example you can hear the best of C.D.
compared with the best of analogue. (e.g.
Linn, Alphason, Gyrodek, 8.1 Roksan and
Pink Triangle!).

55 HZ - 20 KHZ

3dB

AMP Suitability: 15-100w
lmpedence: 8 ohms
CS 3 ( bi-wire) Total Kit
£187.00 per pair +
carriage/Ins. £ 13.50
CS 3 Upgrade Kit
(bi-wire, crossovers

You are the reviewer! What suits your ears,
what fits your budget is yours to decide.
After all, the menu card is no substitute for
the meal, performance figures are no substitute for driving the car, and the review is
no substitute hearing the equipment you
want to test via your own ears.

and binding posts to
upgrade existing CS 3's)
£59.00 +P&P £. 00

Wilmslow
Audio
DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50
post free cezport £ 3501

Wellington Close.
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire
WA16 8DX
Tel: ( 0565) 50605

WI, Telephone credit card 7111
e'
1.,-.11
orders welcome
-as

The specification is irrelevant - what matters is how well the illusion of the original
recorded performance can be recreated.
So close your eyes, open your ears and make
your hi-fi choice at Doug Brady Hi Fi. We
have systems from £500 to £50,000, a 2
year guarantee, and after 30 years we are
still a friendly family business.
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14/18 Monmouth Street Kingsway Studios,

401 Smithdown Road,

Covent Garden,

Kingsway North.

London WC2H 9HB

Warrington.

Merseyside.

(071) 379 4010

Cheshire.

(051) 733 6859

Fax: (071) 497 9205

(0926) 828009

Closed on Wednesday.

Open seven days

Fax: ( 0925) 825773

Liverpool L15 3..JJ.

Open six days.

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

BRADY'S FOR
A GREATER
MUSICAL CHOICE
2

SUMMER SALE
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI
S H Current Model
£499.00
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH D70 Mk H Mint
£ 1099.00
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH sp15 Mk Il Black Finish- Mint
£ 3999.00
APOGEE Duetta II
( with Special Diva Stands) £ 1499.00
APOGEE Duetta Signature
S H Mint
£3299.00
AUDIOLAB 8000C + 8000P
S H
AUDIOLAB 8000A
S H
£ 239.00
CANTON CA10
( Active Speaker- Walnut-Superb
Sound)
£ 1299.00
CELESTION SL700
Ex-Dem
£899.00
COUNTERPOINT SA12
Little Use Mint
£899.00
CREEK CAS 4040
S H
£ 129.00
DENON DAP 5500
Digital Pre Amp- Super Facilities £ 599.00
DENON DAP 2500
Ex-Dem Mint- Digital Pre Inc Phono
£399.00
DENON DCD 3300
S H Top of Range- Mint- Super Value £599.00
GALE 402
Ex-Dem Black
£ 499.00
GOLDMUND Mimesis 2PH
S H Mint-The Best
£4999.00
GOLDMUND ST4
Turntable- Mint
£3200.00
INCATECH Claymore
S H
£250.00
KRELL KMA 160
S H Mint Absolute Bargain
£4999.00
LINN Isobarik
Current Model- Outboard X-overs Black £ 1399.00
MAGNEPLANER MG IC
Ex Dem
£650.00
MARANTZ CV55
CD Video- New Boxed
£399.00
MERIDIAN 207
( 16 Bit) Mint
£650.00
MICHAELSON & AUSTIN TVA1
SH
£399.00
MICHAELSON & AUSTIN TVA1X S H Export Model
£549.00
MOD SQUAD
Line Drive Mint
£299.00
MONITOR AUDIO R852
S H Black
£ 299.00
MONITOR AUDIO R1200
Ex- Dam Rosewood
£599.00
MUSICAL FIDELITY P270
Ex- Den
£850.00
MUSICAL FIDELITY MASO
Mono Blocks S.
£575.00
PINK TRIANGLE PT100
(
Black inc Orion Arm)
£599.00
QUAD ELS 63
Brown Nearly New
£999.00
ROBERTSON 4010
S. H Bargain
£499.00
SD ACOUSTICS SDI
(Light Oak) Ex- Dam
£699.00
SONY 557 ESD CD Player
5,'H Good Transport for Upgrades £ 550.00
TANDBERG 3015 CD Player
Excellent Sound- Mint
£ 699.00
TANDBERG 3014 Cassette Deck
Fantastic Value- Mint
£899.00
YBA 1Power Amp
S,H Mint-80 watt
£699.00
All Equipment Marked S H 6Month Parts and Labour Guarantee - Ex-Dem
Maiudact
Warranty Applies. Why Rink Buying Privately at these prices when you
can get a guarantee!

e%Alcoustic

101, St. Albans Road,
Watford, Hertz
Telephone: Watford 245250
Open Monday- Saturdays
9.30am-5.30pm
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HEADROOM
eedback is the only way we can
,gauge the response to anew tweak,
so I'm pleased to report that 96% of
those who replied to our mini-survey
think that the properties of the
Calotherm/Pentax/Canon/Cremonese
'magic cloth' are not just figments of my
fertile imagination. This, particularly the
Calotherm version, is one of those 'safe'
products which — even if it didn't perform
well in an outré hi-fi context — has
undeniable worth in other applications
and cannot cause harm. ( But see below
)In the case of this cloth, it is acknowledged as asuperlative lens cleaner, Perspex/glass polisher, gloss polisher (eg
'piano finish' cabinets) and generalpurpose duster, so all who tried it needed
only to gamble acouple of quid, knowing
that, at worst, they'd still have what
amounts to astate-of-the-art chamois. All
but one reader, that is.
Mr E C Smith, unlike any other respondent, claims that the Calotherm scratches
CDs when used as a disc cleaner. I'm
puzzled, because I've been using the cloth
ever since it arrived and haven't scratched
one disc. Could it be that Mr Smith hasn't
followed good old audiophile commonsense by dusting or blowing off visible
debris, as advised by every cleaner manufacturer? Even Nagaoka cautions users
who purchase LP inner sleeves that the
surface dust on LPs placed into the sleeves
may cause damage. It strikes me as wholly
logical that polishing a dirty CD — whatever the cloth — will grind in the surface
grit. Anyway, Mr Smith asked for arefund,
which is on its way.
You might ask, what good is acleaning
system if you have to pre- clean the visible
dust? Ifeel the same way, but the cleaning
action of the ' magic cloth' is to remove
fingerprints, grease, and atmospheric
residue, rather than dry surface particles
which can be blown away; any old cloth
or brush will remove surface dust. Those
who used magic cloths for cleaning the
smears which can obscure the laser's path
were almost unanimous in their praise.
The only complaints about cloths
involved 'fluffy' types which left visible
fibres on the CDs, necessitating another
cleaning/dusting. The majority also
praised the cloths, especially the
Calotherm, for tidying- up CD jewel boxes.
Stylus cleaning tempted fewer readers
than Iexpected — odd when you consider
that there are users who think nothing of
running their styli along the striker on a
box of matches. ( Not, Ishould add, Swan
Vestas ...) The technique with the cloth is
to cut ahole in the centre, place it over
the revolving turntable spindle and lower
the stylus onto it. Irate it highly, but then
Iown many spare cartridges. Correspondents who did brave this responded with
observations from ' Not bad' ( Keith
McMean) to ' Works as well as the "green
stuff" but without the abrasiveness' ( KW
**Green

stuff

may

mean

Linn's

matchbox- striker

substitute. ICK
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Tang) to ' No detectable difference'. One
reader mentioned concern over the stylus's lateral movement and the possibility
of damage, but I found that the stylus
formed its own 'groove' and didn't exhibit
much unwanted travel. Whatever, stylus
cleaning was the least popular of the
various applications, and disc and jewel
box cleaning the most popular.
Feedback regarding the more mystical
properties was limited, possibly because
many didn't even want to be associated
with such activities as polishing speaker
cones or cabinets for sonic improvements. Cautious? R R Stead was driven to
write ' I'm not convinced these efforts
improved sound quality, but then ...'. ( His
'...'s, not mine.) R S Graham nailed his
colours to the mast by declaring ' Ihear
very obvious differences between cables
but none with these cloths; however, Ido
keep things scrupulously clean anyway'.
Stephen R Griffin hedged his bets by
writing ' l'he bass/mid drivers sounded
different and improved. Tighter bass and
cleaner all-round — more distinct. [As al
CD cleaner, barely perceptible change.
Maybe a bit less edgy; very contentious
and variable between discs'. Ile goes on to
ask/observe ' Whilst cleaning ( the
speaker) drivers Isometimes feel astatic
sensation. Does the cloth remove dust to
improve performance?' Or, as the query
implies, is it the removal of static which
may be responsible for possible improvements?
Graham Royle was slightly less doubtful
than most regarding the sonic effects of
polishing the speaker cones. ' More revealing of layers of recordings ... I think!'
Much to my relief, he added that the
Calotherm cloth is 'one of life's few
bargains'.
Paul Rowan confirms others' findings,
even referring specifically to static as did
Mr Griffin. His comments recall an earlier
set of tweaks, too. ' On speaker-cones and
cabinets, bass was enhanced, the sound
was smoother, cleaner and more lively.
The cloth may be clearing static very
effectively. The results have a similarity
with the effects of PWB products and
techniques.' And Mr Rowan was not the
only reader to be reminded of Peter Belt's
work in this area.
Geoff Mackenzie's experiments were
cut short when his cleaning lady 'chucked
it away, not realizing what it was!' Charles
Wells, who tried every possible application, witnessed improvements when the
cones were polished but detected no
discernible changes when polishing the
cabinets. Quite specifically he cited an
overall improvement in stereo separation,
mid- band resolution and fuller cello
sound. But the most striking change noted
was improved vocal clarity and reduction
of sibilance.' ( On another subject entirely,
Mr Wells has observed after a recent
adjustment to his system that cables seem
to need a 'settling in' period. Iwouldn't
disagree.)
MB Biggins must he one of HFN/RR's
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more well-adjusted readers. ' Idon't know
about asound difference, but the cones of
my I04/2s are nice and dust- free.' And he
echoes virtually every respondent, who
seemed to accept the magic cloths as
superb general-purpose cleaners with
Keith McMean ' very pleased with the
versatility. And the wife said, "What's
happened to my sunglasses? Ican see!"
Michael JClarke was impressed enough to
write that he `will buy more; it will form
part of ( my) standard kit from now on'.
To be perfectly frank, the magic cloths
couldn't fail ( Mr Smith aside) because
they worked well beyond doubt in abasic
cleaning capacity. Additionally, the low
cost meant that many were prepared just
to give it a go for the sheer fun of it all.
Add to the recipe the risk-free nature of
the applications ( stylus cleaning possibly
excepted), the magic cloths have turned
out to be one of the better finds in recent
years.
And to KW Tang, who asked ' What
happens when the cloth gets soiled?', I'm
under the impression that the various
cloths retain their properties after adip in
the Persil.
Over the coming months, the quest for
'pocket- money miracles' will continue.
I'm still nervous about using fluids after
the Armor-All debacle, but Stereophile's
Sam Tellig is rumoured to be enthusiastic
about another American potion said to
offer the gains of Armor-All without the
risks. Rain- X is a water repellant which
Music & Sound's Stu Wein said does
miraculous things for keeping water off
your windscreen. 'At 30 miles per hour in
the rain you can switch off the wipers.' I'm
off to CES in afew days and will secure a
bottle of the stuff, said to cost ' under fivc..
bucks'. -1
4
The lucky winner of the draw in which all of the
respondents were entered is Charles 1. Wells of Chippenham, Wilts, who will by now have received ametre
pair of KK's favourite interconnects, Masterlink Black,
worth £200.
I'm redfaced about some errors in my review of the ATC
SCM 20 (June 1990). The crossover point is 2.8kHz, and
my observations about 'vertical dispersion' should have
read ' image height'. The vertical dispersion was A-OK,
but the image height (tested with LEDR), was only
so-so.
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CHICAGO
SYMPHONY

This year, the summer
CES catne in sections, not
all playing together . . .
by Ken Kessler

Afinal analogue statement from SME: the magnificently-engineered Series 30 turntable

W

eirdness abounded,
dreamlike confusion
you could say if you're
the type who can't distinguish
between the real and the unreal.
But it was aCES all right. only a
CES quite unlike those which
had gone before.
Put it down to geography. So
inhospitable were Chicago's lire
wardens that agoodly portion of
the hi-ti exhibitors were forced
to break away from the main
show. The specialists were made
to feel like poor relations, and
passive/static displays were the
norm. It's atrend which suggests
that the official show may belong
completely to video, lo- ti, portables, faxes and other non- hi-fi
products much sooner than we
imagined. An exhibitor here, and
exhibitor there, 40 or so in the
Chicago Historical Society's
museum ( complete with an outlaw catalogue) — enough makes
dotted around the city to keep
only the cabdrivers smiling.
It was a bye- bye- shoe- leather
type of show, the kind where
logistics and a well- maintained
datebook became the reporter's
most important tools. Clutch
26

those fading, faxed invitations as
if they were a lifeline. Lose em
and you'd be hard-pressed to
find out who exhibited where.
But we did it. Editor Harris
and I may have fallen arches,
bunions and holey socks. but we
ferreted out the most newsworthy launches. And its an
impressive list which more than
compensates for an event which

could have learned a lesson in
unification from the two Germanies.
The best came first, a launch
so impressive that its occurrence
on the morning of the first day
rendered almost everything else
anti-climaxes. You'll be pleased
to know that this came from a
British company which not too
many years ago looked about as

Meridian's new high-end ` two-box' CD player, the 602/603

healthy as Bossy the Mad Cow.
Meridian, possibly the most
stylish manufacturer in the business, has been on a roll since
joining the KEF family, and this
first manifested itself in a series
of CD players which shot
straight to the top of the pile.
We'd have left happy, even if the
only new product on show had
been the 203 DIA converter.
This Bitstream beauty
(reviewed by MC in this issue)
will sell for a mere £ 500, cheap
by any standards and cheap
enough to put the frighteners on
any manufacturer of 1)/A converters costing even apenny more.
As SH and I made the rounds,
though, we found that other
makers weren't worried at all; to
the majority of Americans, the
jury is still out on Bitstream, and
multi- bit launches continued to
outnumber the new wavers. But
the 203 will still sell like muumuus at Mothercare because it
promises owners of older players ( with digital outputs) an
upgrade of no mean worth.
As if that weren't enough. The
second punch from Meridian
came in the form of the 600Series electronics, the 603
digital pre- amp and 602 CI)
transport coming in above the
existing world-beaters. Costly,
but loaded to the top plates with
innovation, like multi- room facility, various output arrangements,
optional phono board, controlsetting storage, ad infinitum.
But there was yet more to come,
a design so good that it became
one of the most talked-about
products. ( Other journalists of a
not particularly pro- British mien
were heard to utter glowing
remarks: ' best in the show' is not
to be taken lightly.)
This heartstopper was the
D-6000, Meridian's next move
toward a ' digital' speaker. Now
the company has extended the
digitization beyond mere optical
inputs on the speaker, accepting
the digital output from the 600
series pre-amp ( which, Ishould
add, features analogue inputs
and A/I) conversion to convert
the signal from analogue sources
for D-6000 compatibility). On
board the speaker is a digital
crossover feeding four built-in
75W analogue power amplifiers
in each bass tower. There's one
amp each for the mid and tweeter, and two amps each driving a
pair of woofers. The mid and
tweeter are housed in a small,
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pyramidal head unit which rests
on top of the glass-fronted/glasstopped bass column; the woofers
fire out of the sides. The digitization endows the D-6000 with all
of the features of the ' 600,
including adisplay on each enclosure indicating system status,
plus ahost of others. Bob Stuart
gave us a demonstration in
which he played around with the
nifty tone- shaping facilities with
such ease and skill that he even
made aJuice Newton CD sound
sweet rather than spiny.
The speakers offer exceptional
dynamics, realistic portrayal of
scale, vast soundstage, attack,
mucho bass if required (' For the
Americans', sayeth Bob), and
enough other strengths to make
them the finest yet produced by
the company. They look the
business — gloss piano black and
stylish in the extreme — and they
combine with the 600 components to create acomprehensive

Proceed ' two-box' CD player to be reviewed next month)
tonearm maven and one-time
model- making supremo Alastair
Robertson-Aikman has answered
the call with a suspended subchassis, belt drive deck so radical
and innovative and superbly
built ( even in prototype form)
that you just know it's going to
be a heavy hitter. Four-point
suspension, consisting of a

bushel of rubbcr hand, and a
fluid- damping system with selflevelling properties, massive
platter. a bearing spindle bigger
around that your thumb, halfinch thick solid aluminium subchassis and 'floor pan'. record
clamp, enough mass i( : nduce a
hernia. Darth Vader > t ling: this
could he the final turntable.

MAXIMUM

Cekstion 5, new big brother to the 3'
system of world- class quality.
The price is gonna be high —
circa £6000 — hut it seems a
bargain on reflection. If that's too
steep, consider as well that the
company launched yet another
series of passive loudspeakers
and an active subwoofer.
More Flag-waving, which I
hope is noted by those who
think I'm blindly pro-Yank just
because I'm proud to be a New
Englander: conversation- fodder
No 2 was ( drum roll ...) the
long-awaited SME turntable!
Yes, dear readers, the respected

Alastair Robertson-Aikman of SME
Hill NEWS & RE( :ORD REVIEW

No matter how far out the
UK's tweaking/accessory
scene, the Yanks never fail to
come up with oddities which
suggest a belief that The Twilight Zone was a series of
documentaries. Here for your
delight are the wilder goingson observed at Chicago:
1) THE CD STOPLIGHT: Or
the 'green pen' as it's known
on the street. First seen at the
Las Vegas Show and publicized
in these pages by myself and
MC, the Stop Light is now
available in finished form and
shop- ready packaging. As I
grow older Iam less willing to
judge in haste, so don't expect
any definitive statements at
this stage about the painting of
the edges of CDs to improve
performance. SH returned
from the show armed with
loads of data from AudioPrism,
the pen's manufacturer. What
you ought to know, though, is
that the Stop Light has earned
much support throughout the
audiophile community since
its first appearance, evinced
by numerous discs with green
edges seen hither and yon,
which leads us to the weirdest
manifestation ...
2) THE GREEN CD TRANSPORT/TRAY: As ever, there
are audio casualties who feel
compelled to take tweaks a
stage further. These are the
guys who use power tools
instead of hand-driven spanners for tightening headshell
bolts, or the ones who make
speaker stands out of motorway overpass supports. So, no,
Iwasn't surprised to find that
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The next in my list of mindbogglers is the least expensive
Apogee yet, the Centaur, a ribbon tweeter/cone bass hybrid
which should sell for around
£1500 in the 11K. It quite simply
blew minds, offering vastness
and dynamics and no clues to its
hybrid nature or price, all in a
gorgeous slim package which
will make you drool over the
brochure. The kicker was that
the demo was conducted with
an off- the- shelf NAD 60W
amplifier. This speaker, even
more than the Stage, will bring
ribbon ownership to wider segment of the market. Still in a
cost-cutting mood, Apogee
introduced a half-priced DAX
crossover for the Caliper, Duetta
and Diva, the money saved by
moving the power supply on
board and dispensing with the
digital display. Also on show was
a raiser-cum-stand for the Stage,
thought up because some
loonies felt that the Stage looked
too small. Which begs the question, why not buy the bigger
Calipers instead?

WEIRDNESS

one exhibitor has painted the
entire surface of his CD player's tray with Stop Light,
based, Ibelieve,, on an offhand
suggestion from MC. What
worried me, however. was the
man's remark that he'd heard
one really must paint the
underside as well...
3) FINYL: Talk about this
treatment for CDs ( see ' Headroom' February and June
1990) revolved around sniggers from various cynics and
those who have an axe to
end with Stereopbile, but at
least one company has come
up with an alternative said to
do what Armor All does but
without the risks. Transparent
Marketing, the people who
bring you MIT cables and the
Well- Tempered products,
have a solution called Finyl
used to treat the playing surface and they're 100% certain
that it improves the laser's
focusing without any risk
whatsoever; samples have
been forwarded to MC. ( You
don't think I'm gonna try any
of this stuff on my discs, do
you'?) Best of all is that Finyl,
which is crystal-clear, waterbased and removable, and can
be used as an edge treatment
like Stop Light. And, yes, the
company has loads of documentation and research with
which to silence the sceptics.
4)STRESS BUSTERS: I'm
standing there minding my
own business when this
Richard Dreyfuss lookalike
comes up to me and asks if I'd
like amassage. Iknew that my
earring and ponytail would

elicit odd responses, but I
never for a moment thought
that it suddenly identified me
as single, available and of a
rather different persuasion
than would be suggested by
my marriage certificate. ' No,
no!' protested the man in the
tropical weave, 'Stress Busters
are designed to give you
renewed vigour at the onset of
listening fatigue'. Most relaxants come in the form of
liquids or tablets, both of
which Ieschew, so the possibility of non-chemical on-thespot relief in the middle of
CES sounded tempting.
He produced apair of handles from which protruded a
strip of springy metal.
Attached to the end of each
strip was an orange-sized hard
rubber ball. He then proceeded to do a Gene Krupa
impression on my back, up
and down my spine, across my
shoulders, and on either side
of my neck. ( Idrew the line at
letting him hammer my skull.)
Feeling like an idiot but
wishing to appear a good
sport, Ilet him carry on with
the staccato. And by gum it
made me feel like anew man,
wonderful. The Stress Busters
are used by John Dudley — a
retailer — whenever his customers grow weary during an
intensive demonstration. ' Hit
'em with the Stress Busters
and they're ready for another
couple of hours' worth!' And
he's right.
No, Ihave not yet put them
forth for inclusion in the
Accessories Club.
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Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.
Featured systems this month:
OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRYSTALETTE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII
ARAGON 4004
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4
MADRIGAL PROCEED CD
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ELECTI:1131-11CS

DATASOUND
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NOW
FULL RANGE OF MISSION
ELECTRONICS ( INC. TUNER!) AND
SPEAKERS AVAILABLE FOR
AUDITION IN OUR LISTENING ROOM

and
DUAL 505-3
MARANTZ CD40
CAMBRIDGE P50
WHARFEDALE 505.2
Also on dem:

NEW Proceed CD — Home trial available
Nakamichi CR3 * Linx Theta • Linx Vega • Nebula
Proton A13000 * Marantz CD5OSE/60SE/80/9411
SD Acoustics OBS * Rogers LS4a
Rogers LS7t * Classic 30 * Aragon D2A *
Cambridge C/A 100 * Sonus Faber * Cambridge CD3
Nakamichi CDP2 * Marantz SD60/50/40
Formal opening hours: 10am-6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday; closed Monday
Individual consultations bookable
Home demonstrations apleasure
Free Local Delivery
Custom Home Installations
Full service back-up
Part Exchange
Instant Credit
Major credit cards accepted

r
WE ARE AGENTS FOR:
ACOUSTIC ENERGY • AIWA•
AR • ARCAM • ARISTON • B W
• CAMBRIDGE • CELEF•
CELESTION • DENON • DUAL •
HECO • JPW• KENWOOD
MARANTZ @ MISSION
MUSICAL FIDELITY• NAD •
ONKYO MI PANASONIC• PROAC

•

GED • ROTEL • SANSUI •
SENNHEISER • SONY• TANNOY •
TARGET• TECHNICS

Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Aragon, Audio
Technica, Cambridge Audio, Goldring, Linx, Marantz, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD
Acoustics, Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, Discwasher, Foundation, Hunt EDA, Kimber, Lift,
Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape, QED, van den Nul, Cardas Cable, Shan
Acoustics, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, Revolver, Philips, JPW, Revox, Dual, etc.
REVOX B160 TUNER
REVOX B150 AMPLIFIER
VERY SPECIAL LIMITED
OFFER THIS MONTH
RING NOW FOR DETAILS

NAKAMICHI CR1
Now£295.00
Incl. 10 free tapes

Part- Exchange Bargains include:
Audio Research DII5 II £ 1495; Magneplanar MG1b £ 595
California Audio Labs Tercet Ill £995, Nakamichi CDP2 £425,
Linn Ekos £ 695, StaxGamma/SRD7 £ 295. SD Acoustics SD3 £ 195

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack

LARGE RANGE OF POPULAR COMPACT
DISCS AT ONLY f9.99
• EXTENSIVE RANGE OF POPULAR AND CLASSICAL CD'S
•ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS • UP TO £ 1000 INSTANT CREDIT
ACCEPTED
( SUBJECT TO STATUS)

* 23 SOUTH ST, DORKING
(0306) 882897
* 31 SADLERS WALK
CHICHESTER,
SUSSEX
(0243) 533963
(Hi Fi Accessories &
Compact Discs Only)
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Mod Squad launched two stylishly-different CD players
Speaking of raisers, an enterprising Quad distributor ( in Finland) designed a subwoofer for
the '63. housed in a foot- high
box which perfectly matches the
original panel. Ross 'We Don't
Sell People What They Want; We
Sell Them What They Need' Walker was happy to demonstrate it
at CES but said that it will not be
made available in the
A tap of the 'save' key reveals
that my space allocation is disappearing, so it's out with the
thumbnail sketches, starting
with speakers. Unity Audio
showed anice range of very slim.
,Music
So, what will the well-dressed
audiophile be hearing in the
coming months? Sheffield
Lab has at last transferred to
CD the second and third
volumes of its gorgeous trilogy of Harry James sessions,
with Comin' From A Good
Place (CD-6) and Still Harry
After All These Years joining
the earlier The King James
Version (CD- 3) and sporting
two extra, previously unavailable tracks. But the best nes
for fans of the legendary
trumpeter is the three-disc
Harry James: The Sheffield
Sessions 1974-1979 (CD-900)
containing all three titles in
one set, along with four previously unreleased tracks.
Another Sheffield Lab oldie
making the move to CD is
Lincoln Mayorga's Volume II
(CD- 1), noteworthy for the
inclusion of an extra track not
on the original LP. It's a
gorgeous take of Otis's ' Dock
Of The Bay', and reason
enough to buy it even if you
have the LP and no compulsion to buy in both formats.
An all- new release is BachMalloch: The Art Of Fuguing
(SLS-502), described as An
ensemble of 40 Los Angeles
string, woodwind & percussion players conducted by
Lukas Foss, a lively and joyful
orchestration by William Malloch of JS Bach's final teaching
piece, Die Kunst der Fuge.
This is the second release in
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

beautifully finished speakers,
with one in particular seeming
perfectly suitable for the UK.
The CIA 3 Mk II is a two-way
design with rear- firing sub-

John Dudley plus his Stress Busters:'I can
always close the sale with these!'

woofer, a IS price tag of only
5950 per pair and a novel stand
arrangement consisting of asimple slab which slots into the base
of the enclosure. Holland's
AudioStatic showed some new
electrostatics, including one
model finished in a fetching
shade of Ferrari Rosso; noteworthy is the improvement in
AudioStatic's build quality.
Like Apogee, Eminent Technology launched its first hybrid,
aslim-panel with the company's
proprietary planar driver and an
Hin woofer. Both Martin- Logan
and Acoustat showed new
finishes, the former offering gloss
white and the granite- like Cohan
on speakers already judged as
the prettiest creations this side
of the Andrex puppy. PhyZics
offered the Illusion FS, an almost
cylindrical design of sculptured
aspect and fine dispersion.
Mission launched a trio of
affordable boxes, including the
-80, the 764i and the adorable
-60.
The latter is a mini of
5A- like proportions, elegant
styling and aprice tag £ 1short
of the ton. Celestion countered
with the Celestion 5, apromising
contender best thought of as a ' 3
for grown-ups: the company also

MUSIC, MUSIC
the Sheffield Lab Salon Series.
Other. Sheffield Lab news
includes new issues on cassette, using Dolby B and HX
Pro and copied on to TDK SA
using a hard- disk system
which eliminates sonic limiting, plus the release of a new
sampler, Prime Cuts (CDPC1). Unlike most tasters, this
one includes not just existing
releases, but glimpses of forthcoming titles. The next Larry
McNeely promises to be areal
stonker.
Bainbridge produced its
sampler, The Bainbridge
Catalogue (BCD 901), to
celebrate the label's first
decade, and it features no less
than 27 tracks from this eclectic catalogue; easy listening
from Ferrante and Teicher,
The Mantovani Orchestra and
Roger Williams, brass from the
excellent Rhapsody In Gold &
blue, some classical and jazz,
and acluster of choice sound
effects like 'Railroad Junction
(excerpt 12)' and ' Group
Laughter ( hysterical)'. I do
hope that the UK distributor
can get hold of enough copies
to help spread the word on
this delightfully different label
to a British audience.
While Dorian showed its
intriguing classical catalogue,
the Brothers Chesky issued a
quartet of new titles, two in
their classical range and two
in their jazz series. CD 35
contains R Strauss's Der Rosen
Al 'GI 'ST 1990

Kavalier Suite performed by
the RCA Symphony Orchestra
in 1964, Ravel's Bolero by the
RPO in 1971 and TchaikovsIcy's Romeo and Juliet Overture-Fantasy by the National
Philharmonic in 1968, all conducted by Charles Gerhardt.
CD36 features the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra's
October 1962 recording of
Strauss' Salome: Dance Of The
Seven Veils and the Gina
Bachauer/LSO May 1967
recording of Brahms's Piano
Concerto No 2, both conducted by Antal Dorati. The
new jazz titles include another
Johnny Pizzarelli offering, My
Blue Heaven (JD3 8),
gorgeous interpretations of
some standards like the title
track, and Herbie Mann's
Caminho de Casa (
JD40),
exquisite Brazilian music for
Mann's Cheslcy debut.
Standards feature strongly
on Eileen Farrell's third for
Reference Recordings,
Eileen Farrell Sings Torch
Songs (RR- 34). The tracks
include "Round Midnight', '
I
Get Along Without You Very
Well' and my fave, 'Stormy
Weather'; expect another Farrell set recorded in London
this spring and due by the end
of the year. Reference's other
major release is pianist Minoru
Nojima's first US recording,
'Verna Plays Ravel (RR- 35),
with ' Miroirs' and ' Gaspard De
La Nuit',

Meridian 6000 digital speaker
announced the forthcoming 700
Special Edition, the 'SE' suffix
referring to a number of
improvements including a longer throw bass/mid driver, new
suspension compliance,
improved crossover and more.
Magnepan had its most
impressive display in years, the
line undergoing major changes
inaugurated by the launch of the
superb MG 2.6 and M(; 3.3. The
former is the successor to the
2.5. the latter to the MG-IIIa:
these models herald much
cleaner styling for all Maggie
products. Instantly discerned
was dynamic capability nothing
short of exceptional.
Goldmund showed what
could be called its version of the
D-6000 by introducing the tall,
piano- black Super Dialogue
speaker. A glance at the back
revealed a removable panel
which will accept modules to
convert the basic, passive version into an active beast. Modules will include power amps, a
crossover for hi-wiring or hiamping, remote volume control
facility, D/A converter and more.
Rogers broke out of the rectangular box mode with the P24,
described as a ' two-and-a- half
way' design, and distinguished
by its floor standing, partially
sloped baffle architecture. This is
top of the range, at L 16( )o-ish.

Rega's Elicit integrated amplifier
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THE MAINS CABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE

LOW COST

"A surprising improvement for aCyrus 2!" — Hifi News July 1990
* LARGE IMPROVEMENT IN SOUND QUALITY OVER STANDARD MAINS CABLES.
* BEST MAINS CABLE SOUND QUALITY RATING 90% — Hifi News July 1990.
* IMPROVES 'ALL MAINS POWERED HIFI EQUIPMENT. * RELIABLY IMPROVES ALL AREAS
OF PERFORMANCE. * CORRECT MAINS CORE COLOURS — Brown, Blue, Green, Yellow. * LOW COST
— ONLY £ 12/m. * TERMINATED CABLES WITH GOLD PLATED MAINS PLUS FROM £ 35.
TERMINATED CABLES

OFF THE REEL

Length
11/
4m
21
/m
2
1m
4m

Plug
Socket
13A Gold
IEC
13A Gold
IEC
13A Gold
4x13A Gold
13A Gold
4x13A Gold
(Connectors marked " Gold" are gold plated)

SONIC LINK Mains
3core 19 x0.25mm
£12/metre
available soon
3core 19 x0.45mm
£30/metre

£35
£50
£80
£115

SONIC LINK at the PENTA SHOW — Room 1205
* SONIC LINK Mains cables compared with standard mains cables. * Highly Acclaimed DM20 amplifier on demonstration. * NEW — DM20 Masterpiece Gold. An ultra high
performance rebuild of the DM20 using very expensive parts chosen after very careful listening. * NEW — SONIC LINK Dual Mono no feedback preamp. * NEW — CARE
MUSIC power amplifier. An " absolutely no compromise" power mosfet amplifier designed for very low Temperature Generated Distortion, negligible Transient
Intermodulation Distortion, and extremely low sonic distortion due to the quality of passive components and cables. * SONIC LINK Interconnects. Mains cables and Speaker
cables on sale.

INTERCONNECTS

SONIC LINK DIGITAL
CD - D to A
SONIC LINK BLUE/BLACK

PINK 2x0.7m £ 12.50
PINK 2x1m £ 15.00
PINK gold 2x0.7m £ 22.50
PINK gold 2x1m £ 25.00
RED 2x0.7m £ 32.50
RED 2x1m £35.00
WHITE 2x0.7m £ 55.00
WHITE 2x1m £65.00

anew digital interconnect using the same cable as the " experimental" cable
which had the top sound rating in Hifi News tests July 1990
1m with nickel plugs £ 10.00
1m with gold plugs £ 15.00

SONIC LINK PINK

CARE 2x1m £ 100.00

high sound rating at very low cost.
1m with nickel plugs £7.50
1m with gold plugs £ 12.50

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
SONIC LINK BLACK/BROWN. Our answer to Bell Wire £6.00/m
SONIC LINK BROWN. Silver plated copper/PTFE £ 10.00/m

AUDIOKITS COMPONENT NOTE
ACN24 CABLES FOR AUDIO TRANSMISSION
A discussion on the main factors known to affect the sonic performance of cables in audio and afull listing of recommended cables for each specific application from the
ranges of AUDIOKITS PRECISION COMPONENTS and SONIC LINK.
Price £2.00 incl VAT

SONIC HIFI DEALERS
Order your SONIC LINK Mains cables, Interconnects and Speakers cables from:
MJS HIFI, Barwell, Leicestershire
0978-364500
ACTON GATE AUDIO, Wrexham
OMNI AUDIO, Leeds
0923-245250
ACOUSTIC ARTS Watford
RADLETT AUDIO,Radlett, Hertfordshire
0789-414533
AUTHENTIC AUDIO, Stratford upon Avon
STANDENS HIFI, Tonbridge
0246-200096
AVONDALE AUDIO, Chesterfield
SOUNDS EXCLUSIVE, Cranleigh, Surrey
0296-28790
AYLESBURY HI- FIDELITY, Aylesbury
0602-304602
SOUNDS GOOD, Ealing
LISTEN HEAR, Ilkeston, Derbyshire
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, Cambridge
051-630-5055
IN CONCERT HIFI, Wallasey
SUSSEX AUDIO, Burgess Hill
0952-630172
MID SHROPSHIRE AUDIO, Dawley

0455-846977
0532-758326
0923-856497
0732-353540
0483-268185
081-579-3963
0223-68305
0444-242336

ORDER FORM
TO: AUDIOKITS PRECISION COMPONENTS, 6 Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby DE7 3GU.
Please send me the following cables.
Description

Price

Quantity

Name
Address

Postcode

TOTAL
Ienclose cheque/P 0.

Please debit credit card no.

111
Telephone orders welcomed

Exp

0332-674929
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e
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THE EVENT OF THE SEASON

Klyne's new phono pre-ampler

Normally we avoid devoting
space to the more social
aspects of CES because too
many readers feel cheated if
even one word in this journal
is only indirectly related to
hi-fi. That's why we don't
report on the alwayswonderfulStereophde party ( a
CES tradition), the various
press launches with a high
entertainment factor and/or
Guide Michelin-calibre catering, or the Editor's forays to
the blues clubs. But 'Glasnost
Mondial', a party thrown by
the manufacturer of Aragon
amplifiers, has entered the
books as an event to remember, with hi-fi relevance.
The concept was brilliant:
throw a wild party with the
glasnost theme, and make the
reviewing community put its
money where its mouth is by
forming a band made up of
hi-fi scribblers. Check out the
line-up: Formerly HFN/RR's
and now Stereophile's editor

Speakers need sources, preamps and amplifiers, and there
were beasts of every stripe from
which to choose. Gryphon
showed an early version of the
SI 00,
a 100W/channel
behemoth operating in pure
Class A mode, weighing in at
1- 5Ib and sucking no less than
1-i0OW from the wall socket.
Krell, still working overtime
making enough KSA250s,
showed an entry-level line to fill
the gap created when the KSA50
was put to pasture. The KSTI 00
is pure Krell but smaller than a
Mini and less expensive than a
mercedes. Rated at 100Wi
channel, the KST can be
mono'ed, and is available in
money-saving black or Krell grey
for akw extra bucks. A line- level
pre- amp, the KSI., was launched
to match it, as was Stealth a
control unit and a stand-alone
sinister, black 1)/A converter.
phono stage. The total package
Still in a down-pricing trend.
runs out at around £2.5k.
Krell also showed the MD- 2, a
At the other extreme, PS
half-priced version of the Cl)
Audio showed its most enticing
transport which appeared on the
pre- amp yet, the oh- socover of our June issue, thereby
inexpensive 6.0. Features
breaking hearts all throughout
include touch-sensitive controls.
audiophiledom.
All- new is afascinating line from
Music & Sound, the range
featuring a pre- amp with onboard 1)/A converter, a separate
1)/A and a power amp. Novel
facilities on the SPA- 100 power
amp include two inputs with
front panel selection so you can
choose between a pre- amp or a
direct- injected CD player; the
amp has its own level controls.
The DCC- I pre- amp is loaded
with inputs and facilities, the
styling is splendid, and the range
First Sound's improved passive pre-amp
could wreak havoc in our most
Audio Research added
protected sector — mid-price
another amplifier, the Classic
separates — if UK distribution
120, but my attention was graboccurs.
bed by the EC22 crossover, a
Kinergetics offered an
'universal' model which can be
entirely new range featuring
tailored to specific speakers
revised styling, with notable
through plug in boards. Just as
inclusions being the KDP-100
versatile will be the forthcoming
digital pre-amp and the KPA-2
CI.1 phono stage, a stand-alone
line level pre- amp. Klyne
unit to mate with the ISI line
offered , the 7PX phono prestage and offering such longamplifier, Beard the awesome
forgotten niceties as equalization
MI000 tube monoblocks. and
settings labelled ' MA', ' RCA'
Mark Levinson the No.28 two
and COI.'; 78 collectors, get out
box pre- amp. This one's astandthe champagne.
out as it features two balanced
Meanwhile, Carver is threinputs and a power supply with
atening us with the Silver One, a 1-i stages of regulation. MIAS's
pre-amp to match the Silver
sister company Proceed
Seven and containing 22 tubes in
showed aseparate D/A converter
its two boxes. Rotel has entered
and Cl) transport, while Wadia
the high-end arena with absoshowed finished versions of the
lutely mouthwatering compotransports first seen at Las Vegas
nents finished in gunmetal with
in January. Mod Squad's new
rosewood cheeks: a power amp
CD players had ' drop dead'
rated at 200W/channel, apassive
looks, immaculate build quality
111.11 NEWS & RECORD RENEE%
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John Atkinson on bass,
Michael Fremer and Frank
Doris of The Absolute Sound
on vocals and lead guitar
respectively, Rob Reina and
Elliot 'Callen of Sounds Like...
on keyboards, SOTA's Allen
Perkins alternating with Theta's Neil Sinclair on drums;
plus Roland ( one of Marconi's
descendants) and our own
Steve Harris on guitars, and a
guy whose name Iforgot but
who wore agreat string tie on
vocals [ Rob the rep — Ed].
The tracks they played identified them as thirtysomethings: ' Purple Haze', ' All
Along The Watchtower',
'Louie Louie', ' light My Fire'.
But the band cooked in the
best fraternity party manner,
especially surprising as they'd
only formed four hours earlier, and they moved front
garage retro into a fantastic
version of Zawinul's ' Mercy,
Mercy, Mercy' and some sensational blues including a

and no shortage of features.
Museatex joined the Bitstream
brigade with aseparate IYA converter, while California Audio
Labs launChed its first- ever D/A
converter — tube- less but featuring modular construction allowing it to accept any converter
technology from ' 6X .4' to

gritty ' Mannish Boy'. So what's
this to do with hi- ti?
The entire event was
recorded by Bainbridge using
the Colossus system for
release as aCD. I'm overjoyed,
not because Itook the photos
and wrote the liner notes, but
because Itook the opportunity to sit dead centre in front
of the band long enough to
implant the sound on my
memory. Which means that I
have another reference Cl)
about which Ican say, ' Iwas
there, pal, so don't tell me I
don't know how it sounded'.
Which reminds me: here wa a
room full of the cream of the
high-end audiophile community', and not one of them noted
that they were all listening
quite happily to JBl.s...
Warm thanks to Tony
Federici and Paul Rosenberg
of Mondial, the kind folks at
Bainbridge and all the bandmembers. And, yes, limy. the
souvenir T-Shirt fits perfectly.

'I8X8' to MASII to Bitstrcam via
cute little modules.
And still I hear moans of
"Mere wasn't much to see'.
Maybe I should pass on the
remaining four- inch tall stack of
brochures I just haven't the
room to précis here. Or set up in
Chicago as an optician.

Apogee's hybrid, the $ 1500 Centaur: the ribbon tweeter blends with an 8m bass unit
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KITS ARE BACK

AND BETTER THAN EVER

El

PHONE
0474 560521
FAX
04743337E2

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELECTRON HOUSE. SPFINGNEAD EKTIENIKIISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RO„ GRAVESEND, KENT DAII iseo

HIIFI Valves

TELEX
966311
T199-fIN

Over 3mdllon valves available from stock Please
phone for acompetitive quote.
We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; awide
range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves:

* Low-microphony

PHILIPS/MULLARD

specially selected valves

GENERAL ELECTRIC

E8OCC
25.00
6L6GC ECG
10.50
6201 GOLD PIN 7.50
3.0
E88CC
6.95
E182CC
7.50
ECC81
3.50
ECC82
2.50
ECC83
2.50
EL34
12.50
EL84
4.50

E88CC-01
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83 Super
ECC88 Super
EL84
EL86
GZ34
6L6GC
6550A
7025
KT88
PL519

12A17/ECC81
12AU7/ECC82
12AX7A/ECC83
6CA7
6L6GC
5751WA
6080
6550A
7027A
7189A
7868
8417
KT66
211

TEONEX TESTED

SIEMENS

2A3
6B4G
6E105
6CA7
6D.18/ECC88
6SN7GT
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
211
845
EF86
KT66

12.50
10.50
0.95
3.95
1.50
3.15
1.95
0.95
1.50
14.95
23.00
3.50
5.00

E88CC
ECC88
E8OCC
E81CC
E280F
E288CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
EL34

6.95
2.50
1.85
3.50
3.35
2.50
2.75
4.50
4.50
9.95
3.50
16.00
5.95

3.95
3.95
3.95
10.00
9.50
5.50
8.50
13.95
12.50
7.50
8.50
9.95
11.95
25.00

6.50
3.50
25.00
5.50
1950
17.50
3.50
2.50
2.50
4.50

In response to today's escalating cost of high-end tube
electronics. SONIC FRONTIERS is pleased to introduce the
SFM-75 MONO TUBE POWER AMPLIFIER MT. Our kit
products offer the discriminating audio enthusiast an opportunity to enjoy premium quality sound at an affordable price
S1575 1S ( SI795 Cdn.) per pair.
Accomplished tube electronics designer Joe Curcio
(featured in both GLASS AUDIO and THE AUDIO AMATEUR )
was enlisted to help achieve the exacting design and
performance goals of the SFM-75.
The main design premise for the SFM-75 was to achieve
the highest level ()fharmonic accuracy, correct tonal balance.
realistic soundstaging. lifelike dynamics and overall musicality
pos.sible. This was accomplished by integrating leading edge
tube technology with brand name c()mponents of uncompromising quality. As well. the SFM-75 has been designed
for the highest degree of reliability and ease of assembly
(approximately 15 hours per pair) in the 1)1 \ A(
tradition.
This conservatively rated 75watt per channel amplifier
titil:zus such notable components as: HOLCO, VISHAY, SOLEN,
WIMA, WONDER CAP, REL-CAP, GOLD AERO, EDISON
PRICE, CARDAS AND TIFFANY which assure reliable, highlevel performance.
In addition, the SFM-75 possesses a large conservatively
rated power supply ( with appropriate regulation), acustomwound wide bandwidth output transformer, and is totally
user adjustable with respect to its world-wide A.C. power
requirements and output configuration. The SFM-75 delivers
all this in a robust - 16 lb. ( 21 kg) package.
As the initial product in our line of high perfOrmance tube
electronics kits. the SFM-75 Mono Tube Amplifier is the only
audiophile-grade product available to offer true value for
money in today's high-end market.
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES WELCOMED

How to bur You may phone our sales desk 0474
560521 124 hour answering service) and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
same day,

.•••••

UK orders p&p ( 1.00 per order.
Please add 15% VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost.

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
Amplification by Croft Acoustics,
Albany Music, Sound Design & EAR.
Klipsch Horn Speakers,
Mentor and Space Deck Turntables,
Mentor Arms & New Space Arm.
London Supergold, Garrott, Decca,
Garrott P77. Most cartridges
can be sent to Nottingham
Analogue Studio for microscanning.

SONIC FRONTIERS II\IC.
181 KV\ I ' AMR III AVE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M41.387

PHONE ( 416) 691-7877
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THE TALKING BOOK
REVIEW

or more than 10 years now, Ihave
been privileged to have been working on atremendous project for the
Royal National Institute for the Blind
(RNIB). The existing Talking Book system
for the blind was designed about 25 years
ago and it can now be classed as very old
technology. Talking Books are the mainstay for thousands of blind readers, and
the library now supports over 70,000
members. These are from every conceivable walk of life. Ihave amachine myself
which I like to use for a good read of
science fiction every now and then!
The old system cannot manage much
more than 3.5k1 lz, and both noise and
distortion of various types can interfere
with listening pleasure. It is almost
impossible to find any particular part of a
book, as the talking book machine spools
only backwards, and if one wants to spool
fowards, one has to turn the 12- hour
cartridge over to spool forwards in the
reverse direction, if you see what Imean!
There are 6 tracks on each cartridge,
which runs at 15/16 inches per second. A
mechanical lever contraption raises or
lowers the playback head to any of three
positions, giving six tracks of two hours
with two directions.
Although the RNIB is very fortunate in
having nearly 4000 servicing volunteers
around the UK to keep the wheels turning
in the listeners' homes, it is now getting
more and more difficult to keep the old
system going. I
lere Iwould like to make a
plea for more servicing volunteers. The
qualifications include aknowledge of tape
playback machines and electronics, and
lots of patience with many elderly, blind
people who have problems with their
books. ( Please contact the Honorary
Organizer, Dr David Finlay-Maxwell, at
The Royal National Institute for the Blind,
Talking Book Service, Mount Pleasant,
Wembley, Middlesex, [LAO 1RR for details
if you might have some time to give us.
Your area might just be one in which we
are particularly desperate for a helper)
Some areas are very adequately served,
but we do have pockets here and there
where we have some problems. Many
friends of mine are Talking Book helpers,
and their assistance is very greatly valued.
The Talking Book Library issues about
12,000 books a day, and thus, around 3
million a year. This gives an idea of the
huge size of the enterprise.
So when, over 10 years ago, Ivolunteered to serve on the RNIB subcommittee dealing with technical matters, the
most important issue under consideration
was the conception and design of a new
Talking Book system. The snags of the
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A ' Talking Book' studio: Angus McKenzie (with dog Simon, left chats to studio technician Stacy jenkinson

Compact Disc interactive is frontrunner among the newtechnology options for the RNIB's
Talking Book service
by Angus McKenzie
existing system are: first its high cost tor
its limited quality and facilities, and the
increasing cost of obsolescence, and
secondly, its lack of forward cueing to a
required reference point.

Specifications for anew system
As early as 1983 we listed points as ideals
for any new system. The closer we could
get to them, the better.

)A hook should play continuously for at
least 12 hours, the present playing time.
2 ) The reproduced quality must he better
than the old system.
3 ) Access to any part of the book should
be far better than we have at present, thus
allowing new types of reference and
information books to become practical for
blind people.
4)We must retain some form of memory
which would allow the user to continue a
book from the place where left after the
machine had been switched off and then
switched on again some time later.
5 ) It should be possible to go backwards
and forwards very easily, thus making it
easy to find any required section.
6) The system should allow more than
one book to be read, and still retain access
points for convenience.
7IThe eventual cost after changing over
should be similar to, or possibly lower
than those at present despite the great
improvement in quality and facilities.
8 ) Operation should be as simple as
possible.
9 ) The extra needs of blind students and
those of more esoteric readers should be
borne in mind.

Front left: Chris Friedlander (RNIB Audio Development
Manager), Angus McKenzie, MBE; the Director General
of the RNIB, Ian Bruce; and Frank Milne, chairman of
the Sound Recordings Sub-Committee. One CD could be
equivalent to the stack of Braille books, the 18 compact
cassettes or the two Talking book cassettes seen here!

)If any new system is fused on a
domestic player, then the player should
also be able to play ordinary material for
very little extra cost, so that every blind
person could have a dual-purpose
machine.
11) A control unit, perhaps remote,
should be available which would allow
some of the more complex functions to
be accessed quickly and easily. whilst the
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player should work normally without this
control for simple book reading.
12) The system should be designed in
such a way that it could be available
from more than one source, as this could
protect the RNIB's interests, and therefore
the interests of blind people in the long
run. The existing system is only available
from a single source.
13) The system should be as robust as
possible, and the reproduction medium
should last as long as possible. The
existing books average only about 30
plays before they require replacement.
14)1f a blind person wanted to buy a
book for repeated use, such as an encyclopaedia, then it should be viable for them
to purchase the book for much less than is
the case for the present book, unfortunately costing about Li, per tape. The
ideal price would be the same as asighted
person would pay for a paperback.
15) It should be possible to produce small
runs of an important book for needy cases,
whilst this should be sensibly economic.
16 ) The book should be very simple to
load and unload as many of the users are
elderly and have other disabilities as well
as avisual handicap. The average age of a
talking book reader is some 7 3 years,
although of course there are thousands of
younger readers. Two-thirds of our users
are female, and about 75% are over the
age of 65.
17) It should access any required page or
chapter in as few seconds as possible.
Markers should be provided to store
several points in any book. This will help
in the use of reference books.
18) Our chosen system must be a closed
one, je not a normal domestic one, to
preserve copyright and thus not disturb
our arrangements with the publishers
who so generously allow us to publish
without fees.
19)We should consider portability and
variable speed with pitch correction, for
the future needs of some users. These
functions will not necessarily be available
from the introduction of the system, but
should be seen to be feasible.

Pros and cons of possible systems
Quite afew years ago the USA transferred
its talking book system to á 4- track halfspeed cassette, using the normal Philips
system. This gives some six hours on a
C90 and there are quite afew specialized
machines available to play the format.
This format has already been established
for the RNIB Cassette Library, formerly
called the Student's Library, and machines
are easily available for students and others
in the UK, although they are rather
expensive. We are looking for a cheaper
and better playback machine, and we
hope that one will become available
shortly. This system represents quite old
technology which does not permit too
many of the above points. Maintenance of
copying equipment is quite tricky, and
requires much skilled service work. Running costs for large production lines could
be quite high. Quality is not as good as
CDI level C and tapes at half speed will
111-F1 NEWS
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Clarke and Smith machine: cassettes are nearly the size of
aVHS videotape!
have a reduced acceptable playing life.
Access to arequired point on the recording is a serious snag, although with cue
tones it would be rather better than the
existing Clarke and Smith one.
We looked at reducing the speed still
further, using metal tape, as demonstrated
by the late Arthur Wilson OBE, but overall
quality control becomes even more difficult.
We considered the 8mm digital audio
format, as produced by Sony, and here the
problem was that of easy and cheap
copying and cost of tapes. The quality was
quite acceptable, although there was
some noise modulation. This seemed better than we expected at the time. This
system does not seem to have become
popular, and we would be concerned that
the system might disappear rather too
soon for us. This is a very important
consideration, as the EL cassette' went to
the wall all too soon, despite it being a
good quality one, coming out just too late
to become established.
Ordinary cassettes were ruled out as 18
C6Os would be necessary to compare
with the available time on aCDI! Despite
this, some countries have chosen this
route, and you can imagine the incredible
number of cassettes in circulation!
We also most carefully considered the
R-DAT format, and this seemed quite a
good medium for us. However, the cost of
cassettes, even in quantity, was too high
and copying would be too costly. Access
could be fairly reasonable, but nowhere as
fast as CDI. We were also concerned
about R-DArs lifetime and how often an
R-DAT recording could be played back
without serious errors becoming audible,
.
and whether it would become apopular
domestic medium. We would have to
have special programming to achieve our
required playing time, and as our requirement was very specialized for the
medium, we envisaged high research
costs, combined with the fact that industry did not seem to be interested in the
feasibility of our application.
Several other formats were considered,
and ruled out as we could not find an
industrial user with whom we could share
development costs; these costs being so
high these days, it is essential that the
RNIB ' piggy backs' on industry.
The possibility of using solid-state stor-

age was also considered. However, 500 or
600 Megabyte non-volatile chips are still a
long way off — far less ones costing less
than a tenner that can be loaded at the
library, and then dispatched through the
post and be easily inserted into the
playback machine by our elderly users.
Electrical connections would almost certainly be out — magnetic, or more probably optical, connections may eventually
be the answer.
It is noticeable that our options were
split between arather outmoded analogue
technology with little ' stretch' left, and on
emerging digital technology with only a
tentative hold in the market place.
l'he exception was the remaining
device, the Compact Disc. Here the drawback was, and still is, the cost of a
relatively small number of copies of each
title if conventional production methods
were used. We had to find a way round
this. As the systems potential was so great,
it merited exploring further, and we
watched the recordable CD situation
most carefully. It was evident, even 10
years ago, that any new system would
probably be a digital one, and despite
some early outside feelings against digital,
the subcommittee worked hard for many
years, with many ' think tanks', often in my
home. In 1982, we were already thinking
that the compact disc could be the answer
and by 1985 we had already acquired an
experimental CD player, with a 12-hour
disc for speech, by using a reduced
sampling rate and both left and right
tracks. Unfortunately our first attempt
sounded rather poor, with a limited frequency response but at least it showed
the possibility for the future. Frank Milne,
our Chairman, was convinced that some
sort of bit- compression would be
required, as in our early attempt, we did
not make enough use of the 16 bits, and
had an unnecessarily good signal/noise
ratio at the expense of response. Various
bit-saving techniques were considered,
but it was essential that an industry
standard be chosen.
Just as we were becoming rather
despondent, along came the CDI format
with its several quality levels, allowing us
to choose level ' C' which would give us a
potential playing time of 18 hours on one
disc, a response up to 7.5K11z, and quite
an acceptable s/n ratio. We realized that
we could now develop our new system on
the backs of industry, so that we could
benefit from the latest research, and only
have to add the minimum of components
to achieve our requirements. Chris Friedlander, the RNIB's Audio Development
Manager, travelled widely, including atrip
to Japan, to find out all the information
required for our committe to make its
decision to go ahead with a CDI prototype. The technical director of a well
known British background music company helped us, and we discovered that
our joint requirements were very similar.
They were interested in a compact disc
medium which would give several hours
of background music on a single disc,
whilst we wanted just mono for speech.
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Recent developments
With considerable co-operation from
industry, we were shown aCDI playback
machine in December 1989; the demonstration arousing much interest from all
present. Some concern was shown that, at
that time, recordable compact discs were
talked about but not actually available.
Later, we heard that one London company
was actually making such discs of a
clients' material, but for a high price. It
was evident from the Press that breakthroughs were only round the corner. At a
meeting of the IEE in May 1990, Frank
Milne and I received confirmation that
recordable discs should become easily
available for a reasonable price in two
years' time. This would make small runs
economic, for even such a price is
cheaper than large runs are costing now.
The RNIB policy has always been to
co-operate internationally as much as
possible; many foreign organizations have
already been contacted, and there seems
to be great interest from abroad. In March
1990 we heard our first CDI of RNIB
recordings, and this first disc did sound
acceptable although we have some way to
go, in particular, to ensure that adequate
anti-alias filters in the record chain will be
forthcoming.

New horizons
In the proposed new system the compact
disc is housed in acaddy, so loading and
unloading should be much easier for
those who lack dexterity. The copyright
notice starts the book, followed by its
identification. The reader introduces himself, or herself, and then the book starts
automatically. If there is a preface, or
introduction, then this follows, but if the
book is non-fiction alist of chapters with
page numbers would be read out. At the
moment, there are very few reference
books on the Clarke and Smith system
because of the very poor chapter and page
access. Now, imagine the book is perhaps
the BBC ' In Touch' book, one giving a
mass of information for the blind and
visually handicapped. This is already available on several Braille books which are
unbelievably awkward and, in any case,
only readable by the less than 8% of blind
people who are Braille literate. Some
chapters of the book are entitled ' Money',
'What went wrong?', ' Every day living', ' In
the kitchen', to list some examples. Let's
say that you want ' In the kitchen'. You
would hear apage number read out. You
could then press a button and go to the
beginning of that chapter, in only 3
seconds, after which you would hear
more page numbers if the chapter is split
down further. One day you should be able
to search for arequired word, or. string of
words and amicro-processor will sort out
where to go. In the first demonstration of
our first disc on aCDI machine, Ican well
remember how Ian Bruce, Director
General of the RNIB, pressed the chapter
number ' 20', and the book started reading
that chapter in just 3seconds. To find the
same point on the Clarke and Smith, you
might take half an hour! Perhaps some 10
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back ordinary compact discs as well as
playing their talking books. This alone will
save each blind person around £ 150 and
many blind people cannot afford aplayer
at the moment. In the future, it should be
possible to add a portable model which
could run on batteries for use on a long
train journey, and which would also have
a variable-speed function, allowing faster
reading without pitch change. This again
would help the student get information
faster. There is an amazing new PC avail-

Angus at home with his Eureka computer, on which this
article was written. Characters are entered through six keys
representtng the Braille code
minutes for cassette, and several minutes
for the Braille book! Just this facility alone
is a gigantic leap forward for the blind,
allowing a potential 150,000 people to
have almost immediate access to reference books. If you just wanted information, such as the meaning of words in a
dictionary, or you wanted to know more
about asubject or place, then you could
get immediate access to an encyclopaedia,
by using level ' D' pure ASCII computer
text, which could be read out with avoice
synthesizer, already available on a chip.
The whole of the Britannica, let alone the
Oxford Dictionary, could be opened up
to the blind.
For the majority, the ability to hear a
book, with much better quality than
before, and with much lower listening
fatigue, will be a blessing. Quite a few
books run to well over 12 hours, and it
will be wonderful to have them on just
one disc, with apotential playing time of
at least 18 hours. Getting information is
one of the most difficult things for ablind
person, especially one who lives on his,'
her own and I, myself, now come into that
category. Fortunately, I am in regular
contact with so many friends who keep
me up to date in many subjects, but it can
sometimes be quite awkward to get a
piece of info.

The new medium
When the RNIB can get the new system
into full operation, it will have to transfer
up to 7000 books into the new format. As
the use of reference books now becomes
possible, Ican foresee thousands of such
titles being added over the years. Instead
of students having to have lengthy books
read onto cassette, they could have them
on CDI. Studying should be much less of a
strain, even a pleasure. I just cannot
understand how some wonderful blind
University students have been able to
cope in the past, and it is true that
studying takes alot out of them. The joy of
having recordable CDIs for specialist
users cannot be underestimated.
The task of copying to any new format
will be great, whether CDI or not, but the
cost of actual CDI machines should not be
very different from that of the existing
analogue Clarke and Smith type. Many
users would connect their talking book
unit to their hi-fi so that they could play

able for use by the blind, with a Braille
keyboard, and a speaking synthesized
voice, the Eureka A4, which Iam using to
type and word-process this article. It has
some amazing functions — and just
imagine how much could be done if the
new format player could be fed into my
Eureka! A whole new world is on the
horizon, and a huge stack of new job
opportunities for the blind become possible. We have heard so much about equal
opportunities, so perhaps they will be
granted for the blind by the introduction
of the new medium. The existing book is
passive — hut the CD! is very much active,
even interactive! Iwould be able to enjoy
following a cookery book, and could
increase my repertoire! Finding a recipe
on cassette is very time-consuming.
Much still remains to be done to
convert the enormous potential of anew
talking book system, such as I have
outlined, into apractical reality for blind
readers and seekers of readily accessible
information. We have firmly established
the quality and technical feasibility of the
modified CDI system on limited tests. The
next stage is to run more extensive field
trials, taking in a much wider range of
user, both in terms of expectations and
age. Thought has to be given to the
ergonomics and practical operating controls of the system since we are seeking to
provide for the needs and capabilities of
users ranging from the relatively passive
80 year old leisure reader to the active
student. Always we must he trying to
keep, as far as possible, to the commercial
industry standards which are the basis of
controlling the ultimate cost.
Finally, there are the considerations of
converting the existing library of over
7000 titles from tape to the CD format, as
well as changing the entire recording and
copying facilities from the analogue to the
digital medium. This conversion would
need to be done over atransitional period
of, perhaps, several years, during which
the existing service would have to he
maintained. It is evident that the whole
project would make unprecedented
demands upon both the financial and
managerial resorces of the RNIB. Iregard
the introduction of a CDI talking book
system as my dream for the future. I
would like to thank HFN/RR for the
opportunity of writing this article which
is on asubject which has been very dear
to my heart for more than 10 years. Ihope
that the RNIB will be able to raise
sufficient funds to introduce the new
medium. What a launch it will be if all
goes well!+
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TECHNICAL

DIGITAL DISCOURSE
Part 4:
nformation theory defines the capacity
of acommunication channel as afunction of bandwidth and signal-to-noise
ratio', and supports the concept that
noise and bandwidth can be interchanged
within a given channel capacity. Two
familiar techniques that exploit this
exchange are FM and PCM, where the
enhanced noise- rejection characteristics
at the expense of increased transmission
bandwidth are well known to consumers
of radio and NICAM television
broadcasts 2.In digital audio, the source
information is bounded by Nyquist sampling and the uniform amplitude quantization of each sample, ie 44.1kHz/16-bit
quantization. However, from information
theory it can be inferred that this format is
not unique, and there exists apotential for
an exchange between sampling rate and
amplitude resolution.
Discourse 3 demonstrated that the sampling rate can be increased by interpolation, where redundant samples are generated; consequently, by using the ideas of
information theory there emerges the
possibility of reducing the amplitude
resolution of each sample without incurring a loss of overall source information.
There is an undeniable logic to this
proposal, where the greater the oversampling ratio, the less dependent the performance becomes upon an individual
sample, so enabling coarser quantization
to be used. An important clue to understanding this proposal is that the higher
the oversampling ratio, the greater the
fractional bandwidth in which no useful
information resides. Hence, if samples are
more coarsely quantized, the extra requantization noise can be concentrated
into this redundant frequency space. The
process of location and spectral redistribution of re-quantization distortion is
commonly designated noise shaping, and
is the subject of this article.
Noise-shaping coders 3 can be included
in both the analogue and digital domains,
and can therefore function as either ADCs
or a DACs. In both cases the coders
operate with oversampled data and
achieve shaping of the distortion spectrum by applying local negative feedback
to the re- quantization system; a noise
shaper is therefore arecursive coder. The
present discussion aims to explain the
operation of a noise-shaping coder and
then to describe some specific applications to DAC and ADC that include the
delta-sigma modulator ( DSM), 4•
3 the two
Philips DAC systems 6.1 and Bob Adams'
20-bit ADC s.Also, as hinted in Discourse
I
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noise-shaping options,

one-bit systems, future hopes,
final thoughts
by Malcom Hawksjord
19,a brief attempt is made to link the
non-linear distortion generated by afeedback amplifier with the distortion residue
of a noise-shaping coder, since at a conceptual level asimilar process is observed.

Noise shaping
The canonic model of a noise-shaping
coder which is applicable to either an
analogue or digital realization is shown in
Fig 1. The non-linear quantization characteristic Q is presented as a unity-gain
amplifier with an additive error sequence
q(n) to represent the quantization distortion, while the forward path has a differencing stage and a frequencydependent transfer-function A. The quantizer Q defines the output sequence quantization levels which are selected to be
coarser than those of the input sequence,
where the noise-shaping coder then seeks
to locate the extra quantization noise into
the oversampled frequency space, not the
audio band.
The output sequence y(n) is expressed
directly as a function of the input sequence x(n), while the quantization distortion sequence q(n) has an equation which
defines a frequency-dependent noise
shaping function D1 in a manner that
reduces the overall expression to:
y(n)=x(n)+q(n)

Df

This succinct equation offers considerable insight into the noise-shaping process, where for the large values ofA which
apply within the audio band, the input and
output sequences are almost identical,
differing only ( in this approximated
model) by the additive quantization distortion which is frequency-shaped by Df, a

factor inversely proportional to the gain
of stage A. Since the noise shaper is
required to suppress noise at low ( audio)
frequency and relocate it at high ( ultrasonic) frequency, the transfer- function A
should exhibit a high audio-frequency
gain that progressively falls with rising
frequency, whereby Df is correspondingly
small in the audio band and progressively
rises with increased frequency, thus shaping the noise spectrum.
However, since stage A is part of aloop
with unity-gain feedback, it must be
selected to form astable system. A basic
solution common to most unity- gain
stable operational amplifiers is to choose
A to be an integrator, taking the form
A= 1/$0T, with the distortion-shaping factor represented by an equation whereby
at low frequency the noise-shaping characteristic has a slope of + 6dB/octave to
mirror A's slope of — 6dB/octave.
However, in practice this slope is found to
be rather low and requires extremely high
oversampling ratios to attain an acceptable low-frequency S/N. The problem is
addressed by increasing the order of the
loop, that is the number RN of cascaded
integrators, whereon the noise-shaping
slope now approaches 6R N dB/octave,
with corresponding improvements in
coding performance. However, forming A
directly from acascade of integrators does
not meet the stability criteria. Consequently, the transfer-function must be
tempered by the inclusion of ( RN - 1)
zeros to shape the liF transfer-function to
a first-order response. The modified system can be implemented using ( RN - 1)
feedforward paths" ),where in Fig 2 a
noise shaper of order RN is shown configured as an ADC with a quantizer Q
using a back-to-back flash converter and
DAC, where the flash ADC output forms
the digital output signal in anoise-shaped,
oversampled format.
The noise-shaping coder can also be
configured as a DAC" , though the loop

Fig 1Canonic form of noise shaper showing quantizer with additive error
39

processes must now be converted to
arithmetic operations, fe: (i) a digital
accumulator or integrator is formed by
applying unity-gain, positive feedback
around aone-sample delay, whereby new
data are added to past values to produce a
summation of sequential samples; and ( ii)
the re- quantization of data is performed
by arithmetic truncation, where numbers
are reduced to the required precision.
This transformed noise shaper is shown as
adigital system in Fig 3, where the digital
integrators and the re-quantization process that reduces the amplitude resolution of the input samples can be observed.
The noise-shaping function for this system
is shown in Fig 4. for RN values of Ito 6,
where it is seen that: ( i) for values of f
well below Rf,, there is asimilar slope to
the analogue model; ( ii) when Rf> is
divided by 6, 131 1 (OdB ) for all values of
RN ;and ( iii) above this frequency the
noise spectrum is actually amplified.
All these observations on noise-shaping
coders have been based upon linear analysis and the assumption that the non-linear
quantizer can be modelled as an additive
process. To validate ( or otherwise! ) this
approach, a computer simulation is
required to model the noise shaper sample-by-sample, and to include the precise
non- linearity of the quantizer. Fortunately, the general predictions of linear
analysis are confirmed and the trend in
the noise- shaping characteristic established. However, one area where the
computer response may initially appear to
be at variance with expectation is in the
time- domain structure of the output sequence, particularly when RN > 2. As this is
particularly interesting, the time response
of a 12 5 =4 noise coder is shown in Fig 5,
where the sample rate is 8.82MHz and the
input signal is a 20kliz sinewave with an
amplitude V 2— of an output quantum d —

fe, the amplitude is just greater than the
re-quantization interval and represents a
significant reduction in sample resolution.
The computation reveals that the output sequence is noise-like, spans a range
of — 8d to + 8d output quanta (fe 4- bit),
and is considerably greater than the input
signal amplitude. Hence, assuming 16- bit
source data, the input samples have
undergone an approximate 16-bit to 4-bit
transformation. On initial scrutiny, the
loop would appear unstable. However,
further computation reveals that the signal activity is non- divergent and that
when the output sequence is bandlimited
to 30kflz, the input signal is revealed and
is coded with a S/N well in excess of
100dB. The random output signal is a
form of chaos and is a consequence of
combining non- linearity within a feed-

tion filter, this technique's inherent ability
to decorrelate hardware- related errors at
the digital/analogue gateway with minimal
requirements for analogue filtering, could
prove appropriate for high- resolution
DAC applications. Provided the source
information is correctly dithered, it has an
ability to code signals deep into the
noise-floor. But there still remains the
problem of sample jitter, which can
degrade S/N because of the large intersample changes associated with this class
of noise shaping. Iwill comment further
on this error mechanism when discussing
the 1-bit, DSM DAC.

Philips 4-times oversampling

Fig 3Noise shaping DAC fonned by transforming Fig 2 topology into digital domain

The above example of noise shaping is a
somewhat extreme case. However, the
same principles can be observed in the
more familiar 4- times oversampling system employed in the well-known Philips
DAC6.This converter uses acombination
of oversampling and noise shaping to
enhance the performance of the DAC and
its signal recovery operation. The problem of truncating the output data from the
oversampling filter was introduced in
Discourse 312 ,where the need for caution
was emphasised, to minimize degradation
of low-level signals as they enter the
noise- floor. The Philips system
approaches this problem by using a 1storder noise shaper similar to that in Fig 3,
where the coder input is derived from the
120 coefficient FIR oversampling filter
(expressed as 28-bit numbers at this
stage), and the quantizer Q is matched to
the characteristics of the output DAC, fe
for a 14-bit DAC, Q truncates from 28-bit
to 14-bit, while for a 16-bit DAC, Q
truncates from 28-bit to 16- bit.
In Fig 6, the digital noise shaper of Fig 3
is reconfigured for RN = 1 to reveal the
equivalence with the more familiar Philips
format, though conceptually the systems
are actually identical. The Fig 6 configuration shows that the feedback path carries
asignal related to the 28-bit to 16-bit ( or
14-bit) truncation error of the quantizer,
where topological parallels can also be
drawn with error feedback distortion
reduction. The rationale for choosing
4- times oversampling is evident: not only
does it offer about 1-bit of enhancement
in resolution in itself, but the noiseshaping advantage yields an approximately equal further enhancement and
cleverly deals with truncation distortion
between oversampling filter and DAC.
It is also interesting to observe that a
noise-shaping advantage is only achieved
for frequencies < f,,/6, je 29.4kHz ( though
there is no information above 22kHz), and
that the main improvement occurs at
lower frequencies since the noise spectrum slope is 6dB/octave; hence the
advantage of using a true 16-bit DAC
rather than 14-bit in this application.
I
lowever, in observing the noise performance of the 1st- order noise-shaped DAC,
the psycho-acoustic advantage implied by
the standard hearing characteristics
should be noted, which show that at HF
significant extra low-level noise can be
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back path simultaneously forcing the
finely- quantized input sequence through a
coarse quantizer. On second scrutiny,
however, observation of an output noise
greater than the re-quantizer quantum d
should not be too surprising, as examination of the expression for Dr shows the
relevant gain with the — 8d to + 8d
quantizer output range appropriately
related to the re- quantization distortion
error of ± 0.5d.
When oversampled with aratio of 200,
the 4th-order digital noise shaper can
therefore form the basis of a DAC using

=

FI N integrators, e
quivalent to

only a 4-bit output code (fe 16 reconstruction levels), and since chaotic activity forces the output to span almost the
full range of the 4- bit quantizer, irrespective of input signal level, hardware errors
in the DAC tend to manifest themselves as
anoise- like residue rather than non-linear
distortion. The system also yields a
theoretical audio-band resolution well in
excess of the 16- bit 44.1kilz format. So,
assuming an appropriate digital interpola -
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Fig 5Time response of RN = land RN = 4noise
shapers, IIP =
d, 20kIlz, output signal spans — 8d to
8d quanta. Note reduced activity when loop order is low
tolerated, particularly if this is in
exchange for lower noise in the critical
mid-range. This is only realized if the DAC
has an accuracy greater than 14/16-bit
resolution ( ideally approaching 18-bit); it
is no panacea for DACs with poor linearity, glitch or ' Class-B' type distortion
where the MSB changes at low signal
levels. So provided the conventional 16bit DAC can exhibit alow-level resolution
commensurate with true 16-bit, there is
little advantage with this class of DAC in
exceeding RN =4. Indeed, the errors
encountered with finite settling times,
slew-rate related problems, and sample
jitter, could actually lead to degradation
as the oversampling ratio is increased. The
real advantage comes when oversampling
and noise shaping work together, and
chaos is used to decorrelate hardwarerelated non-idealities by allowing, within
bounds, all the DAC levels to participate
in the conversion, irrespective of audio
level.

constructive to draw a parallel with frequency modulation ( see reference 4, Discourse 218 ). Imagine that the input signal
modulates the frequency of a voltage
controlled oscillator, where for zero input
the frequency is 0.5 of the DSM sample
rate. At each positive zero-crossing of the
FM signal a constant-area pulse is produced, thus making the rate of occurrence
of pulses directly proportional to the
audio signal. If the pulse sequence is now
averaged, the recovered signal is proportional to the pulse area, and hence input
signal. However, to quantize the signal the
pulses must be constrained in time by
relocating them to the nearest sampling

Delta-sigma modulation
There is aclass of high oversampled and
noise-shaped coder where the quantizer
T = ( 1/176.4)

MS

Pour

instant, which occurs at arate equal to the
DSM sampling rate. That is, the time axis is
divided into aregular array of time slots,
where if a pulse ( from the VCO) is
produced within such a slot then it is
relocated to an instant coincident with
the end of that slot. Consequently, 1storder DSM can be modelled as timequantized FM 19 .
To demonstrate the behaviour of DSM,
Fig 7 shows both a 1st- and 2nd-order
digital schematic together with example
pulse-output waveforms for a sinusoidal
excitation, where the density of 1-0 pulses
is seen to follow the input amplitude,
though the time quantization of samples
should be noted. Observe how the 2ndorder system introduces more energetic
combinations of 1,0 pulse patterns, which
when averaged by the reconstruction
filter give improved signal coding at lower
signal levels.
Provided a high sampling rate and
high-order noise shaping can be combined, DSM offers an extremely highperformance potential both in ADC and
DAC, overcoming the accuracy problem
of the least-significant-bit which, as we
have seen, is amajor factor in determining
the low-level resolution of a digital system. However, it is important to realize
(as with PCM and dither) that DSM has
been in existence for a number of years
and has been researched in depth for all
manner of electronic applications, from
communications to motor speed-control.
What is now new is the ability to use VLSI
to integrate this system, where asophisticated specification can now be achieved
at low cost (circa £15 per chip in small
quantities). It is here that digital audio is
gaining the initiative, as it represents one
of the most demanding applications of
conversion technology.
Philips has recently introduced a DAC
(device number SAA 7320 and later SAA
7321
that incorporates 2nd-order DSM
in association with multi-stage interpolation to achieve sampling rate conversion

Q is restricted to only two levels, thus
"
forming a serial output code that is a
binary sequence. This class of coder is
called delta-sigma modulation ( DSM ) 45
and was introduced in 1962 as a derivative of the historically significant deltamodulator of c.1947/48 ' 3 and de Jager's
work in 1952 14 .However, the two- level
restriction on Q interacts with the closedloop transfer-function, requiring A to be
limited to either a 1st, 2nd, or ( with some
care) 3rd-order system, otherwise irreversible non-linear instability results.
The attractiveness of this scheme is the
simplicity of the digital/analogue gateway,
where in principle asingle binary gate can
be used together with a modest signalrecovery filter. The DSM is representative
of the limiting case in transforming a
multi- level signal to a more coarse quantization, where the coder generates sequences of 1 and 0 pulses which, when
averaged, yield a close approximation to
the input data within the audio band.
Since the rate of occurrences or density of
1and 0pulses is made proportional to the
input signal, this class of conversion is
sometimes called pulse density modulation, and because the output sequence is
in acoded-binary, serial format, the global
name bitstream is gaining favour. [
See
'Comment' in this issue — Ed]
To understand the process of DSM it is
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We believe our hi-fi equipment out-performs ANY other equipment on the
market price for price, but due to the political nature of amajority of U.K.
hi-fi dealers, people have alot of difficulty getting to hear our equipment
in agood environment free from bias and bull****.
In order to counteract this state of affairs especially with the turntable we
are willing to waste an evening of our or our associates' time letting you
listen and compare at your own home our equipment with yours.
With no pressure or selling, just listen!
If you do not agree with us it's just too bad, but we are very confident!
Phone 0767 50532 to arrange
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"one of the finest CD players
I've heard at any price" e....
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When, in arecent review, our WS1 compact disc player

technology and our own superior, linear phase analogue

attracted such critical acclaim in comparison to far more

circuits and D/A converters, we have built the most

expensive players, we were more than alittle pleased

accurate and musical sounding CD player available.

and gratified that all our hard work had proved so
worthwhile.
Quite simply, by using 16 bit, 4xoversampling

If you would like to know more about the WS1
or other Radford products, contact your nearest dealer
or write to us direct at the address below.

Woodside Electronics, Kimberley Rd., Clevedon. Avon. BS21 6QJ. Tel: 0272 877611

RADFORD

TECHNICAL
in- band frequency response. In the later
SAA 7321, the 4- times oversampling
filters, digital dither and output operational amplifiers have all been revised.
We await with eager anticipation the
introduction of a new device that gives
direct access to the 1-bit code and
excludes the output amplifiers and
switched-capacitor integrator, so enabling
these to be optimized by the designer.
To date, a number of manufacturers
have designed DAC systems using bitstream/DSM technology, but probably the
most technically logical is that designed
by Bob Stuart of Meridian. In this system
the left/right channels of two SAA 7321s
are reassigned to each channel and
decode left/minus-left and right/minusright respectively. Passive filters then
bandlimit the signal directly after each
switched-capacitor integrator, whereon
two precision differencing amplifiers form
the matrix ( L)—( — L) and ( R)—( — R ) and
second as output buffers. The principle
advantage of this technique is that powersupply noise internal to the device itself
forms a common- mode signal that is
rejected by the output differencing
amplifiers, rather like abridge-configured
power amplifier working from acommon
supply. The system is therefore inherently
less supply-dependent and probably more
tolerant of ground- rail- related errors, it
also offers adegree of noise averaging that
enhances DAC resolution.
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First-order delta- sigma modulator output pulse
waveform for a sinusoidal input signal. Note that
the output pulses are 100% duration, also observe
how low- amplitude inputs are poorly coded where
the output sequence follows a ...010101... pattern.
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waveform for a sinusoidal input signal.Note that
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how low- amplitude inputs are encoded more accurately
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by the breakdown of _ 010101... sequences input is
identical to first- order case.
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Fig 7Firs -and second-order delta-sigma modulation with example time domain output sequences
from 44.1IcHz to 11.2896MHz, representing an oversampling ratio of 256. The
system schematic and process flow diagram are shown in Fig 8, incorporating a
4- times FIR interpolation filter, together
with two further stages of 32-times and
2- times interpolation using sample-andhold filtering, which are each equivalent
to a FIR filter with equal coefficients and
therefore eliminate the need for multiplication. The signal processing includes a
digital dither source of 352IcHz ( now
revised to 176.4kFlz in SAA 7321 ), added
digitally at a level of — 20dB after the
32-times interpolator to reduce distortion
due to idle-channel noise' s. This is a
quasi-periodic bit pattern distortion
affecting DSM coders at low signal levels

by producing whistling and buzzing artefacts. At low level and without dither, the
bit pattern approximates to an idling
sequence ... 010101 ... breaking into ...
0101101010 ... or ... 101001010 ...
patterns which, because of the infrequency of the ... 11 ... or ... 00 ... pulse
groups, produce audible howling sounds;
the addition of HF dither randomizes and
reduces the duration of these patterns,
thus making them less audible.
The 4- times interpolator claims a
±0.035dB amplitude response ripple,
with 60dB of attenuation above 24.2kHz,
where amplitude response compensation
for a 3rd-order Butterworth analogue
filter with a — 3dB break frequency of
60kHz is also included to fine-tune the

A problem common to all oversampled
DAC systems is the deleterious effect of
sample jitter on S/N. The effect is exacerbated by the frequent expedient of using
100% samples during signal reconstruction. Consider the simple case of a bitstream coder in the presence of jitter, as
shown in Fig 9a, where the jitter produces
an error in the area of adjacent pulses.
Obviously for asequence... II 1 ... there
is no problem, but for asequence ... 0101
... the effect of jitter on reconstruction
sample area is maximized. In practice,
what is required is for the sample area
(whether 1or 0) to remain constant even
in the presence of jitter.
A solution to this problem is to reconstruct the pulse area using aleaky integrator circuit that generates an output proportional to both pulse amplitude and
period, but where the integrator timeconstant is also proportional to the sample period. Then, if the sample duration is
increased by jitter, the averaged integrator output remains unchanged. In the SAA
7320/1 aswitched-capacitor network ( Fig
9b) is used to realize an integrator with a

Interpolation filter 44.1kHz to 11.2896 MHz
2nd-order noise shaper
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UPGRADE YOUR CD SYSTEM to the KENWOOD
DPX9010 CD transport only player in combination
with the MUSICAL FIDELITY Digilog D— A converter
and
WE WILL GUARANTEE TO BUY YOUR OLD CD
PLAYER FOR 2/3rds THE PRICE YOU PAID FOR IT!
DPX 9010: optional digital connector,
multi insulation system; weight 10kg!

£499

Digilog: multi input for CD and DAT

£399
TOTAL PRICE: £898

standards — the best we've heard!
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We have STAX headphones with full demo facility. Consult
our expert - M ike Mears or write for further information.
STAX EARSPEAKERS
RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
SR- 34 I
including SRD4 Energised
£ 144.95
SR-84 I
including SRD4 Energised
£219.95
SR-GAMMA I
including SRD6SB Energiserl
£309.90
SR- LAMBDA ' including SRD7SBI
£489-90
SR- LAMBDA PRO including SRD7SBI
£559.90
THE ABOVE ENERGISERS ARE CONNECTED TO THE
SPEAKER TERMINALS OF INTEGRATED AMPS/POWER AMPS
NEW SR GAMMA PRO I
including SRD-X Pro Energised
.£568.95
SR- LAMBDA PRO I
including SRD-X Pro Energised
.. .£604 90
£709.90
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE including SRD-X
THE ULTIMATE IN HEADPHONE LISTENING
SR- LAMBDA PRO including SRM- 1II Pro Energised
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE I
including' SRM-T IEnergiser
SR-SIGMA PRO I
including SRM-T IEnergiser

£ 1019.95
£ 1369.95
£ 144995

The above energisers are connected to any line level source. I.E. Pre
amp output, tape recorder output, C.D. player, Tape deck, or tuner.
EXTENSION LEADS SRE I
5N
£ 38.00
EXTENSION LEADS SRE 16
£67.00
EXTENSION LEADS SRE SIGNATURE
£99.95
SRM-T1 VACUUM TUBE ENERGISER
£895.00
AVAILABLE
THE EXCELLENT STAX QUATTRO 2C.D. PLAYER
EDI EQUALIZER FOR LAMBDA/LAMBDA PRO
DAC•Xl D/A - CONVERTOR VACUUM TUBE
Postage and Packing free in the U.K.

£ 3000.00
£795.00
£8000.00

HI-FI CARE RETAIL LTD
27 Springfield Rd., Harrow, Middlesex
Telephone: 081 -863 0938

NOW OPEN MON —SAT
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Musical Fidelity • Nagaoka • Nakanuchi • Ortofon • QED

SUB- WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it (Cerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asub-woofer, used in association with small
but very precise front speakers, might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music- lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such athree-way system — consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers — produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost (£805 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 3
/ in. square by 20 1
4
/ in. high,
4
can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.
For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a B 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved under domestic conditions.
At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above- mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly- priced CD players and receivers. In addition to
such components by JVC, Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre- amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.
The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
a means to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
MUSIC IN THE HOME!
SUMMER SALE: Audio & CD bargains a-plenty during July & August.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 071-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7).

DEPT HFN,
7/245 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W1P 9DP
(MIKE MEARS) 071-637-0371
—071-637 8911
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ON DEM IN KENT
SUPERB EQUIPMENT FROM:Michell, Voyd, Systemdelç Townshend, Kuzma, Rega (arms only),
SME Audionote, Goldring, Koetsu, Kiseki, Milltek Ortofon, Decca,
Audio Innovations, Rose Industries, Audion, Audio Technic&
Quicksilver, Kelvin Labs, Albarry, Sugden. Proac, TDL, Glastonbury,
Snell, Spica, JPW, Celef, Alexander, Ruark Marantz, Alphason,
Meridian CD Players, Supra, Kimber, Vecteur, QED, Target,
Pirates,Cardas Cable.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN KENT
Conrad Johnson Valve and Solid State Amps and CD Player,
Raymond Lumley Valve Mono Blocks, Oakley Preamps,
Sonographic, Pre and Power Amps, Cardas Cable, BB Audio
B100 Amp, and Acoustat Spectra Loudspeakers.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN THE UK
Sound- Lab full electrostatic and Hybrid Loudspeakers
Pink Triangle P.T. Too and L.P.T. now on dem.

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO
Situated 5 minutes off the M2 near Rainham, Kent, we offer
first class no obligation doms here or in the more realistic
environment of your own home

-

Phone: Dave on 0634-389004
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Fig 9a 10 pulse sequence with timing error (jitter)
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10 incorporates a4-bit, back-to-back flash
converter and DAC configured within a
4th-order feedback loop. The system
embodies much of the Digital Discourse
philosophy by requiring ( virtually) no
analogue filtering and performing antialiasing filtering in the digital domain,
where samples at 6MHz are converted to
44.1kHz ( or 48kHz on selection) by using
a4-stage decimation filter. The first three
decimation filters use the sample-and- hold
approach, that is, FIR filters with equal
coefficients to eliminate the need for
multiplication, while the final stage
incorporates a half-band FIR filter which,
again, saves multiplications, since every
other sample in the impulse response is
zero ' 7.In association with suitable support circuitry, it is anticipated that this
ADC should result in significant enhancements in the quality of digital recordings,
and yield anear-optimum dithered signal
when waveforms are correctly converted
to 16-bit.

On analogue amplifiers . . .

Fig 9b Switched capacitor network used for signal
reconstruction in DSM DACs, after Notts et al ( 7)
time-constant proportional to the instantaneous clock frequency, a technique
which can dramatically reduce any noise
related to jitter. In effect, the switchedcapacitor network replaces a pulse by a
signal proportional to aconstant charge —
irrespective of the pulse timing — thus the
reconstructed pulse is related to a 1or 0
pulse and not the jittered pulse area.
In the future, higher-order DSM coders
may emerge where the multi-leve1/1-bit
conversion is performed in two
stages,'" 6 the first stage using ( for example) a 4th-order recursive noise shaper
similar to Fig 3, with the second stage
incorporating a non- recursive look-up
table to convert the 16 output levels into
equivalent serial binary pulses. Thus the
advantages of a 1-bit code are retained,
together with the more optimum coding
of a 4th-order noise shaper which offers
no significant idle-channel noise and a
resolution deep into the source noisecommensurate with the correct application of dither at the ADC and desensitization of jitter at the DAC. If 256- times
oversampling were retained for the first
stage (je 11.2896MHz with respect to
44.1kHz), then the second stage operating
open- loop would yield a serial bitstream
of about 250MHz, which gives ameasure
of the potential dynamic range. The twostage approach would also simplify the
demands for high-speed digital processing, employing practical circuitry using
available device technology.

Adams, 20-bit ADC
An exciting and recent development by
Robert Adams is the introduction of the
20-bit converter which employs two paralleled front-end topologies each reminiscent of the analogue noise shaper in Fig
The front-end coder illustrated in Fig

e.
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Finally at this point I'ds like to add a
related note on one aspect of digital
processing which, although well-known
in communication theory appears to
cause controversy in digital audio. In
Discourse 1 we emphasized the importance of minimizing sample jitter, as this
results in an increase in noise and distortion. Fundamentally, ADC systems should
be designed to attain aminimum of jitter,
thus enabling sample instants to be precisely located on the basis of a constant
sampling period. If jitter enters during
source conversion it cannot be subsequently removed as there is no inherent
measure of the sample timing error.
However, in data storage, transmission
and reading from disk or tape, there are
numerous means for the introduction of
jitter. Indeed, in an extreme case, vibration of an optical fibre, particularly at the
send/receive ends, where relative motion
with respect to the optical transducers
may result in slight jitter correlated to the
music. However, while signals remain in
the digital domain where jitter is appropriately bounded so that signal recognition
and arithmetic processing are not
impaired, then there is no degradation of
information even though the digital words
may be displaced from their optimum
location. However, at the DAC it is
imperative that the samples ( oversampled
or otherwise) are re-timed so that each
sample attains its correct relative amplitude and temporal co-ordinates. This retiming is, in principle, achieved by resampling the digital data against a synchronized, low- noise clock source.
Hence, provided there are no reading and
arithmetic errors and samples are retimed where the circuitry after re- timing
in no way interacts with earlier stages of
electronics by either direct interconnection, power supplies or electromagnetic
fields, then CD vibration, optical fibre
quality, etc, will not affect sound quality.
However, there is evidence to suggest
that the optimal conditions for re- timing

4 0.1
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Fig 10 Front end of dbx 4-bit ADC (higher resolution
converter uses 6-bit/lash converter)
are not always achieved, leading to a
proliferation of rather ' band aid' techniques that are not cognate with the philosophy of digital systems, but nevertheless span the eternal triangle between
objectivity, subjectivity and psychology.
In closing this Discourse Iwould like to
comment briefly on parallels between the
noise-shaping coder of Fig 2 and the
classical feedback amplifier used, for
example, to suppress output-stage nonlinear distortion. Inevitably, the effect of
negative feedback in association with loop
non- linearity and input excitation is to
produce a noise- shaped distortion
residue; yet the whole of the distortion is
required to match the given state of the
circuit. This latter implies that if up- band
distortion is produced, its presence is
necessary to aid control of the in-band
signal, and is not just an isolated event
occurring at HF. Hence the way in which
a circuit processes HF signals is significant, and the effect of external systems
which interact with the performance of an
amplifier, such as power-supply regulation, appear relevant, together with the
liF behaviour of both active and passive
devices and of electromagnetic couplings.
I suggest this area may offer food for
thought when establishing amore unified
model of feedback and non- linearity. Also,
Iwonder whether my Fuzzy Distortion
model will still come of age, as this was in
effect aDSM coder at the electron level —
an ultimate ADC, perhaps requiring superconductors? Iknow this model has been
heavily criticized, but the parallels with
DSM were at the heart of this speculative
proposal, and even with hindsight it is an
area Istill ponder in my quieter moments.

Conclusion
The approaches taken by Adams and
Philips support much of the philosophy
discussed in this digital series. The exciting aspect of these new, highly oversampled converters is the significant reduction in potentially degrading analogue
circuitry. By virtue of the internal digital
architectures and, ultimately, the one- bit
converter, they have the means to
approach the theoretical performance
boundaries of the 16- bit
format.
As these techniques become more established and are used with well-engineered
support systems, the true potential of
45

We have aquarter of amillion recordings like this
They're alifeline to 72,000 blind people
Please will you help us to scrap them?
Helping blind and partially sighted people

That's one of the reasons why we have

to keep in touch with the rich and rewarding world of

launched the RNIB Looking Glass Appeal. We need

books is just one of the services we provide at the
Royal National Institute for the Blind. Every month

to fund improvements to many of our key services
like Talking Books.

we record 40 new titles for our Talking Book Service

We need to raise £ 10 million and every
penny counts. Please give what you can.

to bring authors like Catherine Cookson, Dick Francis,
Ruth Rendell and Jeffrey Archer to people unable to
read them in print.
It's no exaggeration to call the service
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latest technology.
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cassette tapes and special playback machines. We
need up-to-date audio equipment to take the service
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Britain's one million visually handicapped people.
But what equipment? To find the right
audio-technology, we are setting up an ambitious
research and development programme.
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digital audio will be revealed. There is no

audio system the reconstructed signal is

doubt

only a bandlimited and noisy version of

that

the

objectives

of

nearthe

the analogue input. So what is all the fuss

opportunity to code signals deep into the

about digital systems, which in that basic

noise without non-linear distortion can be

sense are just like analogue?+

theoretic

anti-aliasing

achieved -

even

in

filters,

the

and

presence

of

high-level signal components. If questions
are raised about the sonic signature of
interpolation and decimation filters, and
the adequacy of the present digital format,
the oversampled ADC and DAC systems
can

always be

without

connected

reduction

to

back-to-back

16-bit/44.1kHz,

allowing such questions to be answered in
an objective manner using aprecise frame
of reference. Meanwhile. Iwill simply be
content

to

see

the

eradication

of the

current-to-voltage converter required at
each current-output DAC, together with
the enhanced low-level linearity that can
result from DSM technology. Ironically,
the ultimate sonic quality of digital audio
will depend upon even fewer tricks learnt
from
digital
latest

the

analogue

channel

is

conversion

designer,
transparent

since

the

and

the

systems require

very

little analogue circuitry. Will this residue
eventually

become

the

only

legacy

of

high-end analogue audio?
As a final thought, and an example of
high- end

schizophrenia,

it

is

worth

remembering that all signals in the real
(?) world are analogue; it

is only

the

information that is represented digitally.
But there again, in acorrectly functioning
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SIDELINES
revious jottings have underlined my enthusiasm for
Compact Disc. Indeed, the
LPs in my collection now tend to
come out of their sleeves mostly
for research purposes, rarely for
sheer listening pleasure. But this is
not meant to imply that the black
disc's silver successor couldn't he
even more useful and convenient,
which brings me to a couple of
practical suggestions.
Record reviewers have to turn
from time to time to the printed
score to see what ought to be
going on, but being one of those
who first came to music as amere
listener, I suspect that I turn in
that direction less frequently than
some of my more musicological
colleagues. However, there's no
escaping the ultimate authority of
what composers actually wrote,
and a lot of people choose to
follow the score as a matter of
course when listening to music,
while for students or professionals
it is often a plain necessity. This
being so, what aboon it would be
if CD players registered the bar
sequence in recorded music as an
optional alternative to clocking up
the minutes and seconds. Then
one could pinpoint anything in the
score straightway.
Such a facility might well be
within the system's capacity. If so,
once a coding had been agreed,
recording production teams
111.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

would simply be required to key in
bar references against the time
sequence for any particular performance. During replay. the bar
numbers would appear with their
own fascinating irregularity in
place of those boringly constant
seconds ( plus an ' R' during
repeats?), and everyone from
musicologists to 1st year students,
from record critics to plain musiclovers, would be enabled to equate
musical sounds and printed symbols
with
unambiguous
immediacy. Has such an obvious
idea not been mooted before? Or
does it perhaps contravene something in the small print of the
Philips Cl) patents? In any event,
perhaps those concerned with the
musical- technical administrative
interface could give the matter
some thought. It would be agreat
educational advance. IWhat about
improvised jazz? - Mus Ed'
That could hardly be seen as a
controversial proposal, whereas
my second suggestion might well
cause operatic purists to raise cries
of ' Philistine. Nevertheless, with
fearful glances in the direction of
Hugh Canning and David Nice, I
hereby declare that the 11
/ hrs
4
available on Compact Disc could
(should!) be used to accommodate Compact Operas. The gramophone has a long tradition of
packaging operatic highlights, but
CD raises the possibility of going
AUGt*ST 1990

beyond disconnected arias and
choruses to bring the nonspecialist listener within reach of
complete works - each occupying
only a single disc.
A fair proportion of popular
operas last for less than I50m, and
(let's face it) when the stage
spectacle is absent there's often a
lot of relatively trivial musical
'business' ripe for the aural axe.
Thus one CD could in many cases
encompass the substance of a
whole opera by offering a skilful
selection of excepts set in chronological sequence, supported by a
corresponding printed libretto in
which the story is given proper
continuity by a linking text. Without damaging musical or dramatic
identity, the CD medium could
thereby tame a lot of two-hour
works to domestic length, thus
making them more readily available to those many music- lovers
who admire what they know of
Verdi, Puccini, et al, but who
wouldn't normally consider purchasing complete opera recordings. The highlights tradition
would be perpetuated in a more
respectable manner, and while the
true cognoscenti would go on
buying the complete works and
look disdainfully down their noses
at the prospect of four-disc Ring
Cycles ( there's a thought!), my
hunch is that many ordinary
record buyers would be sorely

tempted by single-disc versions of
Tosca or La Traviata.
I'm told that there could be
economic difficulties because the
multi- language libretti ( albeit truncated ) would be too bulky to go in
the CD's jewel- box and therefore
need an overall slipcase. But there
are already several packages of this
sort on my shelves containing nonoperatic works much less popular
than Rigoletto and La Bohème, so
the cost/production problems are
not insurmountable. Is there ànyone in the music world willing to
give the idea a try?
Talking of trying, despite t)old
efforts to be original Imust confess
to a .ouple of oversights. In March
I offered some reflections on IS
listening which had been foreshadowed in a letter from Ralph
Gonzalez printed in the Dec '87
issue, and in June Iwrote about
headphone/amplifier matching in
ignorance of an IEC standard on
the topic. Following the publication of that June piece, the indefatigable John Woodgate has
drawn my attention to the standard ( IEC 268-15), which indicates a preferred source impedance of 120 ohms. But this is
currently subject to amendment,
with proposals on offer which
would push the source impedance
well below the headphone impedance - adefinite advance.
John Crabbe
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Because it's there

Aragon 4004: When you're finished with compromising.
The 4004's midrange skill is something to behold. At its price point, though, Ican
name nothing which even comes close.
Ken Kessler HiFi News & Record Review, June 1988
That's the kind of design it is: it sounds right from the very first note. More correctly,
it doesn't really sound much at all.
Alvin Gold HiFi Answers, December 1988
For further detais please contact
PATH PREMIER
PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG.
TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.

ONTEIvFS
Audio Research LSI
The state-of-the-art line- level pre-amp
from Audio Research — a case of the
inevitable? by Martin Colloms

Aragon D2A
Mondial, the doyens of low-cost high end gear, produce their first D/A
converter by Steve Harris

Carver, Seven Up
Can Bob Carter make £2000 sound
like £ 17,000? We test the Silver Seven
and the Silver Seven Tby Ken Kessler
63
Classe, Canada Dry
The Canadians climb to the top of the
hill with sublime solid-state electronics
from Classé by Ken Kessler

The Absolute Sound
Krell
The exciting news from
Krell is the arrival of the
new 250 power amp.
which is quite
devastatingly good. It
signifies anew design
approach and sound
from this company.
Clearly reference quality.
Krell Digital
We have the marvellous MD1 transport on dem
which along with the Dto Aconverters constitute
'state of the art' CD replay.

Koetsu
The new Urushi
cartridge is amazing
and re-defines the outer
limits of record
performance. How come
that analogue gets so
much better? You have
to own one of these
magnificent pieces of
micro engineering.
Absolutely obligatory!

from Acoustic Arts
Martin Logan
The very finest of electrostatic loudspeakers. The
Sequel Il and CLS II are both beautiful to behold
and offer amid range transparency which is
unequalled at the price. Amust for audition.
Sonus Faber
We continue to stock these beautiful
loudspeakers from Italy. The finish, appearance
and sound quality is still unsurpassed at the
price.
Counterpoint
Come and hear the definitive £ 1000 pre-amp.
namely the SA1000. Anew all valve model which
re-defines sound stage and spatial information at
the price point. It may not be as quiet as the
transistorised competitors but just listen to the
music!
Apogee
The big news is the arrival of the DAX crossover
which is usable with the Calliper and Duetta
Signature models as well as the Diva. Very
expensive but absolutely essential for all owners
of these models. Pay us avisit and hear just
what the DAX can do.

Audio Research
The true giant of amplification! Pre-amps from
the affordable LSI and SP9 Mk II to the
magnificent SP14/15. Power amps include the
CL60 and D125 which still represent outstanding
value for money. Awonderful musical range of
the highest quality
Classe
This new brand from Canada is winning
friends all the time and represents superb value
for money. We reckon the DR5-DR8 combination
is unbeatable value at the price.
Magneplanar
At alittle over £ 1100 you have true high end
'panel' performance. Amarvellous loudspeaker
for the money which will work well with quite
modest amplifiers.
Come and hear these and many other fine new
products at our new showroom. You owe it to
yourself toi discover why people continue to
visit us from all over the country in ever
increasing numbers.

Among the equipment we stock and love:
A&R. ATC. Acoustic Energy, Air Tangent Alexander, Alphason, Apogee, Aragon, Audiolab, Audio Research, Celestion, Classe,
Counterpo-nt Denon, Dual, Ensemble, Goldmund. Heco. Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell. Lins, Magneplanar, Manticore,
Marantz, Martin- Logan, Meridian, Micromega, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity. Oxford, Pink Triangle, PS Audio, Quad, Radford,
Revox. Rogers, Roksan, Rotel SD Acoustics, SME, Solen, Sonus Fabus, Spendor, Stax, Sumo, Systemdek, TDL. Tannoy,
Thorens, Townshend Audio, VDH, WTA, Wadia, Wharfedale, Yamaha

Acoustic Arts Limited, 101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 245250 Fax. No. 0923 30798
Open Monday-Saturday 9.30-5.30 p.m.
en4
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surprise from Audio Research,
their latest introduction is a preamplifier which offers only a line
input. Said to be loosely based on the
SP14, this simplified unit shows promise
rather beyond expectation. Configured in
the usual ARC single-box style, the panel
design looks straightforward — though
there are some extra facilities unique to
the model. The most important of these is
the CD-direct mode. In this, the signal
bypasses the usual facilities and is routed
from input to output via the volume and
line amplifier only. A reduced gain is set
for the normal CD input to achieve an
improved operating range for the volume
control when used with this high-output
source.
Inputs may be selected from `auxspare'
1,2, video, tuner and CD. The source tape
input is amonitor type and the line-up is
completed by the `direct' connection,
which goes straight to the 100k volume
control. Two audio outputs are available

amplifier offering fine detail and a
spacious stereo image
by Martin Callow
to aid bi-amping, and build and finish are
to the usual high ARC standard. There are
custom turned control knobs, fine anodising, and gold-plated phonosockets.

Design and technology
A key feature is the use of ARC's wellknown hybrid technology, where valve
and FET solid-state techniques are combined. A single ECC8W6DJ— provides
one triode stage for each amplifying channel, primarily responsible for the 20dB of
line gain. The line amplifer circuit
employs four FETS in addition to the
triode stage, the first being a common-

source buffer. Two of the -FETS are seriesconnected in asubsidiary loop, while the
last one operates as a source-follower.
Non- inverting, this has a common feedback point at the tapped source resistor at
the input FET.
A 6dB gain reduction is available if
required by cutting a link across one of
the source resistors, while the lower gain
CD input is obtained by the inclusion of
resistance in series with the input line.
Top-quality components are fitted, including Rd lCap and WonderCap polypropylene capacitors for coupling and decoupiing functions. Discrete solid-state regulators feed the supply lines, eg the main
285 HT rail. Build and finish are first-rate.

Sound quality
In aword, the LS Isound was remarkable.
Not withstanding minor variations due to
input selection and the ` normal' and
`direct' modes, the unit scored atop-flight
76%. This placed it at a state-of-the-art
position in the company with the Krell
KSP-7B, and it is aperfect partner for the
ARC Classic 30 power amplifier. With
good line drive capability, it can match a
wide range of alternative power amps.
First impressions were of a spacious
stereo image, very well focused and
imbued with excellent ambience. The
recorded acoustic was captured very well,
lending an airy, open effect. Many line
stages appear to offer good transparency
and high resolution, and it is only when a
product of the LS l's calibre appears that
one fully appreciates how often the subtle
cues to ambience and a natural acoustic
are not present in sufficient degree.
`High Definition' continues to be the
ARC watchword, and the LS I impresses
with its effortless presentation of fine
detail and natural harmonic shading. The
mid-range was particularly good, with
flute, violin, piano and voice all showing
exceptional purity and neutrality. There
was no problem with LF extension, the
I.S1 sounding as deep and powerful as one
could wish, while bass lines were delivered with clear tune-playing, particularly
from stringed instruments. The bass register was lively and powerful, with good

ARC
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THE UNTOUCHABLES
Pinewood Music has on permanent demonstration what is undoubtedly the
finest compact disc player in the world. It is the KRELL DIGITAL MD- 1 CD
turntable and the KRELL DIGITAL SBP-64X signal processor.
As the Goldmund Reference — which we also have on demonstration — shows
what can be achieved from analogue sources, so the Krell instruments
demonstrate what is possible from digital.
Some of you may have heard this player at the Penta Hi Fi show last year and
been impressed, but what you heard there was no more than an early
prototype. What we have at Pinewood is the ultimate statement in current digital
technology. We have compared the Krell to other outstanding and well
received devices, but for the foreseeable future we see this as the untouchable.
Of course it represents afairly massive investment, but it should be remembered
that the processor is user-upgradeable and both pieces are designed to set a
referennce standard for many years.
The design is exquisite and can be likened to apiece of modern sculpture. The
build quality, as with every Krell instrument, is impeccable. Musically, and most
importantly, the MD- 1and the SBP-64X have an openness, sweetness, detail
and dynamics that vary from the seductive to the shattering.
Telephone for ademonstration and hear them playing through apair of Krell
Reference KRS-200 monos driving our WATTS and PUPPIES.
Sam and Dave never sounded better, Dan...

S`ic ee

et/twee/441c
'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPII 7HL.
Telephone Andover ( 0264) 57536
Personal telephone ( anytime) 0860 351113

Agents for:
Apogee, Audio Research, Classé Audio, Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Krell
Digital, Krell Reference, Magneplanar, Mandrake, Micro-Seiki, Sicomin,
Sonus Faber, Theta Digital, Well Tempered Lab, W BT.

Pinewood Music is aspecialist dealer for ABSOLUTE SOUNDS Ltd
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slam and dynamic authority, while the
overall performance set high standards for
rhythym and drive.
Sparkling transients and lively dynamics
were also apparent through the mid and
treble registers. The treble was judged to
be very slightly bright, although essentially devoid of grain, sibilance or 'edge.'
With acharacter in keeping with the mid,
the treble blended well, allowing for a
very good sense of perspective in the
stereo soundstage. The sound was highly
transparent and depth was equally satisfying. ARC have somehow found a nearperfect marriage between the best sonic
attributes of solid-state and vacuum tube.
'Direct' mode was perceptibly clearer,
better focused and more dynamic than
the normal switched connection. The two
mode offer aneat commercial exposition
of the subjective losses introduced by a
couple of switch contacts and a highimpedance balance contrtol. Indeed, in
defence of my assertions concerning
important differences between amplifiers
and even passive components, Ioffer the
IS1 and its 'direct' switch. All parts are of
the best audio quality, yet the small
additional imperfection introduced in the
'normal' mode is audible, and reduces the
score numerically by around 4%.

1N

input given in the Table are fairly typical.
However, on CD we have a worsened
performance as shown, decending to just
22dB at 20kHz. Spare a thought for the
poor CD player designer who has fought,
rightly or wrongly, for a channel separation of better than 90dB at 20kHz! The
loss of separation is due to stray capacitive
coupling across the input cabling inside
the pre-amp, and is subjectively fairly
benign. Put in context, not even the finest
moving- coil cartridges have attained
separation figures comparable with those
on the CD input of this pre-amplifier.
Comparisons between the tuner and
CD inputs were complicated by the
change in impedance, which can subtly
affect the sound quality of the source, any
improvement generally lying with the
higher impedance. Perhaps in consequence of these variations, high-resolution
measurements of frequency response
showed adifference between the CD and
tuner inputs ( Figs 2&3), the former
0.27dB down at 20kHz and the latter
lifting slightly to a 'peak' of just 0.12dB at
80kHz. Loaded by 25-ohms, the - 3dB
point was a low 1.5Hz in both cases; at
high frequencies the - 3dB rolloff point
was measured in the lab at 80kHz for CD
and better than 200kHz for aux.

Lab report
As you might expect, the results of such a
straightforward piece of anatomy preamplifier were generally very good, while
at the same time one or two interesting
points emerged as food for thought. Harmonic distortion was negligible at better
than -80dB over most of the frequency
range, on both standard 100-ohm and
deliberately stressful 600-ohm output
loadings. At IkHz, the distortion plot ( Fig
1) shows only a mere trace of 2ndharmonic — barely evident in the analyser noise. Tested for IIF intermodulation, the 100-ohm load gave an excellent
-94dB of difference- tone, which even the
600 ohm only raised to -85dB. As is
typical for valve tube gear running on
high-voltage supply lines, an output of up
to 53V was available when feeding an easy
100k-ohm load. Decent output current
was also available, shown by the ability to
deliver 3.8V across 600 ohms, from a
fairly low source impedance of 236 ohms.
No DC-offsets were present in this
AC-coupled design, while channel balance
was excellent at all settings and signal-tonoise ratios were very good — ample for
uncompromised CD replay. As regards
sensitivity for an IHf 0.5V output the
required input was normally 46mV, giving
again of alittle over x10 or about 20dB.
For CD, the necessary input is higher at
148mV to tally with this source's healthier

AUDIO

Conclusions
£1575 sounds a lot for a line preamplifier, yet there are far more costly
examples around — for example from
Counterpoint, Mlas, Goldmund and Cello.
It presupposes the existence of acompetent analogue disc equalizing front-end if
the intending purchaser intends to make
use of vinyl. However, as aline amplifier
the IS1 stood up with the very best.
Master-quality CD sources are handled
with great aplomb, while the higher- thanusual CD input impedance could help
contribute to the sound. The loss of HF
separation via CD was not considered
significant subjectively, and had very little
effect on the listening tests. Only asubjective trial with a very similar unit having
better control of upper treble crosstalk
would reveal arelevant weighting for this
parameter.
Ibelieve that the LS 1's performance is
little removed from the equivalent section
of an SPI 5, the ARC flagship, and as such it
offers very good value in audiophile
terms. Indeed, for line duty, it would be
difficult to imagine spending any more
than this, except to obtain a balanced
output for optimal drive of power amplifiers so equiped. The LS1 carries astrong
recommendation.+

RESEARCH

LSI

Test results Audio Research IS1 pre-amp
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Fig I. ARC LS!: spuriae up to 10kliss associated with
Iles tone at 0.5V output
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Distortion
Total harmonic distortion
20Hz
5kHz
20kHz
at 0.5V output
— 83dB — 85dB — 77d11
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz
at 0.5V output
— 94dB (- 85dB, 600ohms )
Noise
Aux/CD input ( 1HF, CCIR wtd)
— 97dB
Residual, unwtd ( vol at min)
— 84dB
Input overload
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
Aux/CD ( '
HE)
> 28dB > 28dB > 28dB
Stereo Separation
Tuner
>90dB > 68dB >42dB
CD
81dB
47d8
22dB
Cluumel balance at licHz
0.15dB
Volume/balance tracking 0.1dB(OdB)
0.3dB
0.8dB
( — 20dB)( —60dB )
53V ( 100k) 3.8V ( 600ohms
Output level (max)
236ohms
Output Impedance
Sensitivity
Loading
input data
(for 0.5V output)
Aux/tuner
46mV
50k-ohms-ohms
CD
l4RmV
190k-ohms
CD-direct
46mV
100k- ohms
Frequency response ( 25k-Ohms load)
Tuner
—0.5dB 4Hz- I701d lz; — 3dB, 1.511z-1100kt I
z
CD
— 0.5dB, 4Hz-28lcHz; — 3dB, 1.5Hz-80kHz
Si7C (W x D x H, cm)
48.2 X 30 x 13.7
Price ( inc VAT)
£ 1575

Fig 2. ARC LS!: High-resolution frequency response on
CD input (each vertical division = 0.2dB)

son,

signal level. This is achieved by attenuator
which gives the pre-amp a 190k input
impedance; but the usual 50k- ohms
applies on the other inputs, rising to 100k
when set to 'direct'.
This attenuated input has one unfortunate consequence for channel separation.
The latter is never outstanding with valve
tube designs, and the results for the tuner
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Supplier:
Fig 3. ARC SI: high resolution frequency response on Absolute Sounds, 58 Durham Road, London
timer input (each vertical division = 0.2dB)
SW20 ODE. Tel 081 947 5047.
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Hampshire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants SO5 2FU
Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 & 265232

We stock selected items for:
Aloi,
Audiolab,
A&R,
Audio Technica, B&W, Celef,
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek,
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Goldring, Grado, Gyrodek,
Heybrook, Hunt, Infinity,
Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn,
Marantz, Mark Levinson, Maxell,
Meridian, Michell, Mission,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Perreaux, ProAc, QED, Quad,
RATA, Revolver, Revox, Rogers,
Rotel, Sennheiser, Stanton,
Supex, Tannoy, Wharfedale,
and others. Active systems on
demonstration.
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ARAGON D2A
hat would Mondial call the Aragon R-DAT recorder, if it ever
launched one? ' DAT-SN ICE'
replied Tony Federici, deadpan. This was
a typically lighthearted quip, because
Federici and his Mondial co-founder Paul
Rosenberg must be the most goodhumoured partnership in the business.
But Mondial does have avery serious and
effective marketing strategy, which sets it
apart from most specialist audio companies. Its products attempt to beat the
opposition on value-for- money, with the
added pull of some extra consumer features.
The Aragon outboard D/A retails at
£1350 in the UK. The design was 'coengineered' with Theta Digital Corporation, which means that it shows the
handiwork of Theta's digital guru, Mike
Moffat ( interviewed in HFN/RR, May
1989). The D2A provides switching, via a
rotary source selector, for up to three
digital sources at 32IcHz, 44.1kliz or
48kIlz sampling rates ( switching is automatic). Source 1 is an optical receiver,
while the other two are co- axial ( electrical). A ' digital out' socket provides a
digital tape monitor facility, fed from
Source 1or 2as determined by the input
selector. Source 3 does not feed the
digital outlet and, according to the importer, this 'straight through' input may be
marginally preferable to the others in
sound quality terms.
The D2A's only other facility is an
absolute-phase- invert switch that is operated via awired-remote button; the lead is
long enough ( about 8m) for almost any
application. Green LED indicators flag
phase- invert as well as power on, input
sampling rate and de-emphasis.
Aligned with Theta's practice, the D/A
converter is an 18- bit, 8- times oversampled system, while the digital datastream
is said to be completely re-clocked with
an accuracy of 1 nanosecond. The DACs
used are described as professional types,
carefully matched. The digital section is
designed to be upgradeable, and any IC or

Mondial's cutely- numbered D2A
outboard converter . . . just a
clever name?

by Steve Harris
the entire digital board can be removed
and replaced for upgrading to new technology. The digital circuitry is encased in
a metal shield to prevent radiation
reaching the analogue section, which is
built in true dual- mono format using the
circuit topology of Aragon's very ' fast'
phono pre-amp stage. This offers the
advantage of low noise and dynamic
headroom. The various digital and analogue stages have their own separate
supply regulation with no less than 11
power-supply sections, these receiving
DC from aremote power-supply unit. This
can be upgraded by substituting the substantial IPS ( Isolated Power Supply)
which is optional with the 24K: the
review D2A came with IPS.
All connectors are Tiffany gold-plated:
the unit measures 483x63x355mm and
weighs around 6.4kg ( 141b).

Listening
Most of the listening time was spent using
the Source 3 ( electrical) input fed from
the digital output of aMaranta CD85 and
with Masterlink interconnects ( which are
endorsed by the Aragon importer)
between the D2A and and a Musical
Fidelity MVT pre-amp.
The first few minutes with the D2A
made it obvious that here was a truly
world-class converter. The sound was
inherently civilised, yet without lacking ' life' or the ability to swing when
'called on to do so. On an analogue
recording of the Mozart Oboe Quartet,
K370 (The Art te Janet Craxffin, BBC
CD635), the D2A gave a good feeling of
the recorded acoustic with instruments
leading separate lives and easy to follow.
Using a recent Snape piano recording,

Uchida's Debussy Etudes ( Philips 422
412-2), the D2A did an admirable job in
conveying the pianist's incredible dexterity and precision: yet, the Meridian 203
seemed able to give a more comfortable
resolution of the ambience around the
instrument. With the 203, the bass lines,
when almost buried under an avalanche of
notes from the right hand, seemed less
'obvious' and clearly outlined than with
the D2A, yet it was the 203 which seemed
marginally better able to clarify the overall picture.
Turning to rock, there seemed to be an
element of ' horses for courses'. The
punch, dynamism, big scale and confident
bass end of the D2A made it successful on
many recordings, the D2A scoring more
highly on instrumental definition and
attack, while the 203 seemed to lay bare
the last subtleties of vocals. Red Callendar's string bass intro to Jones's Easy
Money provided a perplexing play-off,
with the D2A sounding undeniably more
solid, even more deeply-extended in a
subjective sense, while the 203 seemed to
offer awoodier, even slightly less 'processed' character. What Istill find astonishing
is that a comparison like this can show
such identifiable differences, yet still provide apparent trade-offs rather than a
hands-down winner. Yet Ihave to say that
my personal preference was for the 203.

Conclusion
Aragon's D2A is a high-quality product
whose performance matches that provided by players and decoders costing
many more thousands of dollars. Furthermore, it achieves this by solid engineering content. Such is the pace of digital
progress, though, that it seems likely that
soon or later Aragon will be held to its
promise of upgrading to avoid obsolescence. And the brand's track record to date
suggests that it will meet the challenge.
Supplier: Path Premier, Unit 2, Desbomugh
Industrial Park, Desborough Park Roac4 High
Wycombe, Bucks Tel ( 0494) 441736
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orne background is needed to understand the brain- rattling Silver Seven.
A lesson in psychology wouldn't
hurt either, because what we're looking at
here is aresponse to hurt pride, or ego, or
whatever it takes to drive a mass- market
manufacturer to produce a four-chassis
power amplifier clocking in at seventeen
big ones.
Bob Carver, a wizard designer who
can't decide whether he wants to be
Albert Einstein or Cecil B De Mille, has
the high end in his blood. Founder of
Phase Linear, Carver can take credit for
being one of the first to manufacture
gigantic overkill transistor amplifiers. The
seeds of cost- no- object high end took root
in the late '60s and early ' 70s, and Phase
Linear was a key player. But, more
recently. Bob's tenure with the company
which bears his name has really majored
58

Bob Carver's assault on the state of
the art — is the all-tube Silver
Seven the Amplifer of the Gods?
And what about its solid-state
baby brother?

by Ken Kessler

on affordable products with no aspirations
toward the high end, signified by amix of
genuine innovation and marketing excess.
Indeed, some of the Carver notions almost
border on the bizarre, but this hasn't
stopped the company from selling many
millions of dollars worth of hardware.
Carver has always enjoyed winding up the

press with what are known as ` the Carver
Challenges'. Three years ago, Bob took on
the American high end community —
mainly in the pages of Stereophile — by
suggesting that he could make one of his
more affordable amplifiers sound just like
which ever cherished high-ender his critics cared to name. The technique he
employed was what he calls `Transfer
Function Matching', in which the differences between an input signal and an
amplifier's output are used to identify its
'sonic fingerprint'. By inverting an amplifier's output and summing it with the
output of asecond amplifier, the second
can be tweaked to sound like the first. If
the two are absolutely identical, then a
null will be created by complete cancellation.
Subjective tests followed, apparently
supporting Carver's contention; but his
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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classic circuit benefiting from modern
developments. It takes the form of two
chassis per channel, including a massive
power supply connected by a multi-core
umbilical cord to an equally massive
power amplifier. Starting from the ground
up each hand-rubbed, black lacquered
chassis rests on four rubbery Simms Vibration Dampers, which in turn rest on
polished granite anti-vibration bases: Carver is taking no chances here on mechanical interference causing microphony,
and you do save on Isoplats! The power
supply
chassis,
measuring
252x452x245mm ( wdh) including the
feet and baseplate, sports a large needletype meter on its front sloped panel, to
monitor tube condition. ( The meter itself
does diddly until something goes wrong,
so I didn't get to see it dance.)
The slope continues back toward the
massive mains transformers, behind
which lurk the fuses, the mains and
umbilical lead, on/off and stand-by
switches. This is Ergonomic Failing No 1,
because — Idon't care how purist you are
— these amps will not be left on at all
times, once you've experienced either the
heat they generate or the way they set
your electricity supply meter into overdrive. Switches on the front would make
life a bit easier.
Switch-on from cold takes agood three
or four minutes until the ' soft start' relays

victims were less than satisfied with what
reached the shops. So Carver decided to
produce his own cost-no-object ' statement', returning to what he has described
in print as his true love; tubes.
Carver knows his target victims well
enough to realize that what he needed to
produce was an absolute mother of atube
amplifier which would offer the sound of
the classics, the true greats, while being
able to emulate the virtues of modern
amplifiers in every respect. If it seems that
Carver tailored the amplifiers to perform
in such a way as to appease certain
reviewers, well, that's probably the most
pragmatic ( if somewhat cynical)
approach I've heard of. so far as hi-fi
design is concerned. Still, the proof is in
the performance.
Carver's Silver Seven Mono Vacuum
Tube Power Amplifier is described as a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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click and music emerges. At times when
you wish to interrupt your listening sessions, you can switch the unit into standby; switching back on takes about one
minute as the amp has been left ' idling'.
You'll know when the amps are on,
believe me. Each 330x485x275mm
(wdh) main chassis sports no less than
fourteen 6550 output tubes, plus a6550
as a voltage régulator; KT88s are an
added-cost optional extra. A 12BY7 highgain voltage amplifier pentode serves as
the input valve and three paralleled
12BH7A power triodes drive the 6550s,
completing the line-up. While the 1930smad/scientist styling may be aimed at
securing afollowing in Japan, where such
glorious kitsch has real cachet, seeing four
chassis and 38 exposed valves is guaranteed to seduce anyone who ever looked
through an out-of-date HiFi Yearbook in
a lustful manner.
Protecting the four input valves at the
very front is atiny barrier, to the right of
which rests a gain control; the mains
transformers reside at the back. Beneath
these at the rear are two gold-plated input
sockets, one for real-world pre-amps and
one for pre-amps guaranteed not to leak
DC. Playing is safe, Igenerally opted for
the normal rather than the ' turbo' during
the reviewing period, as Idon't trust any
hi-fi equipment, whatever the pedigree.
The hot-rod input is labelled ' Lab Direct'
and is DC coupled to the amplifier, while
the 'Normal' input is AC coupled through
a WonderCap. In a fit of bravery ( or
stupidity), Igave ' Lab Direct' abash and
will admit to experiencing ashade more
transparency, but my cowardice soon had
me reconnecting via ' Normal'. Although

the 'Seven features automatic biasing, a
bias switch on the back comes into play
when the valves have aged to a point
where the meter shows an idling current
creeping above 0.6amps. Switch over to
'high bias' position and you extend the life
of the tubes, as the plate current will fall
back to between 0.2 and 0.6 amps.
Ergonomic Failing No 2is also found on
the back, another touch of ' retro' in the
form of gold-plated screw tags for the
speaker connections. The Silver Seven
allows you to choose from taps of 1, 2-4 or
8 ohms, but screw heads are not that
wonderful for grasping two bare cables or
even two spade lugs if you're bi-wiring.
For £ 17,000, though, I'd be surprised if
Carver said ' No!' to a customer who
insisted on five-way binding posts.
The Silver Seven derives its name from
the use of silver wiring and silver solder
throughout, and seven pairs of output
tubes. Carver, eager to have this
behemoth dubbed amodern classic, used
traditional fully-balanced circuit topology,
massive wide bandwidth ultralinear output transformers, and the calibre of valves
which Ididn't think you could find in any
quantity. The 14 tubes per side are driven
to produce a conservative 375W into 8
ohms, with peak current on the lohm tap
of 35 amps; energy storge is 390 joules.
Reading the owner's manual and the
promotional literature reveals that the
unit is tailored to sound ' vintage', but with
such modern touches as ghostly silence,
the ability to drive hungry and awkward
loads and to offer bandwidth, slam and
dynamic capabilities not realised by tube
designs of the Golden Age. HW International left the Carvers with me long
enough to allow me to try them with
speakers including Apogee Divas ( 23ohms), Stages ( 3ohms), Celestion
SL700s ( 6ohms-ish) and a host of 8ohmplus speakers. As the Silver Sevens are
unlikely to be driven by budget components, I restricted sources to the Basis/
SME/Koetsu Urushi analogue front-end
and the Marantz CD- 12 and CAL Tempest
II Signature CD players. Pre- amps
included the Audio Research SP- 14 and
Carver's own C-19 valve pre-amp, which
I'll discuss in detail next month.

Sound quality
Price shouldn't influence a reviewer; it
should only determine the final value-formoney rating and whether or not it fits a
budget. Although the Silver Seven may not
be the dearest amplifier on the planet, it's
the costliest I've ever used in my review
system, and it took abit of effort to force
myself into throwing off the influence of
the price tag. Then again, Iwasn't presupposing that the 'Seven would be all that
marvellous, because I wasn't expecting
the performance to match the overwhelming appearance or price tag. After
all, Bob Carver's main achievements have
been in the middle market, and Ihad no
reason to believe that a slap in the face
from the US press was enough to drive
him to levels of sheer brilliance. Boy, was
I wrong. Even before the 'Seven had
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MORCH DP-6 - UNIQUE CONCEPT OF TONE ARM
The only tone arm allowing for optimum adaptation
to any standard cartridge
by the use of interchangeable arm tubes.
A rm tubes of 4 different masses - from
rl ultra light to extra heavy - can be
supplied. The unavoidable fundamental
resonance is partly determined by the
compliance and the weight of the cartridge that is to be used and partly by the
weight of the tone arm ( known as the " effective mass"). However, the frequency of
the fundamental resonance can be
moved up or down by altering the weight
of the tone arm. Thus simply by choosing
an arm tube out of the 4masses available
the fundamental resonance can be
moved to a frequency, where it does no
harm.

lightest in the world. This is important
for cartridges using a low tracking force,
as they have ahigh compliance. For cartridges using ahigh tracking force having
a low compliance, one of the heavy arm
tubes should be chosen. Users that own
more than one cartridge can mount each
of them in its own arm tube. Changing a
cartridge becomes a simple swap between arm tubes, and the mass of the
arm is always optimized for its cartridge.

Quality
Precision
Reliability

With the lightest of the arm tubes
you get the lowest effective mass, and
with this arm tube the tone arm is the

• The bearings are mounted so that they
are level with the record. Theref ore in the
case of warped records the motion of the
stylUs will be completely vertical when
bumps are negotiated, so that no warp
wow will be heard.
• Complete stability and freedom from any
tendency to resonate.
• New dual bearing concept combines a
silicone damped high precision ball bearing for the horizontal mode of motion
and two precision sapphire bearings for
the vertical mode of motion. Independent damping of the two modes of motion is possible.
• Especially developed internal silver wiring for perfect transmission of the tiny
signals.
• Supplied in 24 carat hard GOLD finish or
in Chromium finish.

grimmula111111111.r.116

STOP PRESS
Here the legendary SP Audio

1.5 pre- amp & Morch tone arm at

Electroactivity, Shamint Ltd,
11, Muswell Ave, London N10 2EB

Tel: 081 445 6151 Fax: 081 365 3614

KJ Leisuresound, 26 New Cavendish St., W1M 7LH.
Tel: 071 486 8263.

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
•

EAST ANGLIA
APOGEE, AUDIO RESEARCH, GOLDMUND, KOETSU, KRELL,
MAGNEPAN, MANDRAKE, SONUS FABER,

Saw
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'SIMPLY THE BEST IN HI-FI...'
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driven the mercury up adegree or three, I
was finding my face locked in a grin/
rictus. All of those chill factor' criteria
were met, the amplifier delivering aflood
of you are there' touches of the type that
would have J Gordon Holt Istereophilej
hopping with glee. The Silver Seven —
regardless of the speaker to which it was
attached — proved itself to be audibly
superior to any amplifier in my arsenal or
in recent memory. But before Iget to the
inevitable caveats, let me try to describe
what this amplifier does for the music.
However ' classic' the sound is meant to
be. it has lower registers unlike any
vintage valve amplifier Ican recall. Modern designs I've heard ( regardless of their
chosen technology) which approach or
match the Carver include the larger Audio
Research amplifiers, most of the Krells,
the big Rowlands, the Mark Levinson
monoblocks and the Goldmund. None of
these are ' inexpensive', so such low-end
control and extension does not come
cheap. If the bass does betray either its
tube origins or Carver's avowed intentions, then it's only through a slight
richness absent from the solid-state
designs mentioned above.
The vice- like control and the richness
continue with absolute consistency up
into the midband, where the latter starts
to fade out in exchange for greater neutrality. I don't know how deliberate is
Carver's sonic ' tailoring', but he manages
to make the richness dissolve at the point
where it's already stamped the sound with
valve status, at the same time not allowing
it to intrude into the all-important midband. The inaccurate ( if undeniably pleasing) extra warmth heard on acoustic
instruments and vocals played through
vintage tube products is absent in the
'Seven's performance — a good thing as
more and more time has passed since the
days when most audiophiles lived with
vintage gear and would be prepared to
forgive such euphonic distortions.
As for the treble, it's the same recipe;
transient attack to rival the fastest, most
authoritative solid state devices you can
name, with the sweetness ( but not the
tubby lushness) of the tube legends.
However much it strikes me as dealing
with mutually exclusive virtues, Carver
has managed to juggle the old and the
new with greater skill than I've yet experienced. Just as impressive as the tonal
neutrality, though, is the manner of presentation; for the Carver has exceptional
holographic capabilities ( dictionary
rather than ' Sonic Holography' definition).
"Fall', 'wide' and ' deep' are only part of
the story. The spatial chracteristics also
include uncanny precision and aseamlessness that avoids over- etched 'Viewmaster' style landscapes. In this arena, the
'Seven has a few rivals bearing Audio
Research, Krell and Jadis badges, so the
Carver hasn't really pushed the boundaries in 31) terms. But rest assured that it's
world class. If it is compromise or weakness that you need to read about, then I
should mention the way the Apogee Divas
111.11 NEWS 8/ RE(:( HID REVIEW
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(not the Stages) rendered the 'Seven abit
breathless.
Whatever the power rating, this amplifier is not the gutsiest beast I've ever used.
While the Diva was the only speaker in my
possession to expose some limitations in
the Carver's dynamic capabilities. Ihave
knowledge of afew dozen other speakers
which are just as demanding. True, they,
too, could be avoided, but all are natural
candidates for the 'Seven. Indeed, the
majority of high end speaker builders
assume that their products will be mated
to powerful amplifiers. Normal levels
were no problem, but playing hardball is
not this amplifier's forte. The Aragon 4004
at I/10th the price offered greater levels,
and no compression or clipping with
demanding material like large orchestral
works and sonic showstoppers.
But that doesn't stop me from regarding
the Silver Seven as one of the very finest
amplifiers money can buy. The big
chuckle, though, is the price, which
means that the Silver Seven is as much a
marketing tool as it is a hi-fi statement,
however undeniable and real its standardsetting virtues. Which leads us to...

'T' Is For Tiny
Earlier in this review. Imentioned Carver's ' Transfer Function Matching'. Quite
obviously, the £ 1900 per pair, solid-state
Silver Seven '
I' monoblock is conceived to
be the poor man's Silver Seven, right
down to the ' steam punk' styling. Somewhere, Iread or heard that this amplifier
was supposed to deliver ' 90% of the Silver
Seven's performance for 10% of the cost'.
IImmm...
Rated at 550W per side, the Silver
Seven '
I' is said to duplicate the ' transfer
funtion of the Silver Seven'. t'sing Carver's
Magnetic Field design circuitry, it actually
pumps out more watts, can drive 2 ohm
loads, weighs only 7.2kg per side ( as
opposed to the Silver Seven's 68kg). takes
up floor space of only 370x292mm and
looks just as wonderful. l'he controls are
limited to an on/off switch at the front,
while the rear sports the five- way posts I
wish were on the Silver Seven.
This amplifier is notorious for having
received one of the worst reviews ever
published. I think I understand why,
though the amp is by no means ready for
display at Crufts. Basically, Carver was
silly for hyping this as apoor man's ' Seven
because even those who haven't heard the
'Sevens would therefore expect something so far beyond the norm that the wee
Carver would have had to perform miracles. Inevitably, the "
1
-lacks the absolute
transparency, the delicate treble, the
coherence and the authority in the lower
registers of the 'Seven, hut no-one would
have minded so much had Carver not
declared it to be a near- clone. It has
exceptional stage width, better- thanaverage depth, reasonable bass extension
and — with certain cone speakers at least —
enough slam to suggest that its power
rating is indicative of its performance.
I
lowever poorly it fared with the Diva,
the "I' worked nicely enough with the

Stages to make me wish that Ihadn't ( i)
reviewed it side- by- side with the 'Seven
and ( ii) heard Carver's claims. And Icould
only register dismay when the "I' failed to
prove adequate when asked to drive the
ATC SCM20 ' mini' monitors. I'd rather not
dredge up the hoary old debate which
started with Carver's Cube of some 10
years back, with its astronomical power
ratings and about as much guts as Charles
lawtrey. jAh! Boy detective hero of Children's I
lour fame. A dubious analogy —
Mus ED The '1' also seemed to perform
less like a 550- wafter than one would
expect. It lacked the slam associated with
amplifiers from the Aragon 4004 up.
But Ican't trash the amp, because Idid
manage to find speakers with which it
mated beautifully, the Monitor Audio Studio 10 (for example) never causing the "I'
to turn harsh or to sound ' over-driven'.
But just as the Silver Seven sounded like a
thoroughbred whatever the speaker, so
did the "I' seem less than authoritative
through all but the smaller monitors. It
suggests that the "
rdoes not want to do
too much work below 60-801Iz — the
effective lower limits of most small boxes
— in which case the "I' should he
auditioned with this in mind.
Let's face it: The betubed Silver Seven is
simply a ' dream' amplifier. At is frightening price, it's amazing that over 50 sets
have been sold. Even Carver will admit
that it's a flagship. like Infinity's IRS,
designed to call attention to the rest of the
range. That both the Carver Silver Seven
and Infinity IRSs do sell is simply abonus.
But the "
I' is the first offshoot, and it does
not succeed in bringing the ' Seven Experience' to the masses. It's simply agood, if
undistinguished amplifer.
Because the "
ris so aesthetically adorable — ' retro tech' like the Olympus ' 0
Product' camera or Mazda's \ lima roadster — it will probably sell to the same
people ( and that includes me) who huy
1930s styled pens or watches or cameras.
But that doesn't help those of you who
want ataste of the Silver Seven's glory at a
lower tariff. For that, you'll have to wait
for the forthcoming Silver Six, or investigate the first of the company's tubed
pre-amps. Amusingly. Carver's first valve
control centre is not at a high- end piece
but a £950 unit within reach of the same
people who'd consider Nairn, Exposure or
Musical Fidelity; its high- end counterpart
will follow later.
As for that showpiece Silver Seven, well,
whatever the sins or graces of its progeny,
it is simply amilestone in high- end design.
Ican't say flat-out that it's the world's best
amplifier because Ihaven't heard every
amp available ( nor has anyone else). But
I'll tell you this: The Silver Seven actually
performs on a par with its aesthetic
presence. When you first see the four
chassis, you can't help but grin. You
realise that here is a product made truly
without any constraints. It's audiophilia
gone berserk. Then you listen. After you
recover, you realize that rampant
audiophilia isn't so crazy after all.
Supplier: HW International. Tel 071-607 2717.
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Manufactured by Swisstone Electronics Limited, 310 Commonside East, Mitcham. Surrey CR4 1HX, Tel No: 081 640 2172, Fax No: 001 685 9496, Telex: 393980 Rogers.
Distributed by Audio Influx Corp. NJ. USA, Plurison P.Q. Canada, Audio 2000 NSW Australia, Excel Hi Fi Hong Kong, Denco Audio New Zealand, Atlas Hi Fi Singapore.
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SUMMER SALE OF
DEMONSTRATION STOCK
TURNTABLES Roksan Xeres with arm and Cartridge. £999 (.C.I 575) Mitchell
Syncro £289 (£.343 ) Origin Oasis inc arm £ 180 (£280 ) Micromega Hi Tech CD
Player £898 (£ 1198 ) A & R Delta 80 Tuner £ 199 (£279 ) Krell KC 100 cartridge
£459 ( £700 ) SME Series 4boxed unused £599 SPEAKERS Linn !Caber £789
(£989) Rogers 4a £ 149 ( £219 ) 2a £ 129 ( £ 179 ) Proac Mini Tower £549
(£'49) Monitor Audio R3(10 £ 179 (£249 ) 11eco 430 £299 (£399) Heco 330
£199 ( £29) ) JRT AEI £399 me stand (£499 ) Epos FS14 £285 (£385)
Mag,ntplanar SMCia £395 ( 1695) M(; 2.5r0.999 ( £ I
897 ) AMPUHEILS FAR Valve
£1199(£1699 ) Hnestra Pre-Amp £939 (£ 1299 ) Exposure 10/11 12 - 6iv
Super 8 Phone for prices. Nationwide delivery service available.

18 Westover Road, Bournemouth Te1:0202 2551 2
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Masterlink ( black) Silverteflon Interlink.
Masterlink ( blue) Silverteflon Interlink.
Masterlink Super Speaker Cable
Masterlink Powermaster AC Cord.
Your AC Power Cords are magnificent - amajot breakthrough
GLEN GRIT: CLASSÉ AUDIO INC.
We at Wadia Salute You -agreat product
WARREN WE1NGRAD, W WAUDIO INC.

US REVIEWERS.
Use Masterlink ( black) as the best sounding Digbl Signal
Link you can huy - regardless of price. Its the hest
investment value ) () ucan make.
INTERNATIO.VAL AUDIO REVIEW No.57

UK REVIEWERS.
Strong. dynamic sound ( black)
MARTIN COLLOMS, HI-FI NEWS XV 1990.
Seamless & cohesive ( speaker).
KEN KESSLER HI-F1 NEWS OCTOBER 1989.
The Masterlink cable ( power) is shockingly good.
ROY GREGORY HI-F1 CHOICE.
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CANADA
avourable transatlantic reaction to
the DR- 5 pre- amp and DR- 8 power
amp was repeated on this side of the
pond when aparticular high end retailer
phoned me out of the blue to sing their
praises. After much begging and general
whingeing, I managed to borrow the
combination and I'll tell you at the outset
that none of the claims I'd heard for sonic
qualities, realistic pricing etc, have been
exaggerated.
High end conventions dictate that well
be faced with a cluster of I9in rackmountable boxes with styling which veers
from the wholly functional to the
seriously sleek. Classé follows the functional approach — only it is not accomplished with quite the panache of ARC,
whose lab look' has become a style in
itself. If anything, Classé has blundered
along Croft lines by opting for acrummy
typeface which detracts from the overriding initial impression: Classé gear is
built to no-compromise standards.
If the styling doesn't reinforce any
notions of perceived value, then a quick
III- 11 SEWN & RECORD REVIEW
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No-compromise standards in the
new Classé amplifier combination: wholly functional and
seriously sleek
by Ken Kessler
twirl of the knobs or aflick of the switches
wil; tell you that you are, indeed, in the
presence of luxury goods. The DR- 8 is
your classic 24g high-steel- content lump,
bearing handles and an Aragon- like on- off
switch, hut the finish is flawless. At the
back are the requisite inputs and outputs
hut with acouple of serious inclusions to
suggest that the company has no time
whatsoever for mere fripperies. Among
the fittings are achoice of balanced ( XI.R )
or single- ended ( phono style) inputs, IEC
three-pin mains socket, toggle switches to
select stereo or mono operation and the
most outrageous speaker terminals this

side of welding tags. Classé fits its power
amplifier with bolts. Not screws, not
binding posts, but bolts which require the
7/16in spanner supplied with the amp.
They'll accept bare wire or wide spade
lugs, and you can torque those mothers
till your deltoids collapse.
The lid is removeable to allow you to
select between balanced and unbalanced
operation. ( Ihave friends who consider
all audiophiles as unbalanced, for what it's
worth). Inside, its construction is
gorgeous: designer components and acres
of heat sinks. The Classé DR-8 ran cool-ish
even when driving sub-2ohm loads, so
stability should not prove to be aconcern.
Idoubt if many of you would wish to
restrict its breathing by hiding it in a
cabinet, so allow floor- space of 482 by
380mm. Height is 180mm.
The company describes the DR- 8 as a
high current/high voltage design, inspired
by the dearer flagship, the DR-9. Ignore
the 70W/channel rating; the DR- 8 has
drive, slam and resistance to clipping that
suggests 200W-channel, easily matching
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Meridian Audio, a B
e
ritish
Company,
haveconversion.
made a major
breakthrough in digital
to analogue
signal
The
Company claims to hav developed the technique to give jitter
reduction up to 100 times on the original CD player. This new
technology is incorporated in Meridians latest product, the 203
outboard Bitstreen D to A converter. Aferidian anticipate a
massive world wide demand for this "State of the Art" product.
spare.
To take advantage of this incredible performance improvement
all you need is aCD player with adigital output and £500 to
buffs are already clamouring to obtain this latest
"hot" product. Yesterday queues were forming outside the K1
West One showrooms in New Cavendish Stree and such was the
demand from frustrated customers that staff were being offered
50 over the regular price tojump the queue. Needless to say K./
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Technology moves on apace and at KJ we welcome
another significant advance in CD performance. This
new Meridian DM converter takes another big step
forward and we will be happy to demonstrate the
difference. Alternatively you can take advantage of
our 7DAY PAID APPROVAL scheme (subject to
certain conditions — full details on application).
The 203 offers an excellent investment whether you
wish to improve the performance of an existing CO
player or to pair with one of the many CD transports
now available.
We have venous credit plans available ranging from
12 months INTEREST FREE to longer term credit.
(Written quotations are available on request.)

EVERY NOW AND THEN SOMETHING VERY SPECIAL
EMERGES ON TO THE HI-FI SCENE AND THE
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA II IS JUST THAT.
"EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE FOR THE PRICE"
Kessler in the May issue of HFN)

(excerpt from a review from Ken

IF YOU WISH TO KNOW MORE OR HEAR FOR
YOURSELF WHAT CAN ONLY BE DESCRIBED AS A
BARGAIN IN ITS PRICE RANGE THEN CONTACT ONE
OF OUR SPECIALLY SELECTED DEALERS BELOW OR
CALL US DIRECT FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE II
OR ANY OTHER MODEL FROM ONE OF THE WORLD'S
LEADING ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

ACOUSTAT DEALERS
DORCESTER HI-FI
PROGRESSIVE AUDIO
LINTONE AUDIO
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
AND AT
AND AT
NORMAN AUDIO
THE REFERENCE STUDIO
AUDIO SYSTEMS
THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
AUDIO CRAFT
CHANTRY AUDIO
EXOTIC SOUND CO
HIGH TOWN AUDIO
SHROPSHIRE HI-FI

DORCHESTER DORSET 0305 64977
RAINHAM KENT 0634 389004
GATESHEAD TYNE 8r WEAR 091 4774167
CARDIFF GLAMORGAN 0222 28565
SWANSEA GLAMORGAN 0792 474608
GLOUCESTER GLOUCESTERSHIRE 0452 30046
PRESTON LANCASHIRE 0772 53057
HEATHFIELD SUSSEX 04352 8004
CANTERBURY KENT 0227 457292
DISS NORFOLK 0379 740227
UXBRIDGE MIDDX 0895 53340
TUXFORD NOTTS 0777 870372
HULL HUMBERSIDE 0482 216468
CREWE CHESHIRE 0270 211091
SHREWSBURY SHROPSHIRE 0743 232065

REFERENCE IMPORTS HEATHFIELD SUSSEX
04352 4481

MERIDIAN

203 OUTBOARD
DIGITAL CONVERTER li1111111 /
Specification:
• Bi) stream D/A conversion.
• Signal to Noise better than 106dB Aweighted.
• Linearity typically better than 0.2dB down to - 120dB.
• Separate power supplies for digital output, phase-lock-loop and audio stages.
• Passive differential filtering after the DIA converters ensure transparent sound and
very low spurious output.
• Full locking range for sampling frequencies from 32kHz — 48kHz
• Provided with one coaxial input and one optical input.
• Suitable for any CD player, DAT or DSP system which
has adigital output.
Carriage and

£495

• Dimensions: 160 x100 x320mm (w xhxd).

Insurance Free.

Brands Stocked:
Acoustic Energy, Alexander, Apogee, Arcam, Audiolab, Audioplan, Audio Research,
Beard, Cambridge, Celestion, Counterpoint, Creek, Croft, Denon, DNM, Epos, Harbeth,
KEF, Kiseki, Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Link, Magneplanar, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian,
Michell, Micromega, Mission, Mod Squad, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Oracle, Pink
Triangle, Pro-Ac, P.S. Audio, QED, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Rotel, S.D. Acoustics, SME,
Sonus Faber, S.P. Audio, Spendor, Spica, Stax, Systemdek. Tannoy, Voyd, Yamaha. Zeta.

KJ WEST ONE
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, LONDON W1M 7LH
TEL: 071 -486 8262/8263 Fax: 071-487 3452
Open: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm Thurs until 7pm
"Worldwide Export"
rv'simi
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the Aragon 4004 for sheer kick. The two
channels share only the mains input and
primaries of the massive power transformer, each channel's power supply being
separately rectified and filtered by proprietary capacitors rated for 80,000id in
total. Overkill is the recipe throughout —
those speaker terminal bolts become
more and more symbolic of the Classé —
and the company states that the output
section's power transistor capability is
2kW or 128 amps per channel. Peace of
mind is in the form of asingle mains fuse
and a DC protection circuit.
The DR- 5 pre-amp has one of those
nicely symmetrical faceplates designed
for instant familiarity. From left to right
are four rotary controls: input selector,
mode, balance, and volume. The first
chooses phono and four line- inputs: three
identical ( CD and two auxiliaries) with
'tuner' padded down by 6dB to accommodate what Classé feels to be a tuner's
typically higher output. ( It also came in
handy when using a D/A converter afew
dB more generous then the norm.) The
mode selector offers stereo reverse,
mono, and L-only or R-only. Balance has a
no-nonsense centre detent, while I
counted 32 steps on the volume control
including full-off. All of the controls have
the kind of feel you'd expect of high
calibre gear.
The four toggles select tape/source,
phono/bypass ( for direct feed of the
phono signal ,ast the input selector, tape
and mode switches), polarity inversion
and mute. Polarity inversion is something
I've been championing for years, so the
DR- 5 immediately gained a spot in my
heart, while the mute is an absolute
necessity with this pre-amp as there is no
mains on/off. Classé argues that the DR- 5
sounds best only after it's been on for a
while, and it's true. It took four days to
burn this in from cold, and agood couple
of hours after switch-on for the ' 5 to
sound its best. The DR- 5 is unlikely to
make your electricity meter go into aspin
so leaving it on at all times is advisable.
At the back is a row of gold-plated
sockets and a switch to select between
m- m and m-coperation. Loading is accomplished automatically through selfadjusting impedance circuits, but m-cgain
is user-selectable. Classé supplies akit of
resistors to allow the user to vary the
factory setting of 24dB gain ( in addition
to the m-m gain of 35dB) in 2dB steps; the
range is 20dB-40dB, so you'd be hardpressed to find an m-c cartridge which
can't be accommodated. The resistors are
fitted internally into gold-plated press-fit
sockets, and silver solder is supplied for
those who wish to make a permanent
change. While less convenient than a
rotary selector on the front panel, this is
about as practical and thorough amethod
as you could hope to find.
The DR- 5also sports an IEC mains input
and the choice of balanced or singleended operation, and my sample also
offered a pair of 'convenience' mains
sockets which Ithought were asupernono in the UK
III FI NEWS & Ra:ORI) REVIEW
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impressive of all are the dynamics, the
amplifier swinging from a whisper to a
scream with as much facility as the
Aragon, and with agreater ease than even
the hideously expensive but heartexpanding Carver Silver Seven. Both price
and performance place it in the everwidening gap between the sub-£2000
Aragon and the £ 3000-plus Krell.
The DR- 5, though, is the real sleeper,
the half of the equation which makes the
pair close to unbeatable for under five
grand. I'm not even going to refer to the
various facilities like the cartridge matching, the polarity inversion, the balance
operation. They do quite simply what
they're supposed to do, but the unit
would still sound the same even if they
were removed. ( Well, not quite: cartridge
performance is, after all, dependent on
proper matching.) Ergonomics and flexibility aside, the DR- 5 is more of a poor
man's SP- 14 than even the SP-9.
First and foremost, it is transparent to
the point of invisibility. Using an Arcam
revealing at this point that the DR- 5 costs
CD player with variable output level, Ifed
£1998 and the DR-8 £ 2591. This must be
referenced to prevailing standards for a it directly to the DR-8 and then via the
DR- 5and was hard-pressed to identify any
given level of performance at today's
prices. And, believe me, five grand is not a clues as to the Classé's intrusion. More to
the point, the Arcam sounded much
lot for what the Classé products will do.
better with its fixed output fed to the
I'd like to dispense with the power amp
DR- 5 than it u.d fed via the variable
first, as it's the less mind-blowing of the
output to the DR-8. And considering that
two products. Rowland- like in its lower
there's more circuitry in the DR- 5 than in
registers, the DR- 8 is one of those curious
Arcam's volume control, Ihave to mark
amplifiers that comes on like Tyson in the
that as one hell of an achievement.
power stakes, yet always seems polite if
The phono section, though, is somenot quite restrained. You detect nothing
thing to behold, a rival for the ' 14's in
which suggests clipping, you're hardmost areas. While the ARC seemed
pressed to drive it to a point where it
slightly more musical and offered a trace
sounds like it's straining. Even so, you
of highly desirable lushness, the DR- 5had
note that the bottom octaves are not
a slight edge in precision, specifically in
going to satisfy owners of the latest Rebel
MC epic, nor is it going to give a Krell a the lower midband/upper bass. Of the
two, the DR- 5 was the more ' rhythmic',
run for the money. This, though, is an amp
while the SP- 14 was the more 'emotional'.
for transparency and midband fanatics,
If those terms still have any meaning, my
the kind of hardware which will do things
description should suggest to you which
with electrostatics which probably never
of the two would better suit your tastes.
even crossed Peter Walker's mind.
The acid test was the behaviour of the
More- to the point, it's an amp that's
frontosa in my listening room's fish tank.
made ... heaven for Apogee's diminutive
This shy beast spends all of its time hiding
Stages. Although the Stages can benefit
except for brief forays for food. When the
from better bass control and damping
Classé was in use, especially while reprowhat you do get is well above the
uucing Root Boy Slim and the Sex Change
'acceptable' level. Why? Because the cruBand's ' Heartbreak of Psoriasis' and
cial midband region is so open and natural
'Boogie 'Til You Puke', the frontosa
and the treble so sweet and clean that you
uncharacteristically spent the whole time
really don't give a damn about what's
out in the open. Bizarre? Is the fish
happening below 9011z.
golden-eared or merely afan of Root Boy?
Don't misread the above. I'm not sugIknow not. What Ido know is that the
gesting for amoment that the Classé's bass
damned thing disappears when lesser gear
is lumpy or soft or soggy. It isn't. It's
is in use yet playing the same material.
merely, shall we say, ' reticent' compared
The Classé combination has proven to
with that of other power amplifiers. And
be the most distracting equipment I've
it's not even noticeable on wholly acousinstalled in months. It makes using the
tic works short of aWagnerian juggernaut
system for background music almost
degree. Listen to the DR-8 with adiet of
impossible. You don't want the sound to
solo instruments or small groups, string
waft past you. You want to sit there in the
quartets and the like, and you won't have
hot seat, taking it all in and to hell with the
a clue as to its one primary flaw.
work you should be doing. Maybe that's
That's because the Classé sings throughthe true acid test. In which case, Classé
out the rest of the spectrum. It offers
makes an irresistible snare. +
precision, absolutely phenomenal threedimensionality ( at last, an amp to make

Operation, aside from fine-tuning the
m-c stage, is virtually instinctive. All you
must do is employ the mute toggle
whenever changing plugs at the back.
Despite the spartan appearance, the DR- 5
offers everything one could require for
full control of acomplex system, with the
exception of a second tape loop and
record-out facility. ( One of QED's marvellous switch boxes or passive pre-amps
would turn the Classé's lone tape loop
into a mixing desk.
The Classé devices were substituted in
turn for the Audio Research SP- 14 and
Gryphon pre-amps and for power amps
including the Aragon 4004s, Beard P100
monos and Lumley 150s; the rest of the
system included the Basis/SME V/Koetsu
Urushi analogue source and the CAL
Tempest II SE and Marantz CD- 12 CDs,
Apogee Divas and Stages hi-wired mode,
Celestion SL700s, Acoustat Sceptra 1Is
and Sonus Faber Electa Amators.
Let me give you sense of perspective by

the most of aDecca), speed and detail just
on the right side of over-etched. But most

Supplier: Absolute Sounds, 58 Durham Road,
London SW20 ODE. Tel 081-947 5047.
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me this simple explanation.
Cut a £ 1500 Meridian 208 CD
layer in half, put the left-hand
unit and the transport aside, take the
remaining audio box and omit the remote
controlled pre-amplifi
section, do a
little bit more work on system design, and
you arrive at the new 203 CD decoderprocessor costing £ 500. This elegant unit
is devoid of bells and whistles. There are
no front-panel controls, the on-off switch
is at the rear, and in view of the low
power consumption it is intended that it
be left permanently powered, fully conditioned and warmed up.
It has digital inputs for both optical and
wired ( phono) connection, with the
optical mode carrying an auto-switched
priority. Audio output is fixed at a
nominal 2V, while mains input is via a
detachable IEC cord. The compact casework comprises asuperbly finished alloy
extrusion with an enamelled-glass front.
Meridian's own implementation of the
66

The guts of a208
provides an outboard
Bitstream DAC of elegance
by Martin Gallants
differential mode for Bitstream decoding
uses a 64- bit register and two 7321 GP
Bitstream DAC chips, each containing a
dual converter. The technique assures
excellent linearity and low noise, and
Meridian claim atransfer-function linearity to within 0.2dB even at — 120dB.
The latest version of the relevant Phillips IC is used, the SAA 7274P, which is
augmented by adiscrete phase- lock- loop
circuit, the latter of high stability and
housed in its own screened compartment.
A four- layer PCB is employed, believed to
be a first at this price level, providing
improved grounding of critical circuits
while maintaining very low noise- levels

on the regulated power supply planes.
Care has been taken to improve the
performance when using the optical connection and afast 12MB/S photo- receiver
has been fitted which significantly
enhances the performance in this interference- free mode. The output is DCcoupled using aservo system. A 3rd-order
passive C- L- C filter is present in the audio
path, which helps reject spuriae. especially the dominant component at
176kHz. Good quality components are
used, including generous sized Nichicon
Muse reservoir capacitors.

Sound quality
Ironically, the main partner used with the
203 for our listening tests was the transport of a 208, though a Philips CD620,
Maranta CD80 and Meridian 206 were
also pressed into service in this respect. A
question which 206 owners may be
asking is `does 206+203=208?' Broadly
the answer is `yes', although the remotely
111.11 MAN'S & RE(t ) RI) REVIEVI*
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controlled pre-amp facility of the 208 is
absent in this alternative combination.
The
next
point
is
whether
207+203=208, and here the answer is
'almost' as regards sound quality, while in
this case the remote preamp facility can
still be made available by feeding the
203's audio output back through aspare
tape or line input. Finally, you might well
ask whether 208+203 beats the best
fixed-output sound of the 208 alone, and
again the answer is 'yes'. Fed with good
digital signals, awarmed-up 203 reaches
the present state-of-the-art for CD replay,
a staggering achievement at the price.
Readers will recall that Iwaxed lyrical
over the 208, especially its fixed CD
output, scoring it close to the upper limit
at 96%. The present standard is set by
Krell 64X, but this has now been matched
by the Meridian 203 — albeit with a
different balance of virtues. Its sound is a
significant improvement over the 208,
though not really sufficient to make any
208 owner regret his purchase. In the
bass, the 203 offers greater crispness, a
touch more weight and speed, while in
the mid register transients show better
definition, and denser musical textures
are resolved more clearly. When compared with the enhancement afforded by
the 203, the 208's sound seemed less
confident and precise, and here the new
decoder encroaches on Krell territory. It
excels in several areas: treble purity, tonal
balance, stereo depth, transparency. Many
other CD replay systems are shown by the
203 to have a degree of roughness and
brightness. Its low-level resolution, transparency and depth set anew standard and
place it firmly in the audiophile category
despite the moderate price.
The sound remains characteristically
Bitstream, even at this elevated level,
appearing delicate and unfatiguing, with
very fine stereo staging and ambience,
balanced by amild softening of transients.
There was a modest slowing of pace — a
more relaxed view of dynamics — this
seemingly associated with ahint of compression. In this particular respect the
closest analogy is that between the pace
and dynamics found on a direct-cut disc
and arecord which has been mastered via
tape. The basis of these comments is the
comparison of the Meridian 203 with
digital decoders at far higher prices, and it
can be seen to have performed
exceedingly well. A ' 100%' reference
score was judged to be appropriate.

this level the graph includes an increasing
contribution from baseline noise and testdisc dither artefacts, and a correction
technique for this is under investigation
for future reviews. Such good behaviour
provides adramatic demonstration of the
linearising effect of dither at low recording levels. In Fig 3the undithered encode
(upper plot) shows notable 16-bit distortion at the 5th and 7th harmonics, while
the combination of dither and the 203's
highly linear decode performance ( lower
plot) shows what good linearity is actually
possible for a record/replay system
despite the 16-bit code specification.
Full- level distortion was fine, near
theoretical limits at — 10dB/1 IcHz, while
the HF intermodulation results were firstrate, with a lkHz difference-tone reading
of — 111dB achieved at full level and
—99dB at — 10dB. A wide-range plot ( Fig
4) fails to reach this — 99dB reading, but
does illustrate the generally good
behaviour above 20IcHz when using this
demanding twin signal. Only mild ripple is
evident in the frequency response ( Fig 5),
which shows a very slight rolloff at the
highest frequencies. The output was
linear-phase and absolute-phase correct,
but slight truncation was noted with the
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Meridian are on a winning streak with
their current range of digital and CD
products. The final 207 player was no
slouch, 206 set anew standard in its price
range, and the D600 speaker was also well
received. When the 208 bombshell
arrived it succeeded in changing the
rank-order of audiophile CD designs overnight: since then it has achieved consistently positive reviews worldwide.
As if this were not enough, Merdian
now have the nerve to offer 208 technology and even better sound in the shape of
an affordable decoder/processor which is
clearly one of the world's best at any
price. Such a performance allows for no
argument or reservation, considering the
cost: the 203 is a decisively elegant and
musical CD bargain.14-
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Fig 4. Meridian 203: intermodulation spuriae from
19/20kHz unes at — 10dB

Fig 1. Meridian 203: dithered lkHz sinewave at
—90dB, waveform below, distortion spectrum above
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Fig 3. Meridian 203: effect of dither on distortion
components associated with ¡ kHz tone at — 90dB,
without dither above, with dither below
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Fig 2. Meridian 203: linearity error plotted below — 60dB

unit demonstrated really excellent linearity. There was no detectable resolution
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above the nominal standard) sourced
from a very low 12 ohms impedance.

MERIDIAN

Meridian's experience with this ' one-bit'
technology continues to grow, and the

error at — 90dB ( Fig 1 ), while the accompanying spectrogram is devoid of distortion or spuriae even at 115dB below peak
modulation. Extending the bandwidth to
1001(Hz revealed good filtration of out-ofband signals, which were 99dB below full
level. The DAC error function is shown in
Fig 2, revealing an excellent result to
—100dB. However, note that at and below

while- noise peak test signal. Channel
balance was excellent, very high standards were set for UR separation, and
there was no phase difference between
channels. De-emphasis conformed closely
to the main response, and the player
delivered an output of 2.28V ( 1.1dB

NY

Fig 5. Meridian 203: frequency response

Test results
Channel balance
Stereo separation
(Tunnel phase difference
TDH OdB
1111) - 10dB
Till) - 70dB
Intermod 191(112/20kHz. ()dB
Interrnod 191(117,20kIlz, - 10dB
Frequency response, left
Frequency response, right
&hi 2011z.201d1z unsed
SiN CCIIVARM, ' kHz ref
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
1k-emphasis ( en-0e in dB )
Spuriae up to 100101z
Resolution at - 90dB, left/right
Dimension ( wdh)
'typical price ( inc VAT)

Meridian 203
20Hz

IkHz

20kHz

0.011
126dB

0.011
112dB

0.02dB
90/96dB

-9IdB - 89dB - 91dB
-84dB
-.1001B
-11IdB
—
- 99dB
+0.05dB
OdB - 0.3d
- B
+0.05(113
OdB
- 0.3dB
100(.1B
-98dB
2.28V
I2ohms
lkHz
5kHz
16kHz
-0n9 - n28 - 0.3
-99dB
-90dB, - 90dB
168 3389.9cm
£499

Supplier:
Meridian, Ecclestone Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent.
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Hearing a remarkable Hi Fi
system which stirs the soul
and the senses with the emotive powers of music is a rare
experience which reminds us
of what we can achieve. What
we find remarkable about the
products and philosophy of
AUDIO INNOVATIONS is, in a
pair of words affordable
excellence. Together, products grouped by this progressive force in British audio
amount to enhanced performance. And as Linn set the pace
of the seventies, and Absolute
Sounds in the eighties, we
predict that Audio Innovations will at least change peoples' perceptions in the nine,ties.
Talking about perceptions,
one thing that this manufacturer gives is perceived value.
,The products look ánd feel at
or beyond their cost. We
should begin with the turntables, then talk about the
valve amplifiers but this introduces another " audio innovative" philosophy: tradition.
Where we can imagine other
'companies resorting to the
• best CD player they can
engineer, we somehow cannot imagine one from this
manufacturer; this is only an
impression and we might be
embarrassed next month —
but Audio Innovations are
committed to the absolute
musical experience. Regular
readers know that, as retailers' we are happy to recommend the best of transistor
and digital products, but we
,are ( like Audio Innovations)
unwilling to state that these
devices offer the best reproduction of music.
We live in a crowded hi-fi
market, so what makes Audio
Innovations so superior that
we believe that their philosophy may dominate the nineties? Simply that like the earlier pioneers we mentioned
they have found a family of
products and have combined
'conservative principles with
radical ones. They are trying
to stabilise and improve a
known standard by technical
and commercial strategy. The
family of Audio Innovation
products consists of Voyd and
Valdi turntables, cartridges
and and cables by Audio
Note, tonearms by Helius,
amplifiers of their own design
and loudspeakers from the
American firm of Snell Acoustics. The loudspeakers are,
however, not the later designs

but the work of the late Peter
Snell. And the commercial
strategy is not to win over
Press and dealers, that has
been tried before, but to
acquire the designs and
machinery and learn the
know-how to make products
with which they already have
a long and intimate distribution relationship. In order to
concentrate on the task
ahead, a project safely conserved from obsolescence is
then handed to a trusted but
controlled manufacturing
concern. This even, or especially, applies to the valvemanufacturing plant in Scotland and soon we will be
exporters of valves to Japan!
The Voyd Valdi is a turntable
using two motors, low mass,
high torque — adesign costing
£680. The sound is fast and
dynamic, free from any thick
euphonic overhang. The Voyd
is admittedly expensive, but
for a no- compromise turntable the quality of construction and execution of the
inspired design breathe all
hallmarks of a lifetime investment in analogue. Three
Papst motors are more than
11
/ x better than two, or 3x
2
better than one! Listen and
you will hear, and the reference power supply is more
substantial than most power
amplifiers!
The project to build Audio
Note moving coils in Britain is
the best domestic cartridge
news certainly since the
Deccas. This bold move has
involved substantial training
costs and represents a fascinating reversal of East-West
exchange of technology. We

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street,
Manchester M3 3BIV. 061-835 1366

are informed that the existing
models will remain essentially unchanged with the
legendary 102 and 10 Limited
being available, if all goes to
plan, by about the time you
can read this Newsletter. If
used in a sympathetic
tonearm and fed by Audio
Note silver cable into its own
MC transformer, the results
justify the cult status and our
close and serious attention.
The informed reader will be
aware that real hi-fi glows in
the dark and warms those
long and musical winter evenings. The Audio Innovation
range of amplifiers, from
affordable integrated and pre/
power separates boasts a
series of distinctive house
styles created by a professional firm of designers.
These products offer remarkable value and where compromises are made they are in
rational and ethical ways.
Some very extreme praise
has been made, regularly and
consistently, across the range
and the years and from one
country's audio journals to
the next. We have yet to meet
a customer who does not
immediately hear the transparent open quality of sound.
And the sound does not hint
at detail by fierce treble or
detached clinical purity.
The most often mentioned
sign that there must be something different, and authentic,
about how these amplifiers
behave is the behaviour of the
power. With Audio Innovations, we have returned to the
days of valve watts; ten of
which fill the room rather than
tickle the ' speakers. Our
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favourite integrated amplifier
is the series 500 ( 25 watts
Class A) and this legendary
design still costs £889. There
is a pre/power amplifier combination to suit your pocket,
but the large range and flexibility might best be illustrated by the series 200 ( costing less than the integrated
500) and the " FIRST AUDIO"
71/
2 watt Class A direct- heated
triode power amplifier which
costs £ 1,369; small wonder
that the reviewers cannot
believe the price! But if you
can stretch the budget to the
SECOND AUDIO monoblocks
at 15 watts then the price is
£2,579 per pair including VAT,
musically crushing competition at several times the price.
The series 1000 offers the
industry's most flexible preamplifier
options
to
accommodate your personal
requirement, at a lowest cost
but highest performance. You
can opt for analogue or
digital, powered or passive,
electronic or transformer
matching pre- amp. As
always, your dealer can offer
guidance. Transformers have
been neglected since transisstors removed the need to
interface the correct load to
loudspeakers; however by
then, new techniques had
designed the humble transformer to well beyond the
weak link it once was. You
really should hear what a
good transformer can do inline. The enlightened cartridge manufacturers all
recommend or make transformers. Even the CD leaders
Marantz market such transformers. These devices have the
correct characteristics and
linearity for almost all tranducers. The series 1000 transformers cost £349 for the
Audio Note or other MC; or
£489 for the CD built-in to the
line level passive preamplifier.
The New Music Room
In the middle of July we will
move from our Glasgow shop
to a totally new Music Room
at 98 Bath Street ( tel. 041-332
5012). In the first two weeks,
we want to sell everything
rather than move it so prices
will be up to 50% off in a
genuine once- only opportunity. Don't miss the very product you wanted; by phone or
personal visit. We'll keep it for
you.
Happy listening.

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow G2 5QY. 041-248 7221

Compromise from Linn - many
thought it would never happen
by Trevor Butler
porting the name of Linn's old
jtonearm, the two-speed Basik is now
the cheapest turntable from this
analogue diehard Glasgow- based company. At £ 259 the design is probably not
true 'entry-level' but your money brings
you the £ 149 Akito tonearm as well,
leaving choice of cartridge to the user.
Linn supplied our review model with a
properly aligned K9 (£81).
The Basik is certainly up against stiff
opposition from well-established names in
this price sector, such as Rega and Systemdek. However, Linn's turntable designer

BASIK INFORMATION
Martin Dalgleish was not aiming to conquer the market on price alone. His brief
was to approach the sonic qualities of the
more expensive Axis yet at alower price.
The way he achieved this was by reducing
some of the finer points of engineering
without aresulting compromise of sound.

Technology
This belt- drive turntable has manual
speed change, 33/45rpm, achieved by
physically lifting the belt to the next
pulley. While the cast aluminium platter is
machined on the contact surfaces, costcutting measures mean that other surfaces
are left untreated.
The inner platter is made from ABS
plastic, rather than the solid metal we've
come to expect from Linn. Here, again,
only the contact faces ( drive-belt and
outer platter) have the benefit of machining. The spindle, ground to atolerance of
5microns, is akin to the LP12 flagship and
press-fitted to the inner platter.
Operation is very simple, with no controls to speak of — just the on/off rocker
switch positioned out of sight on the
underside of the solid plinth. This well
finished one-piece MDF structure is
finished in wood- look vinyl, and adopts a
basic suspension employing three large,
rubbery feet: asimplified version of those
found on the Axis but without the metal
inserts. The way the feet are positioned
does make the Basik rather prone to
tipping- up the moment you place avase of
flowers on it [ such frippery! — Mus Ed].
Linn's latest Japan-built 'cheap' arm, the
Akito, makes agood visual match for the
Basik sitting there in all its simplicity and
looking rather Ittok-like. The bearings are
good, the armtube rigid. Only the fingerlift is less than perfect, rather flimsy in use,
otherwise the arm worked well.
Iwas alittle worried that the mains lead
had no earth, but the inner platter and
spindle are plastic negating any need for a
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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mains earth connection. One bonus of the
Basik's solid construction was that it was
not sensitive to shock — thus installation
on a suspended floor did not lead to
problems.

tion to ' Mars' from Ilo1st's Planets on
'Eminence' ( Philharmonia/Rattle) seemed
slightly fast, although a check revealed
accurate speed from the turntable's electronics. Definition here was not on apar

Sound quality

with the LP12 and ultimate impact was
muted despite listening at near orchestral
level. The bass was tight and coherent

Linn has made it clear that it does not
appreciate the standard descriptive comments appertaining to sonic performance.
l'he main, perhaps only, criterion for
them is 'whether the deck is capable of
playing the tune', and if a piece of
equipment does not allow you to remember the tune it has failed. Without adoubt
the Basic achieves this — but then, presumably it was designed to
For hi-fi buffs only, then, Iwill outline
my findings from anumber of well-known
tracks. Starting with The Beatles' Abbey
Road, '
Come Together' maintained its
really low bass notes ( 40-200Hz) very
well through this Linn combination. The
track was clearly well defined, which
helped to keep the timing going — something lost on other, cheaper turntables.
There was immediate evidence of good
stereo width here, with good, revealing
detail of the faint background voices. This
low-level information is often masked on
low-cost analogue systems.
The tune was faithfully followed on
'Here Comes the Sun' where listeners
were soon bopping away to the melody as
complete involvement in the music took
over. Linn's prime objective is clearly
achieved here. Turning to orchestral
material, Elgar 1 on CEP ( LPO/Handley)
proved more difficult and rather muddled
as the work became more complex, leading to ageneral cacophony. While this is
not uncommon on turntables in this price
range, it was one of the few areas in which
the Linn lets one down. The work
retained anice spaciousness though, with
well defined instrument placements
across the wide soundstage. The introduc-

though, and resolution of detail above
average, as the bows could be heard
hitting against the strings.
Back to MOR, and Elton John's ' Greatest
Hits', where the Basik clearly showed it
was from the same stable as the LP12. The
traditional ' Linn sound' was in evidence.
In some respects the Basik is a mite
lightweight, as this album lacked ultimate
drive and slam, without any real immediate impact — even on tracks which posses
plenty of pace. This was also true with
albums by Queen and Status Quo, where
the initial reaction was to keep wanting to
increase the volume — an operation which
simply brought the bass up.
Extreme registers were handled well by
Al Stewart's ' Live in Dark Water', and Eric
Clapton's ' Mainline Florida' — tracks noted
for their treble crispness and bass lines
respectively. In the latter, from 461
Ocean Boulevard, while the timing was
right and the pace maintained, there was a
slightly detached feeling about the music
which at times lacked ultimate power and
punch. One track intolerable on several
cheap turntables, 'Willie and the Hand
Jive', passed with flying colours this time.

Conclusion
A competent performer which did everything you could expect from a turntable
in this price range, and more. While Linn
would probably admit that a suspended
subchassis is preferable, its engineers have
done well in developing the Basik.
Supplier:
Linn Products Ltd, Floors Road, Eaglesham,
Glasgow, G76 OEP. Tel: 041-644 5111.
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hat began as atrickle is building
to atsunami seismic movement
as the bitstream phenomenon
sweeps up yet another major producer
and gains further momentum. Latest to
succumb is Sony. which has launched no
fewer than five new CD players equipped
with a proprietary High Density Linear
Converter', an ultra-fast derivative of
Technics' MASII/PWM system.
The top model is the £ 1000 CDPX77ES, built in a frame and beamstrengthened chassis similar to that of the
older CDP-X7ESD and equipped with
identical facilities. As such it features a
chunky diecast linear- tracking transport
with acoustically- sealed drawer mechanism, isolated supplies for digital and analogue circuitry, together with transformer-coupled balanced outputs.
The display, which can be defeated, is
similarly basic and so prevents the implementation of Sony's alpha- numeric disc
memo facility. Still, it is possible to preprogramme custom index points ( max 12
per disc) or to use the Program Bank' to
store 5-6 favourite tracks from up to
180-200 discs. An IR control offers additional facilities including slow music
search and index location. Quality of
build and finish are beyond reproach.

Technical description
The technology behind current PDM and
PWM conversion systems is advancing
apace, and as their complexity increases
so does the confusion surrounding their
precise modes of operation. Sony's highspeed converter, the CXD-2552, is certainly one of the more complex available,
-7 0

Sony's CDP-X77ES, one of the new

range of players equipped with an
ultra- fast analogue of Technics'
MASH/PWM system

by Paul Miller
adhering to what Sony describes as PLM
or Pulse Length Modulation. In essence
this is no different from Pulse Width
Modulation whereby the proportion of
'widths' per unit time determines the
amplitude of the final analogue signal.
Initially the de- interleaved and demodulated I
6-bit code is subject to 8x
oversampling in a primary digital filter
(the CXD-1244) which offers arounding
accuracy of some 45 bits. What emerges is
still in I
6- bit form ( the absolute accuracy
of the interpolated samples bears adirect
relation to the quantization accuracy of
the original analogue signal) and is subsequently addressed to the CXD-2552 DAC.
This IC includes asecond 8x oversampling interpolation filter, effectively
increasing the 16-bit data rate by atotal of
64x to 2.8224MHz. Next, each 16-bit
word is truncated down to an average
length of 2.80736 bits which is sufficient
to describe any one of 7 different pulse
widths per sample. The binary values are
given by 0, 1, 10, II, 100, 101 and 110.
This degree of truncation is more
severe than that employed by Technics
(averages 3.45945 bits) and, even though
the sample bandwidth is doubled from
1A112MIlz to 2.8224MHz, it still results

in ahigher residual quantization noise in
the audio band. This is rectified by Sony's
proprietary ' Extended Noise Shaping' (cf
MASH) digital feedback which applies a
high 3rd- order compensation from
2.8224MHz to DC. Time- averaging therefore reduces the in- hand quantization
error to just — 118dB or better, ostensibly
improving upon the original 16- hit signalto-noise ratio!
A counter acts after the truncator/noiseshaper to translate the emerging 2.81- bit
code into atrue bitstream required by the
PLM ( or PWM) DAC. So, a binary 100 is
interpreted as a sequence of 5 binary Is
which hold the PWM switch open for five
times the period of a single digital 0,
creating a pulse 'width' five times longer
than that of the finest pulse. Integration
reveals the desired audio signal.
To trigger the PWM switch accurately
on each edge of the finest pulse demands a
very fast clock rate: ( 7 widths + 1 wait
cycle per sample) x 2 up/down edges x
64- times oversampling = 1024 or
45.1584MHz. The value 1024 is not a
measure of oversampling, simply adefinition of the required clock accuracy which
is some 1.33 times faster than 'I'echnics'
MASH/PWM system.
All Sony's new players incorporate the
CXD-2552 DAC, though the CDP-X77ES
utilizes two of the devices in a complementary fashion. This reduces common- mode noise and even-order distortion mechanisms that occur both as a
function of the aperture effect in the
oversampling/noise shaping processes and
by asymmetric modulation of the bitstream as it passes between the 5th-order
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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noise-shaper and PWM output ' switch'. A
gentle 3rd-order analogue Bessel filter
completes the signal.

Lab report
The success of Sony's implementation of
this high-speed bitstream technology was
more than borne out in the lab tests. For a
start there is the - 121.7dB A-wtd S/N
ratio which, coupled with an error of just
+0.2dB at - 100dB, implies atheoretical
linearity of 18.5- bits. This level of performance exceeds that of any conventional multi-bit converter.
The exceptionally low passband noise.
floor is also highlighted in the plot of lkHz
at - 70dB which reveals a spray of oddorder 3rd-llth and 17/19th harmonics
( -33dB or 2.2%) together with a 1213dB increase in white-noise outside of
the audio band ( peaking around 5560kHz ). This ` noise-shaping' effect is a
property of both the digital and analogue
integration filters.
Of course, as with all such digital
systems, distortion falls with increasing
level and at OdB reaches just 0.00036% at
IkHz, 0.00024% at 20Hz ( both at OdB).
Traces of 2nd-and- 3rd harmonics are visible at higher frequencies on the accompanying 3D plot. Indeed, distortion
should improve with reducing frequency
as a function of the noise-shaping ( timeaveraging ) process, though only evenorder products will be suppressed
through the DAC's complementary operation.
All other parameters were beyond
reproach. Its frequency response is flat to
within 0.04dB from 20Hz-20kHz with
minimal passband ripple, while stereo
separation, balance and rejection of stop'
band products ( - 100dB) are all excellent. Looking at the player's analogue
output revealed afairly complex RF spectrum, though clock components at
16.9MHz and 45.2MHz could be identified
with apeak- to-peak voltage of 25.5mV. No
spurious RF noise was present on the
digital output, though its 532mV peak
level and 26.6nsec rise time are both a

lously deep and broad acoustic.
The natural ambience of the chapel
venue was depicted in glorious detail by
the rise and fall of notes from the piano. A
sharp sense of focus was also maintained
within the ambient soundstage, the piano
clearly fixed some way behind the violinist, whose strenuous efforts were revealed
without any hint of artificial tension or
fatigue. This latter point is important for
there is a tremendous natural tension, a
searing attention to detail demanded by
this particular interpretation of Pag,anini's
work - an emotional tautness portrayed
by the CDP-X77ES with neither undue
exaggeration nor dilution.
If the ' X77ES has astrong suit then this
must be its dextrous reproduction of
mid-and upper midband details, for, once
again, in the Caledonia Jazz Band's ' Old
Shanty Town' [ Hot Club Recordsj, it was
the banjo string section and percussion
which sprang so vividly to life. In some
respects the richer, warmer timbre of the
bass, and bass clarinet, gave way to an
equally softer sense of focus, though to an
extent this was an accurate reflection of
the instrument's natural character.
Vocals also enjoyed a vibrancy and
sparkle that lifted the most claustrophobic
of performers from the doldrums. Tanita
Tikaram's methodical ' It all came back

SONY
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Conclusions
Up until the introduction of these new
very high speed PWM CD players Sony's
record, in the £ 1000 bracket at least, has
for me been alittle disappointing - Icite
the 18 bit 557ESD and X7ESD as recent
examples. With the launch of the CDPX77ES Sony can concentrate on a player
that embodies the very best aspects of
bitstream technology. +

Test results
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Fig 1. Sony CDP-X77ES: frequency response
-707

Sound quality

deep bass drum.
The tonal balance seemed exceptionally neutral and extended far into the
bass and high treble. A fine acoustic
recording - such as Kochanski's translation of Paganini's ' La Campanella'
IWaterlily Acoustics I - confirmed the
ability of this player to strike up a fabu-

and speakers).

CDP-X77ES

little under par.

I can only liken my first few seconds
exposure to this player as a chilling but
refreshing sensation - like asplash of cold
water to the face. It was not bright,
forward or icy but delightfully pure and
crystalline in the way it maintained the
intricate, time structure of the music.
Take, for example, the delicate patter of
percussion that accompanies Schonherz
and Scott's 'Wishing Well' ( Windham Hill I;
each note is like a spark dancing across
the soundstage before being engulfed by
the cavernous resonance of astrong and

Today' now possessed abreath of life and
buoyancy rarely heard with other players.
It certainly indicated that conventional
multi-bit CD players are not the only
format to enjoy a potent sense of the
dynamic - apotency the ' X77ES blended
with a lightness of touch and fluid transparency that typifies the better PDM/PWM
players.
In general terms the sensation of space
developed by the 'X77ES seems likely to
exceed that provided by any conventional
multi-bit player, yet in my view it may not
match the scope of the best PDM
machines. Yet to Sony's credit its handling
of delicate, transient musical details is
nothing short of exquisite ( even though
the final speed, resolution and tactility of
these nuances will depend as much upon
the resolution of the partnering amplifier
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Fig 2. Sony CDP-X77ES: spuriae associated with the
'kHz tone, - 70dB
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Fig 3. Sony CDP-X77ES: spurious output up to
100kHz (
input OdB sweep).

Channel balance, 20Hz
0.01dli
IkHz
0.02dB
201(Hz
0.02d11
Channel separation, 20Hz
I23.5dB
IkHz
121.041B
20kHz
IO2.6dB
T111) ( at OdB), 2011z
- 112.5dB
IkHz
- 108.8t1B
20Idiz
- 87.2dB
Till) vs level ( at IkIlz) - 10dB
- 102.2dB
- 30dB
- 86.1(41B
-60dB
- 55.5dB
Dithered - 90dB
- 22.7dB
CCIRIMD, OdB
- 95.7dB
Suppression of stop- hand 1MD
- 100.4dB
1)ynamic compression, 1kHz
0.00dB
UR phase error at I
Okl lz
at 20kIlz
(
f
,De-emphasis accuracy, lidie
- 0.10dB
51(Hz
- 0.10dB
16kIlz
- 0.09dB
S/N ratio ( A-wtd), wio emphasis
- 121.7dB
w emphasis
- 121.6dB
Resolution at - 30dB
0.00dB
-40d11
0.00dB
-50dB
0.00d8
-60dB
0.00dB
-70dF1
- 0.06dB
-80dB
+ 0.03dB
UR - 90dB
+ 0.06dB/+0.04dB
lift - 100dB
+ 0.20dB/4-0.13dB
Peak output level, I.
2.522V
2.518V
Output impedance
204ohm
Track access time ( 99)
1.8secs
Digital output:
Digital output ( coaxial)
I)igital output ( optical)
Output impedance
Clock/repetition rate
Edge rise time
Dimensions ( whd), mm
Typical retail price

- 18dIlm
75ohm
1.41525MHz
26.55nsec
430x1 10x280
£ 1000

Supplier:
Sony Consumer Products, Sony House, South
Street, Staines, Middlesex 111/18 4PG.
Tel: (0784) 467000

HOW MUCH MONEY WILL
YOU SPEND ON HI-FI BEFORE
YOU HEAR THE MUSIC?
Womack, musical ideas,
emotions and techniques.

We don't wish to worry
you, but had you realized
just how many audio
components there are
around that will never really
let you hear the music, no
matter how many naughts
they have on their price tags.
At Chris Brooks Audio,
we work by one simple rule:
if it doesn't play music we
won't sell it!

If these things are
important to you, then why
not call and talk to us. Book
ademonstration in one of
our three studios; we're
conveniently situated close
to the motorway network.
Bring some of your favourite
music; relax and listen.
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That means that any
music system or component
you buy from us, at
whatever price point, will
always satisfy this
fundamental requirement.
It also means that when
you choose from our
carefully selected range of
quality hi-fi, you'll be able to

If you decide to make a
purchase, it will be properly
installed for you free of
charge if required, covered
by our 2year parts and
labour guarantee and backed

hear exactly why Charlie
Parker is regarded as a
genius or Miles Davis such
an innovator. Why Itzhak
Perlman is amaster of the
classical violin. You'll be able
to hear the skill of John
Williams, the soul of Bobby

by our in house servicing
facility.
Most of all however, you'll
have the means to enjoy
music, pure and simple.
Medl

CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO, 29 GASKELL ST., STOCKTON HEATH, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE. TELEPHONE: 0925 61212.
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CARTRIDGES

RED WHITE,3
AND
Three new moderately priced

moving- magnet models with the
Nagaoka name and British

engineering
by Trevor Butler and Christopher Breunig

A

se
n evolution

of and direct replacement for the original solid body
ries Nagaokas, the new range
can boast a machined, UK-made aluminium body common to the range, while
the cantilevers and styli are still sourced
in the Far East. Hand-assembled in Peterborough by Stilton Audio for UK and
Europe distribution are the TS10, TS11,
and TS12. The series was to have been
named 'Tripos', but evidently the word
has been registered by British Telecom.
The TS10 and 11 sport aluminium cantilevers with spherical and vital styli
respectively, while the top-of-the- range
TS12 at £80 has avital stylus with aboron
cantilever.
Recognizing that cartridge mounting in
the ` budget' sector is usually flawed
because the headshell is not flat, the
Nagaoka team designed its unique tri point mounting system. Unlike the Linn
design found on the Troika, Nagaoka's
third bolt does not protrude through the
headshell but simply tightens to it to
provide a more rigid coupling. Other
attention to detail is evident through the
generator which is wound with PC OCC
cable before being fixed in place with
epoxy resin to prevent movement, and
non-magnetic stainless steel bolts are used
to lock the cantilever assembly in place.

Sound quality
Tracking at the recommended 1.8g ( 0.1g
less for the TS11 and 12), the TS10 was
evidently a good £ 50 'budget' cartridge
even before completion of the suggested
20 hours run-in. Perhaps suited more to
rock than classical material, the portrayal
of some albums seemed amite ' edgy' with
a feeling of an untidy top-end. Generally
though, this model was able to show a
controlled presentation without compromise to the good stereo imaging and
wide soundstage found with other cartridges used on the Linn Basik. The
cheapest of the new Nagaoka line-up
demonstrated awarm, tight bass on many
albums although at times Ifelt some of the
lower- level detail was masked on complex classical works. On more modern
music types the TS 10 is obviously avery
competent ' entry level' cartridge capable
of performing an upgrade function on
lesser turntables than the Basik.
Elton John's Greatest Hits album was a
III FI NEWS & RECORI) REVIEW
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starting point for the TS11 and Thorens
TP90/2001, and demonstrated a smooth
reproduction of sound, with alively presentation and quite a high output. Initial
reaction from other listeners was favourable and that this must be a cartridge
costing more than its mere £70. 'Hwy said
they could happily live with a RegaTIS11
combination ( tried later) which showed
an ability to recreate adecent stage width,
with plenty of depth, and transients handled well. There was agood bass- line with
plenty of mid- range detail and lively
dynamics. If it was slightly less delicate
than it might have been, it possessed a
rounded and warm sound rather than
being ' clinical'.
On classical works, too, the TS11
proved acompetent cartridge, with excellent definition of the opening of HoIst's
Planets on EMI ( Philharmonia/Rattle)
which continued as the music grew in
complexity and dynamic range. The highlevel passages provided plenty of undistorted volume into the system, retaining
width and depth. The TS11 passed with
flying colours on the Beatles' 'Yesterday',
an acid test for ' nasal' sounding distortions
and colorations.
The combination of the more expensive TS12 cartridge (£80) matched with
Linn Wok arm and LP12 was an immediate success. The warmth of the cheaper
TS11 was retained yet there was more
crispness, and a much more detailed
treble, and greater depth noticed with
good stereo imaging across awide soundstage on the Elton John album. A more
solid stereo image was also noticed on
Eric Clapton material which one panellist
described as 'excellent'. Here the height,
too, was increased when compared with
the TS1 1, and the bass lines were tight and
coherent.
As for the classical repertoire, the Hoist
retained its low-level detail, with each
string being heard as it was hit [
col legnol
in the quiet opening passages. The TS12
showed that it was equally capable in
more complex and louder parts.

Conclusions
The TSIO has awarm bass, and is particularly good on rock material, with plenty of
punch available. It does have a slightly
untidy top end, sounds abit edgy at times
and quite forceful in its presentation. It

can provide plenty of bass, though, and is
well controlled on most material — for
£50 it's hard to rival.
The TS11 is more refined than its
poorer brother, and a true all-rounder
which would work well in most systems.
Your £70 will give a crisp treble and
well-detailed and far more controlled
bass. More definition and stereo imaging
are other bonuses, this perhaps due to the
better overall control and crisper top. The
mid- range is quite neutral, and the quality
of vocal reproduction very good with an
altogether cleaner and more precise
sound.
The £80 TS12 obviously improved
dull-sounding systems, although Ifeel it
might just tip the brightness balance on
other set-ups. With its boron cantilever,
there is evidence of a more detailed
presentation from this value-for- money
product.
TB
Using the Well Tempered Arm meant that
only asingle lug fixing was involved: the
Stilton tri point feature did not apply.
Even so, the musicality of these designs I
would very largely ascribe to their mechanical integrity, and fine tolerancing. The
spherical tip made me more than usually
aware of LP surface blemishes, but that
did not stop me settling back to enjoy
dipping into a substantial number of
favourite discs. ( Positive curiosity about
how apickup will fare on one thing then
another invariably points to long-term
satisfaction with the product.) Of course,
in absolute terms the sound was smallscaled and obviously coloured. The boron
cantilever TS12 reduced surface noise and
was more detailed. — stylus replacement is
easily effected ' in situ', and the alienkeyed screws must not be tightened.
Stereo imaging was adequate for enjoyment; the good timing response meant
that the logic of the music was not
obscured. Some designs, even absurdly
priced ones, make good sounds but are
poor at threading the notes together
coherently. Try spoken word as a test!
Iwas quite happy to have the Stilton as
astopgap. For the price(s) the TS designs
offer admirable quality. The finish, and
thoughtful construction details led me to
believe there's not much fat here, in cost
to the customer.
CB
Supplier: Path Group plc, 021-749 2240.
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Discount card (value
£50) is FREE with your
Compact Disc player
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demonstration facilities

• We guarantee the best
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CD player

• Total aftersales care
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THE CD PLAYER SURVEY

This round-up brings together
full test-data and listening test
roduct lifetimes are not very long
for the majority of mass-produced
CD players, and at the end of any
given I8- month period, up to a third of
the models reviewed during that time are
likely to have been discontinued. But at
this issue's press date, in mid-June, the
accompanying table represents my best
shot at summarising the performance and
listening test information on players currently available.
The

last

year-and- a- half has

been

a

period of rapid change in the sound
quality of CD players. Longer- term references such as the two box Accuphase
DP8O/DC81 ( which, until last autumn,
provided my ' 100%' listening-test score
reference) have been swept away by
outstanding performers such as the PDM
Iiitstream Meridian 208 (£ 1500).

results, including overall
subjective merit ratings on more
than 50 current CD players: turn
the page for the data table

table, separate CD transports and D/A
processors or decoders have been tested
in HFN/RR. With our sound quality ratings

by Martin Gallants

in brackets, the listing of the finest decod-

the Ftotel RCD855 (£ 250) while similarly
good performers include the relevant

ers covered to date begins with the Krell
64x, £9900 1100%1, and the less expen-

Philips models and their derivatives,
notably the Philips .CD620, and the simi-

sive Meridian

larly-performing Marantz CD40 ( not yet

£3560 196%1, the Wadia 2000, £7300,
and also the Wadia 1000 Digimaster 64,

At rock-bottom prices, in other words
significantly below the £200 level, both
the Philips CD6 1 ( £ 160 )and the Tech-

£4930 ! averaging 88%1, and new Wadia
32x, £ 1995, soon to be reviewed in

Indeed, that established Accuphasc stan-

but the following are also of above average value and/or performance. Working

(£400 complete), the Marantz CD80
(£550) and ending with the Marantz

from the top, we have the Arcam Delta 70

CD94 Il (£899) and the Meridian 206

newly-priced Mission PCM II (£400)
which remains aworthy performer, rated

ment, while a number of highly respectable second- tier performers are also available at realistic prices. The value leader is
UtFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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203, £ 500 also 1100%1.

Then in short order comes the Krell 16x,

reviewed), both at £200.

dard has since been matched by a clutch
of players begining with the Arcam Alpha

These are the stars of the player firma-

Decoders and transports
Although these are not included in the

nics SI.-P277A (£ 160 ) meet arespectable
standard and represent good value.
Models listed so far are class leaders,

(£800). The Radford WSC D-1 at £ 1000
slots in between these and the 208.

Technics SL-P377A (, l80). For the full
picture, turn the page to the table itself.

II, a £ 550 heavyweight, followed by the

complete

with

power

volume.

Also

included in this group are the Marantz
CD50 (£ 275) the Philips CD630
(£250 ), the Sony CDP770 (, 200) ( also
rated via the power volume) and the

HFN/RR. Leading the next grade is the
Deltec PDM ONE £ 500 175%1, followed
at a moderate distance by the currunt
Arcam Black Box II, £ 300 165%1.
Our coverage of transports has been
rather limited but, I would rank the
transport section of the Meridian 208
(£1500 ) top followed by the Krell MD- 1
(£5790 ) the

Micromega Digital (, l600)

and the transport sections of fine players
such as the Marantz CD80 (£ 550). Lowcost Philips and Marantz players such as
(respectively) the
CD40 also make

CD620 (£200) or
high- value budget

transports. +
75
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LOUDSPEAKERS

SEVENTH VEIL
With patented 'transmission line'
hat kind of drive units were
around long before metal bass
units and metal-dome tweeters?
Metal- cone full- range units, of course! The
Seventh Veil is one of at least two current
designs using the Bandor metal- cone units
produced by Doreen Jordan. In the 1970s,
the Jordan units were to be found in a
range of compact and unusual JordanWatts loudspeaker models. The bestknown modern application of the Jordantype metal-cone unit has been in the
Townshend Glastonbury speaker.
Steve Margolis, designer of the Seventh
Veil, has opted for an array of four 50mm
Bandor units, which presumably is why he
has called his first model System IV! It is
intended to find aniche in the market as a
very high quality miniature: the cabinets
measure just 440x214x240mm ( hwd ),
but the price is hardly modest at £ 1290
per pair. The matching stand which as will
be seen is essential to the speaker's
performance, is also far from cheap at
£340. However, both speaker and stand
conceal innovative internal design work.
The Bandor units are built into a
specially- designed single front plate,
which forms a baffle only 110mm wide.
The cabinet sides fall away at 45 ° to either
side, providing better dispersion and
avoiding the refraction effect of 90 ° box
edge. The units are arrayed vertically with
the intention of providing a semi- linesource system. Each unit has a nominal
impedance of 8ohms, and an overall 8ohm
impedance is maintained by series/parallel
connection. There is no crossover, filter
or equalization circuitry, and the response
is said to extend to 24kHz.
The 50mm Bandor cones are essentially
mid/treble units, and to extend the bass
response of the system, the Seventh Veil
uses a clever variation on transmission
line themes, which is called Stand- Line
and is the subject of apatent application.
In this system, a rectangular port in the
bottom of the speaker enclosure is aligned
with asimilar-sized hole in the top-plate
of the stand. This is the entrance to the
first of the three steel tubes of the stand:
output travels down this, up the next and
down the third to a final exit under the
base-plate, which is kept a respectable
distance from the floor by the substantial
spiked feet. This parallel-sided folded line
is partially filled with acousticallyabsorbent material. The cabinet is
designed to be firmly bolted to the stand,
with asoft rubber sealing ring between, to
keep the joint airtight.
Another patent application relates to
the cabinet construction, in which care
has been taken to minimize panel resonances, internal standing waves, and inter111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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stand, this speaker shrugs off
crossover and equalization
components in an attempt at fullrange, full-frontal reality
by Steve Harris
nal reflections. The main carcase is ahefty
MDF box, but inside this is a Fibreglass
'egg', acarefully-contoured moulding. The
space between the Fibreglass inner shell
and the cabinet is filled with sand, while
the air- space inside the ' egg' is itself
damped with plastic foam.

Listening
Although not unduly sensitive ( measuring
about 88dB/W) the speakers do not present a difficult load or demand vast
reserves of amplifier power. The
genuinely 'fast' character of the speaker
must help here. Although designed for
'small to medium' rooms, the Seventh Veil
certainly was loud enough for me in my
room, which measures 30ft x 21ft at
maximum. The System IV is intended for
'near wall placement', but Ifound that I
got best results by moving the speakers
out about 2m from the back wall.
The first disc Iput on was the old DG
Kempff Beethoven ' Emperor' LP and there
was no doubt that the first impression was
of asmall and slightly reedy image of the
orchestra. Though the orchestral sound
on this disc is always fairly dry, and
doesn't really have a lot in the way of
depth, it should be capable of more
grandeur and sense of scale than seemed
possible with the Seventh Veil. When the
piano entered, it seemed vibrant, sparkling and lively but lacking the ultimate-

level realism that is possible with the
piano on this record. Running through the
usual range of test material, the pattern
was confirmed; although it would be true
to say that the ear quickly accustomed
itself to the bottom- light character of the
sound, this was nonetheless adominating
factor on many recordings. For example,
that classic of left- right stereo, Art Pepper
Meets The Rhythm Section (Contemporary/Boplicity) brought out many of the
best qualities of the Seventh Veil, with
Pepper's alto sax almost tangible, while
snare and cymbals had realistic bite; but
when Paul Chambers reached down to
the lowest registers of the string bass, the
Seventh Veil simply did not respond. On
live recordings, where it appears that bass
extension is needed to give the ' oomph'
and resonance of the venue as much as to
reproduce the instruments' fundamentals,
the Seventh Veil again fell short of what
could be achieved. In my room, the bass
was increased slightly in quantity if not in
definition by moving to near-wall placement, but this was at the expense of
stereo depth and image layering.
When it comes to the mid and treble
regions, the Seventh Veil does have a
certain magic: it brings life to vocals
without being harsh or exaggerated, and
on certain recordings it could reveal
much of the true dynamics of a real
musical instrument. However, despite the
undoubtedly 'seamless' quality provided
by the absence of a crossover, and an
apparent freedom from box- type colorations, there did at times seem to be ahint
of constriction or muddle, which Ican
only put down to the multiple driver
array's characteristics.

Conclusion
Conscientiously-designed and solidlybuilt, the Seventh Veil looks ' the business'
if you are in the market for a highperformance miniature. However, for just
over £ 1600 you might expect a loudspeaker of strong all-round virtues, but the
Seventh Veil is simply not an all-rounder.
It doesn't excel in power-handling, sensitivity or neutrality, and if bass extension is
supposed to be proportional to price,
then it is simply out of the running:
however, a bass equalizer is now promised, designed by Ben Duncan, which
should answer this criticism. On overall
value grounds, the Seventh Veil can hardly
stand comparison with such highlydeveloped models as the KEE 105/3 or
Quad ESI.63, which ( amazingly perhaps)
can be had for the same sort of money. -IL
Supplier: Seventh Veil Ltd, 5Lyle Court, King Street,
Wellington, Shropshire TF1 3AD. Tel (0952) 222107
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RoYGOODMAN
director of the Hanover Band,
talks about the maelstrom of
'authenticity' and the pressures of
music-making today. Seeking
accuracy and worthwhile
expression . . .

by Simon Cargill

usicology is finally in the money.
The decade which witnessed the
arrival of compact disc left us with a
taste for history. ' Authenticity' is now the
name of the game. And it is agame that ever
more record companies are wanting to play.
Original instruments, period performance
practice, historical reconstructions — all now
jostle for our attention in record shops.
The transformation of musical scholarship, from the theorising of academics and
enthusiasts to the fuel which kindles the
multi- million pound fire of part of the music
industry. remains one of the most remarkable cultural stories of our time: for the
lucky kw it lias been aproverbial tale of rags
to riches. But it has also led to scepticism.
'Authenticity' the cynics argue, owes more
than a little to marketing.
Roy Goodman is as well placed as any to
evaluate it. Director since 1986 of lbe
Hanover Band, and a central figure in the
pioneering movement which has seen
period instruments shift out of the classical
and into the romantic repertoire. he knows
all about the variety of pressures which such
ensembles have to endure. Yet early experience while a teacher conducting youth
orchestras, in repertoire as varied as Shostakovitch and Elgar. has left him remarkably
catholic in his tastes.
It was Harnoncourt's records which first
gave him a taste for the early music repertoire; and in his time Goodman has led
orchestras for Frans Brüggen, John Eliot
Gardiner, Christopher Hogwood, Roger Norrington and, more recently, Simon Rattle.
Perhaps appropriately, his transformation
from leader to director, and from there to
conductor has been agradual one, reflecting
the fluidity of the role in late 18th and early
19th- century orchestras.
'There are huge problems with directing
from the violin, inasmuch as you have to
stop from time to time to give leads, entries,
and this kind of thing. We went rapidly
through an experience rather like that of
Sphor. I've found Clive Brown's book on the
composer incredibly interesting. There's a
lovely passage in it where Sphor describes
himself directing the Philharmonic Society's
orchestra in London in, Isuppose the 1820s.
He did exactly what we did: he would play
from a first fiddle part he'd annotated with
cues. Ile was infuriated that the forte-piano
player, who was sitting figuring the bass and
could not be heard, was on the concert bills
advertised as being the director of the
84

concert. He also tbund the violin how rather
unwieldy and, to cut a long story short.
within five years he was conducting with a
baton. The press at the time were sceptical;
the public thought it was awful. But within
another couple of years they seem to have
unanimously agreed that the baton was the
answer.
'Although 1Im-e directing from an instrument — you have an almost physical feel for
tempo and phrasing — the pressure is sometimes almost unbearable.'
In a sense many of the dilemmas which
have confronted period instrument ensembles are akin to those which contemporary
instrumentalists must have faced. Certainly
the authenticity movement is now very
different from the extraordinary, often
raucous early experiments of the 1960s and
early ' 70s
'Yes. It has taken all sorts of different
paths. But that early experience was essential; and there is no question that all period
instrument players in England owe an enormous amount to Christopher Hogwood's
pioneering efforts. He had astrong principle
from which we all benefited: he simply
wanted to employ the maximum number of
people as often as possible. It meant that an
enormous number of us, myself included,
got afantastic amount of basic experience —
clocking up hours playing old instruments.
It's all very well playing your sonatas at
home; hut we're not all out to be soloists,
and it's the early orchestra which certainly
excites me the most. We needed experience
of doing the job.

'I think there were various reactions to
that. The English Concert, under Trevor
Pinnock's guidance, quickly established a
professionalism of approach which meant
that, yes, we should he able to take for
granted that things would he in tune. in
time, the ensemble good and everything
polished. The danger of that approach for
nie is countered by someone like Ton
Koopman in Holland, for whom — although
those may he priorities — the gesture and
shape of the music are far more important.
Ile goes overboard for shapes and gestures,
hcmiolas and lots of what could be seen as
superficial excitement in order to weld the
music into a cohesive whole.'
But in all this initial fascination with
getting the right notes out of the right
instruments, was there not a period when
perhaps a few musical values were left
behind?
'What are " musical values"? That is the
trouble, isn't it? What is " interpretation"?
"lbese are mega-questions. Ithink all of us
who began at that time were proftiundly
interested in the theory and performance
practice of the 18th-centur . That was our
motivation.
'It was as though we had discovered that,
although we couldn't quite do it yet, there
was an enormous variety of shape and
gesture just waiting to be discovered with
these instruments. We put enormous
importance on having the right instruments
in our hands — which I would now play
down quite alot. What you do with them is
much more important than what you have.
1.1 11 N.1
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'Yes, Isuppose there were various other
reactions — criticisms of notes bulging, of
losing the long line of melodies, and all the
rest of it. And in turn there was areaction to
try to bring back long lines and phrases —
which I'm afraid for my money has sometimes gone too far the other way. Whether
we like it or not, there was enormous
importance placed on the small phrase in
18th-century music.'
Much ink has been expended in learned
journals on issues which seem remote from
the concerns of the general music lover. Thc
wrangling serves to hide an even more
fundamental question: why should so mans .
musicians at the end of the 20th-century be
concerned with such things at all? Why this
fascination with the past?
'I can't explain why it has happened now;
but it does seem to have been almost a
natural follow-on from the renaissance in
Baroque playing on modern instruments by
people like Boulanger and Thurston Dart.
They awakened something. It goes back
further — the Busch Brandenburgs, for
example, greatly excited me. I remember
Leppard doing Baroque repertoire, and
something like Poppea. It didn't half excite
me at the time.
'It started a ball rolling which made us
think that, yes, this is fantastic music, but
perhaps it shouldn't all be played this way. It
raised the status of Baroque music and gave
it a credibility through being played superbly well.'
So it was not areaction against the music
you heard at the time — the big- band
Beethoven tradition? Not a case of your
thinking that what they were doing was
'wrong'?
'I don't think it was that at all. Ido think
there are areas of black and white: Ido think
some things are wrong. You cannot ignore
the concept of a composition entirely: you
can't just dispose of everything intended.
But I think there are a lot of grey areas.
There are all sorts of hot potatoes — vibrato,
metronome marks, minuet tempos — which
are a huge fascination at the moment. But
they have often been blown up into red
herrings. For me they are often goals to
attain, goals to strive for, but even perhaps
with the intention of never quite getting
there. They can excite you. They are a
means to an end, not an end in themselves.'
A glance round any record store is testimony enough to the extraordinary success
of the period performance movement. But
why has such an apparently specialist concern become so incredibly popular?
'Extraordinary isn't it? We all thought the
bubble would burst. In the mid- 1970s I
think Igave it ten years. Well, that ran out
five years ago. There wasn't really afeeling of
jumping on a band wagon; but we did all
think it was too good to be true. With
hindsight, people often get the wrong opinion about this. We were amateurs to start
with; there wasn't the money. There was no
idea that we were all going to get rich by this
— though maybe it's happening now. It was
done with the best motives and interests at
heart: it really was for the sake of the music,
rather than any other commercial reasons.'
Commerce, however, has come to play an
increasingly important part. With many of
the larger period instrument ensembles
ensured of financial stability by their recording companies, live concerts can often seem
ways of simply promoting the CDs.
'There is certainly a lot of hype. And
without doubt amassive amount of commercial pressure on us all — on concert program111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ming because of the recordings which are in
the pipeline. We record a lot of repertoire
too soon.'
So recording companies, in a sense,
choose your repertoire?
'Not just " in a sense" — totally! They
exactly dictate the progress of an orchestra
through it.'
So could you still record, say, Stamitz
symphonies if they were not flavour of the
month with acompany? ' We could perhaps

slip one in. But doing projects which are
outside the recording contract is very difficult, because so much of the stability of
finance comes from the recording projects
themselves.'
Turning to the interpretations themselves,
some critics have argued that part of the
success of period instrument recordings lies
in the novelty of the sounds produced.
Textures are thinner, tempos faster. There is
nothing wrong with that, says Goodman.
'Some people have even argued that what
we are doing is not so much creating
something old as doing something new. I
know Hogwood has been quoted as saying
that we are not trying to create something
specific — a performance as it was on a
particular day. Actually, he does often go on
to do just that! Again, Idon't think there is
anything wrong with it — although Iwould
not like to put that forward as an argument
for recreating a museum piece. It is very
interesting to do. We have done a lot of
recreation of programmes from the Philharmonic Society, which are quite out of the
normal, concert-going context.'
But surely is not this all, on some level,
just an intellectual game? We can never have
18th- century ears or 18th- century experiences...
'No, but Ido think our ears are beginning
to be changed. Ithink today the public is
much more receptive: you don't have to
apologize or even explain that these are
period instruments_ My point is that, from
these programmes Ithink I've learned that
their juxtapositions of repertoire, which are
not fashionable today, can actually work
very well. In a similar vein have been the
"Experiences" Roger Norrington has done
on the South Bank, where there is innovative
programming around a central theme or
piece.'
There are dangers, of course. Whereas the

authenticity movement was, at its outset,
very much the radical end of scholarship and
music- making, part of it now seems to be
becoming increasingly traditional, conservative even, in its choice of recorded repertoire. Is there not a danger that the result
will be endless diet of late Mozart and
Haydn?
'There are several points here. One is that
the majority of my colleagues began playing
this repertoire from a 17th- century point of
view. We started seeing music always from
"before", rather than with hindsight, and that
was itself avery exciting process. But Ithink
a lot of people have got withdrawal symptoms now, because we all play very little
17th-century ... and particularly 16thcentury consort music, which is what Ilove.
It may well be that we start going back and
exploring some even earlier repertoire —
particularly pre- Bach — which in many ways
I find much more interesting than the
Rococo or early Classical period.
'Further than that, there is the question of
what this whole approach has opened up — a
real hornets nest — of just how much
inaccuracy there is in the actual text, and
our treatment of more modern scores. Ido
find one thing absolutely extraordinary: if a
composer is alive today, people go out of
their way to have him present at arecording,
to listen to the sessions, to have his picture
on the sleeve and alittle note saying, " To my
wonderful colleagues — this is the best
performance Ihave ever heard". They think:
ah, we've done it with his blessing. Lo and
behold, the poor chap pops off, and people
think they can do anything with his music,
absolutely anything. Suddenly artistic
licence rules, and this terrible word interpretation.'
Certainly modern composers expect
imaginative input from the performer.
Would not have Mozart have expected the
same? Goodman agrees.
'What I'm really talking about is setting
the parameters. There is no question that
composers from the 18th- and 19thcenturies did expect, with their variety of
bowing, articulation and dynamics, adefinite
feeling of interpretation in the way phrases
were built up by performers. More recently,
you only need to look at Stravinsky's scores
and the tempi he chose to record them at.
But Ido think that the composer has more
licence than we have.'
But what of the future? For Goodman it
will initially be a time of consolidation
rather than exploration. There is much to be
done. Above all, lie hopes to continue
learning about how to play Beethoven.
There is certainly no danger that, now the
ground of the period instrument repertoire
has been cleared, there will be fewer challenges.
'I find it an incredibly full-time job just
trying to do what we believe in, and trying
to get away from the commercial hype
which is always put on us. In the majority of
performances I listen to, even many on
period instruments, the language that is
being spoken is not something which says
anything to me. Having spent enough time
reading the treatises, and in the field — as it
were exploring and experimenting — it's a
case of trying then to find a fusion of it all
that means something to me here and note,
and to an audience in a hall. Something
which is living; something which makes
sense within the parameters 1 believe the
composer intended, but which also says
something personal and which is worth
saying. Something which speaks.+
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THE BEECHAM EDITION

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
8/
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony 4 ` Italian ./
SCHUBERT: Symphony 8 'Unfinished'
RPOIBeecham EMI CDM 763 3982 (79m
08s) (1ît recordings from 1951-2
DVORAK: Symphony 8/SIBELIUS: Symphony Z RPOIBBC SO/Beecham EMI CDM
763 3982 (76m 48s) g) live recordings
1959, ' 54
SIBELIUS: The Tempest — incidental
music D Festivo
Scènes historiques H
D Karelia Suite f: Finlandia RPOCI.P0/
BBC SO/Beecham EMI CDM 763 3972 ( 72m
34s) €(1recordings from • 1938, ' 45, 1950-3
SIBELIUS: Symphony 7 D The Oceanides
Tapiola E Pelléas et Melisande RPO/
Beecham EMI CDM 763 4002 (76m 09s)
recorded 1955
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 D Nutcracker — Suite Op.71a RPO/Beecham EMI
CDM 763 3802 (65m 31s) c recordings
from 1957-8. ' 53
BIZET: Carmen Suite*/DEBUSSY: L'aprèsmidi d'un faune/DELIBES: Le Roi
s'amuse — ballet music/FAURÉ: Pavane*
D Dolly Suite* (orch. Rabaud)/SAINTSAENS: Le Rouet d'Omphale RPOCORTF
Orch/Beec-ham EMI CDM 763 3792 (68m
095) recordings from 1957-9
Although EMI have already made several
Beecham CD transfers, now there is to be an
'Edition' series, with distinguishing logo. The
first discs include the famous Festival Hall
Sibelius 2 ( with shouts of encouragement
from the conductor riding over the BBC
SO), and the later RP() concert performance
there of Dvorak 8. The first disc is drawn
from Kingsway Hall/Abbey Road Studio
recordings first issued by CBS; Nutcracker —
one of Beecham's favourite recordings — and
the material on the Sibelius Tempest CD are
also licensed from CBS (except the Karelia
Intermezzo). Negotiations are under way to
release the even rarer RCA material; other
possible projects under discussion include
the 1937 Tristan, aLeeds Festival Beethoven
Missa Solemnis, and the mono tapes of
symphonies which were then duplicated, at
later sessions, in stereo: the Berlioz Fantastique is an example. Beecham's prewar LP()
Mozart symphonies are already prepared for
NEU'S & RECORD RIvIEW
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In the ORTF recordings you may like to
Références CD reissue this year, and EMI
contrast the swagger of the Carmen Prelude
indicate real commitment to the ' Edition',
— cymbals clashing in Salle Wagram in
commercial considerations permitting.
proper perspective, this time! — with the
As noted in the CD booklet, there's one
suavity and contouring of Fauré's Berceuse
intriguing variation in Nutcracker, where
(from the suite for piano duet). [
B/C:1]
the approved take with its correct percusThe three Classical/Early Romantic symsion part has been edited back into the
phonies date from the fifth year of the
'Danse des mirlitons' — as remastered for LP
founding of the Royal Philharmonic, Again,
by CBS ( 1979), one heard no cymbal accomthis near max- length CD sounds pretty good
panying the middle section, and the very last
[C] — the ' Edition' has been digitally remaschord had ( bass-?)drum, whereas on CD it
tered by John Holland. Some of the takes
now has drum-cymbal clash.
used betray rough edges, in terms of orchesSir Thomas sometimes worked on the
tral intonation/ensemble, which today's prosame recording in different venues: most of
ducers would probably sand away in inserts.
the Tchaikovsky Fourth was done at the Salle
(In context, Imust say Ihear them less than
Wagram, where there were no stereo faciliat the Abbey Road launch presentation, but
ties; the work was completed at Kingsway
those used to the smoothness — blandness —
five months later ( his RP() Schubert 5 is
ubiquitous today should be at least foreanother such example). Isuppose it is his
warned.) Beethoven was infrequently
love of spicy percussion balances — as in 4(i)
here — which may divide the puritannical
recorded by Sir Thomas; his Eighth has
spontaneity, a clearly intended uncouth
goats who jib at such heartiness, and the
thrust here and there. Personally, Ifind it
sheep who follow every whim with charmed
unconvincing — rather too genial, too ' laid
approval.
'
back', if undeniably musical. Far more
This is Tchaikovsky without tears: an
approach very different from that taken by
impressive is the Schubert, with the Mendelssohn coming some way in between. Not
the German school ( Karajan, Bohm, Fricsay,
a priority, this CD. [C/H:1/3]
Furtwangler). Beecham and the RP() are at
But best of all are the two coupled live
best in full cry in the scherzo. But there's
recordings. The Dvorak, given when
something about Sir Thomas's handling of
rhythm that makes the symphony lightBeeham was 80, actually had a less enthusiastic press when transferred to I.P than the
weight, rather gaudy. In Nutcracker some
Sibelius ( technically, a dreadful tape, dim
exaggeratedly slow speeds are adopted,
and distant, running into harsh compression
some fast, and tambourine is thrown to sea
at climaxes). The white heat of the BBC's
in a recklessly accelerated `Trepale. Charm
Second, for me, is of less ultimate satisfaction
and tongue-in-cheek prevail here.
than the Dvorak. There, while Sir Thomas
[B:2][H(C):1*(3)].
takes the dramatic contrasts to dangerous
At the press launch, Lady Beecham circulimits, the spirit is as profoundly attuned to
lated copies of telegrams and letters of
this symphony as anything shown by Kubecordiality from Sibelius — presumably to
lik or Talich on records. The woodwind
counter the malicious Legge memoir, in
voices range free like birdsong; strings
which he says the composer disparaged
chase, brass challenge. The Adagio is set out
Beecham's pioneering work in championing
with eloquence and grandeur, the tripping
the symphonies etc. Regrettably, the potentially important interpretations of the
lyrical epsiodes charming and touchingly
innocent, the coda sweetest of all before the
Seventh and Tapiola do disappoint. The
symphony is not cogent enough for this
sound wells up then fades to nothing. The
powerful and continuously evolving statesense of anticipation in the hall is palpable
between movements — a beguiling Allegment. And in Tapolia, for all that the brass
outbursts are ferociously loud, they don't
retto, a finale where the RP() cover themselves in glory in all departments ( not least
seem to figure in the wanly painted landwhooping, trilling horns). An intoxicating
scape; the opening storm bars are rather
rally, then the hall is filled with ' Bravos'.
sketchy, too. Iwonder, was Beecham seekInimitable indeed ... IH/C:1***]
ing some poignant, inward expression for
Christopher Breunig
which his tempi were afraction too fast? The
rare Ocean ides tone-poem sounds very
BALAICIREV: Symphony 1 D Tamara*
beautiful ( 1*]. And ( although the opening of
RPOIBeecham EMI CDM 763 3752 ( 61m
'At the Castle Gate' is clipped, just as it was
18s) •Q(:)1955, '
56
on LP) the performance of the Pelléas Suite
This is just the sort of colourful repertoire in
is of inimitable distinction. [B/C:1*/2/3]
which Beecham excelled, and both performThe second all-Sibelius CD contains fourances enshrine music- making of great affecteen items from the Tempest incidental
music: produced at Walthamstow by a tionate warmth and endearing spontaneity.
I.icensed from CBS, this Tamara is better
Dutch Philips team, and unavailable for at
played than was Ansermet's, and has even
least 25 years, in spite of so superb areading.
more character and atmosphere than the
The sound is amazing for 1955 ( as is the
very fine Svetlanov [ Chant du Monde]. The
solitary BBC SO item — a sizzling Karelia
1954
Walthamstow recording — admirIntermezzo). The Tempest Intermezzo is
quite hauntingly done. Finlandia provides a ably balanced, with an impressively full bass
response — now sounds rather more satisglimpse of the prewar WO ( founded by
fying than the dimly focused, very early
Beecham in ' 32). In Scènes historiques/2
stereo taping of the Symphony ( made at
tracks 16, 18 are transposed and not as
Abbey Road the following year). Instructive
shown in the booklet; this is another captito compare Beecham's utterly natural phrasvating old recording! Overall, [
H(B):11.
ing in ( iii) with the oddly mannered, selfThe French disc is really selfconscious approach adopted by Jarvi in his
recommending. The word ' inimitable' is so
1984 CBSO account. In sum, this compilaoften used, but you only have to compare,
tion is a real treat! Now can we have
say the absurdly over-rated Dutoit Carmen
Karajan's classic 1950 Philharmonia version
Suite to hear music- making of an altogether
of the Symphony on CD, please? [
C/D:1/1"]
worthier kind here. And the Debussy Faune
Andrew Ac•henbach
is awonderful example of a conductor not
just using the score as mirror to his own
[The Philharmonia/Karajan Balakirev 1 is
vanity, but recreated afresh in the studio by
the then 78 year old conductor and his RPO.
included in EMI CMS 763 3162, 4CDs.]
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ADAMS: The Wound-Dresser III Fearful
Symmetries
Sylvan ( bar)/Orch of St Luke's/Adams
Elektra 979218-2 (47m 09s) ( WEA)

Studio-ish recording of it. however, detracts
from an otherwise extraordinary experience
that will prompt anything but indifference.
IA/C:11
Simon Cargill

Followers of the avant-garde over the last
ten or so years will already be aware that the
days of squeaky doors and Hammer Horror
discords have long been numbered. These
days anything goes — and that includes
melodies, harmonies and foot- tapping
rhythms. John Adams is definitely an advocate of all of these.
Portrayed ( in public at least) as the
minimalist who got bored with minimalism,
he has retained in his work something of the
economy of means characteristic of West
Coast American music, but is not afraid to
plunder from other idioms as diverse as
romanticism and rock. The two works
recorded here exemplify the haunting and
hideous sides of his art.
Setting apassage of Walt Whitman's poem
Drum- Taps, about the horrors of working in
an American Civil War hospital, The WoundDresser is an exquisite and poignant evocation of the act of selfless love offered by
those caring for the wounded. It avoids
sentimentality ( just) and, despite a few
moments of obvious eclecticism, is awork of
genuine vision and compassion. Sanford
Sylvan is the most tender of hospital guides
and the orchestra play with an impressive
hushed intensity and pathos. Those who
love Copland will warm to this.
The problem is that the other work on the
disc, Fearful Symmetries, is an all too
accurate exploration of some of the worst
kinds of pop music. If Stravinsky were
crossed with afairground organ and then the
results played on a hurdy-gurdy it would
probably sound something like this: sickly.
banal yet somehow horribly compelling.

BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique El
Roman Carnival Overture E Corsaire
Overture
Orch Capitole ToulouselPlasson
EMI CDC 754 0102 (68m 14s)
Originated by EMI France, Michel Plasson's
Fantastic Symphony proves to he something of acurate's egg. The Toulouse players
deliver much fine sound, the Halle aux Grains provides a spacious setting, and the
recording is mostly very good — if somewhat
bass- light. But 1sense more devotion to the
work's finer points in Reveries & Passions ( i)
and the central Country Scene ( iii) than in
the Ball, March to the Scaffold, and Witches
Sabbath. These receive an efficient but
mosth rather routine ' let's make a brilliant
impact treatment, with ( ii) alittle lacking in
grace, ( iv) too brisk to suggest impending
doom, and ( v) not given much time to
breathe — although the latter's tubas ( or are
they ophicleides?) have an apt fun-poking
coarseness in the Dies irae.
Masson achieves anicely poised give-andtake of rhythm and dynamics in ( i). hut I
especially enjoyed his beautifully shaped
and balanced pastoral movement, with its
lovely cor- anglais and more genuinely ' distant' thunder at the end than is usual. We are
also given duly hushed pianissimi wherever
the score requires, which doesn't always
happen. But there are no repeats. the bells
are conventionally pitched an octave high,
and forte violin passages seem slightly
exaggerated in the orchestral balance. Yet
despite my mixed reactions as a hardened
Bcrliozian, Isuspect that any newcomer to

RECORD OF THE MONTH
SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang and
other songs
Peter Schreier ( ten)lAndrás Schiff (
pno)
Decca 425 612-2 (62m 35s) also MC
Since Schubert did not live to order, even
to complete, the last song-collection that
Haslinger so evocatively named, there is
nothing sacrosanct about the traditional
groupings. Peter Schreier and Andras
Schiff insert among the Rellstab settings
'Herbst', of April 1828, and among the
Seidl ones not only ' Der Wanderer an den
Mond' ( chosen by Bar in his new EMI
recital, along with its companions of the
1827 publication), but also the rarely
heard 'Am Fenster' ( March 1826) and ' Bei
dir allein'. This is an exciting recital, a
happy marrying of the talents of Peter
Schreier in his high maturity, and Andras
Schiff's prodigious gifts — he is a
Schubertian of a very special sort, both
virtuoso and eloquently direct stylist.
Many of the songs gain greatly from being
sung at the original tenor pitch, though it
cannot he denied that Schreier is occasionally strained by low-lying passages, or
that his tone whitens at the top of the
range. He reminds me occasionally of
Patzak, and of Pears too, in his commitment as well as vocal quality — than which
there can hardly be higher praise. Com-
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the work would he delighted. The two
Overtures are well played, and the other
versions of the symphony with these same
fillers ( Bátiz/ASV, Prêtre RCA ) are less convincing as performances. [ Martinon's Symphonie/Lélio coupling is now on EMI CXS
762 7392, 2CDs. [ (
A/B:1/21
John Crabbe
BRAHMS: Serenade 2 11 Haydn Variadons El Academic Festival Overture
Saint Louis SO/Slatkin
RCA RD 87920 (60m 29s)
Slatkin clearly has akeen sense of tempo for
Brahms. One imagines that his readings of
the symphonies probably ignore all those
time-honoured manipulations of tempo
beloved of many German conductors. Here
all the performances are reflective in mood
but beautifully paced. Although the lightlyscored Serenade ( no trumpets, drums or
violins ) is very understated, the approach is
admirably suited to the music. The scherzo
is superbly deft yet calm and the finale has a
delightful innocent charm which Slatkin
underlines by rhythmic emphases within
smooth phrasing.
The Variations — written in the days
when no-one had yet queried Haydn's
authorship of the melody — are grand
enough in the final peroration hut the lack of
inner instrumental definition within broad
tempi makes for asomewhat sleepy reading.
This is apity since the orchestral playing is
often very beautiful; but the warm rumble
which passes for timpani in Var.( ii ) is
inadequate and when these instruments
have an important dotted pattern in Var.( vii )
they are barely distinguishable. Worse still,
the stereo image shifts leftward midway
through the first repeat.
The Academic Festival Overture is beautifully shaped but by no means vivid. Balance
improves about halfway through, horns take
on more character and even cymbals and
triangle attain convincing presence.
Perhaps the hall is the problem — giving a
dryness of quality which seems to affect the
violins more than the other instruments.
general impression. except for a stirring
coda to the Overture, is of caution and
correctness throughout. [ 11/C:1/31
Anton.)
,Hodgson
BRUCKNER: Symphony 8 in c ( ed. Haas)
North German RSO/Watid
BMG/DHM RD 60364(2) ( 2C1)s. 86m 21s )
(D 1988

parison with Bar/Parsons indicates a
general preference in Schreier and Schiff
for marginally faster speeds, and a more
extravert, more buoyant lift; 'Am Meer',
finely sustained by the tenor at his slower
pace, is an interesting exception. Decca
provide a recording of the utmost clarity
and refinement: a true chamber acoustic
(Mozartsaal, Vienna), with the listener
perfectly in touch with two great artists.
[A*:1*/1]
Peter Branscombe

'Ibis issue is not from the BMGDIIM Wand
cycle hut from performances recorded live
in l.übeck Cathedral on 22 and 23 August
1987, with the North German Radio orchestra. Comparing this with the earlier Cologne
reading, I am impressed by the richer
sonority of the Hamburg orchestra. hut
above all by Gunter Wand's greater spontaneity and introspection, evident most
obviously in the greater duration of the
individual movements, lie has added more
than a minute to his reading of the .
111egiy,
moderato, and though the difference is le»
marked in Scherzo and Trio and finale, the
Adagio has become markedly more spacious
still ( though not exceptionally so — there is
no danger of dragging). Some of the difference is doubtless to be accounted for by the
lengthy reverberation- period of the cathedral acoustic, noticeable more at the ends of
movements than within them, where clarity
89

of texture is for the most part excellent. It is
a tribute to the audience, and even more to
Wand's rapt and magisterial direction, that
there is almost no extraneous sound. The
first Cl) at 32m 32s might be thought to offer
poor value for money; however, in this
context a filler might seem meretricious.
IA:11
Peter Branscombe
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9 in d
North German RSO, Ilamburg/Wand
BMG/DHM RD 60365 (63m 05s)® 1989
This CD ( briefly available from EMI) was
recorded in a public rehearsal and two live
performances in I.übeck Cathedral between
24 and 26 June 1988. It strikes me as less
successful than the concurrently reviewed
Eighth, both because the technical quality is
less consistent and, more importantly,
because there are rather more blemishes in
the playing, and because Wand has been less
successful on this occasion in his control of
Bruckner's great paragraphs. If tension slackens at times, this is not due solely to Wand's
slow tempi — several conductors on record
take longer over the individual movements.
hamburg has afine Radio Orchestra, and this
is certainly not a negligible account of the
Ninth; there are however several that are
better, notably those of Haitink, Karajan and
Walter. 113:21
Peter Branscombe
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HAVERGAL BRIAN
Symphony 1, 'Gothic'
fenisova/Peckova/DolezallMikulas/Various
Choirs/CM SO and Slovak PO/Lenard
Marco Polo 8.223280/1 ( 2CDs, 111m 30s )
also 2NR: ( Harmonia Munch)
Symphony 3
BBC SO/ Friend
Hyperion CDA 66334 (55m I
6s ) also MC
Symphonies 8 & 9
RLPOiGroves
EMI CDM 769 8902 (52m 26s) ® 1978
Symphonies 10 & 21*
Leicestershire Schools SO/Loughranl
*Pinkell
Unicorn-Kanchana UK CD 2027 (47m
13s ) (D 19'3 ( Harmonia Mundi)
I fear that, on disc at any rate, Havergal
Brian's massive ' Gothic' Symphony still
awaits adecent trial ( execution? j. This is not
to decry the considerable time and effort
which must have been needed to get such a
vast undertaking off the ground — it's just
that the finished product strikes me as being
agolden opportunity well and truly muffed.
Grateful though one must be to have the
chance of hearing this legendary work at all,
it must he said that both performance and
recording here do scant justice to Brian's
extraordinary vision. In fact, so swimmy and
ill-defined is Marco Polo's sound-picture in
any busier tuttis. there are times when the
CD might as well he playing backwards for
all the detail it yields; and though Icertainly
don't doubt the whole- hearted enthusiasm
of the two orchestras involved, too often
their combined effort is hampered by alack
of real discipline, with distractingly frequent
intonation problems.
Which is a great pity, because — after
initial bafflement — repeated hearings with
the help of Cranz's study score have
revealed a work of genuine, if uneven,
inspiration, and not simply the cranky product of some hopelessly naive, embittered
artist. To begin with, the three purely
orchestral movements which make up Part 1
are impressive in their own right: a taut,
90

notably compact opening 4/legro assai,
boasting a truly memorable second subject
the sort of tune you feel as though you've
known all along), is followed by aweighty,
grief- laden Funeral March, and acompelling
Scherzo- Finale which eventually generates a
terrifying, unquenchable energy. Along the
way there are momentary echoes of Hoist,
Bax, Mahler, Bruckner too; that said, one is
also aware of a bracingly individual, distinctly uncompromising voice here, whose
orchestral pallette constitutes a veritable
hothouse of fantastically evocative sounds
(alas, only intermittently fulfilled here).
However, Part I is inevitably dwarfed by
the 70m+ tripartite setting of the Te Deunz
which makes up the rest of the symphony.
ibis is the sort of music you could spend an
entire lifetime trying to fathom out. and I'm
not about to pretend that, even after such an
admittedly short acquaintance, it still strikes
me as anything other than a series of
wondrously weird, wildly contrasting episodes, rather than a continuously evolving
whole. But what unearthly sounds Brian
draws from his huge forces: choral writing of
ahitherto unprecedented richness and staggering complexity ( pushed well beyond
their limits, the various Czech choirs nevertheless perform heroics with the prodigious
demands made upon them), and the positively seismic final upheaval at the words
'Non confundar in aeternunf is, Isuspect,
more powerful than can ever be realized.
So, if you arc inquisitive about hearing the
'world's largest symphony' ( and, let's face it,
who wouldn't be?), this is a set to he
sampled. But be warned: in terms of refinement and imaginative execution both performance and production leave a lot to be
desired. In the face of such enormous
endeavour, the idea of arating seems almost
meaningless; trying to be objective, Isuppose [C:2/3(*)] is about it — the performance
star is for trying in the first place.
Bafflement, too, was my first reaction to
the Third Symphony, completed some five
years after the mighty ' Gothic', but here I

must confess subsequent auditionings have
riot proved any more revealing. Yes, the
loosely structured first movement is in a
just- about- identifiable sonata form, and I
think I'm beginning to see the glimmer of an
underl ing logic elsewhere, but Brian's often
unrelievedly dense textures prove a real
stumbling block ( exacerbated by a not
ideally expansive recording made at the BBC
SO's permanent home of Studio I. Maida
Vale), and the presence within the orchestral fabric of a prominent and at times
frantically active role assigned to two pianos
— Brian had originally imagined the work as a
concerto — merely adds to the confusion.
However, some responsive playing from the
BBC orchestra and Hyperion's excellent
presentation ( like the set of the ' Gothic', this
issue is assiduously indexed) should
undoubtedly prove an aid to further exploration. IA:11
Occupying arather higher level of inspiration are Symphonies 8, 9 & HI, which
together form a powerful triumvirate ( the
composer himself regarded them as
'brothers'). By this stage ( 1949-54 ) Brian's
symphonic processes had become more
compressed and, at the same time, far more
assured: a real sense of purpose is at work
here, and one cannot but be impressed by
the diversity of expression and elemental
force Brian somehow conjures from such
seemingly undistinguished material. This is
strange, craggy music, in which moments of
profound, utter calm alternate bewilderingly
with more jagged outbursts of stormy violence — and yet it remains curiously compelling for all that. Groves's excellent readings of 8 and 9 continue to sound most
impressive on CD, and the playing of the
RI.P0, whilst not the last word in refinement, positively oozes commitment. All
things considered, the performances of 10
and the quirkily individual 21 by the provincial youth orchestra on Unicorn-Kauchana
are amazingly good. and the 1973 recording,
too. is still more than adequate. EMI [
A/
A* : 11, l;nicurn [A/B:21. Andrew Achenbach
I
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BRITTEN: Cello Sonata/SHOSTAKOVICH:
Cello Sonata/PROKOFIEV: Ballade
fuljan Lloyd Webber ( vIc)1John McCabe
(pno)
Philips 422 345-2 ( 57m 13s)
Even some of the more charitable commentators have remarked on the somewhat arid
grittiness of the Britten work. Certainly
those who are more familiar with his
exuberant earlier output may find themselves a little disappointed. Thematically
unified it may be; but it takes a larger than
life interpreter like Rostropovich ( for whom
it was written) to bring it off.
For all the many felicities of Lloyd Webber's playing, he lacks just that last ounce of
personality to bring the work off. True, it is
chamber music and needs to be played as
such; but there are moments when one feels
a sense of constriction that is enough to
disengage the attention.
The Prokofiev and Shostakovich fare better; but the slightly opaque, monochrome
recording ( particularly in the lower middle
register where the cello spends much of its
time) gives everything an air of faintly
sombre ' murk' which only serves to underline the rather anonymous quality of the
music-making. One longs for a touch more
light and shade, and more involvement.
[B:21
Simon Cargill
BUSONI: Piano Concerto, Op,39
Garrick Ohlsson (pno)/Cleveland Orch and
Men's ChlDohnanyi
Telarc CD 80207 ( 71m .
45s )
John Ogdon (p710)/John Al ldis ChIRPOI
Revenaugh
EMI CDM 769 8502 (68m 42s) ® 1968
Very much acase of swings and roundabouts
here, I'm afraid. How to choose between
two such magisterial accounts of Busoni's
gargantuan Concerto? Imust admit Inever
thought anyone could surpass John Ogdon's
hair-raising virtuosity in this piece but if
anything Garrick Ohlsson is an even more
dauntingly accurate advocate: just listen to
his whirlwind execution of the coruscating
solo part in the Pezzo giocoso second
movement, for example. Here, as elsewhere,
he enjoys superbly prepared, highly committed backing from Dohnanyi and the Cleveland Orchestra. Ohlsson is also perhaps the
more obviously imaginative of the two:
compare his bold, imperious opening statement in ( i) with Ogdon's staid, almost flabby
entry — and what marvellous shape and
character the American bestows upon Busoni's seemingly artless, utterly conventional
chordal writing here.
However, for all Ohlsson's superior technique and glossy finish. Istill find Ogdon's
pioneering version that bit more involving
and, ultimately, more moving. There is a
natural, unforced eloquence about this performance; his is a more questing spirit than
Ohlsson's — in short, he brings a greater
Innigkeit to bear, especially in the mysterious incantations of thc central Pezzo
serioso. I like, too, the quiet authority of
Daniell Revenaugh's work with the RP() —
no match for the collective brilliance of the
Clevelanders in ( iv )'s sizzling tarantella, to
be sure, but capable of deeply satisfying
things all the same. EMIs 1967 Abbey Road
recording is now beginning to show its age,
inclining to shrillness in tuttis. On Telarc the
crystalline clarity of Ohlsson's Biisendorfer
has been excitingly captured by sound
engineer Jack Renner, and his realistic
balance faithfully conveys the Concerto's
111-1 ,1NEWS tt RECORD REVIEW
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dark, rather matted orchestral tapestry. Get
one or the other — Busoni fans will surely

Diepenbrock's recurring traits). Rather less
distinctive are the Hymn, a somewhat prolonged confection — sweetly given by soloist

want both. TelarcIA/A*:11, EMI [
A/B:1/11.
Andreu ,Achenbach
DEBUSSY: Images CI Nocturnes
Montréal 50 & Ch/Dutoit
Decca 425 502-2 (60m I9s ) also MC
Characteristically polished performances
from Montreal, treated — with one major
caveat ( more of which later )— to asuperbly
refined, sumptuous St Eustache recording
from the Decca engineers; indeed, Debussy's
scoring can seldom have sounded quite so
ravishing to the ear as on this new disc. In
the Images Dutoit impresses most with his
scrupulous attention to dynamics, and he
and his fine players create some marvellously irridescent textures throughout. Ialso
love the gloriously uninhibited trombones'
glissando at the very end of ' Ibéria', for once
making its intended exuberant impact — I
only wish it more accurately reflected the
whole set.
To put it bluntly, there's a dearth of
passion and temperament here; yes, the
playing is very well-heeled and wonderfully
assured, but these Images end up sounding
bland next to, say, the old ISO/Monteux on
Philips. whose soloists are consistently more
characterful than their Canadian colleagues.
Under Dutoit Imiss the intensity of expression which Monteux brings to Ibéria's dusky
central tableau — to my way of thinking it's
all just a little too slick, too knowing.
Much the same goes for the Nocturnes:
superbly played, certainly, but again Dutoit's
readings err towards smoothness and anonymity. Beautiful Montreal strings in ' Nuages'
cannot compensate for a general lack of
mystery and atmosphere, and in Haitink's
excellent 1980 account with the Concertegebouw ( Philips again) there is a drama
and spatial grandeur about the procession in
'Fêtes' which Dutoit cannot quite equal.
More seriously, the female chorus in ( iii)
have been balanced too closely to make
their proper alluring, other-worldly effect —
in fact, their difficulties with Debussy's
taxing vocal writing are all too tangible!
However, 'Sirènes' apart, I must reiterate
that the recording itself is all one could
desire. [
A* (C):1/21
Andrew Achenbach
DIEPENBROCK: Overture ' The Birds' El
Marsyas Suite D Hymn for Violin and
Orchestra 111 Elektra Suite (arr. Reeser)
Emmy Verhev ( rin )/Hague Residentie/Vonk
Chandos CHAN 8821 (76m 27s) also MC
Now it's the turn of Dutch music to get the
enterprising Chandos treatment, and this
generously filled anthology certainly makes
out a strong case for its overlooked composer. Alphons Diepenbrock ( 1862-1921 )
was completely self-taught — which perhaps
accounts for acertain wide-eyed innocence
and touching naivety discernable here — and
those who enjoy exploring the more shadowy byways of the French repertoire, as
exemplified by figures such as d'Indy. Lekeu
or Rabaud, will discover much the same
brand of wistful, post-Wagnerian lyricism in
Diepenbrock's art. 'Ibis is especially true of
the MarsJ ,as Suite, over which the spirit of
Tristan looms large; even so, there is an
appealing freshness and individuality about
much of the woodwind writing both here
and in the attractive overture which opens
the collection — the latter in particular
shows a deft, airy touch ( its intentionally
bright, top-heavy scoring seems to be one of

Emmy Verhey — and the posthumously
arranged Elektra Suite. Performances are
consistently sympathetic, and Hans Vonk
secures playing of real refinement from his
excellent players. Beautiful sound adds to
this issue's appeal. [
A/A*:11
Andrew Achenbach
1HANDEL: Arias
Kathleen Battle (sop)/ASM/Marriner
EMI CDC 749 1792 (58m 53s)
This is awell chosen, richly varied selection
of arias from the operas and oratorios. 'As
when the dove' from Acis and Galatea, '
Oh!
had IJubal's lyre' from Joshua, '
Sweet bird'
from II Pensieroso, '
Rejoice greatly' from
Messiah, and ` Ey'ry sight' and ' May peace in
Salem' from Solomon represent the oratorios; from the operas we hear ' Pianger& from
Giulio Cesare, and 'Ah! mio cor' and "Fornami a vagheggiar' from Alcina. Kathleen
Battle produces sweet- toned, precise, stylish
and brilliant singing, and Sir Neville Marriner
and the ASM give her sympathetic and finely
played accompaniments; at times, particularly in lightly-scored numbers, Ifelt that the
orchestra was set back too far. A curious
detail in the direction is that in Cleopatra's
aria, the da capo is taken perceptively
slower than the first statement. Ornamentation is for the most part restrained and
tasteful. Alan Blyth's notes, helpfully placed
before the aria- texts in the leaflet, set the
context for each. And the recording, which
reasonably enough suggests the ambience of
oratorio platform rather than opera stage, is
spacious and warm in quality. [A:11
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphony 41 in C 11 48 in C
'Maria Theresia' D 65 in A
English ConcertlPinnock
Archiv 429 399-2 (58m 26s)
HAYDN: Symphony 43 in E ' Mercury' LI
51 in B4 D 52 in c
English Concert/Pinnock
Archly 429 400-2 ( 65m 22s)
In February Igreeted enthusiastically Trevor
Pinnock's first two CDs in the promised set
of six, to cover the 'Sturm und Drang'
symphonies of 1766-73, and it is excellent
news that Haydn- lovers have not been kept
waiting long for volumes 3 and 4. The high
expectations are fully met: these are vigorous yet properly eloquent readings of a
further six works, all of them with their own
particular claims to attention. 41, scandalously neglected, will give as much delight as
any, with its stern chromatic surprises in the
triple- time opening Allegro con spirito and
magical wind writing ( and playing! ) in the
(In poco Andante.
But no number of words could do justice
to these richly contrasting symphonies or
the performances: listen to the horns in the
Adagios of 48 and 51. Tempos are almost all
well chosen, though the Menuet of 48 is
rather fast; textures are unfailingly fresh and
clear, and Mr Pinnock's harpsichord continuo is imaginative yet undemonstrative.
With the recording quality up to Archiv's
very best — fresh, full-bodied and spacious —
no lover of the classical symphony should
hesitate to add these splendid CDs to his
collection; 51 and 52 in particular will prove
infinitely fascinating and challenging. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe
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LISZT: Piano Concertos 1 & 2 E Hungarian Fantasy
Barry Douglas (pno)'LSO/Ilirokami
RCA RD 87916 ( Sim 30s )
Both Concertos are given clear-sighted and
vigorous performances though they lack the
scintillating bravura and poetic fancy that
made Krystian Zimerman's recent IX; versions so memorable. Cadenzas and flourishes
— I.iszt's way of modulating from one key to
another — are often treated as so much
irrelevancy. and Douglas is notably characterless in the central ristesso tempo of the
First Concerto ( try Martha Argerich on DG
fin an altogether more volatile approach).
The quasi arpa arpeggios at the conclusion
of the sanie Concerto are impressively
fluent, yet despite the overall absence of
self-conscious or disfiguring idiosyncrasy
there is too little personal involvement or
poetic commitment.
l'he Second Concerto, which Douglas
played so memorably at the Proms some
years ago. presents a similar tale, though
with some tell- tale touches of insecurity.
Articulation in the champing second subject
is imprecise and the double- note cadenza
just before the Allegro deciso is technically
weak. Terms such as cmi abbandono
prompt only a pale response and so.
although the Hungarian himtasy is more
urgently propelled and realized, it is difficult
to see these performances as competitive.
Zimerman couples the two Concertos on
DG with the Totentanz ( Lisit's most substantial work for piano and orchestra), and
there are other earlier concerto recordings
of great distinction by Richter ( Philips),
Wendel ( Philips), and ( in the E-tlat) by
Martha Argerich. The LSO and Junichi Hirokami offer a fairly impressive partnership
and the recordings are generally smooth and
refined. (A/B:31
Bryce Morrison
LISZT: Sonata in b E Nuages Gris E
Unstern! I La lugubre gondola I D
Richard Wagner — Venezia
Maurizio Pollini (pno)
DG 427 322-2 ( i5m 11s) also I.PiNIC
The journey from, say. Horowitz's legendary
1932 recording of the Liszt Sonata to Pollini's 1989 account suggests a radical change
of style and direction. A new severity reigns
supreme. and purists in particular will celebrate an absence of all beguiling pianistic
glamour, tricksiness or sophistication. For
them Pollini's performance will imply a
moral integrity unknown to previous generations. Others will sense the limitations of
Pollinrs iron- will and uncompromising
vision; alack of acertain stylistic luxuriance
that is. after all, inseparable even from Liszt's
greatest works. The tautly disciplined
energy with which the fiercest climaxes are
approached and the clean, hard muscular
lines throughout create an authority of their
own. Yet, is the opening truly sotto roce or
the virament non legato elaboration of the
principal theme as fluent or glistening as in
other, often less celebrated, hands? A rocksteady fugue is somehow qualified in its
impact by a coldly defiant way with terms
such as deice or expressiro; there is something determinedly teutonic about the
entire reading.
Pollini's integrity in ' late' Liszt is, however,
total. ( Some will sense an intention to relate
the Sonata to liszes final, dark- hued and
prophetic manner, rather than contrast it.)
There is no concession to easy impressionism and the inexorable momentum of Dist92

ern! or the spiritual desolation suggested in
La lugubre gondola are communicated with
rare force and concentration. These works
are taken ' live' from a 1988 recital in Vienna
(a city for long associated with hide-hound
attitudes towards Liszt) and the numb
acquiescence at the end of each piece is
both apt and understandable. The recordings are immaculate. IA:1/2] Brrce Morrison
MOZART: March K189 E Serenade in D,
K185 E March K62 D Serenade in D,
K100
ASM ,Manlizer
Philips 426 388-2 ( 60m 37s)
Two sizeable serenades with their attendant
marches, all in D major. may sound like a
recipe for surfeit, but Nlarriner's sparkling
performances quickly dispel any sense of
monotony or threat of overdosage. In any
case the music, despite being relatively early
Mozart, is rich in incident, including a terse
little violin concerto ( played by Kenneth
Sillito) in the ' Andretter' Serenade ( K185),
and concertante parts for oboe and horn
(Celia Nicklin and Timothy Brown) in the
earlier work. There is not much to be said
about the music beyond the fact that it is
unfailingly attractive, even if not perhaps
quite as ambitious as in some of the later
orchestral serenades. lbere is a version of
K185 by Hogwood and a Hungarian one
from Rolla available, but K100 seems to have
been neglected for some time, so this
admirably played and cleanly recorded pairing fills agap very nicely. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommen

more remarkable. Giulini is slower in every
movement. hut with the notable exception
of the Kirie. he also tends to make more
impact. Partly this is to do with an exceptionally fine recording. In the Recordare, on
the other hand, though 37% slower. Giulini
achieves a graciousness which escapes the
Hanover group. At this point too, the superbly-focused soloists on the Sony recording
make the less than ideally present solo
quartet on Nimbus seem wan by comparison. That said, the Nimbus soloists are
well-balanced between themselves, and in
lux Aeterna Gundula Janowitz achieves a
wonderfully ethereal sense of beauty.
Nimbus recording in general has far more
strength and detail than most presentations
from this source, and the fact that it happens
to he matched here in the same month
against arecording of exceptional technical
quality from Sony is no disgrace. Giulini is
more arresting at times ( his full choral
passages are gripping) and the familiar Sussmayr score remains afine piece of editorial
work. Without attempting to overturn history, Landon's edition gives considerable
food for thought and Goodman presents it
with great conviction. Sony [A*:1/2], Nimbus [
A/11:1].
Antolo ,Hodgson

MOZART: Requiem
Lynne Dawson ( sop)/ard van Nes ( con)/
Keith Lewis ((en)/Simon Estes ( bass)/
Philharmonic, & Ch/Giulini
Sony Classical CD 45577 ( 60m 20s)
Gundula janowitz ( sop)julia Bernheimer
(mez-sop)/ Martyn Hill ( feu) David Thomas ( basspHanover Band & ChlGoodman
Nimbus NI 5241 (48m 05s)
A fascinating contrast. Roy Goodman uses
HC Robbins Landon's new edition, Carlo
Maria Giulini the standard completion of the
work by Mozart's pupil Sussmayr. In a
thorough explanation of his preparation,
Landon shows much sympathy t'or Sussmayr
and accepts his solution for the latter part of
the work. The difference lies in Landon's
acceptance of the orchestrations by another
pupil. Eybler, which affect sections 3 to
(Dies Irae to Confutatis). Where even
Eybler had left incompleteness ( Nos.3,
and 6) Landon has tied up the loose ends.
Additionally, Frenstâdtler's contributions to
the Kyrie are accepted — they comprise
supplementary basset- horns, bassoons,
violins and violas, which make the movement attractively colourful. ( This is the
Freystiidtler refered to in Mozart's canon as
'Gauli-Mauli', Little Porcupine' and other
ruder things). In performance the two versions differ noticeably because the fierce,
repetitive trumpet and drum figures are
double-dotted under Goodman but not
under Giulini. Without seeing both scores
one cannot be sure if this is amatter of text
or of interpretation, but certainly Goodman's sounds much more exciting. Rex
tremendae majestatis is more lefty scored
by Eybler and excludes the timpani familiar
from Sussmayr's version.
l'he differences in orchestration between
the two presentations are cetainly intriguing
but the contrast in performance is even

:11

MOZART: Mass in c, K427
AugerDawsonlAinsleyIThomas/Winchester
Cathedral Ch & College Quiristers/AAM/
Hogwood
Oiseau Lyre 425 528-2 ( 50m 38s)
The great unfinished C- minor Mass poses
almost as many problems to scholars as the
Requiem, though they are rather different
ones. Little of Mozart's original remains,
apart, that is, from the bits lie rearranged and
incorporated into Daridde penitente, and all
we have to rely on are some indifferently
copied parts made by an Augsburg monk,
apparently for study purposes. Richard
Maunder, who made a persuasive performing version of the Requiem, which Flogwood
recorded some years back, has now applied
his talents to reconstructing the torso of the
earlier Mass. The result is perhaps rather less
dramatic than the Requiem turned out to be,
but is a reliable and eminently plausible
piece of work. Unfortunately I have been
unable to see the score ( OUP are charging
£60 for it) so cannot compare it with
standard editions. '[here are, of course, none
of the interpolations from earlier settings
that some editors have seen fit to pad the
work out with; hence it remains as a torso.
Ill 11 7s: FIN Set 11VCOKI)ItINIEVi .
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The soloists, notably Auger, have adapted
well to the AAM's requirements for period
style performance, and the all- male choristers are admirable. It goes without saying
that Hogwood's scholarly attention to detail
is as impressive as Maunder's concern with
scholarship. Whether this can be called a
definitive version of this truncated masterpiece is naturally difficult to say, but that it is
an important contribution to our appreciation of Mozart's intentions as far as they can
be determined is unquestionable. [
A:1/1*1
Kenneth Dommett
NIELSEN: An Imaginary Journey to the
Faroe Islands D Flute Concerto D Symphony 1
Patrick Gallois ("ID/Gothenburg SO/Chung
BIS CD-454 ( 62m 47s)
Nielsen looked on his Rhapsody Overture as
a potboiler, but it has a persuasively atmospheric quality which Chung captures quite
successfully, though ( unlike Blomstedt in his
now deleceted EMI recording) he rather
dodges the storm- tossed seas that Nielsen
envisaged en route to those remote islands
and which the Faroese delegation, in whose
honour the piece was written, actually
encountered on their way to Denmark in
1927. In fact there is, both here and in the
symphony, atendency to overlay the intrinsic dynamism of the music with a reflective
patina that threatens to rob it of momentum.
Compared with Blomstedt's recent Decca
version of the symphony, and even with Ole
Schmidt's earlier one. Chung makes it sound
like the work of amuch older man than the
25 year old who began it in 1890. The Flute
Concerto is more typically Nielsen. Gallois
plays the prickly solo part with confidence,
though it is not as subtle a performance as
Nicolet's splendid one with Masur on Philips. The sound throughout is less spectacular than that on the recent Blomstedt disc,
and though some may find the BIS more
naturally balanced it is inclined to be congested, and is certainly less brilliant. 1A/B:1/
2]
Kenneth Dommett
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 3 in d
Ill Sonata 2 (original version)
Cécile Ousset (pno)IPhilharmonia/Herbig
EMI CDC 749 9412 ( Im I3s )
Cécile Ousset's is among the most lucid of
Rachmaninov 3 recordings, but it is lucid at
aprice. Unlike her ' live' performances, with
their often pulverizing strength and glitter,
her sheer physical aplomb, this is disappointly cautious. Why such sobriety? Why
so circumspect in this most opulent of
fin-de-siècle concertos? The first più mosso
sounds tranquilised and disengaged; her
approach to the cadenza is entirely pedestrian and. unlike Santiago Rodriguez in his
Élan recording, Miss Ousset is determined
not to receive a ticket for speeding. Terms
such as più vivo prompt little more than a
token gesture, and her sonority throughout
is without the necessary degree of colour or
variety. The last two movements are more
successful than the first, yet while they are as
safe as houses, they are hardly ablaze with
fire or temperamental affinity.
In the very generous coupling Miss Ousset
is altogether more persuasive, more liberal
and individual. And while she is less romatically charged or inclined than. say, Van
Cliburn ( RCA), John Browning ( Delos), or
Gordon Fergus-Thompson ( Kingdom), and
less cogent than Ashkenazy ( Decca), her
unfaltering command of even the most
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fraught and elaborate situation is highly
impressive. A touch of literalisim mars the
opening of ( ii) — arich and seamless Russian
legato and continuity do not come easily to
Miss Ousset, with her altogether more brittle and Gallic style — but in the massive
double- note carillon in ( i) she is brilliant
and articulate. Every rhythmic complexity,
too, is unravelled with agleaming clarity and
force and, overall, her mastery is exhilarating in itself. The orchestral partnership in
the Concerto is satisfactory rather than
distinguished, and the recordings faithfully
mirror the pianist's distinctive sound.
[A:3/2]
Bryce Morrison
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 3 in
d/PROKOFEV: Piano Concerto 3 in C
Santiago Rodriguez (pno)ISofia Philhar111011idEMil Tabakor
Elan CD 2220 (68m 46s) ( Gamut)
Cécile Ousset's refusal to venture far beyond
a literal reading of the score, in her EMI
recording of Rachmainov's Third Concerto,
reflects one kind of superficiality, while
Santiago Rodriguez suggests another.
Altogether more fleet, fluent and audacious,
he plays too obviously for effect, wilfully
ignoring Rachmaniov's directions ( try the
first reloce cadenza) in favour of an often
flashy alternative. 'Me musical personality is
too inconsistent and lacking in cogency to
make such an elaborate show of 'difference',
or individuality, truly convincing.
In Prokofiev's Third Concerto listeners
may well wonder why the orchestra commences so loudly ( hardly piano or dolce), a
portent for a performance which, while
once again outwardly assured, has a restless
surface verve that is self-defeating. The lack
of orchestral distinction is again evident at
the start of ( ii), and throughout there is an
absence of subtlety, an ability to know when
to draw back or understate; everything is
hectoring and pushed to the limit. Early
versions of the Rachmaninov by the composer himself, Horowitz, Gilds ( unavailable), and Van Cliburn ( irritatingly, still
absent from this country), remain unsurpassed — though it is difficult to resist adding
that a recent concert performance by
Stephen Hough suggested that he could
match and even surpass such past mastery:
his playing was of atruly phenomenal agility
and pianistic cunning. Hopefully Virgin
Records will take the hint! New recordings
by Howard Shelley ( Chandos) and Cristina
Ortiz ( Collins) are announced. In the Prokofiev there are Katchen and Martha Argerich; and one looks tbrward to arecording by
Ivo Poerelich whose razor-sharp articulacy
and idiosyncrasy could find anotably happy
outlet in this concerto. Élan's recording is of
limited range and quality and my copy was
faulty, producing extraneous noise and
refusing to access track 4. [ A satisfactory
replacement was later supplied. I[ C:3]
Bryce Morrison
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9 'Great C major'
Saint Louis SO/Slatkin
RCA RD 60174 (55m 42s) also MC
Here is a fine, rather old-fashioned account
of the 'Great C- major', very well played by
the St Louis Orchestra, with awarm sheen to
the strings, a weighty but not domineering
brass attack, and much happy woodwind
detail. I.eonard Slatkin's reading is taut yet
warmly classical and shows aperceptive ear
for detail as well as concern for overall
structure and sonority. He takes the first-
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movement repeat, but not the one in the
finale, which is apity: he creates afine sense
of the relationships between movements,
which could only have been enhanced by
making the finale that much more substantial. The recording is firm, resonant and
pleasingly balanced. A thoroughly recommendable version. [
A:11 Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang
Olaf Bar ( bar)/Geoffre)' Parsons (pno)
EMI CDC 749 9972 (66m I1s)
What the title does not reveal is that, as well
aN the fourteen songs that make up the
posthumous cycle, the disc also contains
three further settings of Seidl poems: though
'Die Taubenpose ( here interpreted with an
almost stony inner tension ) makes an incomparable — if inauthentic — close to the
collection, we can go on to enjoy the varied
charms of ' Der Wanderer an den Mond', Mas
Zügenglticklein' and ' Im Freien'. Olaf Bar's
fresh, beautifully focused, somewhat veiled
baritone is at its most natural- sounding in
the sombre settings — ' In der Ferne', or Der
Doppelganger' — or the most urgent ones,
such as 'Aufenthalr. Standchen' is put across
with something like acroon, and one or two
of the lighter songs are strait-laced. Geoffrey
Parsons is at one with the singer, well
balanced with the voice yet alert to the
more soloistic challenges. 'Me recording
(No.1 Studio) is pleasingly resonant, the
piano tone firm and rounded. The riches of
these performances will continue to reveal
themselves with repeated hearings: among
low- voice versions Bar and Parsons certainly
challenge the 1962 Fischer-Dieskau/Moore
and Siegfried Lorenz/Shetler for preeminence. IA:1/21
Peter Bransc•ombe
SCHUBERT: Octet
AAM Chamber Ens
OiseauLyre 425 519-2 ( 59m 48s ) also MC
Here is a very enjoyable account of
Schubert's delectable Octet — the first on
authentic instruments to have come my way,
if not the first such in absolute terms. The
merits are considerable, and certainly not
confined to the distinctive and attractively
grainy timbres of the instruments: this is a
poised, perceptive and beautiful account
which gains an edge on several of its
competitors by the added virtues of the
sonorities: the lively chatter of Anthony
Pay's clarinet, the warm glow of Anthony
Halstead's horn and the delicacy of Felix
Warnock's bassoon line. But to single out the
wind-players is unfair to the excellent
strings: Monica Huggett and Pavlo Beznosiuk, Martin Kelly, Timothy Mason, and
Barry Guy, whose double-bass enticingly
growls out the bottom line of the tricky
opening Andante molto to the finale. The
recording, made in the Cambridge Music
School's concert hall, is resonant yet clear,
forward without being intrusive, the complex instrumental strands well and naturally
balanced.
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: 3Sonatinas, D384, 385 & 408
III Sonata, D574 D Fantaisie, D934 El
Rondeau brillant, D895
Isaac Stern ( zeln)1Daniel Barenboim (Imo)
Sony Classical CD 44504 ( 2CDs, 11 -'m
01s)
Given our present-day love of the intégrale
it is perhaps surprising that this becomes the
only CD set to contain all six of Schubert's
works for violin and piano: the three sonatas
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of March/April 1816 that Diabelli labelled
Sonatinen in his posthumous publication,
the big A- major Sonata of August 1817, the
Rondo in B- minor ( October 1826) — the
only one of these works to be published in
Schubert's lifetime — and the Fantaisie in C,
which was composed around the time of
Schubert's last Christmas. This is awelcome
issue, marked by playing of distinction and
refinement, and a fresh, well-balanced
recording, with agreeably forward microphone placement. Initially Ifelt that the
early sonatas were played in a rather bland.
uncommitted manner — two of them are,
after all, in the minor mode — but the
performances grew on me, and the later
works confirmed the impression that these
distinguished musicians have taken apoised,
undemonstrative yet suitably large-scale
view of the music, if a bit short on wit and
charm — at least until the Allegretto of the
Fantaisie. In the variation movement of this
piece, Stern departs from the pizz.larco
markings in the old Complete Edition. The
Rondo forms asuitably brilliant and stylistically expansive cumulation, albeit one that
players even of this distinction find taxing.
IA:11
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Allegretto, D915 0 3 Klavierstücke, D946 0 12 Lândler, D790 III 4
Impromptus, D935
András Schiff (pno)
Decca 425 638-2 ('• im 26s)
A lovely recital, warmly to be welcomed.
Though Andras Schiff has justly built up a
reputation as an interpreter of awide range
of piano music, there seems to me. on the
evidence of this record and his accompaniments ( so much more than that!) to
Schreier's new Schuymengesang, to be a
special affinity between him and Schubert.
This generous programme, recorded on a
Biisendorfer in the Mozartsaal of Vienna's
Konzerthaus two summers ago, has already
given nie much pleasure. The technical
quality is high, with considerable presence
and awarm, rounded piano tone that shows
no tendency to spread or to grow thin
throughout a wide dynamic range. The
pianism is alert yet relaxed, with a natural
feel for the relationship between detail and
structure — in Schiffs hands problems of
length and shape simply do not arise.
Rightly, melody is his first concern, allied to
tempo and texture; the feel is of spontaneity,
whether one is considering the large-scale
movements — the E- fiat Klavierstück or
F- minor and B-fiat Impromptus — or the
sparkling yet poignant liindler ( Deutsche)
of 1823 when, as John Reed points out in his
valuable introduction, Schubert was facing
the first crisis of his terminal illness. The
later pieces heard here celebrate the composer's triumphant synthesization of
tragedy, tenderness and joie de Here. The
result is very beautiful. [A:11
Peter Branscombe
SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartets
& 4
Brodsky Qt
TeldeC 2292-46009-2 ( 1m 52s)

1,

3

'Ibis second instalment of the Brodsky cycle
shares all the characteristics of the first ( May
p971. though perhaps to a lesser degree.
Private rather than public performances,
their accounts of the works have a sort of
deadpan urbanity which captures perfectly
one prominent streak in Shostakovich's character. Everything is civilised and pervaded
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by acool, dapper virtuosity ( particularly the
third movement of No.1 ) which lends the
music a strange air of suppressed hysteria
seen through a gauze of heavy irony. The
pastoral ardour at the opening of No.4
grows, on this occasion, not to be avisionary
climax but asort of exhilarating muscularity.
Elsewhere, moments like the robust Jewish
section in the work's finale seem to suffer
from the Brodsky's unwillingness to get too
involved.
However, this is Shostakovich playing of
real distinction. Whether you warm to it will
depend on the extent to which your preconceptions of this music have been coloured
by groups like the Borodin. Those who see
the public rhetoric of the symphonies as the
true Shostakovich may find the Brodsky's
restraint alittle perverse; those who find the
essence of the man in the broken, deathobsessed economy of the final chamber
works will find these accounts full of
prophetic insight. Doubtless the truth lies
somewhere in between. In the meantime.
the Brodskys make a safe recommendation
for the newcomer. 1A:1/21
Simon Cargill
SIMPSON: String Quartets 3 & 6 0 String
Trio
Define Qt
Hyperion CDA 66376 (72m 13s)
By any standards Robert Simpson's creative
career has been extraordinary. Dismissed in
his calier year as hopelessly reactionary, by a
music establishment beguiled by serialism,
he has been content to plough his lonely
furrow, apparently sure in the knowledge
that the world would one day come to him.
Well, so it has — albeit in a somewhat
limited way. The praise heaped on his
extraordinary Ninth Symphony by enthusiasts and sceptics alike is an index of the
respect he is now accorded. Indeed, Simpson's three musical gods, Beethoven. Bruckner and Nielsen ( he has written perceptive
books on each), give a clue to the sort of
musical universe he inhabits — if not in
sound then in musical processes.
Even in his chamber works, Simpson
emerges as one of music's natural architects.
He thinks in broad spans and can build
mighty edifices from tiny building blocks.
Above ail, he is one of the great controllers
of musical momentum — one of the few
composers who can sound ( like Sibelius) as
if they are constantly traversing musical
territory.
The three works here are as good an
introduction as any to his extraordinary
world; and in the Delmé one has the most
sympathetic of guides. They have lived with
the composer's idiom for many years and
know how to work patiently to make it yield
up its many secrets. Recording, like the
playing, is excellent, yet always self-effacing.
Everything is put at the service of the music.
And what music it is. [
A:11
Simon Cargill
SMETANA: Ma Vlast
RI_POIPesek
Virgin Classics VC 791 1002 (76m 29s)
also MC
Ma Vlast seems to bring out the very best in
Czech conductors — witness Kubelik's emotional return to Prague with it recently — and
Pesek is no exception. Here is aperformance
full of controlled emotion, you can almost
hear the chest swell as the Hussite Song
rings out through 'Tabor and ' Blanik', hut
you can sense it too in ' Vysehrad' and the
rolling landscapes — now unhappily polluted

— of Bohemia's fields and forests. Levine,
coming to the music as a foreigner ( DG(
brought spectacular colour and pace to it,
aided by remarkable recording, but Pesek's
comparatively subdued response is ultimately more persuasive, and his orchestra
echoes with remarkable fidelity his fervent
espousal of what is in effect Czechoslovakia's
national hymn. The recording is spacious
and natural. What more could one ask?
1A:1/1*1
Kenneth Dommett
STRAVINSKY: Pulcinella ( complete ballet) El Dumbarton Oaks/GALLO: Trio
Sonata Movements/PERGOLESI: Si'nfonia
for cello and continuo
di Nissa/Gordon/Ostendorf/St Paul CO/
Hogu ,
00d
Decca 425 614-2 (65m 39s) also MC
Well, it has finally happened. There always
was a school of thought which maintained
that the energetic music- making of the
authentic buffs generally, and Christopher
Hogwood in particular, owed more to a
Stravinskyan than ahistoricist aesthetic: that
Bach and the boys were being made to fit in
with the expectations of a breathless 20thcentury world, that ' period performance'
was simply a continuation of Stravinskyan
neoclassicism, with its desire to renew
rather than reach back, under another name.
Here is proof. Hogwood's Stravinsky
breathes the same articulatory and rhythmic
air as his Bach and Mozart, and in doing so
becomes well nigh perfect. Rhythms are
bright but never overplayed; articulation is
exquisitely poised hut always discrete; vibrato and rubato are the very models of
period performance restraint. It is quite a
tour de force, and one that the composer
would surely have warmed to.
Whereas many conductors have been
guilty of over-stressing the composer's additive rhythms in an attempt to secure propulsion and emphasize their novelty, Hogwood takes his cue from Stravinsky's often
static harmony, and floats many of the beats
to create asense of lofty poise over aflurry
of surface details. It is never pursued to the
point of mannerism, but the effect is of
dancing, sparkling high spirits interspersed
with moments of touching tenderness.
With stylish, light- toned singing from the
soloists, and a fascinating appendix which
presents some of Stravinsky's borrowed
material in its original form, this disc is
surely amust for any Stravinskyan. IA:11
Simon Cargill
VIVALDI: 'The Four Seasons' U Concertos Op.8:5/6
Federico Agostini ( vInIdir)11 Musici
Philips 426 847-2 (60m 14s) also 112/MC
This recording is available in five different
formats, although in the case of the two
visual ones 1CDV, VHS] only the Four
Seasons are included. This presentation will
remind collectors of the impact made by this
group when, under the leadership of Felix
Ayo, their first recording of the Four Seasons
revealed Vivaldi's intentions as rarely
achieved previously on record. ' In mono
one cannot do better than to turn to IMusici
for their warm account' wrote Peter Gammond in 1962. His remark seems to remain
valid. for Iam not convinced that they have
surpassed that record.
The approach of IMusici is ' modern' in
that, although seven of their twelve stringed
instruments existed during NIvaldi's lifetime,
they are played at today's concert pitch and
11111 NEWS & RECORD REVIEVF
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in the style of today. This results in a bold,
capable Four Seasons, transparently
balanced but with some lack of finesse at
times — notably in the idyllic Largo of
'Spring' where the goatherd's dog ( represented by viola) is a very aggressive beast.
Tempi are slowish but firm throughout. I
don't find the constant use of vibrato a
congenial effect, and the choice of continuo
is puzzling: chamber organ for every movement of the Four Seasons with the sole
exception of the first of ' Winter'. Harpsichord is used here and throughout the two
supplementary works. No.5, The Storm At
Sea, is possibly the most convincing and
exciting performance on the disc, and in 6
there is alyrical freedom not always evident
in the performances of 1-4.
Altogether, a well- recorded Vivaldi selection but, for all the good qualities, IMusici,
30 years on, don't seem to shed any further
light on the Four Seasons.[A:2]
Anthony Hodgson
IA complementary recording of Op.8:7-12 is
announced, Philips 422 386-21
WALTON: Symphony 2 El Symphonic
Suite: Troilus and Cressida (arr. Palmer)
LPOIThomson
Chandos CHAN 8772 (64m 09s) also MC
Make no mistake, this is a fine account of
Walton 2: Dryden Thomson gets some really
excellent playing from the IPO, and his
interpretation is undoubtedly a satisfying
one. It's just that when inevitable comparisons are made with the superb ISO/
Mackerras ' Eminence' disc ( to say nothing of
Previn's sparkling reading with the same
orchestra — now happily restored on EMI
'Studio') you begin to realize that what we
get here is not perhaps the whole story. Of
course, there's plenty to admire in this
newcomer: LPO woodwind contributions of
sublime beauty in the shimmering seascape
of ( ii) ( more than a match for the ISO
principals on both earlier versions); Ialso
like the extra sense of menace Thomson
creates in this movement — the stalking
bass-line beneath the darkly-scored wind
chorale at about the 3m mark momentarily
suggests an unexpected kinship with
Respighi ( it might almost be the distant
tread of a Roman legion from that composer's Pines!).
That's one of the few points where the
Chandos recording is more explicit than its
two rivals — elsewhere I found myself
wondering just how much St Jude's generous acoustic helped determine Thomson's
comparatively leisurely approach. It follows,
then, that ( i) is lacking that last ideal touch
of sparkle and flair so evident on the
Mackerras and Previn versions, and it also
means that many of the more fully scored
passages tend to sound unnecessarily
cumbersome and heavy-footed — something
Walton's scoring at this stage very definitely
wasn't. Similarly, the Passacaglia finale —
which in the hands of Mackerras ( especially)
has such acompelling, seamless flow — loses
tension dangerously at the fugato section
(more bite is needed from the LPO strings),
and its scherzando coda, too, is less than
thrilling. ( The sheer physical excitement
created by Mackerras and the LS() in these
closing pages is still something to marvel at.)
There is more maritime tone-painting in
Christopher Palmer's masterly distillation of
music from the tragic opera Troilus and
Cressida, ahearing of which should act as a
spur to any listener to go on and explore
Walton's great stage-work. The felicities of
NE‘X'S 8, RECORD REVIEVE
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this superbly orchestrated suite in four
movements are too numerous to mention:
suffice it to say that moments such as the
strings' music towards the close of ( iii)
depicting the lovers' forced estrangement
haunt the memory for long afterwards.
Thomson, who gave this work its premiere
at the 1988 Proms, encourages the I.P0 to
give of their very considerable best, and the
sound here too is nothing short of lustrous.
[A:1, Suite A* :11.
Andrew Achenbach

tal music permeating our consciousnesses
today, the problem for many listeners is not
so much coming to terms with the harshness
of avant-garde ' harmony', or even the absence of melody; the real stumbling block
remains the lack of audible structural continuity. It is not always clear why one
musical event should follow another.
The rejection, or reassessment, of conventional modes of narrative has led composers
to other ways of structuring their pieces.

HOROWITZ — THE LAST RECORDING
HAYDN: Sonata in El', Hob.49/CHOPIN:
Mazurka in c, Op.56:3 D Nocturne in Eh,
Op.55:2 D Fantasie-Impromptu in d,
Op.66 D Etudes in AL & e, Op.25:1 & 5
Nocturne in B, Op.62:1 LISZT: Weinen,
Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen/WAGNER-LISZT,
Tristan und [solde — Liebestod
Vladimir Horowitz ( Imo)
Sony Classical CD 45818 also LP/MC
This final offering ( though careful sifting
through pirated recordings will doubtless
provide further treasure ) gives us repertoire
Horowitz never recorded before. Not surprisingly there is alack of the fierce glitter and
clangour of former years, and yet the facility,
idiosyncrasy and musical generosity remain
astonishing — a rejoinder to those whose
condescension after Horowitz's recent death
suggested amixture of arrogance and selective listening. The gem of the set is surely
the Haydn Sonata, where Horowitz's
unashamed delight in the composer's wit
and inventiveness is clear in every bar. His
Chopin is corruscating and richly individual,
and in Liszt's Weiner', Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen
(the Prelude, not the most extended Variations ) there is an almost narcotic langour, as
well as that instantly recognizable capacity
to voice and colour which somehow defies
the piano's supposed limitations. Horowitz
was an 'old trouper' to the end and this
satisfactorily recorded ' but very close — the
recordings were made at Horowitz's home —
Mus Ed] album also includes atouching and
perceptive tribute from Murray Perahia.
[13/C:1]
Bryce Morrison

AVANT-GARDE
RIHM: Départ/LIGETI: Atmosphères
Lontano/NONO: Liebeslied/BOULEZ:
Notations 1-4
Vienna Youth ChIVPOIAbbado
DG 429 260-2 (45m 49s) live recordings
1988
Excellently played and recorded accounts of
repertoire which features two of the central
preoccupations of the mainstream avantgarde: gesture and texture.
With so much dissonant film and inciden-

One solution — here exemplified hy the two
Ligeti works — is to replace a succession of
discrete events by a process of textural
metamorphosis. Atmospheres and Lontano
are made up, almost literally, of nothing hut
clouds of sound which expand, contract,
mutate and evolve before our very ears. The
resulting varieties of perspective — as if one
were looking across the undulating sands of
a musical Sahara — transform one's sense of
musical time and ' space'.
An opposite but equally valid alternative
to narrative is practiced by acomposer like
Rihm, whose Départ consists of little hut
grandly rhetorical modernistic gestures that
make their effect through contrast and
proximity. The results are jerky but spectacular in their virtuoso pyrotechnics, and
something of this revelling in the ability to
produce explosive yet disciplined melodrama can also be heard in Boulez's four
Notations. Only the delicate pathos of
Nono's Liebeslied fails to make a real
impression. [
A:11
Simon Cargill
BAROQUE OBOE CONCERTOS
Music by Albinoni, JS Bach, Handel,
Marcello, Vivaldi
Malcolm Messiter ( oh)/Guildhall String
Ens/Robert Salter ( rin/dir)
RCA RD 60224 (64m 44)
Recently Ireviewed aDG disc of Bach 'Oboe
Concertos' convincingly recreated by musicologists. Messiter adds another to this
repertoire: BWV 1056 in G- minor, better
known as the F- minor harpsichord concerto.
Douglas Boyd on DG uses its central movement as the Adagio to Joshua Rifkin's reconstructed BWV 1059 in 1)- minor. All the
theories are reasonably convincing, so suffice it to say that extra oboe concertos are
welcome — not least BWV 1056, in which
Messiter's ornamentation of the much- used
slow movement is more interesting than
Boyd's. In BWV 1059 it is called Adagio and
in BWV 1056 it is called Largo, yet each
performance has the sanie playing time.
The merit of the RCA performances lies
much in the rock-steady approach to tempo,
for example avery broad opening to Albinoni's Op.9:2 has marvellous rhythmic thrust,
and in the Handel, the brief out-of- tempo
improvisations are always succeeded by a
precise return to tempo primo.
All in all, Messiter gives us the serious side
of 18th-Century oboe concertos, for whilst
the programme opens with Vivaldi's RV 44 7 ,
everything other than this C major work is in
either C- minor or D- minor.
Orchestral balance is excellent, and
although two venues are used, there is no
real acoustic difference. The soloist seems
rather more forward in the Albinoni ( too
much so for my taste) but basically this is
admirably colourful and natural sound — full
marks too for keeping the hall atmosphere,
not only between movements but also
between pieces. The music is played with
sensitivity and a sense of surging forwardmovement which holds the interest
throughout. [
A*/A:1 */ 1I Antolv Hodgson
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DECCA ENTERPRISE

MESSIAEN: La Nativité du Seigneur' [
11 La
Transfiguration de Notre Seigneur
Jésus-Christ Preston (org)/Loriod (pno)/
Starker ( vIc)/Westin ¡aster Symphonic Ch/
Washington Nat SO Dorati 425 616-2
(2CDs, 149m 45s) ® 1965, ' 73
POULENC: Organ Concerto D Concert
champêtre I: Gloria' Malcobn ( otglhpd)/
ASM/Brown/*Greenberg ( sop)/OSR and Ch/
Lopez-Cobos 425 627-2 ( 73m 275)01979,
'83
SCHOENBERG: Serenade CI Die eiserne
Brigade D Pierrot Lunaire Shirley-Quirk/
Thomas/London Sitenietta/Atherton 425
626-2 ( 73m 31s) g19 7 4
STRAVINSICY: Dumbarton Oaks O Concerto in D D Danses concertantes El
Cantata on Old English texts Kern/Young/
St Anthony Singers/ECO/Davis 425 622-2
(71m 07s .
)01962, '63
SZYMANOWSKI: Symphonies 2 & 3/
BARTOK: Two Pictures, Op.10 Karc.zykowski ( ten)/Kenneth Jewell Chorale/
Detroit SO/Dorati 425 625-2 (69m 40s)
01981, ' 79
The start of what should be an enticing
series, this new ' Enterprise' label from Decca
represents a long overdue counterpart, if
you like, to DG's invaluable ' 20th Century
Classics' label, and will hopefully yield up
just as many treasures. Certainly the first ten
releases offer asatisfying wide-ranging selection of music written this century.
Formerly on ' Headline', acoupling of two
of Berio's choral works brings some staggering performances from Swingle II under the
composer's supervision. A-Ronne is an
extraordinary collage of shouts, grunts,
groans, coughs etc., and even the odd wispy
fragment of music too. Quite what it all adds
up to is anybody's guess, but Isuppose that's
part of the fun. Beware the startling realistic
belch some 3m into this piece, by the way.
IA:11
Rather more rewarding to my mind is the
restoration of Ansermet's 1956 account of
Honeg,ger's King David which still sounds
amazingly fresh after all these years. Distinguished solo singing; and although one can
imagine a more dramatic rendering ( Baudo
on Supraphon is bolder, and has the advantage of superb playing from the Czech PO),
Ansermet's characteristically reserved interpretation brings with it a compensating
dignity. 113:11
It's also a great pleasure to welcome
Kempe's excellent version ofJanacek's Glagolitic Mass onto CD at last. If this doesn't
quite have the 'snapping authenticity' ( as the
Penguin Guide so memorably put it) of
performances by Ancerl or Mackerras,
Kempe's intensely sympathetic approach
never fails in penetrating to the emotional
heart of this great work. Vivid Kingsway
sound, both here and in Abbado's admirably
fresh LSO account of the Sinfonietta (his
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digital remake with the BPO is not quite as
spontaneous). IA:1/11
The less said about Khachaturian's
Second Symphony the better, awork which
sets new standards in episodical banality and
unremitting tedium. As the very opening
bars immediately reveal, Decca's 1962
recording has not withstood the ravages of
time and now degenerates into crumbling
distortion in any louder moments ( of which
there are plenty, I can assure you). The
Gayaneh Suite, which is played in sprightly
fashion by the VPO, sounds vastly superior,
but this has already appered on an 'Ovation'
CD ( together with the VPO/composer Spartacas Suite and six numbers from the
excellent Cleveland/Maazel Prokofiev
Romeo and Juliet — a vastly more recommendable issue than this new Enterprise
release). [
C(D)/B:1].
The distinctive sound-world of Gyorgy
Ligeti, with its cloud-clusters of notes and
kaleidoscopic, ever-shifting textures, is notably well served by both recording
engineers and performers on the next disc in
this batch. David Atherton and the London
Sinfonietta prove superb protagonists, with
versatile contributions from Nicolet and
Holliger in the Double Concerto. Fine playing, too, from the Viennese wind group in
their pithy offerings. Expert Kingsway/
Sofienssaal balances. 1.A/A*:11
A generously timed 2CD set of Messiaen
couples Simon Preston's hypnotically
powerful Westminster Abbey account of La
Nativité (dating from 1965, and admirably
realistic still) with that vast conflation of this
composer's far-flung style, namely La Transfiguration. Dorati and his huge Washington
forces somehow succeed in engaging one's
attention throughout its 92m duration ( no
mean feat), and for all Messiaen addicts this
will be indispensable. Some roughness in the
choral sound rather spoils an otherwise
impressive technical achievement. IA/B:!'!
11
Decca engineering of consistently high
quality features on an attractive Poulenc
collection. George Malcolm tackles both
concertos with great style and no little
imagination, and is ably partnered by the
ASM under Iona Brown: the Concert Champêtre, in particular, sparkles, aided by superb
Walthamstow sonies. The recording of the
Gloria (captured digitally in Geneva's Victoria Hall) is very nearly as good, although
the performance itself slightly disappoints,
marred by some peccable intonation from
soloist and choir. [
A*/A:1/2]
Next, a trio of performances assembled
from the classic London Sinfonietta/Atherton
SIP set of Schoenberg's complete chamber
music. The Serenade (one of his most
likeable serial creations) comes in harness
with the surrealist, demented cabaret of
Pierrot Lunaire, where Mary Thomas is a
suitably melodramatic reciter; sandwiched
in between, the tongue-in-cheek antics of
Die eiserne Brigade provide some welcome
light relief. Marvellous playing, lifelike
sound. 1A:11
It is good that Decca have made Sir Colin
Davis's effervescent Stravinsky concert
with the ECO available once again. The
bouncy, neo-classical gait of the Danses
concertantes is realized to the full in this
polished and witty reading, and the same
goes for Dumbarton Oaks and the Sachercommissioned Concerto in D. In the Cantata [
additional to the old Oiseau Lyre 1.11
Stravinsky's coolly detached setting of the
Tyke-Wake Dirge' offers some intriguing
comparisons with Britten's famous effort.
The early-'60s recordings hardly begins to
show their age. EA/B:l'in
Finally, and for me the highlight of this

initial batch, amost welcome addition to the
growing representation of Szymanowski
on CD: Antal Dorati's fine performances of
the Second and Third Symphonies originally
appeared in 1981 as a precursor to the
centenary celebrations of the following year.
Though his account of ' The Song of the
Night' doesn't quite possess that sense of
extraordinary abandon which permeates
Rowicki's classic Muza version, this 2 is as
good as any, and, needless to say, Decca's
spectacular digital production is incomparably more refined than any of its rivals.
Bartok's colourful Two Pictures have been
added as abonus. ( On the original SXI. issue
these partnered Dorati's excellent recording
of the same composer's very early and
hugely entertaining Suite No.1, which Ihope
will also reappear in due course.) The
Detroit orchestra plays extremely well
A*/A:1/1"1 Andrew Achenbach
throughout. [
JS BACH: Brandenburg Concertos Philomusica Lond/Dart Pickwick DUET 29 CD
(2C- Ds, 101m 23s) also 2MC 0 1959
Today, it would still be this venerable,
profoundly musical set of the six Brandenburgs Iwould dip into for pure pleasure. The
Philomusica were clearly devoted to their
director, who wrote his own stimulating
introduction to this Oiseau Lyre set ( shortly
before his death Dart was involved in the
1971 ASM/Philips recording, also on CD,
with rather more extreme changes to the
scores in a search for an Urfassung realization); regrettably, that has been replaced by
Pickwick. Dart apologized for the then 2LP
layouts which prevented illustration of what
he termed Bach's 'grand decrescendo' in
instrumental scoring — but Pickwick's sequence is 2, 1, 6/4, 5, 3! Linking 3(i) ( iii) is a
Violin Sonata movement in E- minor
(BWV1021); this is not mentioned, but at
least all the artists are credited. And, so far as
the transfers go, you might conclude that a
good original cannot be spoiled ... An
unexpected delight. 111/(C):1(*)]
BARTOK: Violin Concertos 1 & 2 Kyung
Wha Chung ( vIn)/Chicago SO/LPO/Solti
Decca 425 015-2 (59m 05s)
1977, '84
There's a world of difference between
Chung's secure line in 1(i) and Binder's
tense reading as Portrait ( i) — see below.
And Solti's warmer Chicago accompaniment
DDDI gives it a focus, a Hungarian tie,
which I don't hear with Dohnanyi. The
Allegro giocoso looks forward to the style of
the Szekely-commissioned Concerto 2, completed 20 years later. The soloist is probably
no nearer the mic in this Kings-way Hall
analogue production, but it does sound so.
This reissue catches Chung — fierce in
concentration, but the sound tempered by
her inward- looking and imaginative individuality — at a peak, before the decline
signalled in the Dutoit collaborations. Solti
gets a sharp-edged, brilliant- hued backdrop
from the 1.P0. 1A/B:1/11 Why no CD yet of
Zukerman's outstanding CBS Bartok Second?
Christopher Breunig

Ernest .4nsermet (Photo: Deem)

BERIO: A- Ronne Cries of London
Swingle IllBerio Decca 425 620-2 (44m
465) ® 1976
HONEGGER: Le Roi David Danco/Hamel/
AudellOSRIAnsermet 425 621-2 (67m 51s)
Recorded 1956
JANACEK: Glagolitic Mass D Sinfonietta'
Kubiak/Collins/TeariSchnnelohn Birch
(org)/Brighton Festival Ch/RPOIKempe/
•LSOIAbbado 425 624-2 ( 65m 50s) ® 1974,
69
KHACHATURIAN: Symphony 2 El
Gayaneh Suite VPO/Khachaturian 425
619-2 (69m 5(,$) 01962, '63
LIGETI: Melodien El Double Concerto III
Chamber Concerto D 10 Pieces for Wind
Quintet* Nicolet (fit)/Holliger ( oh)/
I.ondoll SinfOnietta/Atherton/ * Vienna
Wind Soloists 425 623-2 ( 62m 41
s ) 01976,
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CLASSICAL
BRITTEN: The Burning Fiery Furnace
Pears Drake/Shirley-Quirk/Tear etclEng
Opera GroiIBritten Decca 414 663-2
(63m 36s) R 1967
Procession'Itrack 9] became one of Decca's
demonstration pieces, in John Culshaw's
1967 Orford recording of this, the second of
Britten's Church Parables; it was also subject
of a TV documentary. Today, it is all too
clear that the effect was manipulated at the
console: the time/dynamic scales are wrong
for atrue procession of instrumentalists: but
Britten's own picture, through the use of
harps. tinkling cymbals, thumping drums
and weighty, archaic- sounding trombone is
far more telling. And the sheer commitment
of the singers gives the Nebuchadnezzar
story its bizarre intensity ( the complaining
Pears, with his incredulity at the three
'non- believers', gives a definitive characterisation: his rage as they reject the god of
Babylon has an almost comic petty side,
vanishing abruptly as they stand unscathed
in the flames). Britten frames his narrative
with plainsong. Salta aeterna. thereby formalizing and distancing the dramatic reenactment. This is a fine transfer of an
outstanding recording: on IP it did have a
purity and openness faintly sullied by digital
transfer, but the point is now academic.
Notes - alas, not the Culshaw/Mitchell SET
originals- and full texts included. [
A* :1*]
BRUCKNER: Symphony 3 in d Cleveland/
Szell Sony Classical CD 45880 ( 55m 13s)
C) 1968
As explained in the excellent original note
by Jack Mettler, Szell performs the 1890
revised form of the symphony dedicated to
Wagner ( Bruckner's first score incorporated
quotations from Tristan and Die Walkiire).
Recording credits have not been reprinted apity, since Paul Myers' production, beautifully clean and well-balanced, sounds generally well on this CD, although tape printthrough is apparent from time to time. ( It is
'tighter', spittier at clima.xes than on the
exceptionally well cut CBS disc, which had a
side- break in the Adagio). Szell conducts a
powerfully incisive reading: the very opening ' abrupt', with none of Jochum's. or
Karajan's allowing it to drift out of the mists
of timelessness. Karajan's digital recording is
hard- edged, and his restless speeding
through ( iii) offers only short-term excitement - he seems to like the trio even less!
Wand's more likeable and satisfying Third is
now part of a 10CD mid- price package on
BM(); these factors give the Szell the advantage. [
A(C):1]
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto 1 in e/GRIEG:
Piano Concerto in a Dinu Lipatti/
Tonhalle OrchlAckermannIPhilhartnonial
Galliera EMI CDH 763 4972 (66m 08s ) (@)
recorded 1950 live, 1947
There was embarrassment for EMI when an
'authenticated' radio tape of the Chopin was
transferred to LP, then found to be identical
to Czerny-Stefanska's Supraphon recording.
It was replaced by this Zurich concert
performance. Alas the CEDAR restoration for
CD renders it pretty unlistenable; the original was very poor, with heavy tape noise
and a ' ringing' piano sound. Fortunately,
there is an alternative CD version on Jecklin
which transfers the E- minor Concerto
'straight'. There you can hear more of the
musical information - more body in the
orchestra, more delicacy in the solo instrument - which is now irretrievable from this,
undoubtedly well- motivated, EMI restoration. Collectors will certainly want the
Jecklin CD 'JD 541-2, with three Chopin
fillers and JS Bach's Concerto BWV1052 ( Ed.
Busoni), 1947 with ConcertgebouwNan
Beinum1, although the performance is

mainly of interest for Lipatti's playing: the
murky accompaniment plods along dully in
(i), the woodwinds distorted and lugubrious
in ( iii). Nevertheless, the spring in Lipatti's
finale ( even with the EMI) has that inimitable touching quality of spiritual radiance.
And many phrases have a heart-rending
eloquence.
The Grieg. a studio version, remains a
classic ( here brightened, and with background noise subdued); lipatti's presentation of the changing moods - imperiousness,
melting lyricism, rhapsodic bravura - makes
everything fall into place with an unfailing
and authoritative continuity. Galliera supports him as well as Grieg's score permits.
[13:1/3( * Lipatti )
1111:1/11
MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies 3 & 4 LSO/
Abbado Decca 425 011-2 (66m 44s) C)
1968
There is a digital alternative: DG's ' 31)'
coupling from Abbado's complete cycle
1427 810-21. Sm;th Square 1984, with a
substantially faster 4( ii ).
Kingsway Hall
'67 - no repeat in 3(i ), and 1m 17's quicker
in the Adagio. But serious collectors will
want both. For, although the later versions
are enormously sophisticated - without the
need to make interpretative points so
emphatically - the older versions inevitably
have a freshness that is very engaging.
Speeds in the ' Italian' Saltarello are very
close, for example, but in the Decca you get
caught up in the fantasy of it all: the l)( is a
more objective experience. And the Decca
has come up well for its age. [ B/C:11) DG
[A:1].
Christopher Breunig
RAFF: Symphony 5 ' Lenore' LPOI
Hemnann Unicorn-Kanchana UK CD
2031 ( 56m 32s ) g I
9-0 (
Harmonia Mundi )
Ihave always had rather asoft spot for this
disc, and it has been a pleasure renewing
acquaintance with Bernard Herrmann's
affectionate conducting. The LP() respond
with some crisp and notably enthusiastic
playing - they obviously enjoyed the whole
experience - and Bob Auger's balance
(Barking Assembly Hall ) has been effectively
refurbished for this CD reissue, though a
certain opacity in tuttis remains, with timpani and side-drum still over-prominent, if
less so than on the original I.P. Incidentally,
there is a recent alternative version from
Matthias Bamert and the Berlin RS() on
Koch Schwann: beautifully performed and
warmly recorded in Berlin's Jesus-ChristusKirche: but Bamert's approach is straightforward almost to afault, lacking something in
fantasy and flair - Herrmann's more characterful reading remains preferable. Anyone
who fancies achange from the usual diet of
Mendelssohn or Schumann should give this
charmingly ingenuous product of German
Romanticism a try. 1A/B:11
Andreu ,Achenbach
STRAVINSKY: Firebird ballet/BARTOK:
Two Portraits Erich Binder ( 1.101VPOI
Dohnanvi Decca 425 018-2 ( 5"m 23s) 0
1980-81 .
The Portraits. Op.5, are linked by aleitmotiv
associated ( in Bartok's mind) with Stefi
(;eyer, t() whom the suppressed Violin Concert() I was dedicated; indeed ( i). the
Andante sostenuto, is common t() both
works. Dohnanyi*s coolly precise recording
- he is better suited t() the pithy Presto
movement - was I.P filler to a complete
Miraculous Mandarin.[A113:2111.Firebird is
here given 1.1 access points. One or two
slightly insecure wind/horn entries apart,
and the not quite fitting violin solo espressivo in Tirchirds entreaties', this is an
excitingly articulated reading. ( Have the
VP() recorded any Stravinsky other than the

Decca/Maazel Rite and under Dohnanvi in
the two other great Diaghilev ballets?) They
may not sound like the ISO here, hut
Dohnanyi really gets the orchestra t() work
hard for the project. Play well up in order to
realize the bloom on these 1979 Sofienssaal
productions. [
Al for atmosphere, cg '
capture of Ivan', [B/AI qualified by massed
violins in ADRM 11*/11. Christopher Breunig
WALTON: Symphonies 1 & 2 .\'l'()
SargentILSOIPrerin EMI CDM 763 2692
(7 3m 09s) 0196 7 . ' 7 4
Largely overshadowed by the ISO,Previn
performance on RCA ( both versions
appeared simultaneously in Jan '67) Sargent's account of I nevertheless has many
positive virtues, not least a very fine Kingsway Hall recording: this transfer strikes me
as asuperb piece of remastering. Some crisp
NP() playing and Sargent's patient, thoughtful approach bring an unexpected. almost
Elgarian dignity to this music, and, at the
same time, a rewarding textural clarity to
Walton's much- maligned scoring. 'Ibis element of patrician reserve, call it what you
will, inevitably means that Sargent often
underplays the work's blistering tensions not a sniff of malice' in ( ii), for example but his is still afir from negligible achievement: avaluable supplement, in my view, to
existing readings.
Previn's excellent performance of 2 continues to sound extremely vivid on CD, the
1973 Abbey Road recording less sumptuous
but even stronger on detail than the recent
Mackerras or Thomson versions. This
accords very well with Previn's fleet,
exhilarating view of the outer movements;
but, next t() Mackerras, ( ii) here is perhaps
wanting alittle in sheer romantic warmth. A
minor reservation, though. [
A/B:1/21 [A/
A*:1/11
Andreu ,Achenbach

ALSO RECEIVED
The high regard for Decca's St Eustache
engineerings gives araison d'etre for a 10CD
repackaging of Montréal SO/Dutoit orchestral showpiece recordings. Hoist, Stravinsky,
Bizet, Ravel, Respighi. Tchaikovsky and Bartok are represented 1430 239-21. Decca's
'Ovation' label now includes the following
ADRM transfers of choral works: JS Bach's St
John and St Matthew Passions ( Stuttgart
Münchinger) in 2(;I) sets [ 41-4 068-2 & 14
05 - - 2 g 19651, together with their Easter
Oratorio Cantata BWV249 1425 650-2 0
19651: Dorati's RPO/Brighton Ch Haydn
Seasons 1425 708-2, 2CDs 0 19781: Handel's Jephtha (ASM/Marriner) with Chandos
Anthem 2 (King's/Willcocks), Israel in
Empt ( Christ Ch/ECO/Preston) with Chandos Anthem 101-125 701-2, 2CDs ® 19 79.
'75 & 421 602-2 2CDs ® 19 7 6. '681. Eight
volumes of '
Your hundred best tunes'
have appeared: 66-4m discs provide separate programmes of varied moods, made up
from well- regarded Decca ADRM recordings
1425 847-2 to 854-21.
9-
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THE ART OF NOISE:
THE AMBIENT COLLECTION
China Records 843 403-1
The implication is that this is the
ideal album for playing in chill
Out' rooms that are set up in
clubs for people to relax away
from the rave. TIR.• sounds are
largely sampled from everyday
noises — cash registers, crowd
scenes, engines, horns — thus
making it familiar and easy on
the ear. The music combines
hotel jazz with gentle pop beats
and atmospherics. They even
have the audacity to use some of
the music from the sixties television series Robinstm Cnisoe
reducing it from a serene yet
sinister melody to elevator
music. This probably cost an
absolute fortune to record but
even if it didn't — it wasn't worth
it. These are such talented people but they are playing games
and expecting us to pay for it.
IA* : 3J
Fariner
AZTEC CAMERA: STRAY
WEA WX350
Roddy Frame, in the guise of
Aztec Camera, has always tbund
himself a hard act to follow. His
early albums are to be found in
abundance in the record collections of discerning bedsitters
everywhere, but the latter-day
Roddy has trouble keeping them
happy. Stmt. is the usual mixture
of rockers and ballads and it
kicks off with the title track
which is downbeat to the point
of reaching for the reject button.
Things begin to perk up with
probably the two best ditties on
the disc, The Crying Scene' and
the sulphurous ' Get Outta London'. But having engendered a
feeling of positive warmth,
Frame blows it with a sub Sade
piece of jazz/ballad noodling. It's
a great pity that the record is so
frustrating, because all rightthinking individuals would love
to put money into the pocket of
someone as musically caring as
Roddy. The problem is that the
slow ones ain't gorgeous and the
Lister ones ain't outrageous.
1A:31

Pete Clark

BALI: HOMMAGE A WAYAN
LOTRING (1898-1983)
Ocora C 559076/77 ( 129m 53s)
2CDs
Wayan Lotring was the grand old
man of Balinese gamelan music.
Ile was a dancer, musician and
composer. And he supervised
these 1972 recordings. This
orchestra contains a number of
old hands and the sound is often
more subtle and less brash than
other gamelans. But there's no
doubting the dexterity of both
the individuals and the collective. The rhythms speed up and
slow down. There are sudden
changes in direction. Yet it all
hangs together like the metallic
100

orchestral music it is. Deep
gongs hammer out a slow bass
line under the agitated glockenspiel- like instruments.
highly-developed Balinese form
has deep inside, and this is a
magnificent release. [A:11
Ken 11.1yler
BILLY BRAGG:
ME INTERNATIONALE
Utility UTIL 11
Bragg, who incidentally is a
much improved singer, has
chosen to provide more of a
party political broadsheet than a
portion of a pure socialist pop
record this time around. Sometimes the ploy works. Bragg's
sprightly version of "Me Red
Flag', set not to ' Tannenbaum'
but to the original tune on which
James Connell based his lyric, is
the sort of track that's liable to
get voters dancing Kinnockwise, thanks partly to a vocal
assist from the marvellous Dick
Gaughan, while ' Ms' Youngest
Son Came Home Today' was
penned by Eric "Ilse Band Played
Waltzing Matilda' Bogle — which
is all you need to know qualitywise. A version of Blake's Jerusalem' flops because of inept
phrasing, while Billy's new lyrics
to ' The Internationale' really
don't scan well. While it has its
moments, this particular helping
of Braggmanship is perhaps too
worthy for its own good and
those who believe that the
revolution can be fun musically
are hereby pointed in the direction of The Happy End's Turn
Things Upside Down on Cooking Vinyl. Nevertheless [A:2].
Fred Del Mr

BRUCE COCKBURN: LIVE
Cooking Vinyl COOK 034
Cockburn the Canadian campaigner has never quite cracked
it in Britain which is a shame
because he knows how to write
a song and how to play it. It
could be that his desire to ram
his feelings about Christianity.
the ecology, politics or whatever
down the throats of audiences
has driven people away. But you
don't have to agree with him —
just enjoy the music. lliere are
some strong similarities between
Cockburn's voice and Richard
Thompson and his melodies are
not so different either. His lyrics
are more direct and there is a
stronger American folk influence
than a British one in his songs.
This album was recorded last
August during the Toronto gigs
of aworld tour and shows off his
considerable talents as a live
performer. 'rhe recording
sounds very live with audience
participation to the fore so if you
can stand the preaching, and you
should, then this live album is a
good introduction to aline songwriter. IA:11
Net
Farmer

CRAIG DAVIES: GROOVIN' ON
A SHAFT CYCLE
Rough Trade. ROUGH 132
Davies is as much a poet as a
musician and uses the music
simply to carry the words along.
He keeps the music as live as
possible and there is almost a
pub combo quality about the
arrangements. While this may
also irritate some with its roughness, it certainly ensures that the
lyrics never lose prominence.
The words themselves are no
striking display of genius but
they have charm and wit and
provoke thought. I don't suppose Ishall play this album often
but Ican well imagine digging it
out every now and then just to
clear my head of all those overproduced records Ihave grown
so used to. [
B:11 Neville Farmer

Events siould now lift Gallagher
from cult status to that of recognizable celeb. For too long Ireland's taken- for- granted blues
deity. Gallagher is on the brink
of rediscovery. His 14th LP has
been made out choice rather
than desperation, as live gigging
has been his main preoccupation. and the timing is just right
for him to reach fans of lesserskilled hut more famous practitioners l'he title ( by accident or
design ) refers to the contents as
current proof that Gallagher is a
bluesman's bluesman. Polished
yet comfortable, like Knopfler
with balls, Fresh Evidence is one
I.P which actually justifies all the
hype its label can muster. Hey, it
worked for Bonnie Raitt, didn't
it [A:1/11
Ken Kessler

BILLY IDOL:
CHARMED LIFE
Chrysalis CHR 1735
Chrysalis CCD 1735
(54m 29s ) CD
Gis -en the time it takes to put the
packaging of records together
these days, it's hard to tell
whether the title and artwork of
Charmed Life is a weird
prophecy or an ironic comment
in view of Idors motorbike
smash. Whatever, the preposterous blond is on fine form and,
with the help of long-time producer Keith Forties and new
guitarist Mark Younger- Smith,
has overcome the potentially
disastrous defection of former
sidekick Stevie Stevens. Amazingly, Billy has not recycled an)'
of his old material for the billionth time ( he's been preserving his natural resources since
long before the Greens came
along) and, of the eleven tracks
in this set, nine are originals —
the exceptions being painless
but pointless versions of '
IA
Woman' and ' Endless Sleep'. The
formula is much as before, with
the Idol vocal chords growling
with mock menace or whispering in mock salacious tones over

reviews
a backing of thickly- layered
guitar. The single Cradle Of
Love' is fairly representative, but
on balance this is mainly on the
slow side of medium-paced. If
you like this old drama queen
already, then you'll love the
latest instalment. [
ACIPete Clark

simply enjoyable than most. ExPure Prairie Leaguer Craig Fuller
makes an uncanny vocal replacement for the Feats' late leader,
and Fred Tackett is capable of
playing intriguing guitar nip-and-

tuck with Paul Barrere, so, even
if two don't quite equal one on
this occasion, things are far from
being as bad as some suggest.
THE ILLUSION:
Having said that, Representing
ENCHANTED CARESS
The Mambo isn't as strong an
Promised Land 92152
album as the comeback Let It
(37m 04s) CD ( Brisk
Roll. A couple of cuts are disProductions, 27 Old Gloucester
tinctly ho- hum, but the opening
St, London WC IN 3XX )
'Texas Twister' lacks nothing in
the way of The Feat's traditional
Miracles do happen: this is the
rock panache, ' Rad Gumbo' visits
band's unreleased 1979 LP,
Louisiana in style, 'Those Feat'll
unleashed by the organization
Steer Ya Wrong Sometimes'
intent on keeping the Yardbirds
makes a neat road movie set to
flame a-burnin'. This particular
roadhouse music, while ' Repreoffshoot featured drummer
McCarty and sundry members of senting The Mambo' and ' The
Ingenue' possess a Latin- jazz
the original Renaissance, locked
flavour that wouldn't have gone
in a ' progressive' time-warp but
amiss on a Steely Dan release.
making music both aetherially
And yes, Neon Park is still probeautiful and poppy all at once.
viding those sleeves you either
It's easy to hear why it wasn't
love or hate. Ithought you'd ask
released in ' 79 — three years after
A:11
Fred Del lar
punk happened but sounding a about that! [
decade older than it was — but
GUESCH PATH & ENCORE:
what goes around comes around.
Retro-goths. Marillion fans, neo - NOMADES
EMI 793876-2 ( 53m 20s ) CD
hippies — this one's for you
(B/C:1

Ken Kessler

Poo old Fea
Every review
they g
back to Lowell
George and the great mighthave-beens. What's been missed
is the fact that the band's fare
continues to be more musicianly, more intelligent, more

In the past, French rock bands
have generally been rated alongside Scottish goalkeepers. But an
appearance by Patti on Rapido, a
couple of months ago, proved
that something fresh was
developing in Gauloise territory.
Patti onscreen proved charismatic. You couldn't keep your eyes
off her. Vocally too, she was
impressive. And the song —
'L'Homme Au Tablier Vert' — had

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

THE ICICLE WORKS:
PERMANENT DAMAGE
Epic 466800-2 (47m 16s) CI)
It only seems like six years ago
— and indeed it was — that Icicle
Works mainman Ian McNabb
was waffling away about how
his band — who at that point
could be found on the Troll
Kitchen label — wouldn't be
signing for CBS 'because they
don't think of acts artistically
but only as product'. And, now,
.after years on Beggars Banquet,
.they've signed for a CBS
offshoot. Strange are the ways of
.diverse pop. Diverse is the term
that has always been used to
describe McNabb's songs. A
tunesmith of some substance,
on this occasion he's looked to
•
the '60s to provide most of his
inspiration, though he's
adroitly wrapped his wares in
various guises, some heavy,
some almost folksy in appeal.
But stuck away there somewhere are hints of Byrds 'n'
Beatles and even The Beach
Boys, the latter getting the nod
on atrack called 'Dumb Angel' —
which was the original title of
The Beach Boys' legendary but
ill-fated Smile album. Knows
his rock history, does our Ian!
[A*:1/2]
Fred Dellar

all the hallmarks of amemorable
single. Now comes an album that
confirms all suspicions — Guesch
Patti is a major talent. Vocally
she's hard to pin down. There'll
be the inevitable, easy-way-out
rock Piaf analogies. But alongside the coarse, there's a rub of
velvet, a touch of roughneck
sophistication. And though most
of her material could end up
getting listed on the sociallyaware register, every song has a
shape, a form. My bet is that
Guesch Patti will, against all
odds that stack up against
French-speaking acts, break
through on the UK market.
'Much bettaire zan se Kylee
Minogee' as Antoine des Carnes
might say. Much.
[A:1]
Fred Dellar
LEE 'SCRATCH' PERRY:
FROM
THE SECRET LABORATORY
Mango/Island MLPS 1035
Mad. Quite mad. But it's those
who are a few tokens short of a
record collection who often
make the most interesting
records. Such is the case with
Lee Perry who can rightly make
aclaim to being the most important name in reggae history.
Merely appearing on the Island
label is quite a bizarre move. It
wasn't all that long ago that
Perry accused Island boss Chris
Blackwell of killing Bob Marley.
But here he is, sneaking from
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behind the label's palm tree to
make such proclamations as ' 1
am an elephant from outer
space' and various other
announcements in much the
same category, while producer
Adrian Sherwood surrounds him
with the same sort of sounds that
have made Sherveood's own OnU label a legend in its own
Tackhead-time. It's pure rant and
rave, of course. But, as usual,
where Perry is concerned,
there's a lot of fun to be had. A
smart operator and aman who's
never forgotten that ' They're
Coming To Take Me Away' was a
top five hit on both sides of the
Atlantic! [
A:1]
Fred Dellar
THE PRETENDERS: PACKED!
WEA WX346
Chrissie Hynde does have avery
good voice and no mistake. It's
good to have a new Pretenders
record around just to hear it
again, especially the non-verbals
repertoire of 'whoahs' and other
exclamations. This lady has a
way of wringing a tune out of a
mere syllable. It's also pleasing
to report that Miss Hynde has
resisted the temptation to tart up
the sound with big production
gimmicks: most of the songs
here are based on a nucleus of
Billy Bremner on guitar, John
McKenzie on bass and Blair Cunningham's drums Its a tough
sound. in fact the guitar freakouts are a tad overdone in
101

ALAN VEGA: DEUCE AVENUE
MUSIDISC UK 105581
Alan Vega is from New York and
is no relation to Suzanne either
tribally or musically. He grew up
through the New York punk
scene and was/is a member of
Suicide — an act whose live shows
generally reduced to riots making him thoroughly unpopular
with headline acts such as Costello and The Clash. Through the
eighties, Alan Vega has
developed into electronic and
dance music but escaped the
temptation to let the machine
rule the heart by keeping afirm
grip on lunacy. Deuce Avenue
confirms this as it offers an insistant dance beat with one hand
and some jarring and often exciting arrangements and vocalising
with the other. Tread carefully
, with this one. It is hardly an easy
' record to come to terms with but
. that is no bad thing. [ B:II
Neville Farmer

places, hut titil sin keeping with
the lyrics which tend to angry
admonishments and tits of love
dejection. Standouts include the
opening ' Never Do That' which
carries faint echoes of ' Chain
Gang', ' Flow Do IMiss You?' with
its line reggae bassline and
'When \X'il ISee You', a sneaky
charmer co- written with Johnny
Marr. TEere's no ' Brass In
Pocket here, hut fans can take
delivery with confidence. IA:21
Pete Clark
JOHN SCOFIELD:
TIME ON MY HANDS
Blue Note CDP 792894 2 ( 63m
tos ) C1)
Oh yes. One of the finest mainstream jazz releases for a while.
Scofield is an excellent diggingin guitarist, who always turns in
an effort full of enthusiasm and
energy. Recently, though, his
fusion music has failed to hit the
Spot. However, this quartet
recording is a step in the right
direction. With Charlie Haden
on bass, jack deJohnette, drums,
and Joe Lovano, tenor, he can
hardly go wrong. Haden's big, fat
acoustic bass sound fills the bottom end with a compulsive
swing, while delohnette's busy,
propulsive drumming keeps
everything up and at it. Lovano is
a curiously old- fashionedsounding player, but with Paul
Motian's trio, he has shown how
the old values can be reinterpreted and reintroduced into a
newer framework. Some of the
ballads on this release swing
particularly sweetly, with an
engaging sound burgeoning with
warmth. This is straight ahead.
unpretentious stuff played with
supreme confidence. A must.
[A*:1]
Ken Hyde?'
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ULTRA VIVID SCENE:
JOY 1967-1990
4AD cad 0005 cd ( 42m 30s) CD
Until recently INS was just exCrash guitarist Kurt Ralske. And
on this, the New Yorker's second
album, it seems that the names
listed on inner sleeve merely
dropped by for tea and overdubs
rather than for the purpose of
forming any real sort of band,
pedal-steelie BJ Cole, for instance, flavoured just one track
'Beauty No.2', while Caroline
Lavelle's cello is used sparingly,
but effectively, on two. INS, you
see, is Ralske's own idea of the
way pop should be. Primarily, he
scems to say. influences should

be merged. The '60s can meet
the '80s and '90s halfway — and
contemporary electro pop
sometimes benefits from sounding as if it had started life at
London's UF() club back in '67
before backing into Suicide halfway down the home straight.
l'he spirit of Syd Barrett pervades such psychedlia encrusted
cuts as It Happens Every Time'
and "Ihree Stars', while the vocals come insinuous, almost
Momus-styled. Add touches of
Byrdland ( rather than Birclland)
and there you have it —
Joy 196' 1990 , one man's pop encyclopedia open for a hearing. Get
your aural bookmarks ready for
insertion. [A:1]
Fred Dellar

ROCK MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE

SCRAWL: SMALLMOUTH
Rough Trade ROUGH US 76
CD ( 26m 52S ) C1)
Short on playing time, hut the 10
tracks on Scrawl's third LP are so
condensed that it doesn't matter.
It's more of the same three-girlsin- a-daze indic bliss, all jangly
guitar and jittery vocals, which is
sort of like saving that this is the
soft white underbelly of postpunk ( female) pop. It's about as
imslick as you're gonna find. hut
they sound like they mean every
word they sing — it's just trying
to figure out what they mean.
1A/13:11
Ken Kessler
SOUL Il SOUL: VOLUME II —
1990 A NEW DECADE
10 Records. Dix 90
Odd, isn't it, how you recognize
acertain dance act simply by its
beat. Soul II Soul's shuffle is so
distinctive that you immediately
know it is theirs. The all pervading groove is still there even
though there are several new
sets of lungs on board since the
departure of Caron Wheeler and
Doreen. Jazzy B's monotonous
but hypnotic rap remains as well.
This second album exchanges
smash singles for a more evenly
balanced collection of tracks.
Doubtless some will be big hits —
some already have — hut there is
no ' Back To I.ife' here. There is,
suppose, amaturity to Volume 11
which perhaps sits easier on
Jazzy B's shoulders than the
young soul rebel image. There
are touches of jazz — even alittle
Courtney Pine — and even sonic
nice string arrangements. But
gaining maturity in such a
musical area may be risky with
such afickle audience. IA:1]
Neville Farmer

THE MAKE A DIFFERENCE
FOUNDATION:
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN/
HIGHWAY TO HELL
Polygram 842 093-1
ROCK AID ARMENIA: THE
EARTHQUAKE ALBUM
Life Aid Armenia Records
AID CD001 (61m35s ) C1)
The MADE dates back to 1988
when Bon Jovi/Skid Row manager Daniel ' Doc' McGhee
pleaded guilty to various drug
related charges in the US.
McGhee set up the Foundation to combat drug and alcohol abuse, hoping to repay his
debt to young society. l'he
result was this album and the
1989 Moscow Music Peace
Festival — Side Two features a
live jam from the Festival with
Bon Jovi, Cinderella, Scorpions and others. The mixing
is good and they chose some
great tracks. The opener,
Gorky Park's version of ' My
Generation' in memory of
Keith Moon stands out, so too
does Miitley Crüe's cover of
'Teaser' for Tommy Bolin.
Apart from the fact that the
album has resurrected some
classic tracks with new treatment, it makes us aware of the
tragic losses which the music
business has suffered as a
result of drugs and alcohol.

'Die list deceased of artists on
the inner sleeve makes sobering reading so, let's hope ' Doc'
McGhee's young proteges are
serious about staying off drugs
and booze.[A*:1] All profits to
the Foundation.
With the exception of
'Smoke On The Water '90',
which was re-recorded for
ihe Earthquake Album by virtually everyone famous, the
tracks were not specially
recorded, hut donated by
bands such as Free, Genesis,
Deep Purple, Rush and Rainbow. To consider the music,
without wishing to detract
from the worthiness of either
cause, lhe Earthquake Album
is a less personal affair than
MADF's Stairway, in that it
remembers a nation, not individuals. Although Ian Gillan,
lead singer for 'Smoke' and
one of the driving forces
behind Rock Aid is touring
Armenia and the USSR. Apart
from 'Smoke On The Water'
there's no inter- action
between the artists who donated the songs to the cause,
and the result is a slick compilation of rock classics. Every
penny raised from the sale of
the album and accompanying
video goes straight to agencies
operating in Armenia, and
helps to rebuild shattered
lives. [A:1] Koren Douthiectite

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
THE BLACK EARTH: iv
ic,
THE FEELING
President PCOM1103
(47m 43s)CD
/Z>
Gothic in name and outl‘ok auci
fronted by avocalist who makes
comparisons with T'Pau inevitable. But his stuff is much darker
than the material that band or
Heart would deliver. For the
contemplative rocker. [
A:1/21
CELTIC FROST:
VANITY/NEMESIS
Electrola/EMI 564-7 94070 2
(49m 36s) CD
For collectors of genres, this
Swiss band claims to be the
ultimate Death Metal' act, thrash
tainted by cerebral and/or philosophical lyrics. In other words,
not as dumb as it sounds. [A:2]
JIM CROCE:L/VE—
THE FINAL TOUR
Essential/Casde ( 54m 19s)CD
The late, lamented singersongwriter in concert, as intimate as it gets. All the expected
classics, great patter but adearth
of liner notes.[A/B:1]
DIO: LOCK UP THE WOLVES
Vertigo 846 033-2 (61m ) CD
He still thinks that he's acharacter in Lord Of The Rings, but
chalk up another disc full of
perfect metal in a mythological
milieu. One for axe-worshippers,
too: old Ronnie has unearthed a
teenaged plucker destined for
the top. [A:1/21
DR FEELGOOD:
LIVE IN LONDON
Grand Records GRAND CD08
(48m 20s) CD
One of the UK's hardest working
bands delivering their superlative brand of R&B at London's
Town and Country in June of
'89. As gut-crunching as ever,
and now they're able to deliver
whole shows which sound like
'greatest hits' packages. [
B:1]
ELECTRIC BOYS:
FUNK-O-METAL CARPET RIDE
Vertigo 846 055-1
A bunch of Swedes with abetter
handle on vintage Yank and UK
metal than you'd expect; they
blend the retro with traces of
other genres to create what Steppenwolf would sound like if
they'd stayed the course. A magnificent throwback, not just a
clone of the current platinum
merchants. [
A:11
FOSTER & LLOYD:
VERSION OF THE TRUTH
RCA PD 90487
(38m 05s) CD
The C&W duo's latest release
continues in the country retro
tradition, and you have to smile
at apair who look like members
of some artsy pop band but
sound like openers for Bob Wills.
Crystal clear sound, twangy
guitars — makes you wanna go
drive a truck. [
A:11
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

LUCKY LOPEZ EVANS: EVIL
Borderline Records BORD
001 CD (68m 54s) CD
Another champion blues release,
this one complementing last
year's mini LP, Chinaman's
Door. Evans doesn't mess around
— none of that 1990s night club
nonsense — so it's an hour's
worth of the kind of boogie
expected from Chess 30 years
ago. Great material, including an
eerie cover of James Brown's ' I'll
Go Crazy'. [
B:1]
GANG OF FOUR:
THE PEEL SESSIONS ALBUM
Strange Fruit SFRCD 107
(39m 30s ) CD
Superlative live sessions
recorded for the Bee in ' 79 and
'81. Punk with brains, articulate
politicizing and one hell of a
beat. Essential for any library of
the New Wave. [
A/11:11]
ROY HARPER: ONCE
Awareness AWCD 1018
(41m 42s) CD
A powerful all- new release from
one of the quirkiest of British
cult artists. Acclaimed by folkies,
roots merchants and all manner
of singer-songwriter supporters,
Harper has guts to spare; you can
only fear for him if the enemies
of Rushdie pay attention to
'Black Cloud Of Islam'. Buy
before it's burned. [A:11
HIS LATEST FLAME:
IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
London 828163-1
Fine all-girl group doing its best
not to be equated with the more
poppy variant. It's unavoidable,
though, because the vocals recall
(even against your better judgement) the Bangles if not quite
Bananarama. But this group is
much tougher, so let's just say
that they laced the sugar with
vinegar. IA:1]
KODO:
BLESSING OF THE EARTH
CBS 466630-2 ( 52m 02s) CD
KODO: UBU-SUNA
CBS 466629-2 ( 40m 37s) CD
A brace of drumbeat extravaganzas from the audiophile's faves.
As with their specialist label
output, these should be covered
in warning stickers; they have
the potential to turn your speakers to dust. For percussion fans
only. Unless you're Japanese,
that is. [
A*:1•1
THOMAS LANG:
LITTLE MOSCOW
Epic 466825 2 ( 42m 14s) CD
A I.iverpudlian unashamed of
melody, sensitivity, wit ( how
else do you describe awry cover
of ' From Russia With Love'?) and
intelligence. A seductive voice
and an attitude that wouldn't be
out of place in the company of
Squeeze... oh dear — Lang is
destined only for success across
the Pond, where they appreciate
cerebral Britpop. IA:1]
AUGUST 1990

MacALPINE:
EYES OF THE WORLD
Squawk/Vertigo 842 516-1
•Run-of-the-mill pretty- boy
power rock stadium fodder, with
no connecton to the building
firm of the same name. Deliberate at worst, polished at best, a
cliché looking for a slice of the
action. [
A:2]
NAKED PREY:
LIVE IN TUCSON
Fundamental PRAY 10CD
(18m 26s) CD
I.ive ' mini-CD' from one of the
best of the remaining late 1980s
'guitar bands — raucous variety'.
Whatever the pigeonhole, Naked
Prey came over as gritty, semidisciplined and rocking with a
vengeance. [
B/C:1]
OST: SHE-DEVIL
Mercury 841 583-1
Whatever you've heard about
this film vs the TV original ( cg '
It
sucks' ), the soundtrack is full of
goodies from Safire, Chubby
Checker, Yello, the Fat Boys and
others. Shame you have to look
at La Streep when you reach for
this LP... [
A:11
THE PALADINS: LET'S BUZZ
Alligator ALCD 4782
(40m 17s) CD
More from the power trio that
went over the edge where the
Stray Cats stopped. Unadulterated rock ' n' roll and R&B without atrace of parody. Includcs a
delicious version of BB King's
'Sneakin' Around'. [
A/B:1]
PUSSY GALORE:
HISTORIA DE
IA MUSICA ROCK
Rough Trade ROUGH 149
A band which is to white boy
blues what the Cramps are to
rockabilly. Warped R&B, all
sounding like it's playing at the
wrong speed. Devilish humour:
'Me sleeve's a spoof of those
tacky Iberian ' History Of Rock'
bargain bin fillers, while the
track ' Eric Clapton Must Die'
could be the band's anthem.
[C:4], meant as a thumbs- up.
THE RUTS:
THE PEEL SESSIONS ALBUM
Strange Fruit SFRCD 109
(41m 02s)CD
A punk swan song from a band
which wouldn't sell out. Surprisingly, they were melodic rather
than anarchic, so any inspiration
they may have provided for the
hard core of today is really just a
matter of energy levels. From
1979-80, live at the Beeb.
[A/B:11
SNAP: WORLD POWER
Logic/Arista 260 682-222
(52m 58s) CD
Snap rhymes with rap but that
don't mean crap 'cause the dude
is hep and the beat has pep
though they've milked Led Zep
the samples are ample [
A:2]

MARTIN SOUTHWOOD:
"I'VE BEEN THERE"
Abaco Records CDA 3001
(40m 45s) CD Dist by AMT
An Aussie Kevin Ayers? Yes, if
you go just by the vocal quality,
uncanny in its resemblance to
the jaded Cantabrian's. But
Southwood is far more provincial and innocent, so this isn't
clonework. He restores faith in
the genre. [A/B:1]
MARK STEWART: METATRON
Mute CDSTUMM 62 (40m 46s)
Interesting generic mix of ultratechnoid funk and metal. Exceptional impact, a heart-stopper
which would make great background music for a 'future cop'
thriller. [
A/A.:1]
THEY EAT THEIR OWN:
THEY EAT THEIR OWN
Musklisc 104172 ( 34m 22s) CD
An American indic band with a
conscience, one which sees no
reason why they can't be blunt
about what ails IA, the USA and
Planet Earth. Sort of like Sting
but without the pretence, and
the messages aren't allowed to
obscure the medium. [
A/B:1/2]
VARIOUS:
ALLIGATOR BLUES SAMPLER
Alligator/Sonet ACDS 3657
(67m 13s)CD
Here's proof that they're alive
and well. A 14- track cross section of recent black and white,
uptown and down-home boogie.
Koko Taylor, Tinsley Ellis, the
Kinsey Report — you're gonna
want the entire catalogue. [
A:1]
VARIOUS: HEARTBEATS
Special Delivery SPDCED
1029 (43m 19s)CD
Subtitled ' Native Sounds From
The Hearts of Europe', this 13
track sampler exploits borderline world music, from accessible ( the Oyster Band's ' IFought
The Law') to absurd ( Accordions
Go Crazy's 'Sidewalk Surfin"), a
real hoot. [
A/13:1/2]
VARIOUS:
JOIN THE FAN CLUB
Fan Club FC 063 ( 55m 58s) CD
18 tracks from one of the more
adventurous continental labels, a
pig-out on peerless garage rock
old and new. A fine intro to the
catalogue, jammed to the edges
with collectors' items from Mike
Wilhelm, the Plimsouls, the
Remains, the Leaves and other
cult heroes. 1A/B/B:11
VICTORIA WILLIAMS:
SWING THE STATUE!
Rough Trade ROUGH 140
Williams' second LP should find
it easier going — the past couple
of years have eased restrictions
on distaff solo acts. You think
you're listening to another slab
of New Country when all of a
sudden"-'she out-weirds the
Roches and/or Ricicie Lee Jones.
A loveable oddball. [
A:1/2]
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A New

Meridian
NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS
ON LP

70
minutes

Limited stocks of LPs are still available,
including the following:
E 77027
E 77033
E 77040

E 77048

David Sanger.[A:
ELGAR: EVENING SCENE Part Songs.

'Bats in the Belfry':
The piano impressions of Billy Mayen lVol. II
Eric Parkin
CHAN 8848 - CD: LBTD 028 - Cassette. No LP

BOHEMICA/WOJTEK GOGOLEWSKI/SLOVAK
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA/BRATISLAVA RADIO

HOW LOVELY ARE THY DWELLINGS
Salisbury Cathedral Choir. [ A.: 1)

Geoffrey Bush: ' Summer Serenade' - Songs,
including 4 songs from the Hesperides/Farewell,
Earth's Bliss/A Menagerie/A Summer Serenade
Varcoe / Thompson / Parkin ' Westminster Singers/
City of London Sinfonia/Hickox
CHAN 8864 - CD; ABTD 1479 - Cassette. No LP

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA/PAVOL MAURERY ,
GAETANO BARDINI

VIERNE: Symphony No.5.
David Sanger. [ A:11
WALTHER: Transcriptions

SCHOECK: Notturno Op.47.
Ian Caddy ( b- bar) / Bochmann Ot. [ A:

Poulenc: Piano Music Vol. II
Eric Parkin
CHAN 8847 CD: ABTD 1464 • Cassette. No LP

LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA/BORIS

Campion Sampler CD: SCAMP 1

ONLY £4.99!

Prokofiev: Complete Piano Music Vol.
Sonata No.5/Love of Three Oranges/
Four Pieces/Ten Pieces from Romeo & Juliet
Boris Berman
CHAN 8851 CD, ABTD 1468 Cassette. No LP

From your dealer or direct POST FREE
from RARE RECORDS LIMITED
13 Bank Square, Wilmslow,

Ann Mackay ( sop) / Simon Wynberg (gtr) [A*: 11
E 77130

Dukas: La Pen / LApprenti sorcier
Chabrier: España/ Suite pastorale
Ulster Orchestra / Tortelier
CHAN 8852 - CD; ABTD 1469 - Cassette: No LP

21
tracks

BROTT/IRMGARD BAERG/CAMEFIATA NOVA
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA/BRNO ORCHESTRAJJIRI
HUDEC/PRAGUE MADRIGAL SINGERS/MUSICA

for Organ
Gerald Gifford .[A: 1]
E4577058 ALLEGRI. Misere Met
Choir of St. John's College, Cambridge. [A*: 1]
E 77072
MORCEAUX DE SALON
Jeremy Polmear (ob.) / Diana Ambache (pno)
(A: Itin]
E4577076 MY MINSTREL LOVE
E 77051

CAMPION

AUGUST RELEASES

with FULL COLOUR CATALOGUE

ANTHONY HOLBORNE
Extempore String Ensemble. [A: 11
VIERNE: Symphony No.4.
Philharmonic Chamber Choir [A:1]

E 77044

Chandos

SAMPLER CD

'Spanish & South American Guitar Music'
Norbert Kraft
CD. ABTD 1473 - Cassette. No LP

Cheshire SK9 1AN ENGLAND

I]

CHAN 8857

Payment: CHEQUES to ' Rare Records Ltd'.
. , A ACCESS quote card number& exn

SUPERIOR SOUND
MAGNIFICENT MUSIC

Arwel Hughes: Dewi Saint (Saint David)
(sung in English)
Kenny/Hill/Wilson-Johnson/BBC Welsh
Symphony Orchestra / Owain Arwel Hughes
CHAN 8890 Cr) ABTD 1501 - Cassette. No IP

Allow up to 28 days
Rare Records are the UK distributors of:
BATON : CAMPION : OPHELIA : OPUS

Meridian Records

All mail order customers will be added to

PO Box 317, Eltham, London, SE9 4SF.

the RR mailing list to receive news of new

Send SAE for catalogue and details of

releases on these and other labels

free LP offer.
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MUSIC & VIDEO
EXCHANGE
56 NOTTING HILL GATE
LONDON Wll

CC CrLiV b1

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HIFI
RECORDS
TAPES / CD'S
VIDEOS
WANTED FOR CASH
OR EXCHANGE

NONE REFUSED!

Bartlett,
Billy Vee Sound Systems
Doug Brady
Cambridge Systems Technology
Carver ( 11W)
Chandos Res ords Ltd
Chris Brook, Audio
Covent Garden Retords

16
24,52
20
36
98
36
30
86
82
24
6
IBC
72
31

Datasound

28

Electrum tinily Shamlit Ltd

60

Gams- path Ltd ( Infinity)

106

,

BLUE NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S AT £7.50

ALL AT CRAZY PRICES
5Prospect Road, Cheshunt, Herts EN8 9QX

OB(

K.J. Leisuresound

64

Mike Manning Audio
Movement Audio

22
22
80

Musk Images Ltd
Musk Room, The

68

Nene Valle> Audio
Nottingham Analogue Studio
Oxford Audio
Consultants

Path Ltd

27 Marmion Road, Southsea ( 0705) 812397

C

Incorporating
Peter Russell's
Hot Record Store

Est 1959

Free lists. Callers welcome by appointment.
GROVE HILL, VICTORIA ROAD, BARNSTAPLE
DEVON EX32 8DS TEL 0271 43477.

4
Sb
44
44
44

J.V.C. ( UK) Ltd

e'sege`"

American, Big Bands, Blues, R&B,
Nostalgia etc. Huge stocks of CDs, LPs
and tapes. Noted for Jazz Books and
Videos. Best prices paid for S/H LPs and CDs.

OF OVER 4000 JAZZ & BLUES CDS

PM Components Ltd
IFC

NOW

teco

Mail Order Specialists for Jazz, Latin-

FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE

Gryphon
Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harrow Audio
Heinit: Thomas Ltd
Hi Fi Care Retail Ltd

e:es\cs

d e sess,

MUSI

RING MARK ON
0992 25436

.
e

nun

MAIL ORDER C.D's

071 727 3538

Absolute Sounds
Atoustii Arts Ltd
Atoustic Energy
AR Jay Interiors
Audio Excellence
Audio File, The
Audiokits

4z,
b

ke.,et.

42
32

Paul Robert, Hi Fi
Pinewood Minis
Progressive Audio

74
54
44

Relerente Imports

64

Rogers
Ron Smith Aerials

62
22

Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre
Sonic Frontier, Inc.
Spalding Electrical Ltd
Steve Boxshall Audio
Sugden

48,49
32
38
60
78

Sutton,

62

Target Audio Products
The Hi Fi Show
The Listening Room,
Trim Records

14
10
38
62

Wilmslow Audio
Woodside Electronics Ltd

24
42

28
32
12,50
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
BRENDAN CROKER & THE 5
O'CLOCK SHADOWS:
BOAT TRIPS IN THE BAY
Silvertone ORE CD 510
(42m 47s) CD
Previously on the now-defunct
Red Rhino label, Notting Hillbilly Croker's 1987 set is back in
time to satisfy his new fans. More
of the same: mellow-own pub-ish
rock for mellow-down pub-ish
people. [A:1/2]

JUICY LUCY: WHO DO YOU
LOVE — THE BEST OF
Sequel NEX CD 105
(65m 55s) CD
Another of those bands which
should have been more successful, atop-notch outfit capable of
covering the Allman Brothers or
Zappa, Spirit or Bo Diddley. Too
eclectic to have a distinct persona? perhaps, but, oy, were they
good. 1A/13:1/2]

JOAN BAEZ: ANY DAY NOW
Vanguard VCD 79306 /
7
(68m 41s) CD
Two-on-one featuring 16 Dylan
covers like ' Love Minus Zero', ' I
Shall Be Released' and 'Tears Of
Rage'. She does amarvellous job,
but then she was ascloseasthis to
Mr Dylan. [A/A*:1/2]

DANDO SHAFT: RF.APING
THE HARVEST ...PLUS
See For Miles SEE CD 291
(75m 24s) CD
22- track retrospective for a lesser-known but highly pedigreed
British folk- roots- rock outfit.
Less finger- in-the-ear than most
and therefore only 20 years
ahead of the rest of the Worzel
Gummidge lookalikes. A/B:1/21

JERRY LEE LEWIS:
HEARTBREAK
Tomato/Charly 2696672
(50m 08s) CD
The title must refer to the fact
that this is the only way you're
likely to hear Lewis live, now
that he's really beyond the twist.
Immaculate country and rock'n'roll, live at the Palomino circa
'79-'85. [B:1]

THE BONZO DOG BAND:
THE BESTIALITY OF BONZODOG BAND
EMI CDP 7926752 ( 75m) CD
Viv Stanshall selected the tracks
for this reminder of rock lunacy
rarely equalled and never surpassed. Too hip for words, even 20
years on. Dry, sharp and . just
plain weird, for those who find it
all too serious. [A:1/11

DONOVAN:
SUNSHINE SUPERMAN
BG0 BGOCD68 ( 49m)CD@
Imagine: a Donovan CD which
isn't '
greatest hits' set. Circa '67
and featuring the classic title
tack plus the original version of
the awesome 'Season Of The
Witch'. But why mono? 1A:1]

BROWNIE McGHEE:
RAINY DAY
Tomato/Charly 2696102
(44m 22s) CD
SONNY TERRY:
BLACK NIGHT ROAD
Tomato/Charly 2696662
(32m 51s)CD
The lengendary blues duo,
known for not actualy liking
each other, released these solos
in the mid/1970s. Brownie opted
for a crack band of stalwarts,
while Sonny chose to rock out in
front of acouple of young white
lads. Both were brilliant, so it
ended up 1-1. [A:11

KEVIN AYERS:JOY OF A TOY
BGO BGOCD 78 ( 41m 30s) CD
KEVIN AYERS: SHOOTING AT
THE MOON
BGO BGOCD 13(40m 51s)CD
Ayers' first solos, and close
enough to the Soft Machine to
appeal to fans of the group he
founded. Gorgeous melodies
broken up by weird instrumental
forays, like Noel Coward on
peyote. For unapologetic hippies. [A:1] per. ( Also on I.P.)

BIG BILL BROONZY:
THE 1955 LONDON SESSIONS
Sequel NEX CD 119
(39m 48s) CD
Nice transfer of the Nixa/Pye
material, Broonzy breaking the
ice for the bluesmen who would
follow. Powerful stuff and afine
introduction to this oftenoverlooked forefather of modern
blues. [B/H:1]
CARPENTERS:
ONLY YESTERDAY
A8cM CPA 1990 ( 76m 43s) CD
After the wallet-busting limitededition 12-CD set, a fantastic
20-track 'best of' for those who
missed out. Unforgettable hits —
but purists may balk at the
remixes. [A/A*:11
RAY CHARLES:
GREATEST COUNTRY AND
WESTERN HITS
Sequel NEX CD 100
(61m 30s)CD
RAY CHARLES:
THE COLLECTION
Castle Communications
CCSCD 241 ( 76m 10s) CD
Two near-perfect compilations
from the Castle group, with little
overlap. Sequel focuses on the
mellow, country side, while the
Castle package is better for
Brother Ray's Smash hits. Both
[A/A*:11.
THE CHIFFONS:
GREATEST RECORDINGS
Ace CDCH 293 ( 77m 14s) CD
33 tracks, from 'He's So Fine' to
their version of ' My Sweet Lord'.
That pair forms the alpha and
omega to this set from one of the
best all-girl groups. [A:1/21
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

THE EVERLY BROTHERS:
THE EVERLY BROTHERS/
THE FABULOUS STYLE OF
Ace CDCH 932 ( 61m 09s) CD
Their 1958 mono debut and
their first compilation ( 1960) in
stereo, on one CD. A feast of
harmonies and hits, like 'Wake
Up Little Susie', 'Bird Dog', and
'Bye Bye Love — 27 in all, and 27
reasons to buy it. [A*:1*]
ROBERT GORDON:
BLACK SLACKS
Bear Family/Roller Coaster
BCD 15489 ( 65m 44s) CD
The label's second Gordon
retrospective, rockabilly/
rock'n'roll gems recorded in ' 77'81 but with the authenticity of a
bygone age. No trendy retro
nonsense here — this guy meant
every single note. [A/B:1]
HAWKWIND: STASIS —
THE UA YEARS 1971-1975
EMI COP 7466942
(75m 37s) CD
Superb mid-price package covering the arch space cadets' peak
period. Space rock/metal/
psychedelic stew sounding a lot
less dated than most of the
band's progressive contemporaries. And Lemmy hasn't
changed a bit. 1A/B:1/2]
THE ISLEY BROTHERS:
SHOUT & TWIST WITH
RUDOLPH, RONALD & O'KELLY
Ace CDCH 928 ( 46m 46s) CD
19 tracks ( three previously unreleased) from the originators of
`Twist & Shout', here in fine
stereo. Culled from their period
at Wand ( 1961-3) and amust if
you adore sibling harmonies.
[A/A*/B:1]
AUGUST 1990

THE NEVILLES. LEGACY
—A HISTORY OF THE NEVILLES
Charly CD NEV 1
(71m 27s; 72m 30s) CD
50 — count 'em — tracks covering
the career of this legendary New
Orleans family before they
adopted the Neville Brothers tag.
The selections go all the way
back to 1955 and include solo
tracks from Art and Aaron, plus
Meters and Hawketts material. A
magnificent tribute to the First
Family of R&B. [H/A/B:1]
PJ PROSY:
THE LEGENDARY PJ PROBY
AT HIS VERY BEST . .. PLUS
See For Miles SEE CD 72
(63m 06s) CD
20 from the most tragic better of
them all. This self-destructive
soul had the potential to wipe
Elvis off the map, but blew it.
The proof lies in performances
evincing emotion rivalled only
by Johnnie Ray. [B:1/1
THE SHIRELLES:
THE COLLECTION
Castle Communications
CCSCD 238
(60m 36s) CD
In the same month as adefinitie
Chiffons set, two dozen by their
nearest rivals. 'Soldier Boy', Will
You Love Me Tomorrow' ( in
exceptional stereo), ' Baby It's
You', ' Boys' — an essential purchase. [A/A*:1]

JOE SIMON:DROWNEVG IN
7'HE SEA OF LOVE
Southbound/Ace CDSEW 021
(36m 20s) CD
From ' 72 and featuring one of his
finest moments, the sultry title
track. Soul music of the highest
calibre, for people who love
richly textured vocals. [A:1/1*]
ROD STEWART: EVERY
PICTURE TELLS A STORY
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 532
(40m 52s) CD
Possibly his best solo, now on
gold CD. It dates from '71 and
features the tortured 'Reason To
Believe', astaggering ' I'm Losing
You' and more. IA/A*:11
GEORGE STRAIT:
GREAT STRAIT
MCA MCG 6082
MCA DMCG 6082
(53m 07s) CD
'Best of from one of the finest
(current) practitioners of Oprystyled C&W. Pedal steel, sonorous vocals, schmaltz and beer —
makes you wanna go rope a
steer. Includes the immortal 'All
My Ex's Live In Texas'. IA:1/11
(Extra tracks on CD)
VARIOUS:
CHICAGO/THE BLUES/
TODAY! VOLS 1-3
Vanguard VMD 79216/7/8
(46m 26s; 46m 1ls; 41m Ils) CD
The legendary series from 1966,
during the white boys blues
boom — but this is the genuine
article. JB Hutto, Junior Wells,
Otis Rush, Walter Horton — as
joyous now as then. [A/13:1/11
VARIOUS: IF 17" AINT A
}lulu EAT MY . . .BABY
Zu-Zazz ZCD 2009
(49m 36s) CD
17 salacious and saucy, ribald
and raunchy R&B gems from
big- name acts like Dinah
Washington, Jackie Wilson, Slim
Gaillard, Lavern Baker and Roy
Brown. Hilarious stuff for liberated adults only, with euphemisms kept to a minimum. Only
one possible rating: [X]
VARIOUS:
THE DIAL STORY VOL 1
Charley CD CHARLY 207
(75m 26s) CD
Joe Tex features prominently, as
you'd expect from a label for
which he was the star. But the 16
tracks also include other prime
talents, portraying the label as a
peer of Stax. Rare soul for connoisseurs. [A/11/C:1]
JERRYJEFF WALKER:
DRIETIN' WAY OF LIFE
Vangurd VMD-73124
(41m 17s) CD
Gentle follcy/country rock by
one of the legends, his second
(1969) solo. Loaded with C&W
stalwarts — Buttrey, Putnam and
Briggs — and material which
wouldn't be out of place on a
Knopfier venture. [A:1]
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA,
B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, CREEK,
DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC,
HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK. REGA. REVOLVER,
NAKAMICHI, KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ,
NAIM AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA, SONY,
QUAD, NAD.

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS,

3NU.
FAX: 0925 825773

KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1

Tel: 0925-828009

Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at — COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.

Closed Wednesday.

CLONE?
55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Quad, Nakamichi, Arcam, Tannoy, Audio
Research, Magna Planar, Classé.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri

open tin 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.
65 CASTLE STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS
Tel: 0494 31682
THE

SOUNDSTAGE

...sounds
outstanding

ONLY THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN HI-FI

Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

THE real HI.Fi specialists In Buckinghamshire
A•wa AK6. Alphas. in. Audi,, Technica ICI) Placers also). ADC. AR.
A&R. Beard. Ilea., FilQ Castle. Celesta... Denon. Diesis: Dual.
Exp. NUIV. Galt' ioldhug. ( i.eldnng Grad°. Gyrodek. Heybrook,
Harmon Kardon KEF
Linn A
Mminor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Mantra. Musical
Mendian, Mission. Mordaunt
Short. Malian/. Monster My.t. Nakaniu hi. Nagaoka. NAD.
Patagon. Philipr. ' CD only 1. PS Audio. Proton Quad QED. Rata.
nel. Ficcox. Rie, awr. R. lisait. ,!..i...nnheiver. Something Solid. Sondex.
Standee Wive,. Spend. er. Systerndek. Talmo!, Target. Tiac
Tri., CD Walket Wharleda:e. York.lure. Yamaha. Zeta

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790

STOCKISTS OF:Linn, Alphason, Unix, Epos, Royd, Creek, BLQ,
Mission, Revolver, Ariston, Kef, Infinity, Tannoy,
Denon, Rotel, NAD, Yamaha, Alexander, AR,
Nakamichi, Mordaunt-Short, Sound Organisation,
Audio Technica, Target, Projekt & many others.

ADC • AKAI • ARCAM• • BANG & OLUESEN • CELESTION
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO.
DUAL • HARMAN KARDON
MERIDIAN MORDAUNT-SHORT • MUSICAL FIDELITY
PIONEER • QUAD' • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA
•
fppeng and .
S.inf,r , aid, "flh
148118,11 SI Rff I EPPING ISM
i01781 74242
26 KING STREET SAFFRON WALDEN ', SE X TEL 107991 23728
70 SOUTH STREET - BISHOP'S STORTFORD If RTS - TEL 102791 656401

OPEN 6DAYS, 2luxury dem rooms.
Plenty of FREE PARKING, FREE COFFEE,

CREWE,

7DAY NO QUIBBLE
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE.

CHESHIRE

TEL: ( 0270) 255488

21 NANTWICH ROAD,

OPEN 10am-fern. Monday- Friday, 9.30ami.10 Saturday

COMPACT Afusié

redit tard lac dines available

THE HI- Fl SPECIALISTS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CASTLE, DE LTEC, DENON,

AGENT FOR QUAD AND ATC MONITORS

crotOn

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

"For the closest approach to the original sound" contact IAN BEWLEY.
Tel 07684 86235, " Fair Place", Watermillock-on-Ullswater, Pennth,
CA1I OLA. Hear the latest QUAD range, including ESL, 63s, and ATC
active SCM 50 Monitors and the incomparable new SCM20. by arrangement at " Fair Place" any afternoon and in your own home without
obligation in North England and Scotland. Also agent for Townshend
Glastonbury, Castle, Spendor, Sugden. Marantz,
Nakarnichl, Kelvin Labs, Revox and Sumo. CO". also available

DUAL, KENWOOD, MOTH, PINK TRIANGLE,
PROAC, QED, ROTEL, SME, SD ACOUSTICS,
SENNHEISER, STANDESIGN, SYSTEMDEK,
TANNOY, TARGET, WHARFEDALE

27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire P09 1PY
Tel: 107051 473952
Open 10-1, 2-6 TuesSat

audio

STOP PRESS
Arcam
Musical Evening
on Wednesday 5th
September 1990
Free Tickets
available now.
4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE
Tt 0625 582704
Closed Monday
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MARANTZ SPENDOR KEF
AUDIO-TECHNICA TANNOY
QUAD ARCAM REVOLVER
YAMAHA STAX MORDAUNTSHORT SME DENON
CELESTION MONITOR
AUDIO ROGERS B & W
NAKAMICHI CELLO
MERIDIAN AUDIOLAB
AMADEUS ZARATHUSTRA
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ROTEL
ROKSAN
DISCOUNT CD & TAPE
EXTENDED GUARANTEE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Active
Audio

sound systems

ARCAM UARISTON U CELESTION U DENON U HEYBROOK UKEF
REFERENCE I CYRUS UMUSICAL FIDELITY 11 MARANTZ ( MERIDIAN
• RE VOX • ROTEI.0 ROGERS U ETC.
Demonstration And Home Trot Facilities Account and Credit
Cards Ring For Opening Times And FREE 'FACT PACK'

Active Audio,
12, Omaston Road,
The Spot, Derby
23' ( 0332) 380385

M.
— TO
Tea ULTIMO,, i
SOU OMNI( L

HOPKINS HI-FI

1111111.111KEIN

SOUND ADVICE — NATURALLY
NO 1DEALER FOR THE SOUTH EAST HANTS
38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: (0705) 822155/830753
.
HE sPEc..ALsTDEALH ,
-CR
Technics NAD Kenwood • Onkyo Quad Revolver • Denon • Dual
Cambridge Audio- OED • Tannoy • KEF • Mordaunt Short • Heybmok •
Monitor Audio - Sennheiser • Onoton • Marantz +DEMONSTRATION ROOM
Ill FI NFU's et KR : 0RD REVIEW

z

AUGIUST I990

HAP'
eoW
MONITOR

iA&RCambridge
souND
,ceie st io nC
a
aC
str
l
e
eek
▪ Denon 3 Dual
▪ Foundation U Harwood
▪ Marantz U Monitor Audio U Mordaunt-Short
▪ Pioneer U Philips CD MI Quad U Rogers
▪ RotelU Revox 3 Sennheiser U Sony
▪ Spendor U Tannoy la Technics 3 Thorens
IN Yamaha etc.

Recording Playback

2Burland Road
(Comer of Webbs Road)
London SW11 6SA
Telephone No. - 071 SRS 0274

11 Ar is to n
n

Two-year guarantee

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

& Monitoring Limited

R

PM

(Near Clapham Junction. Clapham
South St South Circular Road)
Open: Tues Sat 1030arn-6.30Pm

A&R, Akai, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica, Beyer,
Bose, Castle, Denon, Dual, Elite, Hunt-EDA, Meridian, Michell, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortolon, 0.E.D, Quad, Revox,
Sennheiser, Shure, Spendor, Tannoy, Target, TOK,
TDL, Thorens, Yamaha, etc.
Five Ways Hi-Fidelity Ltd.,
12 Islington ROW,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 815 1LD.
Telephone: 021455 06457.
Demonstrations by appointment

Authorised Stockists of: Linn. Nairn, Rega, Creek, ion.
Denon. Sony, Cambridge, Revox, Nakamichi,
Goodmans, Royd, Ruark.BLQ.
Accessories from: Chord Company. Audiotech, Sound
Organisation, Sound Factory. Audio Technica, Hunt
EDA, Sennheiser, Beyer.

9.30-6.00 Tuesday-Saturday

2 Comfortable Single Speaker Dem Rooms
Informed Advice in a Relayed Environment

Private listening room

Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St., Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

Full Delivery & Installation Service
2 Year Warranty
Highly Experienced Turntable Service & Restoration
Facilities
Access. Visa & Instant Credit.

PRODUCT UST
LINN, EXPOSURE, NVA,
ONIX, RUARK, MANTRA,
REVOLVER, CREEK,
ARISTON TECHNICA,
CHORD COMPANY,

AUDIOVE\UE

ARCAM MONITOR
AUDIO, HEYBROOK,
TANNOY, ROTEL, CELEF,
NAD, MARANTZ, STAX,

AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS

Phone No. 0922 57926

24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,
LONDON SE19 2ET— TEL: 081-771 7787
Stockists of: Linn Hi Fi, Naim Audio, Creek,
Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLQ.
Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,
Various Credit Facilities Available
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
2year warranty
Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday

EnsT„,,,
E:=

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB

griffin AUDIO
BIRMINGHAM

Tel:071-379 4010. Fax 071-497 9205

OPEN 7DAYS
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • REVOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •

SONY • DENON
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

f

ANALOG AUDIO
(Hl- FI Specialists)

London N12
Tel: 081 445 3267

849 High Road,

Finchley's Centre for Cele%tion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

111+1 MARK FIS.'
The plat eç. here people ( are about
III Il NE.\X S

till ) RI) RE'. IF: \X

Ai (. 1 " 1 I

ROYD, MORDAUNT SHORT. ARCAM. LINN, MONITOR
AUDIO, EPOS. NAM, MISSION, REGA. DUAL, RO TEL.
crates, CREEK. NAKAMICHI, DENON. MARANTZ.
RE VOX. QUAD
94 BRISTOL ST., BIRMINGHAM
6 92 1359. TUE SAT 10am
6pm

Warstones
Hi-Fi
Studio

KELVIN LAB . DENON
•INFINITY • ROLAND
RESEARCH, • ORACLE
•ROTEL • QUAD
SIDENDOR • CROFT ACOUSTICS •
TIME WINDOW • DELTEC

Hours of Cpening.
Mon Tues, Wed, Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs Fri 10am-9pm
54a Wannones Road, Penn,

Tel:

Wolverhampton

Wolverhampton 345114

HY)

SPECIALIST GUIDE
AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
NORFOLK/SUFFOLK

CelcuitsinEr
elder IfilliDEILIfY

valve specialists

DELTEC

amplifiers. Slink cables.

HAFLER
PDM ONE

bit stream convertor.

VALVE AMPS

by Audio Innovations, BBA ( BB100).

Croft, Concordant, Grant and others.

TURNTABLES

by Alphason, Pink Triangle, Voyd

Valdi.

SPEAKERS

For the
finest
names
in

HiFi

BOWERS&
WILKINS

WORTHING
(aom ER%

1LKINS

Linieriampton Road

Tel W0r1n.ry, 64141

Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 I
SJ
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

by Snell, Rogers & Acoustat.

Also Mod Squad, Moth, Royd, Goldring, Audio Technica, Target.

Ring for appointment
Diss ( 0379) 740227

Ltd.

Active
Audio

sound systems

ARCAM UARISTON U CELESTION UDENON al HEYRROOK U KEF
CYRUS UMUSICAL FIDEUTYU MARANTZ
RE VOEU ROTEL UROGERS 11 ETC.

KEN WOOD CENTRE
MARANTZ, ROTEL, DENON, CAMBRIDGE,
MICHELL, A.R., J.B.L., HECO, KEF, DUAL, SUPRA,
SENNHEISER, AKAI, TANNOY, Q.E.D, INFINITY,
HARMAN-KARDON, SONY, ARISTON, JECKLIN,
MONSTER, A.K.G., MORDAUNT-SHORT,
YAMAHA, WHARFDALE, AUDIO-TECHNICA.
PIONEER, TARGET, PARTINGTON, SUGDEN,
GOLDRING, NORDMENDE, BOSE, MONITOR
AUDIO, NAKAMICHI, B&W, ALLISON

Demonstration And Home Trial Facilities. Account and Credit
Cards. Ring For Opening Times And FREE 'FACT PACK'

Ert

Active Audio,
29, Market Street,
Tamworth, Derby.
e(0827) 53355

l

DEMONSTRATION ROOM
CD/CDV STOCKIST

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX

Tel (0323) 640911

PRODUCT LIST
LINN PRODUCTS
EXPOSURE, NVA,
ONIX, RUARK,
MANTRA, REVOLVER,
CREEK, ARISTON, ROM,
AUDIO, TECHNICA,
CHORD COMPANY,
MONTITOR AUDIO,
HEYBROOK, TANNOY,
ROTEL, CELEF, NAD,
MARANTZ, STAX,
EPOS, ARCAM.

IN TUNE - NATURALLY

PERFECT FIDELITY
REFERENCE STUDIO

69 LONDON ROAD

IAI N I.11111 I IA119 ,(IIINE

BRIGHTON 609431

3demonstration rooms at each shop
LATE NIGHT- WEDNESDAY- 8PM

I10

151 w.nIMATt IN
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We are probably the only specialist HI- Fl Dealers who record
as well as listen to live music. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the following manufacturers.'
Audio innovations. Audion. Audionote, Beyer. BLQ, Decca,
Denon. Foundations. Goldring. Helius, lecklin Float, IPW. IBL.
Marantz. Nagaoka. Nakamichi, Ortolon. Pink Triangle. Pirates,
QED. Renos. Rotel, The Rock. Sennheiser, Snell. Sony,
Sugden, Supra, Systemdek, Torlyte, Target. Teac, Valdi, Voyd
Reference, Voyd. Yamaha etc
SECOND HAND EOUIPMENTAVAIIABLE RING FOR DETAILS

The VP! Record Cleaning Service available.

2131X10
5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY

DELTEC • LUMLEY • DIAMOND ACOUSTICS •
ACOUSTAT • TOWNSEND • SPENDOR •
ZARATHUSTRA • MAGNUM • RADFORD • MARK
LEVINSON • CARDAS • N.R.G • KISEKI •
ORTOFON • WADIA • THRESHOLD •
VANDERSTEEN •
CONRAD JOHNSON • CHORD • etc

GEle GWILEY

at
THE
REFERENCE STUDIO
04352 8004

F I
— CONSULTANTS

effnes

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.

Every item of HiFi equipment adds some form of
colouration.
We however, have tested many items and after
careful selection can offer some of the very best
available.
If your quest is total fidelity to music then give us a
call to make an appointment for ademonstration in
our superb studio.
High End Specialists

HEATHFIELD SUSSEX

.1 Al fit N1 F9\ HAIM

...Lend me
your ears...

That's our goal at the

OP•

hr•li

(0:0»

(32. WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONRIUN. ( 0424) 442975.

',ch.( ter' Hi-fi
r ( nil

EXPOSURE. MUSICAL FIDELITY, QUAD.
NAKAMIC'HI. MONITOR AUDIO. ROGERS.
TANNOY NAD. MAN77CORE 7D1., MARANTZ.
AUDIO LAB. DENON, CELES 770N. LINN,
KEF, YAMAHA, WHARFEDALE. ARCAM.
SNELL, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, SYSTEMDEK.
PROAC. RO7EL.

II OPEN MOIY-SAT 9.00-6.00
• FULL DEMONSTRATIONS - IN STORE & IN HOME

..
Q&11.

Tel:(0252) 714555

Monday to Saturday 1I
am - sprn
Demonstrations by Appointment

r

1" 5EF oRn

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF1 0 5F3S
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. —Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50-5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 50p per word (private), minimum £ 13.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 60p per word, minimum £ 16.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in October issue must reach these
offices by 21st August 1990 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

B&W MATRIX THREE SPEAKERS, rosewood, excellent condition, unable to accommodate anymore. £620
o.v.n.o. or PEX for Acoustic Energy ones. ( 0903)
503050 evenings. ( II)
SPECTRAL DMA-SO POWER AMP. Mint condition ( I
month old) 80w or can be bridged as 160w mono blocks
£1680. Ikeda cartridge - brand new and boxed - £650.
Tel: 071-703-9446 or (171-351-1977. ( H)
DAT - SONY DTC-1000ES. Bought whilst living in
Japan. Very slight dometic use. Tapes, transformer.
packing. Beautifully made. Unlimited direct digital
recording. Offers based on £800. Two QC11/QUAD11
mono valve amplifiers. valve TRIO AM/FM stereo
receiver and AT- F3 and AT-33E cartridges ( virtually
unused). Offers. Tel: (0873) 3815 ( South Wales). ( H)
LINN LP12 VALHALLA SYRINX PU3 KISEKI BLUE
£42.5. Meridian 10IB m-c. plus M3 actives all excellent
can dem £300. Call Chris Doncaster ( 0302) 3499(11. ( H)
ROKSAN XERXES/ARTEMIZ/Eroica. black boxed
little use £650. Incatech amplifier. Itix. preamp, 2xIT
200s poweramps, boxed unused, offers. Stax SR84
headphones unused £95. Quad 606/34, boxed unused
£525. Tel: ( 07695) 2235. ( H)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 + D125: Oracle Delphi
MKIII; Air-Tangent IIB; Koctsu Red Signature; Sicomin Shelf; Stax Lambda Signature Headphones +
SRM-TI Valve Amp; Mission PCM II CD: PRO- AC
Super-Tower Speakers; Nakamichi CR7-E Cassette
Deck. All excellent condition - less than 18 months old.
New price = £ 17,000.Tel: (0625) 533200. will split.
Sensible offers please. ( J)
LINN SONDEK LP12, EKOS ARM, TROIKA ( all
black) £ 1,800.00. Linn lsobarik PMS Active Speakers
(black) £ 1,300.00. Nakamichi CA7E control amp.
(black) £2,1110.00. Nakamichi PA7E Power Amp
(black) £ 1,400.00. Nakamichi OMS7E11 CD Player
(black) £ 1,600.00. Stax SRD-X Pro Lamda Headphones (black) £500. Rega 2 Turntable + cartridges
£120.(X). Tel: ( 0438) 317759 eve. All boxed as new only
10 months old. v.light use. ( H)
MOD SQUAD PHONO DRIVE £690.00, Vendetta
Research SCP-2A Phono Stage £ 1600.00. Cal Tempest
MK-2SE £25(81.00. Audio Research LS- 1/D-125 black
£3900.00. Koetsu Red Signature £800.00. All mint as
new. Tel: 081-771-7106. (1)
MAGNUM A100 POWER AMPS £1100 o.n.o. Magnum
A300 power amps £595 o.n.o. Apogee Caliper Signatures, Anthracite £2600 o.n.o. " Home Built" CS9's
need finishing. £250 0.11.0. Tel: ( Lowestoft) ( 05)12)
585508 ( H)
KRELL PAMI PRE AMP in very good condition.
Superb sounds for just £750 o.n.o. Tel: Letchworth
(0462) 481397 after 6pm. ( H)
CLASSIC GALE GS401A LOUDSPEAKERS. £300,
excellent condition: Demonstration: Gale and/or
Target stands: £30/pair. Tel: ((1420) 2361)) ( liants/
Surrey border). ( H)
LUXMAN C-03 PRE AMP M-03 Power Amp 200 watts
per channel one of only two in the country. Emigration
forces sale £995. Tel: ( 161-439-9180 eve. ( H)

ROKSAN BLACK, ARTEMIZ, GOLDRING
EROICA, little use. £650. Quad 34/606, new unused
£495. Inca-Tech amplifier, nix prcamp 2 x IT200s.
monoblocs new, unused. offers. Ortofon Quasar cartridge, new, unused, offers. Tel: ((17695) 2235. ( H)
MAGNAPLANAR MG3a, as new. boxed, £ 1900. specialist stands also available Koctsu Red. never used.
still in box, £750. (0268) 402368 days, ( 0376) 71682
evenings. ( H)
QUALITY DECCA/LONDON CARTRIDGE and arm,
also Keith Monks type record cleaner in perfect
working condition. Leave message on answerphone:
Tel: 081-399-4437 after Ilam. ( H)
NAKAMICHI PA7E + CASE Pre and Power £ 1,400.
ST7E Tuner £380, OMS5E CD Player £600, Revox
B215 Cassette £750, Infinity 8- Kappa's £900. Tel:
(0354) 54292. ( II)
KRELL POWER AMP OR MONOBLOCKS TO
PARTNER SP/11 APOGEE and top quality LP- Player
combination and cables Revox Tuner and cassette
deck. Call Peter evenings. Tel: London (181-876-8747
private. ( H)
SPECIALLY SELECTED YAMAHA CDX 10000 CD
PLAYER. Complete overhaul by Yamaha - new laser.
In immaculate condition boxed and instructions,
reviews. Has remote volume will feed power ampt
direct. Superb sound. only Thcta/Wadia will better at 6
x price. Full demo. Harrow area. Business Tel:
081-843-2200. Ted Adams. Price £ 1,5(8) ( original price
£2,700). ( H)
DELTEC PDM IBITSTREAM incl. cable £375 o.n.o.
Pioneer PD9300 CD £325 o.n.o. Both boxed v.g.c.
Both for £695. Deltec .50S power amp and cables £650
o.n.o. Tel: Leeds (0532) 740300 evenings. ( H)
MISSION 737 SPEAKERS and Stands. Rotel tape deck
and RA840BX Amplifier. Dual 505 Turntable. Also
QED Headphones switch and cable £260 inclusive.
Romford 747366. ( H)
KRELL MD1 CD PLAYER + SBP64X DAC perfect
condition. Three months old retail £ 15.69o. Accept
£9750. Tel: (0869) 346644. ( H)
BANG & OLUFSEN 5000 CD stack system. Complete
with B & O speakers. Fully remote cost over £2300 will
accept £ 1200 ((1243) 376828 anytime ( south coast) ( H)
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH REMOTE CONTROLLED
SYSTEM based on A-07 amplifier with CD, Tuner,
Cassette and series 132 speakers. All as new, unwanted
competition prize. Offers £ 1000 o.n.o. (0256) 483193
daytime. (0235) 818630 evenings. ( G)
PINK TRIANGLE PT TOO, RB300, Goldring Electro
II LZ £480. Musical Fidelity MVT MKII £560. B &
Beosystem 3000 offers. All equipment boxed v.g.c.
Tel: Paul 081-549 3521. ( H)
MAGNEPLANAR MG Ills Excellent condition, Teak
finish, superb sound £ 1400. Tel: (0734) 343892) ( H)

SEVEN INCH OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDER four,
track Tandberg 3341/X, MicrophoneTM4. Bayer
DT440 stereo headphones. Kef 11)4 Monitor Speakers/
Stands. All boxed. Southampton ( 0703) 734104. ( H)

IMF TLS80111A TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKERS
including stands £550 o.n.o. Nearest current equivalent
TDL Monitors at £ 1889. Also Foundation Speaker
Stands to take 1MFs or similar. Cost £260. £90 o.n.o.
Tel: Hull ( 0482) 77057 evenings or weekends. ( H)

KEF 107 REFERENCE SPEAKERS. Rosewood,
immaculate, original packing. KEF guarantee until
January 1994. £ 130(1 o.n.o. Tel: Hank ( 0442) 224822
days, ((1525) 221761 evenings ( Bedfordshire). ( H)

ACTIVE SYSTEM MERIDIAN D600s black mint. cost
£2500 sell £ 1600. Meridian 206 CD Player mint. cost
£8(8) sell £400. Reason for sale, sound is too big for
room size. ( 181-743-0212 mobil ( 0860) 590737. ( H)
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LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips-based 16- bit players. The new " Pro 11" modification uses components of the highest quality plus an
additional circuit board for £ 149. For those seeking the
ultimate in quality there is the new " Reference"
upgrade, available for full-width machines only. This
incorporates apower supply unit of the highest quality
with the above upgrade. Discrete regulators and a
dedicated toroidal transformer are used to power the
D/A converter and analogue stages independently.
This produces amachine with the very finest sound for
£250. Owners of " Pro" modified machines may
upgrade to " Reference" standard for £ 149. Enquiries
to Geoff on 01-379 7427 x 126. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURES. Mint condition
£2000 o.n.o. Upgraded to Duetta Sigs. Also Audio
Technica PCOCC speaker cables with Michell Gold
Plugs. Half price Tel: Phil ( 0706) 813987. (.1)
ZEN GOLDLINE HIGH- END AUDIOPHILE superior
moving coil cartridges for perfectionists ' Vital' stylus
£79. Boron cantilever ' micro- ridge' £ 149. Musical
accurate performance guaranteed. SAE Excelsior
Sounds, P.O.Box 353 Bushey, Watford, WD2 3XH. ( 1)
KRELL KRS-2 preamplifier: a fabulous three-chassis
device that was priced at £4600. Our sample is little
used, absolutely mint, boxed and guaranteed at the
unbeatable price of £2300. Duntech Marquis loudspakers: slim, tall, heavy and sound very good with Krell
amplification. One pair only, they must go, so telephone for a price. We also have some Magneplanar
MG Ilia's and a pair of 2.5's in superb condition.
Pinewood Music, ' Martins'. Church Lane, Goodworth
Clatford, Andover, Hampshire SPI I7HL. Tel: ( 02M)
57536 or, at any time (086))) 351113. ( H)
AUDIO TECHNICA CARTRIDGES: AT OC7 for
£129 + VAT, AT OC9 for £ 199 + VAT, Exchange
cartr. less 30%. Send order and cheque ( in £) to: Mrs.
Petra Gregarek, Kleine - Schwerter - Str. 115. 4600
Dortmund 41. West Germany. Prices include postage.
VAT is payable in UK after arrival of cartridge. Goods
are brand new, latest models. Over one and half years
of reliable service now, so buy with confidence. ( K)
THE "PURE SOUND SAVERS CLUB" for only £25
YOU can save up to 25% off all your Ili-Fi requirements.
We guarantee that you can't buy the following products
cheapers, anywhere in the U.K. Aragon. Acoustic
Energy, Celestion, Dace, Denon, Forte, Gryphon,
Levinson, Madrigal, Proceed, Sequerra, Sota, SME,
Teac, Threshold, Wadia etc. etc. If we haven't got it.
we can get it, cheaper and quicker. guaranteed! Pure
Sound, 051-645-6690/ 051-521-5063 ( eves. & weekends)
or if in a hurry ((1831) 20278(1/ (0831) 202781. ( H)
AEI + ALLOY STANDS ( NEW) £735, AE3 + alloy
stands ( new) £ 1525, TDK compact monitors ( new)
£195. Mark Levinson No. 26 ( balanced line) £3495.
Proceed DAP Converter £ 1195, Tcac P500 CD Transport £500, Stax PS3 Phonostage £895, ADC 2000T
Tuner ( ex dem) £ 130, Threshold S22 power ( ex dem)
£995. FORTE model 3power ( ex dem) £795, Gryphon
Phono Stage ( ex dem) £ 1295. Gryphon ' Pre Amp' ( ex
dem) £3295, Deltec PDM 1 converter ( new) £2995,
Proceed CD Player ( new) £ 1590. TDL Studio 1 ( new
inc. stands) £500. part exchange not possible at these
prices, but might haggle. Tel: Pure Sound - 051-6456690/051-521-5063 ( eves, and weekends) on ( 0831)
202780/ ((1831) 202781. ( H)
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NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old
Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through New Croft valve amplifiers and New Tannoy
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole lane. Birmingham BI4 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. ( MI

FOR SALE— Trade
A NEW MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKER OF GREAT
ACCURACY AND OUTSTANDING APPEARANCE

EX-DEMONSTR A T ION

CELLO
AUDIO SUITE PRE- AMP & MASTER SUPPLY
£69,900.00 ( LIST £ 10,500.00)
AUDIO PERFORMANCE POWER AMPS
£7,500.00 ( List £ 15,500.00)

\34inttrete

Full details available on request

FINE PI RIOD

written details upon application.

REPRODUCTION FURNITURE

ASTON AUDIO LIMITED
4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
Tel: 0625 582704

Fax: 0625 586285

The pentachord produces arema rkable sense of space
and depth from metal cone drivers Ir. an enclosure
only 10 1.," high and 8" deep.
Telephone for ademonstration.

Specialist in period reproduction
furniture made to incorporate all sizes
and makes of Hi Fi. Made in Walnut,
Mahogany, Yew Tree, Oak.
Please phone for quote or an inquiry.
69 Banstead Road, Carshalton,
Surrey RM5 3NP.
Tel: 081-642-2817.

HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
WILL COMPLEMENT AND ENHANCE YOUR
PLAYING EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL!
AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
•
DIRECT CUT ORIGINAL MASTERS.
•

1
/
2

SPEED. JAPANESE ETC.

REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHESKY. ALOKINN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC. AletetTF D LYRITA

SEND A6' x9' SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE
•
TRY
'JAZZ AT THE PAWN SHOP'
DOUBLE LP f16 99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll - THE FAMOUS YOU ARE THERE PRESSING
•

•

Pentachord Loudspeakers
49 Rusholme Road SW15 3LF
081-788 2228

•
Falcon DIY SPEAKERS

VALVES FOR AUDIO
MADE IN ENGLAND OR USA

1,000,000 VALVES IN STOCK
SELECTED LOW NOISE/LOW
MICROPHONY TYPES AVAILABLE.
MATCHED PAIRS/MATCHED
QUARTETS AVAILABLE.
ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS
& MANUFACTURERS MOST WELCOME.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR LARGER QTTIES.
PHONE OR FAX FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTE.

BILLINGTON VALVES
Highlands Road, Horsham, Sussex
RH13 5LS ( UK)
Mon- Fri 9am - 5.30pm
Callers by appointment only
Minimum UK Order £ 20

VAT.

Min Export Order £ 50 + carriage
Telex: 87271
Phone 0403 210729 Fax: 0403 40214
Visa, Access & American Exp. accepted.

I/Send for our FREE price list PL18:
all we ask for is alarge S.A.E. ( 28p)
(Overseas U.S. $2bill)
(Europe— 3International reply coupons)
SYSTEM DESIGNS (Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor Series, etc.
DRIVE UNITS FOCAL, KEF, Audax,
Celestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas,
Elac Metal Dome, Siare, Scanspeak, etc.
Also Group/Disco Units
CROSSOVER NETWORKS —
Active & Passive Components,
Accessories, Polypropylene Caps.
Expert advice via our enquiry service.
ELEKTOR-KEF PL301
Units, Networks & Components
Full details from
FALCON ELECTRONICS
(Dept H.F.N.) Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT (0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)

NEW IN STOCK FROM CHESKY.
THE POWER OF THE ORCHESTRA'
NIGHT ON BALD MOUNTAIN/PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION £12 95

'ACOUSTIC ALCH'EMY'- RED DUST & SPANISH LACE
GREAT ACOUSTIC GUITAR-BASED FUSION' £799
•
KNUD JORGENSEN-Jazz TRIO on OPUS 3
SUPERB PIANO TRIO STANDARDS
£10 99
•

REGA RB300 / RB260
VAN DEN HUL
REWIRING

SPECIAL OFFERS
•

If you own one of these superb arms, why not
upgrade the performance by rewiring with Van
den Hul cable?

LYRITA - BOULT CONDUCTS MARCHES VAR. NO 71 I BRIDGE
OVERTURE RHAPSODY ETC NO 114 I HOWELLS QUARTETS &
QUINTET NO.68
ONLYL7EACHORALL3FORt19
*-

SHEFFIELD LAB
HARRY JAMES- .sna HARRY
BIG BAND STANDARDS - CARAVAN SATIN DOLL ETC
£6
•
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH
OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS TO A
FULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING - BLUES, R&B, UK AND IRISH
FOLK, ELECTRONIC, NEW AGE, JAll, FUSION, COUNTRY ETC ETC
AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT AGM LOCAL SHOP -WHY NOT TRY US?
--- • WE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMPT AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER
SERVICE ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE
CAREFUL PACKING

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MONSAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR3 4LS.
081-658-3464
FAX. 081-650-0374
I2

Our engineers will replace the internal wiring
with vdH MSS7 and leadout cable with 1m of
vdH MC- D502.
We will fit superb gold plated/Teflon insulated
phono plugs and gold plated shrink sleeved
cartridge tags.
Our price for this skilled conversion is just
£84.95. plus £3.75 p&p, and we will return your
arm within 21 days. Furthermore we will fully
guarantee our work for 12 months.
(Due to customer demand, we now offer the
following options: vdH phono plus £ 15.00
extra. 1.5m leadout £ 15.00 extra.)
Details sent on request, or simply package the
arm properly and send it to us by insured post.
SOUND DEALS: 52-54B SHORTMEAD ST.
BIGGLESWADE BEDS SG18 OAP ENGLAND
TEL: 0767 312249
FAX: 0767 315714

Audiophile Components
Catalogue
Audiophile Guides • Balance Control
kit • capacitors • contact breakers •
contact enhancers • diodes • drive
units • enclosures • inductors •
interfence suppression • Kimber Kable
mains transformers • polarity testing •
potentiometers • power supplies •
record cleaning • resistors • solder •
switches • Torlyte Amplifier Boxes • • •
plus application notes, hints, tips and
advice on building with the best
Fully revised & updated
(on Recycled Paper!)
U.K.
Postage free
Overseas send U.S.S2 bill or 4IRC.
Europe -send 3International Reply Coupons.

Russ Andrews Limited

Russ
Andrews Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal,
Cumbna LA8 9AS
Telephone: (0539) 83247
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BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, hut
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each arc
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John Crabbe.
Hector Berlioz - Rational Romantic and Beethoven's
Empire of the Mind are available from bookshops at
£6.95 each, and if your stockist doesn't have copies on
his shelves, tell him that each can be ordered from
Messrs Kahn & Averill. Or you could try your local
library. Either way. they make an intriguing read.
(XIS)

Free estimates for service, repair, overhaul of most
audio and HiFi including vintage equipment. London
Sound, 389B Alexandra Avenue, Harrow, Middx HA2
9EF. Tel: 081-868 9222. ( H)
RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT by
Electronics Engineer, suitably qualified ( Degree/
MAES) and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service
agent and specialist knowledge of Radford, Leak,
Rogers, Armstrong etc. Extensive workshop enables
original design standards, accompanied by detailed
reports. 7 days. Woodford. Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
(X)

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI-FI
DEALERS. Ill FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW IS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE. COPIES
ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF PUBLICATION
DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS,
4506 PIKE ROAD, HUNTINGTON VALLEY,
PA 19006 U.S.A
phone: 215-953-9222 FAX 215-953-0360

Audio Cables Direct -I
TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.

WANTED, PAIR OF ACOUSTAT ELECTROSTATIC
LOUDSPEAKERS with integrated valve power amplifiers 081-883 5618. ( H)

CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING; LENCO:
ORTOFON: SHURE; SME: THORENS.
All available, Genuine Spares Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Canridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL& GENERAL PO BOX 53.
CROWBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX. TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

MELODIYA LPs (
any quantity) also sheet music,
books in English. Hand- made souvenirs and paintings
in exchange for heavy metal and rock LPs and CDs.
Contact USSR, Belgorod 308000. Glav Post, Do
Vostrebovanija, Altuchov. Yuri Nik. (
H)

*Free shipping on purchases.
*39 brands. 194 cable products.
*Free of all U.S. taxes.

KEF SPEAKER UNITS. B139, B110, T15 and STC
4001G. Tel: 01232) 669740. (
II)
WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE 111-F1
Amplifiers: Quad. Leak. Radford. Williamson, RCA etc
Turntables: Garrard 301, 401, Lab A. Thorens TD124, TD224.
Pickup arms & heads: Decca heads. SME.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy pre- 1974 duals. Goodmans. Axiom 80.
Wharfedales. Quad ESL
1990 28-page "Wanted List" available upon request Buyer collects In all
areas on aregular basis
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Cossham Street,
Mangotsfield, Bristol, BS17 3EN. Telephone ( 0272) 565472 Anytime,
Fan (0272) 575442.

SEE PAGE 88
FOR CLASSIFIED
FORM

TURN YOUR ROOM INTO A TRUE
AUDIOPHILE LISTENING ROOM
WITH OUR UNIQUE
COMPUTERISED ROOM ANALYSIS SERVICE
"The improvements which may be wrought are, in many cases, the
most cost effective available." — Hi-Fi News & Record Review, May 1990.

HEAR YOUR SYSTEM'S FULL POTENTIAL FOR THE FIRST TIME
Computerised Postal Consultancy, ( no home visits needed),
can provide adetailed report on the acoustic qualities of your
room, with recommendations on how to obtain optimum
performance without sacrificing decor. For full details send
A4 ( 326mm x 230mm) SAE ( 45p stamp) to:Our

ROOM

ACOUSTICS SERVICES

3, Queen Elizabeth Way, BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside. DN18 6AJ.

UNIT for 500
CDs & CASSETTES
ETC in TEAK PINE
SAPELE OAK
+ £75 for ROSEWOOD
YEW WALNUT
20 1
2
/
wide 32 high 19 deep
SEND 3-15p stamps
for BROCHURE
282 Skipton Rd, Harrogate, Yorks. 0423 500442.
III It NE55 •
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Low U.S. Domestic Prices
We're the showcase for the audio
cable industry. Interconnects,
speaker cables, power cords
(and accessories, too.)

(The Cable Company)
°CALL, WRITE OR FAX FOR DETAILS
(215)294 9576.

or fax ( 215) 294 -9586

L.o.box 305, upper black eddy, pa 1897U

MUSIC TO
YOUR EARS
HiFi Sales Person
For aHi- Hi enthusiast with agood all-round
knowledge of the music equipment market, Harrods offers
aunique opportunity to indulge your special interest.
If you have the presentation and personal skills we
expect of our floor staff, you will be awelcome source of
information in our HiFi department. lending weight to
the service of our Sales team.
We will look for amature manner rather than
previous Sales experience, although this would be useful.
In return for your ability to spend time with our customers
offering aquality of attention that matches our
merchandise, you can look forward to an excellent
rewards package, that includes competitive salary. store
discount and subsidised restaurant.
Please apply in writing to Sam Simcox at our
recruitment centre. Prospects at Harrods, Harrods Ltd,
Brompton Road, Knightsbridge, London SWIX 7XL,
or telephone 071-730 1234 ext 2211 for further details.
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NEVILLE FARMER
ebruary 28, and Sting was laying
down the first few notes of the
bassline in Hip Pocket Studios in
New York. 'This isn't fair!' he said to Kevin
Godléy. His tongue in cheek frustration
was understandable as his bassline had
only Chaz Rich's drum rhythm programme to inspire him. From here on each
of the 292 One World One Music musicians had something to build on.
Six weeks and 65,000 miles later television producer Andy Ward, director Kevin
Godley, record producer Rupert Hine and
Engineer Steve Tayler sat in Nomis Studios in London surrounded by over thirty
miles of audio tape in thirteen different
formats, over ten miles of film and over 90
hours of video. Somehow, over the next
month, they were going to have to turn
this into atwo hour documentary and an
album — easy really!
The One World One Music project was
a
.
ctually the brainchild of Kevin Godley of
IOCC, Godley and Creme award-winning
yids and ads fame. The BBC were looking
for something big to finish the week-long
series of world awareness programmes
which they had made in conjunction with
several other European public service
stations. They had considered another
mega-concert hut realized this was trying
the patience of the British people and the
rock fraternity. The idea of a musical
chain letter with musicians from all over
the world contributing to one huge piece
of music appealed to Godley and the
producer went off to the BBC to see if
they could afford it. Godley didn't wait to
find out. Before the Beet) stumped up the
cash he was in New York recording Sting.
Rupert Hine loved the idea of the
project as soon as he heard about it. Hine
is a producer/composer/performer of
some standing, having written and/or produced Tina Turner, Stevie Nicks, Howard
Jones and many others. His longtime
sidekick and award-winning engineer
Stephen Tayler completed a formidable
production team.
time agreed with Godley that the only
way to make this truly worldwide was to
allow each musician to decide what they
wanted to play, ' There's no point having a

piece of world music that is directed note
for note,' he said, relishing the unpredictability of the way the music grew 'Some
artists would extend the chain tape horizontally, vertically or both.'
Hine started by contacting those musicians he most wanted to work with and
they in turn recommended others as the
chain began to grow. There were a few
disappointments. David Byrne's schedule
kept placing him in the right towns but at
the wrong times. Kate Bush fell ill. Midnight Oil's project with a number of
aborigines didn't come off and visas
couldn't be obtained in time to record the
Bulgarian choir hut despite that the
spread of music and musicians involved in
the project was awesome.
From the initial sessions in New York
with Sting playing bass under rapping
from RMR, Afrika Bambaataa and Dred
with Steve Stevens and The Fixx contributing, the team flew to Dublin to catch
Clannad, The Chieftains and Maria McKee.
Then it was on to Howard Jones's home
with Howard and Hossam Ramzy ( from
Egypt) ... then Peter Gabriel's Real World
Studios in Bath to catch Gabriel, Stewart
Copeland and Geoffrey Oryema, then
Dave Gilmour's houseboat studio ... then
two studios, a street location, a private
house and aruined chapel in Rio ... back
to New York including Courtney Pine in a
music shop and forty people stopped in
the street and recorded on portable
DAT... then Los Angeles for Dave Stewart, Bob Geldof, Zulus, beach hippies
and a one man band and onto Paris and
Lille where Johnny Clegg was somehow
blended in live ... then Dar es Salaam for
Remmy Ongala and more before catching
dysentery and returning to London to
record Guo Yue from China, Nusrat Fateh
Ali Khan, Suzanne Vega, Eddie Grant,
Terence Trent D'Arby, Joe Strummer,

The One World One Music
project: recording around
the world in eighty days

Chrissie Hynde, Black Uhuru and New
Frontier ( pant! wheeze!).
While all this was happening tapes,
videos and film poured back into Nomis
studios by courier for logging. Even after
mixing had started there were afew quick
trips to places like Finland and Leningrad.
Next came the technical nightmares. In
Rio one of the studios that claimed to be
24 track had neglected the machine so
badly that only 17 tracks worked. Some
material was recorded on eight track
cassette, some on 32 or 24 track digital,
some on portable DAT. Somehow Tayler
would have to tie all these together.
The answer came in the form of a
product called Direct-To- Disk. Using a
digital hard disc recording system with
instant access to any part of the disc the
different recordings could slowly be fitted
together — stretching or shortening them
to fit if necessary. From there it was
transferred back onto digital multi- track
tape for mixing. Despite some of the
crude recording formats used, Rupert
Hine challenges anyone to spot them: ' Try
matching artist to format. The best example of using technology is in the way we
used the latest technology to salvage or
resurrect the unidyllic recordings from
this trip... There really isn't a situation
that isn't salvageable for the modern
listener. It's absolutely down to the ears
and hands that are handling it.'
Problems aside, the project was finally
completed at three in the morning of the
17th of May and broadcast just over a
week later. Almost as remarkably Virgin
had the CD, album and cassette in the
shops on 28 May.
Nothing like this had ever been done
before, either technically or creatively,
and chances were that the scale and
complexity of the project would result in
a very clever mush. But at the press
reception, from the deep-timbred voice of
Robbie Robertson, who opened the work
with arecitation of Chief Seattle's speech
on giving up his lands in the last century,
to the climactic ending as The Leningrad
Symphony Orchestra plays aSimon Jeffes
composition over the devastating rhythms
of the Kodo drummers, hard-nosed journalists were glassy eyed.
In alittle over two months 300 people
completed an album that many composers and performers would be proud to
have their name on. Sure there are odd
moements that won't work for some but
for the most part it is astounding.
'I expected to find music I couldn't
understand but it didn't really happen.'
says Rupert Hine ' If they were happy and
you can feel an emotional connection you
just leave it at that. There was always a
point to people's performances in this.
The main attraction was the world music
aspect. This challenge, if it worked, would
be a great moment in time because so
many musics could work together in a
continuous flow. Ihave never used the
word music in the plural before. But after
this...!'
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Chandos
THE WALTON SERIES ...

11,
13e I
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GVVYNNE HOWELL
AMERAL GUNSON
contralto
THE BACH CHOIR

st
Gloria

baritone

NEIL MACKIE STEPHEN ROBERTS
tenor
bass
SIR DAVID WILLCOCKS

THE PHILHARMONIA

conductor

LONDON PHILHARMONIC
BRYDEN THOMSON conductor
mmmmmm.

Ilk

CHAN BM - CD
ABRDAD 1398 - LP/MC

CHAN 8772 - CD
ABTD 1410 - MC

1.,'TOZDN r
Christopher Columbus Suite
Songs after Edith Sitwell •

P•€,,e 9ecefdg

Anon in Love

A Song for the Lord Mayor's Table •

The Twelve

SIR NEVILLE MARRINER
THE
ACADEMY OF
ST. MARTIN
IN THE FIELDS

HAMLET
SIR JOHN GIELGUD 1

AS YOU LIKE

IT

JILL GOMEZ soprano • LINDA FINNIE rnerzosoprano
MARTYN HILL tenor • ARTHUR DAVIES tenor
WESTMINSTER SINGERS •

CITY OF LONDON SINFONIA

RICHARD HICKOX
mamma..

CHAN 8842 - CD
ABTD 1461 - MC

Chandos House

CHANDOS RECORDS LIMITED
Commerce Way • Colchester CO2 8HQ

Tel .(
0206) 577300

Ashade different from the black mass.
Amongst amountain of black
boxes our new hi-fi range can't help
but stand out.
Each component features the
unique JVC titanium finish.
Each has also been designed to
take full advantage of the dynamics
of digital sound.
Something you're sure to notice
the first time you hear one of our new
CD players.
What makes these players
different is the way the digital data is
converted into the analogue signals
which you eventually listen to.
Here we use anew development
called Pulse Edge Modulation (P.E.M.)
which utilises a 1- bit DA converter.
Quite simply, it offers you twice
the resolution of the conventional
techniques used in other CD players.
The result is purer sound.
Our amplifiers are designed with
this end in mind too.
To cope with the most demanding
pieces of music they can hand out up
to 150 watts of power via each channel.
And they have 'CD direct' inputs.
They also allow you to play a
video recorder or TV directly into
your hi-fi system.
Afacility you'll really appreciate if
you want to experience the startling
realism of NICAM digital stereo
broadcasts.
The new hi-fi component series

JVC

from JVC.
Wherever you listen to them,
they're anything but dull.
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